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ABSTRACT
This monograph conairu a collection of papers prepared by

academic defence experte for the Directorate of Army Studies,
Deparfnent of Defence, with an lntroduction by Lieutenant General
HJ. CoaEs, Chief of the General Staff. Written against the background
of current Defence poltcy, the first paper reviews the rclevance of land
forces in the defence of Australia in the 19908, developo operational
conc€pts, and rnakes recomrnendations on the structure and
capabilitie the Army will require to undertake its prirnary roles. The
second paper provide an alternative approach to structuring theArmy. It examines Ausbalia's defence posture, its strategic
circumstances, and its capacity to support current strategic guidance,
and concludes with a deferrce posture involving new ground force
stmcture and roles. The final paper assesses Australian public
perceptions of its Armt and examines how these perceptions arose
and how they might change (or be changed) in the fuhrre.
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INTRODUCTION
Lieutenent General HJ. Coatee, AO, MBE

Chief of the Generel Steff

The Directorate of Army Studies provides colporate level
decision support to nre as chief of the General staff (ccstthrough the
conduct of analyticd studies of complex or long term i$ues which are
beyond the scope of functional branches or staff divisions of the Army.

The Directorate canvasses a very wide range of views by doing
its own res@rch, seeking help from other Covernment Departments
and by using external academic and research agencies. Its charter
includes the following tasks:

o to develop strategies for advancing and fostering
awareness in the wider community regarding the roles
and functions of the Army in national security;

o to undertake long range forecasting and planning by
examining tsends across a wide range of societal and
other relevant issues and analysing their fuhrre effect
on the Army; and

. to examine curent processes and procedures within
the Army and recrommend improvemenb where
appropriate.

In line with the first of these tasks, we in Army have noted the
increased public questioning of the relevance of armed force and a
conesponding rise in dernands for greater public actountability of
defence expendifure, which have beconrc a feature of most Western
societies over the last decade. At the same time there appears to be a
decreasing level of public understanding of the roles and tasks of
deferrce forces, particularly where the level of perceived threat is low.
Similar public attitudes are pres€nt in Australia.

The establishment and maintenance of a well-informed,
interested and committed public is an essential prerequisite to the
development of robust Australian defence forc€s, particularly land
forces, appropriate to the perceived needs of the country. Without this
public involvenrent, the risk of decisions based on short term
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considerations is greatly increased, especially in a climate of economic
restraint. In contimpoiary society the ADF has a dear responsibility
to facilitate public awareness where Possible.

Army accepts its responsibility to make a Positive contribution
to inform thi public. And, it is developing a folg term- information
strategy aimed- at improving the publics knowledge of the Army, its
roles and methods of oPeration'

A necessary Precursor to this strategy has been the
development of a basic understanding of:

o the likely structure and methods of operation of the
Army in the future, and

o the current external and internal perceptions of the
Army.

only then can iudgements be made as to how best to align perceptions
to tire Atmy of the future, and prepare an information sbategy to
maintain p,rbtic awareness of any changes and their effects'

The first objective - the Army of the future - is largely

iudgemental and a wide range of opinion has been solght in order to
dev"elop an objective view oi the Army Australia will need well into
the neit century. The Strategic and Defence Studies Centre at the
Australian National University (ANU) was asked to prepare a PaPer
on the relevance of land forceJ in light of the defence strategy detailed
in the Government White Paper, The Det'arce of Australia 1,987. The
Peace Research centre at the ANU was tasked to examine future
tasking of the land forces, with the caveat that it could include
strateg-ies other than those detailed in DoA 87. These two 'opposite
end, iiews from academic strategists will be compared with views
extant within the Departrnent of Defence to develop a vision of the
Army.

The second objective - an examination of perceptions - is
largely factual, being based on polls and questionnaires. It has sought
to ;xamine the nature and basis of current public perceptions of the
Army. External percePtions of the Army are detailed. in a paper
commissioned by Ar*y and prepared by the Australian Defence
Studies Centre ai the Australian Defence Force Academy. This paper
provides an historical context for public perceptions, details the
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dominant perceptions within the nation and provide guidarrce on
which perceptions s€em immutable or, which might, wherc
appropriab, be rnodified through an information strategy. The
perceptions of ArmlZs own workforce have been gained by an analysis
of the soldier opinion and attitude surveys corducted by Army.

The third part of the qamination is the matching of
perctptions b the A*y as it is now ard as it will be in the future. In
this prcctss, miicrcrrceptions can be identified and, where practicable,
strategi$ developed for their correction.

The thr€e papers in this volume are thooe pr€pard outside the
Departrnent of Defence in support of the first and second parts of this
task. They are published in the interest of informed defence debate. In
particular, the reader should note that the p"pets represent the views
of their authors; not of the Army ru)r, mone especially, of the
Australian Governnrent. This is much rnore than a rih.ral disclaimer.
One has only to compare the prognostications of so<alled experts as to
the likely oourse of the recent Gulf War to realise that strategic and
defence analysis is anything but an exact science. Nevertheless, there
is stnength and value in the concentrations of insights which
independent and diverse analysts, like the group represented here,
bring to this complex subiect.





PART 1
LAND FORCES IN THE DEFENCE

OF AUSTITALIA

Stewart Woodman and
David Horner





The aim of this paper is to review the relevance of land forces
in the defence of Australia and its interests in the 1990s and to make
recommendations on the structure and capabilities they would require
to undertake their primary roles.

The review takes as its starting point the C'overnment's
defence and wider security policies laid down in Tlu Defarce of
Australia7987 policy information paper and Senator Evans' ministerial
staternent on Australia's Regional Secuity. It does not, however, acc€pt
either those policies or the present structure and capabilities of the
Australian Defence Force (ADF) land force as in any way immutable.
The study reviews the origins of, and rationale for, those policies and
capabilities and the range of factors which will affect these in the
coming de<ade. These include the changing strategic environment, the
nature of possible contingencies both within Australia and overseas,
the relationship between land and maritirne forces, resource pressures
and the impact of other recent reviews of defence planning. As
background to this examination it compares the ADF's role and size to
that of land forces in other countries, and discusses the role,
development and capability of the Australian Army.

Where the review is different from other recent studies of
defence capabilities is that it not only examines in detail the roles
which land forces may be required to undertake but also seeks to
develop operational concepts which the ADF might employ in
pursuing these. The need for this type of planning was identified by
Paul Dibb in his Rezrieru of Australia's Defence Capabilitia and has been
receiving considerable attention within the Defence organisation. The
advantage of this approach is that iudgements about the nature and
level of land forces' capabilities are made against strategies which
exploit the strengths and weaknesses of our own strategic situation
rather than concepts adopted from other tactical environments.

The review also seeks to be realistic in terms of the current and
prospective resources likely to be available to Army. While it does not
consider itself constrained to make recommendations which can be
achieved within the level of resources currently devoted to defence, a
key objective has been to ensure that ADF land forces are in a position
to make the most effective and cost efficient use of available resources.
In part at least, this has been achieved by giving the ADF far greater
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flexibility in the time scales within which, and the levels at whictr,
various force elemenb need to be readied and deployed.

The conclusions do not, except in two specific areas,
recommend substantial enhancernent of the [.and Force's existing
capabilities. They do suggest that there is a need to rethink
significantly the ways in which certain force elements and capabilities
are used and the linkages between them. They also seek to maximise
the effectiveness of available manpower - long considered the
Achille'heel of effective land force operations - and to give the ADF
(rather than the adversary) greater conhol over the conduct of
operations.

THE ROLE OF AUSTRALIAN IAND FORCES

It is a curious fact of Australian history that, although the
country is an island, land forces have always figured prominently in
its defence plans, and have played the largest and most influential role
in the wars in which it has been involved. In part this reflecb the fact
that Australia itself, as an island continent, enpys a significant degree
of natural protection due to its isolation and extensive maritime
surrounds and that most military campaigns for the Australian
defence force have been fought in areas distant from our shores. It
also reflects, however, the way in which Australia has perceived both
its own security requirements and its obligations to allies. The role
which defence planners saw for land forces, and their importance
relatively to the other services, has in fact varied considerably over the
past 90 years. Not least this has been because Australia did not have,
until quite recently, a strategy for independent defence and relied
upon others to meet at least some of its defence needs. In the period
before the First World War the governnrent realised the need for
Australia to have its own navy, and defence was to be assured by a
balance of relying on Britain's extensive maritime power, providing a
small local navy and developing the capacity to raise a large part-time
army for selfdefence.

Although Australia sent a large volunteer army overseas to
fight in the First World War, the defence of Australia was still seen to
be provided by the same balance of Empire, Navy and militia. Iapm
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was nominally an ally, but a potential enemy, and hence Australian
naval and military forces were sent to secur€ German territories in
New Guinea, as much to forestall the japanese as to eliminate possible
danger from the small German forces there. But Australia obtained its
chief security through its role in the Empire, and this was paid for by
the conhibution rnade by its Navy and Army. Because the war in
Europe was overwhelmingly a land war, and Australia could more
easily raise large land forces than naval forces, it was through the
Army that Australia made its prominent contribution.

After the First World War, Aushalian defence policy still
revolved around the balance of Empire, Navy and militia. The newly-
formed Air Force rarely figured in the equatiory although by the 1930s
some politicians were claiming that Australia could be defended by a
capable air force. There were insufficient funds for any service to be
developed properly. A small compact Navy was maintained, but the
Army was still based on the militia (Citizen Military Forces - CMF).
The Army doubted the wisdom of relying on Empire and wanted to
prepare for the land defence of Australia. The goverrunent relied on
Empire, and on the outbreak of the Second World War Australia again
paid for imperial defence by contributing forces for action overseas.
Australia did not have the indusbial capacity to produce larger
numbers of ships or aircraft within a short time frame and it proved
easier to raise large land forces. These played a prominent role in the
Middle East fighting.

The war in the Pacific changed the equation. The loss of
Singapore and the decline in British naval power revealed the fragility
of continuing to rely on imperial defence. Ultirnately, Australia would
receive help from the United States, but until this help materialised, for
the first tirne Australia contemplated a direct threat to its shores. Force
of circumstance gave the emphasis to the Army. In part this reflected
the need to defend an extensive coastline against rapidly approaching
ground forces, but it was also the only service that could be expanded
rapidly. When the Royal Ausbalian Navy (RAN) lost a number of
rnapr ships in action they could not easily be replaced, and the
expansion of the Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF) was hindered by
the difficulty of obtaining modern planes from USA. The counter-
offensive against the fapanese conducted by General MacArthur was
an impressive orchestration of the power of the three services, but
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again the rnapr Austsalia role was carried by the Army. The naval
and air forces were mainly provided by the USA.

The lessons of the Second World War were not lost on the
post-war planners. Whereas previously m9 9_ql3U9n had been
Lmpire, Navy and militia, now it became the US alliance, Nlr.y,
Regular Army, CMF and Air Force. In the past Australia had paid for
imperial defence with large land forces; it was now realised that
Aultralia's defence and its ability to support allies would depend on a
more balanced force. If tinc and circumstances allowed, it was still
considered that the Army contribution would be built uP by
mobilising the cMF. But the post-war conflicts did not warrant this
mobilisation and Australia's contribution to its alliance commitrnents
was carried by the permanent forces. Even arnong the regular forces,
however, the nature of the wars in which Australia becarre involved in
the 1950s and 1960s - Korea, Malaya, Confrontation and Vietnam -
meant that the Army played the most prominent role. [n the case of
Vietnam, the Army conhibution was maintained by conrription.
Despite the fact that the Australian Regular Army carried the chief
burden of these alliance cpmmitrnents, throughout the Period it did
not comprise an unusually large proportion of the armed services.

Australia's contribution to these overgeas wars was driven, in
part at least, by the belief that Australia could not defend itself and
ifrat it was necessary to contribute in other theatres to ensure future
help from its alliance partners. Parallel to this was the policy often
desiribed as 'forward defence', in which an enemy, who might in due
cours€ threaten Australia, was best dealt with as far away from
Australia as possible. It was not expected that enemies like Germany
in both world wars, North Korea, North Vietnam or the Malayan
Communists would directly threaten Ausbalia, but it was assessed at
the time that their ultimate success would lessen Australian security.
ln 1942 the |apanese directly threatened Australia, and troops were
deployed forward to Malaya, Timor, Ambon, New Guinea and New
Caledonia to preserve forward bases and keep the enemy as far from
Australian soil as possible.

The end of the Vietnam War, Britain's withdrawal from East of
Suez and President Nixon's Guam staternent led in due course to
Australia's poliry of self-reliance in an alliance framework. The
Vietnam experience made'forward defence' an unpopular policy, but
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as the 1970s progressed it became clear that the end of European
colonies in Australia's region and the improving shategic situation
also made'forward defence'less necessar;r. But when the new defence
polrcy was spelt out in tIrc 1976 White Paper it did not allocate clear
roles to each service; generally the relative strengths of the three
services remained unchanged. The following table shows the ratio of
the shengths of the three services since the forcas were re.structured
after the Second World War.

Table t Ratios of the Stsengths of the
Three Aushalian Services, 1947 -l99O

Year RAN Army
Reg Reg+Res Reg Reg+Res Reg

RAAF
Reg+Res

1947 Defence
poliryplans
1950
1951
1955

79@
1965

7970

7975
1980
1985
1990

1-1.8
1 1.5 7.4
1 1.5 7.6
1 1.4 7.7

1 7.7 2.0
1 1.3 2.0

*(1.8)

1 1.3 2.7
*(1'7),

1 1.1 2.0

1 1.0 1.9
1 1.0 2.0
1 1.1 1.9

6.6
4.6 .91,

3.3 1.0

8.2 7.2

5.5 1.5
4.7 1.3

3.2 1.3

3.3 1.3

3.5 1.4
3.5 7.4

1.34.6

1.3
0.93

1.1
'1..4

7.6
'1,.4

1.4

1.4
1.3
1.5
1.5

* Figurcr in bnckets if netiqral servicsnen rr€ not includod.
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Despite some fundarnental changes in Australia's strategic

outlook the balance has changed little over a period of forty years.l
The only rnalor change is that the CIVIF or Army Reserve is somewhat
srnaller than was contemplated in7947. In total size, the regular forces
have almost doubled since 1950 - from 34237 to 67Ul in 1990. There
has been, however, and continues to be, debate on the size of the Army
both in absolute terms and in relation to the size and capability
requirrements of the other services.

THE ROLE AND STRUCTTIRE OF LAND FORCES

Before attempting to examine the validity of Arm/s current
stength and capabilities, it will be useful to examine the role that land
forces have traditionally played around the world. If we can
determine the conditions which have guided the role of land forces in
the strategic concepts of a range of countries we will be better
equipped to determine the role of land forces in Australia in the
present and future.

Land forces (and indeed naval and air forces) are determined
by a nation's strategy. It has been argued that strategy can be viewed
from the point of view of five schools of strategic thought continental,
maritime, aerospace, revolutionary and nudear.2 Viewing strategy
from this perspective pres€nts the danger of seeing each school in
isolation, whereas in reality the theories do not stand alone.
Nevertheless, the advantage of the approach is that it reflects the
historical development of shategic theory; the theories provide the
rabon d'etre of the various branches of the military forces, and the
underlying assumptions of the five schools of strategic thought can be

1 These statistics are based on various editions of theDefenceReport,
produced annually by the Deparhnent of Defence. The statistics
are not meant to indicate that the A*y is, for example, twice as
important as the Nary. Rather, the statistics show that in 1985 the
Ar*y was considered to be as important ois a zzs the Navy as in
1975 or 7960.2 I.C. Wylie, in Military Strategy: A General Thmry of Puter Control,
(Rutgers University Press, New Brunswick, New fersey, 7967),
proposes the first four schools.
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found in actual strategies pursued around the world. While few
nations may have consciously followed one or other of these rtrools of
sbategic thought in developing their armed forc€s, they will frequently
have drawn upon the same precedents and applied them to their own
particular circumstances. The comparison is particularly important in
Australia's context because, while Australia is an island, it also has a
very large land rnass and its defence forces have most often fought in
distant locations with armies and in environmenb influenced by
different strategic factors.

Continental School

There arc few actual definitions of the continental school.
Although it is deliberately ovenimplified, John Collins' definition in
his book Grand Strategy is useful:

I-and power proponents, the direct strategic
descendants of Clausewitz, tend to compartrnentalize
the globe into separate theatres. They are committed
to the conviction that the destruction of enemies'
armies is the ultimate obiect of war. Navies and air
forces exist primarily to bansport troops to the scene
of the action and support them after they get there.
Land power will force a decision leading to lasting
control, by physical occupation of enemy territo4y, if
necessary.3

land forces have always had the central role in warfare, and it is not
surprising that the continental school was the first to be articulated.
Although war is almost as ancient as mankind, modern national war
as we know it owes its origins to the wars of the late eighteenth
cenhrry and the early nineteenth century. From this era patterns
developed which have persisted to the present day, and the
requirements of continental sbategy have been the driving force
behind the development of most of the world's armies.

John Collins, Granil Strategy: Principles arul Practica, (Naval
Institute Press, Annapolis, Maryland, 1973).
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A nation does not usually decide to pursue a continental
strategf; it is forced into it byits geographic situation. Thus if a nation
has a long, exposd land border with a potential foe it has little option
but to find ways to rnass sufficient soldiers on its border to deal with
the threat. Although the over-riding factor in continental strabgy is
geography, the force structure derived from that strategy is also
determined by demographic and politico-strategic factors.

Continental strategy is marked by four rnain characteristics.4
Firstly, big warc; there is something morc irr,evocable about sending an
army across a frontier than conducting an isolated air raid or sinking a
ship. Continental strategy involves a large number of nren and the
resources of the entire nation. And when troops are lodged on a
foreign territory the war is difficult to terminate short of one side
crushing the other.

The second characteristic is that continental strategy is
manpower intensive - it usually involves mass armia. Maritime
countries might be able to afford the luxury of a small, highly trained,
well-paid volunteer army. But continental countries usually rcquire
some form of national service or conrription to provide the large
numbers of men necessary to defend their borders or to wage offensive
warfare. In this respect, most continental armies use three concepts:
conscription, mobilisation of reserves, and home guards.

Even these conscript armies are generally not large enough,
and most continental armies rely on reserves either to supplement
their regular forces or to form the bulk of their army on rnobilisation.
Conscription is designed not only to bolster the standing army, but to
provide the trained manpower for the reserves. Mobilisation schemes
are vital to the prosecution of continental war, and even when there is
no conscription, reserves are necessilry to bolster the regular army. In
addition to these forces, most continental armies make use of home
guards or regional forces with an integral role in their concept of
operations.

The third characteristic of continental shategy is offatsioe
action. Gernrany determined that the key to success was to conduct

The characteristics have been derribed in detail in D.M. Horner,
The Continental School of Strategic Thoughf , in Defmce Force
lourtul, (No.82), MaylJune 1990.
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rapid offensives to prcvent a longdrawnout war of attrition, and as a
consequenoe developed the concept of the blitzkrieg. This idea has
been taken up by almost all continental countries that have waged war
against their neighbour.

It is interesting to spec'ulate as to whether there is any
offensive concapt for continental warfare that is not based on the
blitzkrieg. One possibility is a slow war of aftritiory aimed at wearing
down the morale and resources of the enemy. There are few, if any,
examples of this strategy being employed successfully by the initiator
of a war in npdern times. Another possibility is if two neighbouring
countries had people of the same ethnic groupr one country might
encourage an insurrection against the neighbouring govemment in the
hope that it could detach part of the neighbour's territory.
Alternatively, it might aim to overthrow the neighbouring countrS/s
government and replace it with one more amenable to its wishes.

The fourth characteristic of continental strategy is the
importance of alliarces or coalitions. Nations enter alliances to off-set
perceived weaknesses.

Taking into account these four broad characteristics of
continental strategy, it is necessary to consider some of the concepts
which might be applied in continental warfare, and outline some
forces structure implications.S A blitzkrieg strategy depends on
effective offensive operations, and the key to successful offensive
operations is rnanoeuvre. Countries which intend to conduct offensive
operations usually structure their forces to include large numbers of
tanks, arnroured personnel carriers, self-propelled guns, helicopters
and ground attack aircraft. There has been a gradual tendency to try
to give the complete combat team the same mobility and protection as
the tank. There are sonre analysts who consider that the main battle
helicopter will become the arnoured vehicle of the future. While
armourcd fighting vehicles are the traditional means of achieving
nunoeuwe within a theatre, other rneans include helicopters, fixed-
wing aircraft, parachutes and amphibious warfare ships.

5 The strategic and operational concepts that might be employed in
continental strategy are described in D.M. Horner, 'Strategies of
Iand Warfare', Defance Force lournnl, (No.52), |anuary/February
1987.
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Although the continental echool ia built around offmsive land
operations, countries threatened by the possibility of a powerful land
attack have been forced to undertake a range of defensive rneasureg.
Historically these have induded preemptive strike, mobile defencg
guerilla warfare, deep area defence, forward defence (of which the
Maginot Line was an extreme example) and containment followed bya
counteroffensive. One feature of continental strategy is that many
srnaller crcuntries simply do not have the capacity to defend
themselves against a large continental neighbour.

Defensive measures might sonretimes hold a continental
aggressor at bay, but they rarely win the war if one breaks out. In the
long run the defender has to mount his own cpunteroffensive, or in
other words mount his own version of a blitzkrieg.

In summary, in its historical context, the continental school of
strategic thought was concerned with the preparation for and the
waging of an offensive war to defeat the neighbouring country's army
and thus its ability to wage war. In morc recent times it has involved
not only the waging of war by land forces across a land frontier, but
the deployment of forces to prevent such wans. Short of a nuclear
attack, invasion by ground forces is the greatest threat faced by any
country. In most countries that threat is the driving force in the
structuring of their defence forces. The resulting force structures are
marked by conscription, mobilisation plans, reserves and home
guards, all aimed at producing large numbers of soldiers in a relatively
short time. In considering some of the concepts that might be used it
was noted that blitzkrieg is the dominant offensive strategy relying on
well-planned offensive operations, while there are a variety of
defensive shategies and concepts.

Most countries structure their arnred forces for a continental
type war. Table 2 compares the numbers of personnel in each service
of a selection of countries and shows the relative importance placed on
the respective services.5

6 Military Balance 1990-1991.
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Table 2 Ratios of the Strengths of the Senlces in
Selected Countries Employing a Continental-type Strategy

Air Def
Air

Forcr SRFNary Anny

USSR
Regular I
Reg+Reserves I

France
Regular
Reg+Reserves

Gemrany (FRG 1990)
Regular

1.3
1.3

.63

.84
1.0
.86

1.4
1.8

3.3
3.6

3.5
4.7

4.4
6.8

9.6
17.6

1
1

1

Reg+Reserves 1

Israel
Regular I
Reg+Reserves 1

EgvptRegular 1

Reg+Reserves 1

India
Regular I
Reg+Reserves 1

115
59.8

16.0
24.0

21.0
26.0

3.1
3.7

15
1.5

2.7
2.7

* StategicRocketForce.

Two important trends are obvious. Firstly, the regular land
forces are very much larger than the regular naval forces; and
secondly, once reeerves are included the land forces are larger still.
The ratios of regular to conscript within the armed forces of each
country are USSR, 1:.62; France, 1:51; Gerrnany, 1:.4; Israel, 1:.78;
Egypt, 1:.55, and India does not need conscripts.
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Maritime Strategy

Although most land forces are struchrd according to the
requirements of continental strategy, some land forces have been
strbngly inlluenced by the maritime school of strategic thought.
Mode; maritime strategy was first articulated by Alfred Thayer
Mahan, who argued that nations like Britain and the United States
relied on commerce for their wealth. To protect their trade the nations
needed to tontrol the seas'. By way of evidence Mahan looked to the
role of the Royal Navy in the rnaintenance of the British Empire.

In the British Empire the army had two roles: maintenance of
order in the colonies, and securing naval bases around the world.
Traditionally a rnaritime state has been defined as 'a nation whose
interests are cenbed on overseas trade, possessions, and dependencies
and not on any continental land mass'.7 Potential conflicts are
generally limited in size and scale and tend to be about specific issues
iather than the survival of the nation. There is a free enterprise ethic,
democratic goverrunent and a relatively srnall, volunteer army. The
nation depends on its navy to control the surrounding home waters
and to pr;tect its oceanic bade routes. Britain and the United States
are rnodern examples. By contrast, the traditional continental power
has an authoritarian goverrunent and a large conscript army. Nazi
Germany and the Soviet Union are modern er<amples. But in reality
many democratic countries follow a continental strategy.

Even the great maritime Powers, Britain and the United States,
have found it impossible to apply a strictly maritime shategy. During
the First World War Britain found that it had to send a land force to
continental Europe if it was to defeat Germany, and both Britain and
the United Statei found that the situation applied again in the Second
World War. In subsequent years the United States has had the option
of following either a maritime or a continental sbategy. Despite its
huge navy, the United States has usually employed a continental
stritegy. In the early 1980s a considerable debate developed in
defence circles in the United States over the most appropriate strategy
for the coming decade. Essentially there were two schools of strategic
thought, the maritime and the continental. The Reagan

Clark G. Reynolds, The Continental Strategy of Imperial |apan',
IJS Naaal lnstitute Proceelingp, August 1983, p. 65.
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Administration tried to pursue both strategies, but only a country with
the imrrrense resources of the United States could afford to do so. An
island country like BritairU with overseas commitments and
responsibilities, may retain rnany of the characteristics of a maritime'
oriented defence force, but most of its army is structured for
continental war in Europe.

Iapan is another country that during this cenhrry has had the
option of pursuing a rnaritime or a continental strategy. Since the end
of the Seqcnd World War, the Japanese constitution has banned the
deployment of forces overseas, and the fapanese strategy to counter
direct aggression is based on three concepb: air defence operations,
measures to combat a landing, and steps to secure the safety of
maritime traffic. Emphasis is given to maritine and airspace
surveillance, air defence and sea denial. A land forcn is maintained to
deter airborne or seaborne assaults and to cope with landing forces.S

Acocrding to the criteria for a rnaritime power described
earlier, Australia falls in the category of a maritime power.
Throughout its history, however, Australia has frequently defined its
strategic interests in terms other than the direct defence of the nation
and, even when facing a specific threat the maritime force has been
largely provided by its allies. When there has been a maritime threat,
such as the one posed bylapan from 19G5 to 1945, Austsalia followed a
maritime approach to its defence. However, in the 1930s the
Australian Army doubted the reliability of rnaritirrc defence and
pushed for a larger army to allow for the continental defence of
Australia. And where Australia considered that its own broader
security interests and those of its allies were threatened by a
continental power, it pined with its allies in their efforts to defeat
those enemies in their own land. Thus substantial forces were sent to
fight Germany in France in the First World War. Land and air forces
confronted the Axis continental forces in Europe and the Middle East
in the Second World War. land forces were deployed to Southeast
Asia to help stem the'downward thrust of communism', in the 1950s
and 1960s.

Defense Agency, Det'erce of lryan 1988, translated by The fapan
Tirnes Ltd, (Defense Agency, Tokyo, 1988).
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Historically, the Austsalian Army has had of the

characteristics of a cpntinental army. By 1918 the Australian Corps
was a highly effective contributor to the Allies' continental forces. But
in the Miaarc East in the Second World War Australia's capable
infantry divisions needed the support of British armoured formationg,
British logistics and the Royal Air Force. When Australia faced the
threat of invasion in 1942 and lacked the support of large and capable
maritime forces it raised over 12 divisions for continental defence.
Sonre of these forces, such as armoured and motorised divisions, were
not suitable for use in MacArthur/s operations against |apan'
However, by 7943 Australia has three infantry divisions in action
simultaneouily in New Guinea in support of MacArthu/s essentially
maritime strategy.

The experience of the Second World War brought about a
change in outlook. since that time, the Australian services have had a
typical maritinE-type structure in that the Army has been small in size
and, except for a- short period, comprised of volunteers. The table
shown earlier demonstrates that since the Regular Anmy was formed
in 1%8 it has usually has had only twice the numbers of the Navy and,
even during the conscription period, it never reached three time the
strength of the Navy. If the ratios of the three services are considercd,
it can be seen that Australia has rnaintained a well-balanced force -not one that is suitable for large continental-tyPe wars.

Nevertheless, it might be argued that for most of its existence
the Ausbalian Army has demonstrated, and in some respects
continues to demonshate, a continental shategy ethos. Throughout
the inter-war period the Army's leaders, both regular and militia, were
guided by the memory of the First World War, and these attitudes
persisted in the early part of the Second World War when plans were
ifoot to raise an Anzac A*y in the Middle East.e Despite the fact that
MacArthur's strategy was maritime in nature, Australia provided sudt
a large land force that the maritime character of the war was masked.

The composition of Aushalia's Post-war services shows that
the need for a more balanced force was recognised, but when Australia
was committed yet again to a different and distant sbategic context in

Gavin Long, Grecce, Crete anil S3rnla, (Australian War Memorial,
Canberra 1953), pp. 54G1.
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the Korean War the continental ethos resurfaced in the Army. During
the war it took part in large+cale conventional operations. Meanwhile
back in Australia defence plans envisaged that in the event of a full-
scale war Australia would provide several divisions to operate with
allied land forces.l0 Similarly, our naval and air forces would operate
with the sister services of our allies. It was not envisaged that the
Australian services would operate as a small, compact pint force.

These attitudes were reinforced by the commitments to
Malaya, Malaysia and Vietnam where, in each case, the Australian
services usually operated apart from each other and within the
framework of the larger allied forces. The result of this experience was
that while the services as a whole had the characteristics of a maritime
force, the Army maintained the ethos of a continental force.

Table 3: Ratios of the Shengths of the Senrices in
Selected Countries Emptoying a Maritime-type Strategy

Navy, incl.
Coasl Guard

A*y Air Force Marines

USA:Reeular
Reg+Red6rves
United Kingdom:
Regular
Re[+Reserves

Japan:
Regular
Ref+Reserves
Australia:
Rezular
Re[+Reserves
New Zealand:
Reqular
Re[+Reserves
Canada:
Regular
Re[+Reserves

1.2
2.0

2.7
4.8

2.6
3.4

7.9
3.1

2.7
3.r

1
1.5

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

.30

.31
.9
.94

1.6
1.5

.8

.8

7.4
1,.4

7.7
1.4

.14

.13

lo See next section; p.35.

.92
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Table 3 shows the relative importance placed on the respective
services by selected maritime'type countries. In every case the land
forces are proportionally smaller than those in the table of continental
countries. Only the USA and Canada have, proportionally, a smaller
land force than Australia, and tlre land force figure for Canada is
artificially low as Canada's unified structure means that traditionally
large army units such as logistics and communications are not listed as
land forces. It should also be noticed that not one of the countries
listed uses conscripts.

Revolutionary School

The other school of strategic thought with possible relevance
to Australia is the revolutionary school. Many countries in the Third
World have armed forces that owe their origins to the rhool of
revolutionary warfare, or wars of national liberation. Countries with
armed forces that originated as liberation armies indude the Pmple's
Republic of China, Vietnam, Indonesia and Zmbabwe (partly). There
are also liberation armies that have not yet achieved their aim, such as
the forces of the Palestine Liberation Organisation and the Irish
Republican A^y. Nunrerous countries have structured their armed
forces specifically to maintain internal order and to counter possible
revolutions. Indonesia, the Philippines, Malaysia and Papua New
Guinea are nearby countries that are primarily concerned with internal
securit5r, while many countries, such as Vietnam, China and Israel, are
required to balance external and internal threats.

In this context, Indonesia deserves particular mention. At first
glance it might be assumed that Indonesia would Pursue a maritime
sbategy. It is a large archipelago, it sits astride key international sea
routes and depends on the export of oil and petroleum products by
sea. However, while it is true that the Indonesian Armed Forces do
have the capability to deploy land forces effectively by sea, they tend
to see the scattered islands of the archipelago as a single entity. Within
this, the main purpose of the Indonesian military is to counter
domestic uprising, sedition and revolution, and it has a substantial role
in all aspects of government and administration. Its role in nation-
building is enshrined in the strategy of 'national resilience'. If any
Indonesian territory were to be invaded the Indonesian anny would
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Table 4: Ratios of the Stsengths of the Sen'ices in
Selected Counbies Concerned with Internal Security

Navy ind. Army
Coast Guard

Air Force Marines Para-
Military

Indonesia
Regular
Reg+Reserves

Vietnam
Regular
Reg+Reserves

PapuaNew Guinea
Regular

Philippinee
Regular
Reg+Reserves

China
Regular
Reg+Reserves

Malaysia
Regular
Reg+Reserves

8.1
11.1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

6.9
32.0

69.2
238.0

10.3

.4

.4
.8
.8

Part.92 2.1 of Res
.92 2.7

.47 2.6.6 5.3
.91

1.4

.47

3.7
48.4

7.2
53.0

7.4
77.3

4.0
.3

9.0
13.7

.02

.02
1.8
1.8

.96

.93

rely on the local population providing logistic support in the
threatened area.

Table4 shows the relative importance placed on the respective
services by selected countries whose forces either grew out of
liberation armies, are concerned with internal security, or retain a
revolutionary flavour.

These statistics show a wide variation but nonetheless, and not
surprisingly, they reveal a heavy emphasis on land forces. The other
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notable feature is the use of para-military forces for internal security
functions. These para-military forces do not indude coast gUard units,
which throughoui have been included as part of the N"ry: None of
the countriclsted earlier as rnaritimetype countrie have lard para-
military forces, although fapan and the USA have coast guards which
by comparison with their navies are rel,atively srnall.

Relevance to Austsalia

Australia probably has morc to learn from the continental and
maritime experience than from the revolutionary. Unlike the
practitioners of continental strategy, Australia does not have a Land
lrontier and has a relatively unique strate{tic environment. From a
study of the continental sdrool we learn how land warfare has
developed, why modern armies are structured the way they al'e, and
we gain insighi into the imperatives behind the strategi! Rlns of the
world's rnaior powers. Wsalso need to recognise that the Auslralian
Army has been shaped by the lessons of continental strateg;r. Like it or
not, it is part of the heritage of the Ausbalian Army. We might ask
ourselves: what is the driving ethos of the Army today? Is it the ability
to raise a large, balanced, armouroriented army caPable of fighting_a
continental war? Or is it a smaller, hard-hitting, easily deployable
army capable of supporting maritime strategy? If it is the latter, do we
have the maritime resources to suPPort such a strategy? And the
essence of traditional maritime shategy has not iust been to patrol the
home waters, but to hold, defend and, if necessary seize vital points
beyond the home shores.

At first glance Australia's military strategy would seem to
need the characteristics of both the maritime and the continental
schools. Inasmuch as Australia is an island and is separated from the
Asian rnainland by a series of archipelagos, a maritime strategy would
appear to be logical. However, Ausbalia is also a continent, and if an
enemy were to land in Australia it might be necessary to apply the
ideas of continental strategy described earlier. But even in this case the
continental approach needs to be tempered by the fact that in many
ways the vital points across the north of Australia are like another
archipelago, with the small, underpopulated islands surounded on
three sides by difficult terrain and on the fourth by the sea. In the
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traditional rnaritime strategy, these islands either need to be
garrisoned, or at least picketed, with a capability to reinforce them
rapidly.

While the emphasis of this review is on land operations there
is no suggestion that they should be considered in isolation from other
servicrs. Indeed, this review argues that Austsalia's military sbategy
should be essentially maritime. Within that framework, operations
will generally be ioint in nature.

Australian A*y commanders have traditionally viewed their
operations from a single-service perspective, in which they are
supported by the Navy and Air Force. For example, if an Army officer
were conunanding a Joint Force with the mission of protecting vital
assets across northern Australia, he would sc.e his task as one primarily
involving land forces supported by air and possibly naval assets.
From an operational-level perspective this would be a iustified
approach. However, from the perspective of the strategic-level
commander, vital assets such as the port of Darwin or the airfield at
Tindal would have to be protected so that he could carry out a
maritimetype strategy.

Except where an enemy had overcorre Australia's maritirne
defences and had lodged a large force on the Australian mainland,
most Australian operations would be conducted as part of a maritime'
type sbategy. That maritime strategy might involve maritime, air and
land oriented campaigns, and it would be difficult to argue that a land-
oriented campaign would be either the first to be conducted or even
the most likely. But the maritime or air orientation of likely campaigns
does not mean that there would not be a role for the army. Nor does it
mean that the army contribution would be small in size.

The possible size of land forces involved in supporting
maritime and air campaigns can be deduced from history. During the
Second World War, MacArthur's campaign in the South West Pacific
Area involved the systematic destruction of |apanese naval and air
forces while generally allowing the Japanese land forces to wither on
the vine. In pursuit of this policy his land force had to seize forward
air and naval operating bases. In the latter months of 1943 and early
1944, Ccneral Kenne/s air forces took the main fight to the fapanese
from a complex of air bases in the Markham and Ramu valleys in New
Guinea. To protect these air bases the 7th Australian Division was
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deployed in the Ramu Valley and saw subsantid action in the Shaggy
Ridge area.

Situations in which land forces might operate in support of
maritime or air campaigns might include:

. seizure and,/or destruction by land forcee of enerny
airfields as part of an offensive counter air campaign;

o insertion to seize, protect and repair airfields for use
by the RAAF;

o seizure and/or protection of RAN forward operating
bases;

o the land force component of RAN or RAAF efforts to
rescue or evacuate Ausbalian nationals.

These land operations might take place either over€eas or within
Australia.

The lesson from this consideration is that the Army needs to
view its concepts, force structure and doctrine in terms of irint
operations. It needs to identify where its operations fit in the overall
military strategy and argue for a force structure to fulfil the roles
expected of it in that shategy.

The lessons of the revolutionary school should not be rgnored.
The ADF was not built upon a liberation army, nor it is likely to face
an insurgency in Australia. But the problem of countering low-level
incursions across the vast distances of the sparsely populated north
might require elements in the force struchrre similar to that which
other counhies have used against home-grown insurgencies. The
force structure lesson from these lower level hostilities like
insurgencies is that they can quickly beconre rnanpower intensive.
Traditionally, there is a need for large numbers of infantry soldiers and
there is a role for para-military organisations or police field forces or
both. In these circumstances the army plays a much larger role than
navies or air forces, which are used mainly in supporting roles. It
should be acknowledged that there are some analysts who consider
that Australia might be best defended by reducing its offensive
capacity and looking more to passive defence or guerilla warfare. The
implication of this strategy is proportionately a larger army.
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Finally, the composition of armies varies according their roles.
By way of comparison, Table 5 shows the number of main battle tanks
held by each country per 1,000 rqgular soldiers.ll

Table 5: Comparison of the Numbers of
Main Battle Tanks in Selected Armed Forces

Continental
School

Maritime
School

Revolutionary
School

USSR

France
Germany
Israel

EgyPt

India

47.7

4.6
15.3
41.2

10.0

2.8

USA 20.2

uK 8.7
Iapan 7.8
Australia 3.4

NZ0
(14.6It &s)

Canada 4.8

Indonesia

Vietnam
PNG
Philippines

China

Malaysia

0
(.5It tks)
1..7
0
0
(.6It tks)
3.5

0
(.25It tks)

It is appreciated that these statistics are open to
misinterpretation, but they are designed merely to show broad trends.
It can be seen that when a country intends to fight a continental-type
war it ensures that it has a substantial number of heavy weapons, of
which the main battle tank is the most obvious. Although USA and
Britain are listed as rnaritine'type countries they both have large
armies deployed in Europe to conduct continental-type operations.l2
By contrast, maritime'type countries with a low risk of having to fight
a continental war have fewer heavy weapons. Countries with internal
security priorities rely primarily on large numbers of personnel, not
sophisticated technology, and have few heavy weapons.

Statistics are from Military Bahnce 1990-91.
At least they did until the advent of the Gulf War - itself a
largely continental-type war.

l1
12
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Expeditionaqy Force Yersus Sovereignty Defence

Another way of considering the shape of defence forces has
recently received sorne prominence in Mr Wrigley's report, TheDefence
Force ind the Community. Wrigley quotes an Arnerican writer as
follows:

In the broadest sense, there are only two kinds of
national force. A enitorial defense force does
precisely that: it oPerates on and around its national
borders in order to deter or defeat such thrcab as rnay
approach. It usually knows where and against whom
i[ witt fignt. Its troops are, more often than not,
recruited by conrription, and its regular forces are,
more often than not, buthessed by sizable reserves'
Such massive augmentation is militarily possible
because territorial defense forces normally have the
benefit of interior lines of communication and, in most
cases, do not have to travel very far to fight. The
massive use of reserves is politically possible because
tenitorial defense forces exist to fulfil an
unambiguous, even sacrosanct mission: th€
preservition of territorial sovereignty. - Israel,
Switzerland, The Federal Republic of Germany,
France, and Sweden provide examples of the efficacy
of such forces.

Alternatively, a force may be expeditionary in nature:
that is designed to fight away from home. Such forces
are usually designed for rnany contingencies in widely
different areas. Since an expeditionary force must
travel in order to fight, it requires great invesEnents in
shategic lift, and in air and sea control ass€ts. Ib
logistical problems tend to be far greater, its
nunpower constraints more severe - especially in all
the short-to-no-notice contingencies exemplified by
the Falklands, Grenada, and some UN peace'keeping
missions. For these reasons, expeditionaqy forces tend
to rely upon professional, highly trained, long-service
manpower. They are forces-in-being, designed to be
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deployed as instruments of national policy under
circumstances with potentially ambiguous public
suPPort.l3
Wrigley acknowledges that Australia does not require a force

that identifies with either end of this spectrum, but he argues that the
ultimate task of the defence forces is sovereignty defence. He accepts
that 'Australia's full-time forces rnay be required to carry out some
tasls of an expeditionary nature in what we might call their peacetime
"constabulary" role', but sc'es the defence of Australia as being
conducted by forces designed for sovereignty defence.l4

There are a number of difficulties with tNs approach. First,
most countries that apply sovereignty defence are relatively compact,
have land borders with a potential enemy, and usually have no
requirement for, or potential to use, an expeditionary force. But not all
countries which apply a continental sbategy, and at first glance rely
on sovereignty defence, deny themselves the advantages of meeting
the enemy away from their own soil. Thus as part of the North
Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO), Britairy Belgium and the
Netherlands deploy, or plan to deploy, forces forward into Germany
or Norway. Israel, a prime example of a country applying sovereignty
defence, was willing to move forward into Lebanon when it thought
that it could get away with it.

To use expeditionary forces beyond a nation's borders runs the
risk that such use might not have the full backing of the population,
but counhies pursue that option because they perceive that it is in their
security interests to do so. Australia is in the unique situation that its
gmgraphy might require expeditionary forces to be despatched within
the nation's borders.

Wrigley claims that the ADF's substantial base and support
infrastructure was established to support an expeditionary force
mentality. In fact the reverse is the case. The infrastructure was first
established in the Second World War, when Australia was under
threat of invasion and could not rely on support from allies. After the

Quoted in Alan K. Wrigley, The Det'nce Force and the Community:A Partnership in Australia's Defence, (Australian Government
Publi shing Service, Canberra, 1,99O\, pp. 57 4.
lbid.,p.58.
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Second World War much of the infrastmcture was allowed to wither
and was not developed until the Vietnam War, when it had to suPPort
the expansion of the Regular Atmy to a nine-battalion division. For
example, in the late 1960s a task force was moved to new barracks at
Townsville - a move which had more to do with defending Australia
than with launching an expeditionary force. [n the 7y70s, when the
Army had to consider operations in the more rerrrob areas of
Australia, it found that it had to develop a logistic capability that
Australia had not possessed since the Second World War.

Conclusion

None of the above templates of continental, maritime or
revolutionary, or sovereignty defence versus expeditionary force, can
be applied to Australia without substantial npdification.
Nevertheless, the discussion would seem to indicate that Australia
would require a maritime'type military shategy in which the land
forces would have a key role of securing and defending forward bases,
whether they be within or outside Australia's borders. The alternative
might be described as the Brisbane Line mentality of the Second World
War, in which the heartland is defended by a large militia force and
the forward areas are abandoned to the enemy. Such an aPProach
could be contemplated only in an extreme situation. In dealing with
low-level threats consideration might be given to learning from the
revolutionary rhool, in which force structures include large numbers
of infantry and para-military forces - areas in which Australia
remains strategically weak due to its relatively limited population and
lack of development in the north.

Before considering the specific roles that and forces should
play in Australia's particular circumstances, it is important to consider
the background to the structure of the Australian Atmy.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE AUSTRALIAN ARMY

In examining the developnrent of the Australian Army the key
question is whether current force structures and doctrine are shaped
prirnarily by current shategic perceptions, or whether they are still
heavily shaped by historical precedent. In other words, is the Army
preparing for the last war or a future one? Although the Australian
Regular Army (ARA) was not formed until soon after the Second
World War, the Australian A^y dates back to 1901, and the new force
reflected rnany of the attitudes developed over the preceding fifty
years.

While some writers have descriH many of Australia's
defence planners since the commitment to Sudan in 1885 as possessing
an expeditionary force mentality,rs 6l" truth is that the Army before
the First World War was developed to provide for home defence.l5
The Army was almost completely comprised of militia and an
expeditionary force had to be raised specially for the war. As a result
of the war experience, in the 1920s the Army was rmrganised into
divisions but retained its militia structure. During the inter-war period
Army planners were concerned mainly with the defence of Australia
against invasion while the goverrunent wanted an .umy that firstly
could handle an enemy raiding force, and secondly could send a srnall
expeditionary force overseas. Since insufficient resources were
provided for the home defence of Australia, on the outbreak of the
Second World War there seemed little alternative other than to raise an
expeditionary force to provide for defence in an imperial framework.lT

For example, see Jeffrey Grey, A Military History of Australia,
(Cambridge University Press, Melbourne, 1990), pp. 434;
Wrigley, The Defence Force anil the Community, p59.
See Guy Verney, 'The Army High Comnund and Australian
Defence Policy, 1901-1918', PhD thesis, University of Sydney,
t985; I.L. Mordike, 'Lord Kitchene/s Memorandum on the
Defence of Aushalia, 1910: The Implications for Australia's
Military Forces', Part2, Defence Force lourtul, (No.47), fuly-August
1984; and John Mordike, The Story of Anzac: A New Approach',
lourtul of the Australinn War Memorinl, April 190.
Report on Military Defence of Australia 1920, dated 5 February
1920, Pearce Papers MS 1827, item 14, National Library of
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The Pacific War brought great changes in attihrde about the

Arm/s force structure and role. First, it was the regularofficers who
bore the burden of planning the defence of Aushalia. By the end of the
war rrany senior command positions were held by regular officers,
and they believed that they were better trained and prepared both to
advise the government on military rnattens and to cpmmand the Army.
Second, the Army was forced to raise a full range of logistic senrice
units to support in combat units in the field. Third, the Army had to
raise many of the combat support units that had previously been
supplied by the British. Fourth, the Pacific War caused the Army to
develop organisations which were not iust copies of British
organisations, but were tailored for the area of Australian operations.
Fifth, the Pacific War reinforced the belief that Australia was best
defended by deploying troops to the islands to the north of Australia
rather than by waiting for the enemy to land in Aushalia. Sixth, the
Pacific War provided rough guidance as to the size of army needed to
defend Australia against invasion, and the size of the army that could
be maintained. This last point was most important. It provided a
mental picture of the objective force to be aimed at in any future
expansion.

Since the regular forces that were established lln.1947-8 fornrcd
the base for the ADF as we know it today, their develoPment should
be described in a little detail. Although it took the government almost
two years from the end of the war to determine a deferrce policy, the
pressure of events meant that a number of force structure decisions
were rnade without reference to any agreed defence policy. Perhaps
the most important force shucture dctision was to provide an infantry
brigade to the British Commonwealth Occupation Force in |apan.
Thus for the first time Australia had a full-time infantry force in
peacetime.

The post-war assessments of Australia's shategic position
concluded that the nation's security was derived principally from ib
geographic isolation, but because of its limited industrial and
economic capacity, Australia had to rely on allied support. Thus
Australia's defence forces had to be structured so that they could co-
operate with British Commonwealth forces, particularly in the Pacific.

Australia. fohn McCarthy, 'Planning for Future War 1919-1947 ,
Ranue Intqnationale d' Histoire Militaire, (No.72), 7990, p.ll7.
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On 4 fune 1947 the Minister for Defence announced Australia,s
first post-war Defence policy and stated that the defence forces had to
provide capabilities for:

r The Forces to be placed at the disposal of the
United Nations for the maintenancn of
international peace and security, including
regional arangements in the Pacific;

o The Forces to be maintained under
arrangements for co-operation in British
Commonwealth defence; and

o The Forces to be maintained to provide for the
inherent right of individual selfdefence.l8

Since the United Nations concept was undefined, and the US
was reluctant to commit itself in the Pacific, the latter two
requirements were the chief determinants of our force structure.
Despite these high ideals, the over-riding determinant was finance; the
government simply decided that Defence would be allocated a specific
sum of rrpney over the next five years and the services had to do the
best they could with that money. The financial allocation provided for
a force structure shown in Table 6.

Generally speaking, the Navy was composed of ships left over
from the Second World War, but a significant development was the
decision to acquire a Fleet Air Arm of two aircraft carriers to enable the
navy to play its role in cooperating with allied navies and in keeping
open $ea lines of communication. Like the Navy, the Airforce relied on
Second World War aircraft, while planning to obtain the Lincoln
bomber and the Vampire fighter.

The Defence policy allowed for two significant A*y
developments. Firstly, the formation of a regular brigade group was
confirmed, based on the brigade in the British Comrnonwealth
Occupation Force. The brigade was to be the core force for expansion
for high level operations. It tmk sorne time to raise the armoured
regirrent. There were vague plans that in the event of war the
Australian At-y would provide forces for the Middle East where
armourcd units would be required.

18 Han*ril, (Senate and House of Representatives), Yo1.792, p.3335.
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Table 6: The Aushalian Services'Force Stsuctures Planned torl947

RoyITAUSTnALIANNAVY
Ships in Commission:
I tig\t fleet carriers
z crulserc
6 destroyers

Ships in Reserve:
1 cruiser
2 destroyers

3 survey ships and tenders
6 trainiire slfips
4 auxiliairy vdssels

6 minesweepers
37 miscellanbous

Personnel:
10150 in794748 rising to74,753 in 1951-52
The first aircraft carriei was to be acquired (but not commissioned)
in 1%7{

AustnnrrlNAnnav
Perrranent Military Forces 0MF):
1 independent brigade group

(3 battalions andl arribur6d regiment)
Fixed establishments
Citizen Militarv Forces cadres
Total Permaneirt tvtitiary Forces

Citizen Military Forces (CMF):
2 divisions,l annoured brigade and corps trmps 4q{Iq
fixed defences - 1,150
Total Citizen Military Forces
Total Army

Rovlt Ausrurnx An Foncn
3 heaw bomber squadrons 1 search and rescue squadron
2 longJrange.fighter squadrons 1 target towing squadronI neaw DomDer reconnalssancesquddron 2 hansport squadrons
1 tactical reconnaissancesquadron 1 survey squadron
4 interceptor fighter squadrons
(Citizen Air For-ce)

Personnel:
Approximately 13,922

4A70

13380
1,150

19,000

50.000
69,000

Source: Robert CfNeill, Aushelia in the lGrcan Wolr 795$52, VoLl, Strllzgy crrtt
Diplonucy, (Aushalian War Memorial and Aushalian C,overnment Publishtng Sernie,
Canberra, l9E1),p.26.
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The second significant development was the raising of the

Citizen Military Forces (CMF) which began recruitment on 1 July 1948.
As it was to be filled by volunteers the Order of Battle (ORBAT) was
rather ambitious, even if it was to be smaller than the pre-war militia.
Equipment was available as it was left over from the Second World
War.

The Army that was formed in the Post-war Perid combined
new and old characteristics. For the first time Austsalia had a small
regular force (only three under-strength battalions) that could be
deployed overseas at relatively short notice for service with Allied or
United Nations forces. There was a substantial pool of experienced
iunior and middle rank regular officers, and the army possessed a
support infrastructure that it had never previously tud. However,
rnany of the old characteristics continued. The CMF still comprised
the largest part of the army, and the CMF had experiencd, battle-
tested officers who expected to play a leading role in the Army.
Training, equipment and doctrine was left over from the Second World
War and provided the ability to work with British forces. The old
dilemma between home defence or an expeditionary force still
persisted. While there were definite plans for mobilising the CMF to
provide an expeditionary force for service in the Middle East or
Southeast Asia,l9 the members of the CMF were still prevented by law
from serving overseas. During this period the CMF was bolstered by a
national service training scheme which drained resources from the
Regular A*y. The important role of the CMF is shown by Figure 1,
although in 1953 the CMF comprised 60,000 national servicemen and
15,000 voluntary enlistees.2o

By the late 1950s the possibility of a global war had declined
and the main threat was considered to come from communist
expansion in Southeast Asia. Australia needed to be able to provide
land forces for deployment to this area, and in 1957 for the first time
the Army formed a viable regular infantry brigade within Australia.2l

Lieutenant-Colonel f. Wood,'Mobilisation: An Outline Record of
its Origins and Development in Respect of Land Forces', a report
prepared as a Defence Fellow, Deakin University, Geelong,1986,
p.128.
Hanur d, (House of Representa tives), 1 October 1953, p. 877 .
For an outline of the changes in defence policy see T.B. Millar,

19

20
2l
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The pentsopic organisation, introduced in 1960, was ained at
providing self<ontained battle groups that could operate in Southeast
Asia. A little later, for the first time, a regular divisional headquarters
was formed. The batalions rohting through service in Malaya
retained the smaller iungle warfare establishment and trained for
iungle warfare. 'lhe larger pentropic batalions still tended to train for
connentional warfare in the more open areas of Australia. One of the
effects of the pentropic experiment, and the more obvious commitrnent
to forward defence, was to lessen the role of the CMF and reduce the
inlluence of senior CMF officers.

The deteriorating strategic situation in Vietnam and
lndonesia's confrontation with Malaysia resulted during 1954 and 1965
in far reaching changes to the role and struchrre of the Australian
Army. The Army started to bain for counter-insurgency operations in
Southeast Asia, and in early 1964 another regular infantry battalion
was raised to relieve that battalion in Malaysia. Then in November
1964 the Prime Minister announced that the pentropic organisation
was to be abolished, the Army was to double the number of its Regular
battalions from four to eight (it later expanded to nine), the Pacific
Islands Regiment was to be doubled from one to two battalions, and
theSpecial AirService (SAS) Company was to expand to form an SAS
Regiment. A selective National Service scheme was to be
introduced.22 At about the same time the arrnoured corPs was
reorganised into Regular armoured, cavalry and Armoured Personnel
Carrier (APC) regiments and the Ar-y Aviation Corps was formed.

The commitments to Confrontation and Viebmm had a
number of longer term implications for the Arm/s force structure.

'Australian Defence, 7945-796', in Gordon Greenwood and
Norman Harper (eds), Aushalia in World Affairs, 7967-7965'
(Cheshire, Melbourng 1968), p,267. For the changes in strategic
guidance see Department of Defence, 'IGy Elements in the
Triennial Reviews of Suategic Guidance since 1945', April 1986.
For a description of the penhopic experiment see f.C. Blaxland,
Aryanising an Amry: The Australian Etperience 1'957-7965' C-anberra
Papers on Strategy and Defence No.50, (Strategic and Defence
Studies Centre, Australian National University, Canberra, 1989).

22 Ministerial Statement by Sir Robert Menzies, Hanxrd, (House of
Representatives), 10 November 1964.
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First, if toops were to be deployed oubide Australia they could not
come from the CMF unless the Defence Act were to be amended.
Second, if troops were to be deployed at short notice the Army had to
have forces at a relatively high state of readiness.23 Third, the forces
deployed overseas could not rely completely on cnmbat or logistic
support from Allies and any shortfalls in this support had to be
provided from Australia. Fourth, both C-onfrontation and Vietnam
confirmed the value of possessing a range of capabilities, such as
tanks, SAS, civil affairs, psychological operations and signals
intelligence, beyond those of the naditional infantry force.

The end of Australian and American involverrcnt in Vietnam,
Britain's withdrawal from East of Suez, and the election of the
Whitlam Government in December 7972 provided the opportunity for
wide'ranging changes in organisation, and in1973 the Army changed
from its geographically based system to the functional system with
Field Force, Logistic and Training Commands. This brought the Army
into line with the other two services, which had had functional
organisations for some time. It was the first step in providing an
organisation suitable for the defence of Australia.

The Millar Committee was established to investigate the
organisation of the CMF, and as a result the Australian Army Reserve
was formed with the intention that there would be doser integration
with the Regular Army.zt The main role of the Reserve was to provide
a base for expansion in time of war. As shown by Figure 7,W 7974 the
Reserve had reached its lowest strength since the CMF was formed in
1948, underlining the dominant role that the Regular Army had
assumed in the defence of Australia.

The end of National Service meant that the Army could no
longer sustain nine battalions and the future structure of the Atmy

For the problems in deploying 1 RAR see Bob Breen, First to Fight:
Australian Diggus, NZ Kiwb and US Paratroopers in Vietrum, 7965-
66, (Allen & Unwin, Sydney 1988). S€e also Mapr lan Mdrleill,
'An Outline of the Australian Military Involvement in Vietnam,
Iuly 7962- December 1972' Det'arce Force lourtul, (No.24),
September/October 1 980.
Committee of Inquiry into the Citizen Military Forces, Report,
(Australian Govemment Publishing Service, Canberra, 797 4).
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was coruidered by the Farrands-Hassett Review. The review assurd
that the Army would have to expand to a force of a million men to
defend Australia against a mairr attack, and to do this the Army
needed to rctain its divisional structure and expand from 29000 to
34m0 by mid 1976. Under this new structurc six of the nine regular
battalions were linked to produce six regular battalions in three task
forces.Z5 However, the battalion organisations themselves rernained
largely unchanged, even if they now had to train for operations in
Australia rather than Southeast Asia. When Papua New Guinea
(PNG) became independent in 1975 the local units were removed from
the Australian ORBAT and became part of the PNG Defence Force.

There was a marked decline in expenditure on new
equipnent, the rrpst important equipment decision in this period
being to acquire 87 Leopard tanks to replace the aging Centurions,
now over 20 years old. Tanks had proved of great use in Vietnam and
the decision to replace the Centurion would appear to have been made
without a close examination as to the role that armour would play in
any concept for the defence of Australia.

In the meantime the Army began preparing for conventional
operations in continental Australia, and towards the end of the 1970s
the Army had acquired greater versatility, and was well on the way to
mastering the skills and developing the capabilities needed to fight
over open spaces and vast distances. But there was little conelation
between defence pollcy, strategic concepts and Army force structure
and training.

The government's White Paper, A:ustralian Defence, presented
to parliament by the Minister for Defence in NovemberT9T6,provided
some directiory even though it did not spell out a detailed strategy.
The White Paper emphasised a policy of self-reliance, in which it was
no longer expected that Australian forces would te sent abroad to
fight as part of some other nationis force, supported by if. The
government did 'not rule out an Australian contribution to operations
elsewhere if the requirernent arose', so long as Australia's presence
would be effective and forces could be spared from their national

25 For a description of these changes see David Horner (d,), Duty
First: The Royal Australian Regimatt in War anil Pace, (Allen &
Unwin, Sydney, 1990), Chapter 12.
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tasl6. But it believed that operatioru were 'mol€ likely to be in our
own neighbourhood than in some distant or forward theatre', ad that
they would be conducted as irint operatioru by the Australian Defence
Force (lof).zo

This policy posd difficult problems for Army planners. The
White Paper stated that the first element of the toverrunenfs policy
was 'the maintenance of a substantial force-inSeing, whidt is also
capable of timely expansion to deal with any unfavourable
developmenf. But what was the shaPe to which the Army had to
expand? What was the threat for which the Army had to prepare?
And what were the tasks that the Army might need to undertalre in
peacetime?

Over the next eight years the Army received little guidance as
to the inint operational concepts in which it would be operating and
therefore struggled to produce a force structure to meet the
requirements of the goverrunent's White Paper. Headquarters ADF
had not yet been formed and the existing pint staff was limited in size
and had not produced a military strategy. Nonetheless the Army
underwent a period of substantial restructuring.

One important initiative grew out of the efforts of the SAS
Regiment to find a role in the defence of Australia and resulted in the
formation of three regional force surveillance units GFSUs) across the
north. In response to an increased threat from international brrorism
the SAS also formed a cpunter-terrorist assault capability.u

The most important change however, took place within the
Army's main combat formation, the lst Dvision. [n1977 the Chief of
the General Staft Lieutenant€eneral Dunstary concluded that despite
the fact that the lst Dvision had been restructured at the end of the
Vietnam War to remedy deficiencies in the Arm/s capability to
operate within Australia, it needed further modification, First, the
organisation was too heavy in both rnanpower and equipnren$ it

Departrnent of Defence, Australian Defance, Presented to
Parliament by the Minister for Defence the Hon. DJ. Killen,
November 1976, (Australian Government Publishing Service
Canberra, 7970,p.10.
For detail on the establishment of RFSUs see David Horner, SAS:
Phantoms of the lungle, (Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 1989), Chapbr 22.
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numbered 18115 personnel and needed to be trimmed down. Second,
the Army was losing the expertise to operate on light scales; the lst
Divisionwas becoming tied to trucks and AI€s and Dunstan believed
that at least part of the Army had to be capable of moving quickly and
without heavy equipment. And third, the Army was losing its
expertise in operating in hopical terrain. There had been no progress
in developing close counby warfare techniques beyond those used in
Vietnam, and new technology had not been exploited. Furtherrnore,
the Australian Army might need to operate in northern Australia in
the wet se.rson, which posd particular difficulties with mobility.

Dunstan explained later that the big problem during the 1970s
was the distribution of limited resources between the expansion base
and the requirements for contingency deployments. After Vietnam the
Army had been kept broadlybased, spreading resources evenly, in the
expectation that it could regroup for a task as it arose. But the reaction
tinre was too slow.

Expertise in specialised are.rs was being lost, or was at
best static. We expected too rnany people to be iack-
of-all-trades. We would disrupt units and people at
the worst time, iust before their deployment into a
contingency. The worst part, however, was the level
of operational readiness we could achieve. There was
so much regrouping of men and equipment which had
to be done. The result was that I could not guarantee
to provide a task force of two battalions in less than
about three months, or a battalion group in less than a
month.28
After a considerable period of study and planning the Army

proposed that the 3rd Task Force in Townsville, comprising two
battalions, become the nucleus of an Operational DeploSrment Force
(ODD that would be on short notice to move. Onebattalion was to be
the vanguard to move ahead of the rest of the ODF. The Task Force
was to be placed on a war establishment and was to train for tropical
warfare. It had to develop a particular capacity to operate on light
scales and be air portable in medium range transport (C-130 Hercules
aircraft).

28 CGS Address to Army Staff College, 1980.
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The 5th Task Force in Brisbane was to specialise in open
country warfare, establish a limited parachute capability, and dso
train for operations in built-up areas. lt was to be prepar€d to provide
a battalion to the 3rd Task Force on the same degree of notice as the
rest of the ODF.

The lst Task Force at Holsworthy near Sydney was b derrelop
the capability for armoured and mechanised infantry operations. This
would involve theeventual mechanisation of 5/7 RAR at Holsworthy,
and exercises with the lst Armoured Regiment, based at Puckapunyal,
north of Melbourne. Meanwhile 3 RA& then located at Woodside,
South Australia, was to move to Holsworthy, eventually to become
part of a mechanised brigade'29

The Army's proposal was approved, and on 21 February 1980
the government issued a press release outlining the rmrganisation of
the lst Division, which was to be reduced to 13,833 personnel. The
government had decided to provide resources for a further 850 nren,
thus bringing the 3rd Task Force, with its two battalions, uP to their
war establishment of four rifle companies. Priority was to be given to
the development of the ODFbrigade, based in Townsville. In 1982 the
term trigade- replaced the term'task force-, that had originally been
introduced following the demise of the pentropic organisation in 1965.

An important development following the acceptance of the
ODF concept was the formation of a Logistic Support Group (LSG).
Such a force had earlier been necessary to suPPort the Task Force in
Vietnam. It has been argued by Wrigley that Army planners have had
an expeditionary force mentality and have therefore produced
elaborate force structures to suPPort possible expeditions. The
experience of the period since Viehram shows, however, that once
Army planners began to consider operations in the north and north
west of Australia they found that they would need to take even more
logistic and combat support elements than they had previously needed
when serving overseas with allies.

It took longer to provide the resources for the mechanised
battalion. The Army argued that while a mechanised capability would

2e CGSAC Minute 37/$n, ?5 lune 1979. The inhoduction of
battalion specialisation and the ready reaction force is described
in detail in Horner, Duty First, Chapter 13.
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be necessary only in higher levels of conflict, the expertise required
would take a long time to develop and the Australian Army needed to
gain and maintain this 'state-of-the-art' expertise. The smallest force
necessary to develop the tactics and techniques of mechanised warfare
was a tank regiment and one mechanised infantry battalion plus some
headquarters and supporting arms and services elements. The
mechanised capability was approved in early 19&1.

When the rmrganisation of the lst Dvision had first been put
fonrard in 1979 it had been proposed to develop a limited parachute
capability in the 6th Task Force, as it was realised that there was a need
for a force to secure r€mote airstrips, such as on Christmas Island, if
the government wished to rnove a larger force there. But with the
development of the ODF and the mechanisation of 5/7 RAR the time
did not seem right also to request a parachute capability. In 1980
Dunstan explained the need for a parachute battalion:

There is a company in 6 Task Force but I believe this is
not sufficient. O.ly a battalion group can be
considered viable in our circumstances and ifs around
such a structure that the current studies are being
made.

There could be a number of contingencies where we
might need to use an airborne force, the most likely
being to seqrre an airfield through which to deploy
the ODF. There are airfields where we could
conceivably deploy, say to evacuate Australian
nationals, which could be barred quite easily to our
aircraft. A few chaps just lying on the tarmac will be
sufficient to do it ... I believe it to be a move which we
should make and the sooner the better. It would be a
sensible, realistic and relevant step which would be
seen as such by the Government and I feel sure that it
deserves and would get the Government's support. I
see no reason why we should not aspire in the longer
term to a reserve battalion group as well as part of an
airborne formation.3o

30 CGS Address to CGS Exercise, 1980.
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In 1983 3 RAR was directed to develop a parachute capability,

and in 1986 the CGS Advisory Committee agreed that there was a
'nedd to provide a parachute deployable force, capable of providing
point of entry security for an ADF group operationally deployed in
response to shorter term contingencies as well as the need to provide a
third battalion for augmentation of the ODF brigade'. The battalion
group was to be on 28 days notice to move with a aompany on shorEr
notice.3l

The Arm/s philosophy during this period was summed up in
a widely distributed publication, Tlc Army in thc 7980s.32 Ttre
publication stated that the Army's function was to conduct operations
on land and its principal roles were:

o to organise, train, equip and maintain forces for the
conduct of timely and sustained combat operations on
land;

r to develop and maintain Reserve forces to supplement
or expand the Regular Army.

. to provide a sound base for expansion; and
o to maintain reserves of equipncnt and supplies.
The Army was 'structured principally to engage in limited

conventional war in defence of Australia and its interests'. The
publication continued:

In broad terms the Australian Army is struchrred on
the core force concept. It is a force which retains the
essential skills and capabilities as a 'cpre' on which
expansion can be based. It has significant operational
and deterrence capabilities but is full deterent value
lies in its potential for expansion.

The Regular Army must provide the initial reaction
force and also develop, test and practise tactical and
logistic doctrine and technique which will be used by

31 CGSAC Minute 32/trc,4fu1y 79t36.32 Australian Army, The Army in the 7980s, Grmy Office, C-anberra,
1982).
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the expanded Army. The Reserve is required to
provide the first step in expansion and will be the key
element in this process.3il
The Dunstan changes of the early 1980s were a highly

sucressful attempt to achieve two aims. First, the Army was seen to be
responding to the changing strategic environment in which it might
have to deal with a range of contingencies arriving at short notice.
Second, the Army supposedly retained its base for expansion.

The Army has always had expansion on its mind. This is
evidenced by a number of factors. In the 1950s there were expansion
plans. After the Army expanded to nine battalions during the Viebram
war a new series of doctrinal pampNets was produced, called the
Aoisionin futtle. These pampilets described how the division would
fight, even though the reality at the time was that only one task force
was in action in Viebram and there was no thought of further
increasing the force there. After the withdrawal from Vietnam and
Singapore, planning documents such as the Army Development Model
of the late 1970s and the Army Development Guide of the early 1980s
were aimed at producing an obiective force for future expansion. This
obiective force also provided the ORBAT for training officers in tactics
at various army schools. Even before the production of these planning
documenb, officers had been trained in the tactics of large formations.
In comparison with other armies, the Army sends a relatively large
number of officers to Staff College. In the Regular Atmy there are a
number of units, such as the Armoured Reginrent and the mechanised
battalion, which are retained primarily to maintain the 'state of the arf .

In the Reserve there are nurny more units. Philosophically, Australian
Army officers have tended to look at the British and American armies
as models of what an arrny should be and, with modifications, have
tried to produce a scaleddown version in Australia. This tendency
has been reinforced by the American, British, Canadian and Australian
(ABCA) standardisation program, in which the Australian Army
wants to be seen to be pulling its weight.

These efforts to provide for expansion were not necessarily
misguided. Successive governments have required the Army to

'"intain an expansion base. But the lack of guidance during the late
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1970s as to the way that the ADF would defend Australia caused the
Army to think in terms of large-scale conventional operatioru in
Australia. It was automatically assurrnd that if the Australian Army
were involved in operations then some form of expansion would have
taken place.

\\e Raiew of Australia's Defence Crybilitis presented to the
goverrunent by Mr Paul Dibb in Mardr 1986 and the governmenfs
White Paper, The Defence of Australia,l987, brought substantial changes
to this philosophy. T\e Defnce Report for 1989-90 stated that the
obiective of the Army was to:

provide ground forces for:
. credible land contingencies in the defence of

Australia, its territories and interests,
generally as Part of a ioint force, using both
regulars and reserve forces; and

. longer term expansion should this be
required'34

While the philosophy had changed and the Army was given
more specific tasks, the 1987 White Paper largely confirmed the
Army's eisting force sbucture, even though there were a number of
important developments. The 1st Dvision became nnre readily
deployable with a task being to provide the tactical headquarters,
formations and units required for credible contingencies. To suPPort
the 1st Division if deployed, a Logistic Support Force was formed.

Plans for the integration of Army Reserve and Regular units
were continued, with the 7th Brigade becoming Part of the manoeuvre
force in the 1st Division and 49 RQR pining the two regular battalions
of an integrated Regular-Reserve 5th Brigade. Whereas in the past
Army was inclined to look upon the Reserves as the base for expansion
in emergency, from about this period the Reserves were also required
to contribute to operations which might arise in the shorter term.
Accordingly, the 2nd Division (a Reserve formation in NSW) became
the follow-on force to round out the rnanoeuwe force and for
subsequent deployment when required. Four other Reserve brigades
were given the tasks of vital asset protection in the north and west. In

A DeforceReport L989-90,p.36.
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)une l9ST legislation was introduced to prcvide for the restricted call-
up of Reserves.

It was decided that the 2nd C-avalry Regiment would move to
Darwin in f992. The battlefield helicopters were to be transferred from
ths R.AAF to the Army, which formed the 5th Aviation Regiment. The
level of nrechanisation in the lst Brigade was b be restricted to
battalion group level, but approval was given for the continuing
development of the parachuE capability to provide a parachute
battalion group. 3 RAR therefore became an ODF augmentation unit.

From this outline of the development of the Army, it can be
seen that the Army today has made a serious endeavour to adjust key
elements in its force structure to the requirements of the direct defence
of Australia, dbeit at a time when important aspects of defence poliry
were still being developed. Its present complement of six regular
infantry battalions was determined by the Farrands-Hassett Review of
1972 and confirmed by the Dibb Review of 1986. The Army has also
shown a capacity to use existing capabilities, whidr were acquired for
different purposes, to cnntribub to the defence of the north in low-
level conflict. For example, Leopard tanks in the lst Arnpured
Regiment proved valuable in providing direct fire support in Exercise
IGngaroo 89, held acn)ss the north of Australia in August 1989.

Beforc ocnsidering how the Army might need to adjust further
during the next decade, it will be useful to sumrnarise the present force
structure. According to the Defence Rqrort 1989-90 the Army currently
numbers 55,469, of which 30333 are regulars. The Army comprises
five subprqgrans, the executive, combat forces, base logistics,
individual training and support. The key subprogram is Combat
Forces, which numbers 30598 personnel and indudes trigNy mobile
forces capable of rapid deployment anywhere within Australia and its
area of direct military interest. These forces must be capable of
conducting protracted and dispersed operations in harsh terrain where
existing infrastnrcture and r€sources are sparse'. The Army combat
force structure provides:

o elements for the command and control of land
operations;

o ground force surveillance and reconnaissance
capabilities;
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forces capable of deploying to defiend vital defurc
installatiors and national infrastructure;

a largely air deployable force, including an airborne
(parachute) element, capable of rapid deploynent
within Australia and its Erritories;
limited tactical battlefield mobility;
forces capable of greater combat Power b support
deployed formations if necessary; and

forces capable of sustaining the forces with third line
logistic support.

Ttre Combat Forces comprise eight Force Elerrcnt Groupo as
follows:

o Comnunil atd Control. Land Headquarbrs,
Headquarters NORCOM, and supporting units.

. Ruily Dqloynnent Forcc (RDF). Bas€d largely on 3
Brigade and indudes I RAR, 2/4 RAR,3 RAR (Para)
and combat and logistic suPPort, including a Iogistic
Support Group. The force is structured to provide a
largely air portable force, on light scales, capable of
rapid deployment on short degrees of notice.

. Rdy Dqloyment Fotce Augtttctttation (KDFA). Forces
of greater combat power, such as a squadron of AI{s
and an air defence battery (light), capable of deploying
at short notice to support the lighter elements of the
RDF as required.3S

o Sunnilhnce Force. 2 Cavalry Regiment, NORFORCE,
51 FNQR and the Pilbara Reginnnt, provide land
surveillance in northern Australia.

c Manoeuare Fuce. Formations and units for the conduct
of land operations. It is based on the lst Division and
comprises the lst Brigade (1 Armoured Regiment,5/7

3s It should be noted that the ODF is slightly different from the RDF.
The ODF is the force to be deployed; the RDF is the overall term
for the forces that are ready to be deployed.
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RAR, 8/12 Medium Regiment), 6th Brigade (2/14
QMI, 6 RAR, 8/9 RAR, 49 RQR), 7th Brigade (two
Reserve battalions) and a range of support units.

c Folloto-On Fora. Forces for round out of
understrength unib in the nranoeuvre force and for
subsequent deploynrcnt when required. It is based on
2nd Division and comprises two Reserve brigades,
each with two battalions.

o Protathn Force. Forces structured to provide vital
asset protection in northern Aushalia. It comprises
the 4th,9th, l1th and 13 Brigades, based in Melbourne,
Adelaide, Perth and Townsville respectively.

. Ingistic Force. The third line logistic support for the
deployed forces. It comprises the ODF Logistic
Support Force and units to augrrent the LSG.

The only other mairr combat elemenb in the Amry are the
Special Forces, which ar€ cornnunded by HQ ADF through HQ
Special Forces. These forces comprise the SAS Regirnent and the
Commando Regirnent, prirnarily a Reserve unit.

The operational readiness of these Force Element Groups may
be discerned from Table 7:

Table 7: Operational Readiness of the Australian
Arm/s Force Element Groups,l$t0

Personnel Equipment Preparedness

Force
Elesrent
Group

Authorised Achnl
at 30

June 90

Achral hoportion Level
as%of ofprincipal adrieved

authorised items held

Command&
Conhol
RDF
RDFA
Surveillance
Manoetrvre
Follow-on
hotective
[ogistic
Total

not applic.
high
high
medium
low
low
low
low

hiSh
high
medium
not avail.
meditrm
low
low
medium

1272
3,gu

5n
1,432

12,w
5,892
E,672
3,474

37239

964
3,684

,D
13s8

10lG
4,67r
6,479
2,n2

30J38

76
%
96
95u
79
75
EOn
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In a more traditional form, the ORBAT of the Arm/s combat
forces indudes:

Land Headquarters
Headquarters Northern Comrnand
2 divisiorral headquarters (1 Reserve)
10 brigade headquarters (7 Reserve)
1 arrnoured regiment (integrated)
3 reconnaissance regiments (2 Reserve)
2 APC regiments (1 integrated,2 Reserve)
1 independent reconnaisance squadron (Reserve)
3 APC squadrons (2 Reserve)
21 infantry battalions (15 Reserve)
1 SAS regiment
l commando regiment
3 regional force surveillance unie (all Reserve)
2 aviation regiments
plus an appropriate slice of combat support logistic units

This outline of the current land force structure itself raises two
important issues. First, while it appears to be a relatively substantial
force, in practice it is numerically much smaller. When it is recalled
that the war establishment of an infantry division is about 14,000, it is
clear that the present Atny is merely a s}eleton of its PaPer
organisation. And even if the statistics suggest that the total Army
could muster 17/2 divisions, that force could not be sustained in the
field beyond a vely short period.

Second, there is no welldeveloped rationale for the current
Army structure. As noted previously, the figure of six battalions was
derived in the early 1970s when the At*y wils seen primarily as an
expansion base, and six battalions were considered to be the smallest
number that could iustify the retention of the lst Division. The Dibb
Report accepted the number of six battalions but provided no
convincing argument one way or the other; it merely urged the study
of overall ground-force needs as a matter of priority.

Similarly, the total Army of 21 battalions (5 regular and 15
reserve) does not appear to have been derived from any logical study
of the requirement. Dibb assessed that 6 regular baftalions and a
further 4 rlserve battalions would be required for security tasks in the
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north.r But elsewhere he argues for 6 regular battalions and a
Resene Force of at least 10 battalions.3T It will be an objertive of this
study to develop a clear justification for the size and structure of the
force it recomrnends.

AUSTRALIA'S STRATEGIC EI{YIRONMENT IN THE FUTURE

The factor most likely to give rise to change in a nation's
defence policy would be a notable shift in the strategic environment.
Such developments are kept constantly under review within the
Australian Defence organisation through regular assessments of
Australia's security outlook and the implications of these for defence
planning. Generally, these have been undertaken on a triennial basis
and their judgerrenb underpin the emphasis cunently being given to
the direct defence of Australia.

The sbategic environment, both globally and at the regional
level is, however, presently undergoing considerable change and it is
important in looking at the future of the Afmy to review how this rnay
affect Australia's security prospects in the short or longer term. It is
not just a question of whether or not a direct threat is likely to enrerge
but how changes will affect the longer term adequacy of our defence
planning and capabilities, the confidence which the Governrnent has in
its judgements about warning tinre, and the range of other tasks which
the ADF may need to undertake in the shorter term.

The Global Balance

The most dramatic change in the global strategic environment
has undoubtedly been the new detente between the Soviet Union and
the United States. The signing of the agreenrcnt on intermediate-range
nuclear missiles has been followed by substantial progress in other

x Paul Dbb, Rnial of Australia's Defarce Capbilitie, Report to the
Minister for Defence, (Aushalian Government Publishing Servica,
Canberra, 1985), p.85.37 lbiil.,p89.
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areas of nuclear and conventional arms control, imluding the difficttlt
issue of verifying compliance. At the sane tirrE, the polidcal
transforrnation aking place in EasErn Europe has hoken down the
long-sAnding milihry-confrontation between NATO furces and the
Warsaw PacL While both superpowers continue b Poosess very
substantial arrd rrpdern nuclear arsenals, strateg'ic colr6ernE about bOth
the danger of pre-emptive first strike in Europe _and continual
escalation in the ievel of potential nudear conflict have begun to abate.
The prospect of such a conflict has been significantly reduced.

The other sbategic consequenc€s of these changes ate,
however, rather less certain. Concern has been exPtEssd that more
advanced weapons systems may becorne cheaper and more readily
available as existing levels are reduced and arme manufacturers seek
to develop alternatile rnarkets. More fundamentally, tlle Gulf War is
seenas evidence that medium Powers rnaybe mor€ PrePar€d to resort
to military force to solve disputes without the resraining hand of
superpower involvement. The international rcaction to that crisis has
raised the possibility of more effective collective security arrangements
under the luspices of the United Nations but much will depend on a
successful outcome to the enforcement operation and on continued
Soviet cooperation.

Neither, however, is assured. Several facbrs induding lra{s
intransigence and the role of Israel could, in the longer term at least,
undermine the cohesion of the Gulf coalition. corbachev continues to
face significant domestic opposition to his Program of political and
economic reform and conservative elements within the Soviet military
forces rernain committed to the use of the military to rnaintain control
within Soviet bloc countsies and to stsa@ic qcmPetition with the
United States. Even if Gorbachev were replaced, Soviet economic
difficulties and the changes in Eastern Europe make it likely that
Soviet policy ooncerns would be primarily internal and unlikely tlt
Soviet-US stratqiic rivalry would resurne at its previous level.
without soviet participation, the effectiveness of the united Nations in
enforcing its security resolutions would be much reduced.

The other global security trend with the potential to affect
Australia's strategic interests is that of arms proliferation. With
respect to nuclear weapons, the regime established by the Nudear
Non-Proliferation Treaty crcntinues to be quite effective. lndia and
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Pakistan have crcntinued their brinkrnanship in relation to both nudear
oglooive devices and delivery vehicles. Israel is reported b have
developed nudear weaponr - although this remairu unconfirmed -ad both North Korea and Iraq have been assessed at different times to
be well down this path. None of tlrese countries yet has nuclear
weaporu as an integral part of their inventory and there is little
evidence of a rnore widespread proliferation of the nec€ssary
technology.

Iraq's use of chemical weaporur during its eight-year war with
Iran raised the possibility that, despite international condemnatiory
chemical and biological weapons would be seen as the poorer nation's
alternative to nuclear weapons. This has not occrrred and the recent
agrcement of the United SAtes and the Soviet Union to the Chemical
Weapons Conventiory including destruction of a large part of their
existing stocks of these agenb, will reinforce Australia's own efforts to
ensune that such weapons are not introduced into the region.

The one area which does need to be monitored closely is the
spread of more advanced, conventional weapons systems. While these
are unlikely b change a shategic situation significantly, unless
acquired in relatively large numbers, they do have the poEntial to
undermine Australia's capability margirs in key ar€as or at least
require the development of appropriate and frequently expensive
counErnreasunes. Potential sourc€s for this type of proliferation in our
own region include aggressive marketing by European arrru
manufacturers, US preparedness to bolster the capabilities of friendly
counEies to counterbalance a draw down in its own force levels, and
Chinese miliAry exports. The latter are seldom based on the most
modern technologies but are being sold by China relatively cheaply
while it develops its own nrore advanced equipments.

Asiar?acific Security

In cpntrast to the situation in Europe, global detente has led to
a much more fluid and increasingly compler< strategic equation in the
Asia/Pacific region. While Soviet maritime forces have withdrawn
fromCam Ranh Bay to the North Pacific, significant naval capabilities
remain concentrated in the Sea of Okhotsk to protect the eastern Soviet
Union and the Soviets' submarinelaunched strategic nuclear strike
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capability against the continental UniEd Sates. The US Naqy'e
Maritinc Strategy continues to envisage the containnrent of Soviet
naval strengilr in that area as one of its prirnary missions. The scope
for arms contsol is complicated by the need b actommodate the
national security interests of lapan and South Korea, both of whom
currently rely for key aspects of their defence on forwarddeployed US
forces. Tensions lemain high between North and South l(orea,
particularly as the former has begun b fdl significan0y behind in
terms of economic development, and lapan is wrestling with the
disparity between its economic power and the limibd selfdefence
capabilities prescribed in its constitution.

At the same time, current and prospective changes to the
strategies and forward deployments of the superpowers have focussed
attention on the emergenc€ of several mapr rcgional powers with
substantial political or economic interesb in the balance of power
within the Indian and Pacific Oceans. In recent years, lndia has
devoted large resources to developing a significant tlue watey'
maritime capability to complement its formidable land and air forces.
Key acquisitions have induded a second aircraft carrier, additional
submarines and destroyers and long-range maritime Patrol aircraft,
providing the ability to proiect limitd maritime Power throughout the
northern Indian Ocean and, with upgraded facilities in the Andaman
and Nicobar Islands, into Southeast Asian wabrs. lndia, however,
remains preoccupied strategically with its land borders with China
and Pakistan and the defence of ib immediate rnaritime approaches.
In this context, India's enhanced capabilities appear to relate nror€ to
its concern to be recognised as the dominant power within its own
region than any specific territorial objectives.

In the Pacific, China has been undertaking the rnodernisation
of its defence capabilities as part of its overall program of economic
reform. While its maritime strength does not compare to India, its
forces rernain formidable in regional terns, and in the Spratly Islands
it has demonstsated a preparedness to use them to support its political
objectives and influence. US pressures for fapan to assurn a greater
share of the North Pacific defence commitment has similarly
highlighted the substantial naval forces that country has already
developed for its immediate defence to protect its sea lines of
communication out to 1000 nm. While there are maix domestic and
regional sensitivities about any further expansion of japanese naval
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power, its substantial ecpnomic interests in Southeast Asia and the
trade routes which pass through there would lead to concern should
another mapr power attempt to establish a dominant influence in that
area.

That is not currently in prospect. At the same time, the
existence of the capability in several exbrnal powers to intervene
within a quite short time frame should they consider their interests to
be thr€atened does place additional pressure on the security planning
of regional countries. Not only must they seek to avoid sources ol
instability or tension that might give rise to intervention but they must
also consider the adequacy of their own force structures to defend
their Erritory and interests in such circumstances. That emphasis is
quiF different to traditional Southeast Asian concerns about intemal
security and a substantial land force threat from the north.

Southeast Asia

In many r€spects, the shategic prospects of the countries of
Southeast Asia are encouraging. The problem of internal insurgency
has been significantly diminished in the ASEAI{ nations, apart from
the Philippines, the intimidating Soviet naval presence has been
withdrawn from Cam Ranh Bay, and Vietnam is slowly rehrrning to
politicat respectability. The ASEAN nations have experienced
sustained economic growth and both they and the countries of Indo-
China lmk set to prosper from the new economic dynamism predicted
for Northeast Asia. Although not designed for security purposes, the
ASEAI{ organisation itself has proved a valuable mechanism for
ensuring broad consensus in the handling of strategic issues. There
has also been a gradual development in the level and frequency of
bilateral defence activity.

There are, however, a number of uncertainties which could, if
not carefully managed, undermine this favourable position in the
future. The debate over continuing US use of the Philippines bases,
and the pressure to reduce the level of US forces deployed overs€as,
has raised the prospect of a strategic 'power vacuum' occurring - an
issue made particularly sensitive by the emergence of China and India
(and to a certain extent fapan) as nations on the periphery of the region
with the capability, if not the intent, to exploit that situation. At the
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same time, singapore-s proposal to provide alternative facilities to
support US deploymenb has been seen by sonn of ib neighbours as a
challenge to ASEAI.I's non-aligned status.

In Cambodia, the Peace Proce$l has becorne bogged down
despite considerable diplomatic effort by a ralSe of -countrieo,
including both Australia and the ASEAI{ natioru. unless the united
NaUons (UN proposals are sucressful or an alErnative formula can be
developed to accbmmodate the conflicting inbrests of the various
Iorrrnf factions, the prospect is that Cambodia will continue to be a
souroe of long-term instability, spilling over the border into
neighbouring countries and creating opportunities for external Power
inv6lvement. Similarly, China's competition with Vietnam for
possession of the Spratly Islands and is preparedlqs to use mi[tary
iorce to support is ilaims raises wider questions of the capacity of the
Southeast Asian nations to work together to resist aggression and the
potential for competition between them in relation to overlapping
maritime resource claims. In the Philippines, the activities of the
communist New People's Army cpntinue to challenge the legitimacy
of cenhal governmentauthority and in Burma the military rulers have
proved relucant to transfer authority to the recently elected civilian
governments.

None of these changes currently presenb a direct threat to the
security of Southeast Asia, but they do suggest that the'' strategic
cohesion of the region is likely to be increasingly under challenge at a
tine when the capacity of external Powers to intervene is growing.
For Australia, thechallenge is to use the significant access which it
enjoys through the Five Power Defence Arangements with Malaysia
and- singapore and its other bilateral security contacts to foster
ongoing itrategic consensus and stability. This is likely to involve a
range of cooperative activities including rnaritime surveillance,
training and ixercises which enhance the capacity of individual
nations to provide for their own defence, and participation in the
Cambodian peacekeeping proaess.

The one issue which is of direct sbategic relevance to the
defence of Australia is the changes taking place in rcgional inventories
in response to these developments. The ASEAN countries in
particular are moving away from their original emphasis on ground
lorces capable of combatting internal insurgencies towards more
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balanced force sbrrctures able to respond also b contingencies arising
in the maritime environment. They have also made important steps
forward in the level of technology they are able to op€raF and
rnaintain. The new capabilities include F-16 combat aircraft, surfac€
combatants equipped with Harpoon missiles, airborne early warning
and maritime surveillance aircraft, and air-to-air refuelling. Malaysia
is also weighing the costs of acquiring subrnarines, a capability
curren0y only possessed by lndonesia.

The number of platforms being acquired is small and will not
irrrease the capacity of regional countries to proiect substantial land
forces against Australia. In different strategic circumstances they may,
howerrer, give an adversary gr€abr flexibility in the way in which
lower levels of force could be proie'cted against Australia.
Paradoxically, thee new maritime capabilities also provide Australia
with greater opportunities for cooperative defence activities, induding
training and combined exercises, with regional countries by drawing
on the ADFs own maritime assets.

Indonesla and Papua New Guinea

Australia's strategic relationship with Indonesia, ib most
populous and militarily capable neighbour, remains generally sound.
Despite good relations in the early years after Indonesian
independence, it has been punctuated more recently by periods of
considerable political sensitivity and coolness. Currently, political
contacts are developing, senior-level military visits have occrrrred, and
there has been a resumption of small-scale defence cooperation
activities and some mmbined exercises. The agreement to establish a
irint developnrcnt zone to exploit seabed resources in the Tirnor Sea
where the maritime daims of both countries overlap has rernoved a
potential source of friction.

Economically, Indonesia's prospects for the next decade
appear favourable but it cnntinues to face the problems of a large and
disparate population and of internal unrest in specific aneas. In
addition to the continuing resistance to the takeover of East Timor and
Organisasi Papua Merdeka (OPM) activities in Irian jaya, recent
disturbances in the province of Aceh have required the commitment of
significant forces. More important still in the next decade will be the
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issue of President soeharto's succession. spectrlation on this has
already led to some tensiom between the Indoneian Arrnd Forces
(Angkitan Bersenlrta Republik Indonesia - ABRI) and the ruling
sekber Golongan Karya (GoLIGru Part''' without an obvious
sucressor, it is difficult to determine how smoothly the transition can
be accomplished and the impact this might hane on lrdonesia's
attitudes towards Australia in the longer terrn.

In the immediate future, however, it would aPPear lilely that
Indonesia's seorrity concerrls will rcrnain PreoccuPid witlt
maintaining internal stability and, externally, with the role that
Indonesia might play in the new strategic environment in Southeast
Asia. Formei Foreign Minister, Dr Moctrtar, recently proposed that a
new security arrangement might be developed linking Indonesia,
Malaysia and singapore. Bilateral misunderstandings may still arise
over PNG'S control of ib border with Irian faya and Aushalian media
criticism of the Indonesian political establishment, but both parties
would have an interest in ensuring that these did not degenerate into
military tension.

Indonesia's military capabilities remain formidable in regional
terms and have been enhanced by the acquisition of twelve F-16
fighter aircraft and four Van Speiik class frigates equipped with
Harpoon rnissiles. Indonesian defence industry has also developed_a
greater capacity to support these advanced equipments and builds
both helicopters and liSht transPort aircraft under licence. Its
surveillance capabilities and defence infrastructure rernain directed
prirnarily against the possibitity of a threat emerglng from the
Southeast fuian mainland. While Indonesia does have the capacity to
deploy several batalions by air or sea within the archipelago at short
notice, these are structured primarily for the defence of national
territory and the suppression of insurgency. They lack the
comprehensive togistic support and protective irint force firepower
necessary for effective power proiection.

By contrast, Papua New Guinea is presently facing rnapr
security challenges. Despite substantial assistance from Australia in
terms of budget support, aid programs and defence cooperation
activities, PNG's political system and economy rernain fragile.
Successive governments have failed to realise the transition from a
traditional subsistence to a development-based eoonomy. There has
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9reqged a significant pool of disenchanEd urban youth, people who
have moved away from their haditional village cultures but have been
unable to fird opportunities in Port Moresby or other centnes. Tribal
fighting continues to be a problem in sorne provinces and, as well
tllustrated by the Bougainville uprising and complaints about the Ok
Tedi mining venturc in the western Highlards, considerable tension
exist about the impact of development on tsaditional liftstyles, the
envircnment and the distribution of wealth. considerable financial
rcstructuring has taken place under the guidance of the World Bank
but this does not appear to have addressed the underlying social
tensions. Central political authority is extremely weak.

PNG's present malaise is compounded by the ineffectiveness
of its security forces. While both the PNG Defence Forca (pNGDE and
the Royal PNG C-onstabulary have received substantial financiat and
training support from Australia, their r€cent performance on
Bougainville demonstrated not only a lack of dear and sensitive
political direction but also mapr deficiencies in the areas of discipline,
tactics, equipment and logistic support. Despite the localisation
prograr& the PNGDF remains dependent on ADF personnel as
advisers in key areas and recent experience suggests that it is unable to
deploy morc than three companies at any one time and only for a
limited period. The performance of both the police and the PNGDF
has also been affected by dissatisfaction with conditions of service.
The new prqgrams of Australian training assistance to both forces may
improve the situatiory but only in the longer term.

PNG's diffiorlties in maintaining domestic secadty are also of
concern because of the impact that they rnay have on its capacity to
exercise control on the PNG/Irian faya border and the effect of this on
Indonesia's perception of PNG's capability and willingness to tackle
lhe OPM problem seriously. Despite the introduction of improved
border management arangemenb, including regular consultations
and improved communications with Indonesia and the relocation of
refugee camps, reports of cross-border incursions by Indonesian
troops in hot pursuit of the OPM have continued. Not only is there the
possibility of an inadvertent clash arising between PNG and
Indonesian border patrols but, faced with a morc serious threat from
the OPM and an ineffective or unwilling PNG,Indonesia tnay seek to
take more comprehensive, unilateral action against the OPM. In these
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circumstances, a request for Australian assistance could not be ruled
out

Apart from the potential for PNG's actioru to complicaE
Australia,i own relations with Indonesia, several key factors enErge
which are important to Australia'g own political and operational
planning. PNG clearly wishes to handle its security problems
independently but rnay turn to Australia at short notice should
circu-rnstances beconn particularly diffiorlt. Even after ADF agsistancE
was provided, PNG would seek to retain overdl Political contno} but
the sucress or failure of operations, and the way they werc conducd,
would have implications for Australia's wider regional security
standing. Most neighbouring countries, including Indonesia, believe
that Auitralia can, or should, exercise significant influence over PNG
policy. In situations of civil unrest, Australia rnay have lts own direct
i"*tity interests, partiarlarly the protection of Australian nationals
and pioperty, which are independent from PNG's own security
cot ce*s-or Australia's more general commitsnent to PNG's security
and stability.

The South Pacific

In the South Pacific, the strategic agenda has changed
fundamentally. For many yearc the focrrs was on preventing
politicalty deitabilising penetration by external powers, notably the
Soviet Union, as much in the interests of our Western alliance Partners
as of Ausbalia's direct security. The island goverrlments were
relatively stable, they depended on substantial eqonomic and security
assistanie from Australia and New Zealand and were broadly aligned
with Western interests.

During the 1970s, many island states began to assert their new
independence, establishing nnre diverse political and ecronomic
linkages with external powers, including the Soviet Union and Libya
and increasingly criticising the United States for its insensitivity to
regional interests in relation to both commercial activities and military
deployments. However, they continued to look to Australia and New
Zelhnd for assistance in developing their narent security forces; the
south Pacific Forum provided a mechanism for regional cooperation;
and Australia's support in assisting them to protect and manage the
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new economic resource zones in maritime areas under the Law of the
Sea Convention was well received.

The coups in Fiii and civil unrest in Vanuatu, the Solomon
Islands and Tonga signal, however, a less certain future. They reflect
competition for power and inlluence between traditional native
political elites and values and the rope for more populous reform
possible in the parliamentary governments left behind by the colonial
powers. They also reflect frustration at the failure of governrnents to
realise the promised economic benefits from new resource
opportunities and to manage developrrcnt in a nunner which
complements rather than competes with traditional island lifestyles.
Disenchantment is particularly pronounced among young people
denied employment appropriate to their higher educational
qualifications, and frequently denied an effective political voice by the
power of tribal elders. Regionalism remains strong in many areas.

For Australia, this focus on internal order has created several
strategic dilemmas. Australia maintains a fundarnental concern to
promote the stability and strategic cohesion of the island nations but,
despite its size, has limited capacity to become involved in overall
development strategies without impinging on the independence of the
island governments. Australia's past involvenrent in security
cmperation has led to high expectations of ig involvement, if required,
to help suppress internal unrest, but such involvement may necessitate
siding with one particular faction and potentially ieopardise longer
term strategic areas. There are significant direct Australian interests at
stake, most notably Australian nationals, property and commercial
ventures, but it is not practical for Australia to attempt to take
responsibility for the protection of these, or for aspects of law and
order more generally, for more than a brief period. While the prospect
of some military involvement by Australian forces has certainly
increased, this is likely to occur only in the most selective and serious
circumstances.

Strategic Outlook

Australia's strategic outlook is thus becoming increasingly
complex. The prospect of a direct threat to Australia continues to be
unlikely, but changes to regional capabilities may allow somewhat
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greater flexibility for conducting lower level hostilities agairct us
should a cause for dispute emerge. There ate, however, a range of
other tasks which the ADF rnay be asked to undertake in the shorbr
term in PNG or the South Pacific. These rnay be either to Protect
Australia's interests or assist in the maintenance of law ard order.
Conflict ernerging on the PNG/Irian faya border would have serious
implications for Australia's strategic relationship with Indonesia and
any tensions in that area would need to be approached with the
utrnost political sensitivity. Beyond AusEalia's immediate
neighbourhood there are few circumstances that would appear b
iustify miliAry involvement in support of our direct interests.
Preparedness to participate in cooperative activities to strengthen
regional stability and security more generally and in any cooperative
security arrangements, possibly under UN auspices, developed at the
global level would be important.

AUSTRALIA'S DEFENCE AIVD SECI,ruTY POLICIES

During the past two decades, Australian defence policy has
undergone a significant transformation. It has moved away from
earlier concEpts of forward defence in concert with allies to focus on
the self-reliant defence of Australia and its direct interests. The
elements of this new policy were most clearly artiorlated inTluDefnce
of Ausbalia7987 Poliey Information Paper.

More recently, the Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade,
Senator Gareth Evans, has published the fint comprehensive
statement of Australia's regional security obiectives and policies.
Australia's Regional Saurity assesses, intq alia, the role of Australia's
military and politico-military capabilities in contributing to the
nation's broader security interests. It also examines at least some of
the circumstances in which the ADF might be deployed overseas to
support those interests.

In the context of reviewing the role of the Australian Army in
the 190s, it is important to evaluate not only the principles and
priorities which those documents establish but also their adaptability
and longevity in the light of possible strategic developrrcnts.
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The Defencc of Aushalia 7987

The 1987 White Paper drew together the various prirrciples
about the defence of Australia which had been the focus of Defence
Deparhnent planning since the early 1970s and the detailed capability
analysis undertaken in Paul Dbb's Faodat) of Australia's Defence
Ca4hlitia. On this basis, it conduded that deferrce self-r,,eliance was a
realistic obiective for Australia and laid down not only the concepts
and strategies that should guide our planning but also a quite specific
blueprint for capability development.

Importantly, the iudgenrenb in the White Paper do not relate
to any specific threat scenario or po*sible adversary. Rather, they are
drawn from more obpctive and enduring measures - Australia's
geography and environment, particularly in the norttU and the broad
levels of regional military capability that could be deployed. The aim
was to provide a consistent and ongoing basis for defence planning
and expenditure in a 'no threaf environment. At the same tinre, by
tying the levels of conflict to which the ADF may need to respond to
the limits of regional capability, it ensured that the ADF should be
continually adiusting (albeit gradually) to any changes that could
disadvantage it operationally.

It is, therefore, most unlikely that there will be a mairr revision
of these fundamental tenets of defence policies in the near future.
Having set aside earlier perceptions that Australia did not have the
population, industrial strength or armed forces to defend itself and
having identified the key elements in our strategic geography, there
would necd to be a mapr shift in our strategic outlook for the focus to
change from priority to the direct defence of Aushalia. Such a shift is
not in prospect. lt may be that additional, possibly time.limited, roles
are required of the ADF but these could be expected to be an adiunct
to, rather than a substitute for, defence of Australia responsibilities.

The primary planning elements which The Defarce of Australia
1987 established, relevant to the development of the Army, ar€ that:

o The force.in-being must be able to undertake crrrrent
and foreseeable tasks, deal with those contingencies
assessed as credible in the shorter term, and provide a
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suitable basis for expansion should strategic
circumstances deteriorate significantly.

. While Australia's present strategic circumstances are
favourable and its natural strategic advantages make
the prospect of major attack unlikely, excePt in the
longer term, lower levels of hostilities could arise with
relatively limited warning.

o Defence Planning should take into account both:

(i) low-level conflict situations
adversar5/s aims are primarily
direct engagement with the
generally be avoided; and

where the
political and
ADF would

(ii) escalated low-level conllict situations in which
the adversary would be prepared to engage
the ADF directly up to the limit of available
capabilities that could be realistically
projected against Australia.

. In responding to those contingencies, Australia's
shategy would be one of defence'indepth; that is, the
ADF must have a comprehensive array of defensive
and offensive capabilities able, as far as possible, to
meet an adversary well forward of Australia in the sea
and air approaches but also capable, should political
or military circumstances dictate, of operating
effectively close to Australian territory.

o Despite the high priority being accorded to maritime
forces capable of preventing an adversary from
substantial operations in the sea and air approaches,
the ADF would not be able to Prevent him making at
least limited use of those areas for operations.

. Iand forces would be needed to protect the bases from
which our maritime forces operated, to take offensive
action against hostile forces that had landed and, with
other force elements, to Protect other areas of military
and civil infrastructure and population.
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Beyond the direct defence of Australia ibelt the White Paper
noted the importance of Australia's deferrce policies reinforcing the
positive aspects of our security environment. The obiertive was to
contribuE to regional stability and shategic cons€nsus by assisting
regional countries to develop their own selfdefence capabilities and to
limit the opportunities for external powers b intervene in regional
affairs. Key iudgements were that:

the foundation for contributing to regional stability
more generally was Australia's own capacity for self-
reliant defence;

o the focus of our efforts should be within Australia's
region of primary strategic interest, stretching from
Southeast Asia south and east across the Indonesian
archipelago to the island states of the South Pacific;

. options exist within the force'in-being for contributing
to these wider security tasks; and

. generally, there were no grounds for direct defence
involvement beyond Australia's region and that any
contributions to peacekeeping or in support of wider
Western interests could similarly be met from within
the current force structure.

The emphasis in the White Paper on regional defence activities
was largely on practical, day-today cooperative exchanges in
peacetime, including consultations, high-level visib, combined
training and exercises, and materiel projects. Only in PNG, where
concern was expressed about the possibility of a hostile power gaining
lodgement or conEol, and in the South Pacific was there any
suggestion that Australian forces might be used in a regional conflict.38
Subsequent statements by the Minister for Defence in 1988 and 1989
elaborated on asp€cts of Australia's regional role, but it was not until

3E Department of Defence, The Det'ence of Aushalia 7987, Policy
Information Paper presented to Parliament by the Minister for
Defence, the Honourable Kim C.kazley, March 1982 (Australian
Government Publishing Service, Canberra, 7987), pras 2.41-2,55,
pp.7G19.
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Senator Evans' statement that more definitive guidelines for
Australian involvement were spelt out publidy.

Au str ali a' s Re gi onal Seatity

Senator Evans' Ministerial Statement, presented to Parliammt
in December 1989, was the first maior, public review of Australia's
broader security relationship with its region. It examined the
'multidimensional', as distinct from specifically defence, aspects of
Australia contributing to a positive security and strategic environment,
including through diplornacy, economic links, develoPrnent assistance,
and the exchange of people and ideas. The statement concluded that
Australia's focus must be on Southeast Asia and the South Pacific, not
only because of the region's intrinsic importance but also because of
the degree to which we can do something about our intercsts there.

Importantly, the statement w:ls prepared against the
background of a changing strategic environment which had witnessed
the coups in Fiji, unrest in Vanuatu and increasing instability in PNG
culminating in the Bougainville uprising and calls for secession.
Whereas the Defence White Paper had focussed on possible
opportunities for exploitation of the South Pacific by external Powers,
these events brought home only too clearly the potential volatility of
the region itself and the ways in which Australia's interests might be
threatened. It was also undertaken at the same time as a new classified
strategic review in the Department of Defence. Such reviews have
been undertaken on a regular, generally triennial, basis and it can be
assumed that the two documents recognised similar strategic problems
and that there would be broad consistency where their conclusions
overlapped.39

With respect to the role of Australia's armed forces, Evans'
statement noted that its capabilities were formidable in regional terms.
Not only would they deter potential aggressors but they were an

39 Deparhnent of Foreign Affairs and Trade, Australit's Regional
Saurity, Ministerial Satement by Senator the Honourable C,areth
Evans QC, December 1989, (Deparbnent of Foreign Affairs and
Trade, Canberra, 1989) and Department of Defence, 'Ausbalia's
Strategic Planning in the 1990s'(ASI'90), C-anberra, 1990.
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important foundation of our capacity to contribute to regional security
affairs, strengthening both our ability b otercise leverage and our
aocess to a range of miliAry and security deliberations. The staternent
endorsed the value of irint exercises and other cooperative defence
activities and called for a strengthening of links with Indonesia ard
Thailand to complement those under the Five Power Defence
Arrangenrenb.

In support of Ausbalia's regional security interests, the
staternent concluded that the ADF could undertake a diverse range of
peacetime activities. These extended:

from those as unqlntroversial as civil disaster relief, to
fisheries and narcotics surveillanc€, and activities as
sensitive as counter-terrorism operations, the
protection or rescue of Australian citizens abroad, or
the provision of support for a legitimate govemrn€nt
in maintaining internal security.lo
The latter activities were, however, exbenrely sensitive and 'in

many situations it may be more appropriate to respond to a request for
assistance with a civilian rather than military capabilit/.ll

The most difficult question was to define the circumstances in
which Australia should be prepared to use military force to pursue
security interests not immediately affecting the defence of Australian
territory. Such situations, the statement accepted, would be limiH to
the South Pacific, 'where our militaqy power is disproportionately
large'. The scope for similar initiatives in Southeast Asia would be
very limited.

Even in the South Pacific, Senator Evans cautioned against
Australia attempting to become the arbiter of political legitimacy or of
moral acceptability. The use of military force would only be
appropriate in the rnost unusual and extreme circurrutances. Every
situation would need to be treated on a case-by-case basis but certain
'cumulative criteria' were suggested. These were:

Departrnent of Foreign Affairs and Trade, Aushalia's Regional
Saurity,p.Zl.
Ibiil.41
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o the agreenrent of the recognised domestic authorities

(except possibly in cases wherc an unfriendly
government is supporting actions immediately
detrinpntal to Australian nationals, e.g. hostage-
taking);

. a manifestly direct threat to mapr Australian security
interests;

. a finite time frarre for the military operation;

. a clear and achievable operational obFrtive; and

. @nsultation with, and if possible the cooperation and
participation of, other states in the region.a2

The Governmenfs acc€ptance that in certain specific
circumstances the ADFcould become militarily involved in the region
is an important adiunct to the possible contingencies outlined in the
Defence White Paper. At the same time, it is hard to see this role
extending beyond PNG and the South Pacific. Cooperative defence
arrangements with Southeast Asia are focussing increasingly on
maritime activities as those countries move towards more balanced
force structures. Furtherrnore, those countries possess sizeable ground
forces which, except in certain specialised areas, would make the
contribution of Austsalian ground forcas of limited relevance. The key
question is whether the force structure, capabilities and priorities
accepted for the defence of Australia will continue to offer appropriate
'options' for responding to events in the South Pacific.

Resources

While the basic tenets of Australia's defence and security
policies are unlikely to change during the 1990s, Defence's capacity to
give full effect to them is less certain. The level of national resources
devoted to defence is currently under considerable pressure due to the
current state of the Australian eaonomy and the Governmenfs policies
of restraint in all areas of public expenditure. There have also been
calls for a cutback in defence spending in the light of detente between

42 tbiil.,p.22.
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the superpowers and the subeequent progress in arms contncl and
disarmament at the global level. Irrespective of the differences
between the strategic situation in Europe and in the Asia/Pacific
region, these changes are affecting perceptions of possible threats
within Australia and the political Pressure to realise the 'peace
dividend'is likely to continue.

At the sanc time, the cosb of maintaining an effective defence
capability are likely to continue to rise. Not only are regional countries
becoming more able to oPerate and maintain advanced wealrcns
systems, but their sound economic prospects amd the likely increased
availability of some systems - given the reduced demand among
NATO and Warsaw Pact countries - make it possible that tttey will be
acquired in greater numbers. The accuracy ard lethality of weapons
systems are likely to increase; new capabilities such as precision-
guided missiles witl pose a greater threat to the survivability of rnalrr
ADF combat assets; and the use of more sophisticabd ddensive
systems, including electronic warfare, is likely to become more
cornmon. The costs of attracting, training, and retaining rnanPower
can also be expected to increase for the ADF given demographic
trends, competition from the private sector, and the need to operate
and support advanced weaPons and sensors.

This does not mean that Australia's currently favourable
sbategic position is likely to change rapidly. It does, however, place
greater pressure on Australia's ability to maintain a technological
ind/or numerical edge in those areas fundamental to our security. tt
also emphasises the need to ensune the maximum capability return
from each defence dollar. In this context, the significant premiums
being paid to produce defence equipment within Australia will need to
be subiect to close scrutiny. Where the premium can be offset against
the capacity to maintain a capability subsequently, to ensure its
effectiveness in our immediate operational environment, or to support
the development of related capabilities, that expendihrre rnay be
justified. In other circumstances, a clearer line rnay need to be drawn
between the requirements of self-reliance and defence self-sufficiency
or the use of defence resources to support wider economic obiectives.

In contrast, defence expenditure has fallen significantly in
recent years to only 2.3 per cent of gross domestic product (compared
to 2.8 per cent in the early 1980s and over 4 per cent during the
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Vietnam War) and there has been no real incr,ease in ttre Defence
budget in the past two years. These figures conEast sharyly with
Dbb's estimate that an increase of around 3 per cent Per annum would
be necessary to grve effect to his recomrrrndations and the White
Pape/s condusion that 'if we are to achieve the levels of defence
capability and the priorities refleced in this Paper, there is a need,
over the life of the program, for an allocation of resources generally
within the order of 2.6 per c€nt to 3.0 per cent of GDP.a3

Sone substantial savings have undoubtedly been achieved
through the rationalisation of defence industry and facilities and have
helped to cushion the impact of this reduced financial guidance. Alan
Wrigle/s r€cent r€port on The Defence Force and the Community'
has also made some useful recommendations on the civilianisation of
certain defunct force functions and the contracting out of specific asks
to private industry. While undoubtedly beneficial, these tend only to
mask the significant tradeoffs which are already being made within
the Defence vote to realise the rnairr capital equipment program set
out in the White Paper. The increase in expenditure on capital
equiprnent and facilities from 22 pt cent to around 3O Per cent of the
Defence budget has significantly affected the funds available for
operating costs and personnel. Extended Procurement projects to
which Australia is already committed, including the new subrnarines
and ANZAC frigates, will make it difficult to rcdress this balance in
the shorter term.

In Australia's presently favourable strategic circumstances,
some tradeoffs between different areas of expenditure can be
tolerated. Faced with the prospect of limited financial flexibility in the
longer term, however, it is important to identify sbategies by which
the ADF can morle effectively exploit its available resources and be
well placed to handle the types of contingencies that could arise within
relatively short timeframes. With respect to land forces, these resource
considerations place additional pressures not only on how those forces
are to be structured and equipped but the ways in which they are to
carry out their prirnary roles in a resourceefficient nunner without
reliance on subsequent substantial increases in funds.

43 Deparbnent of Defence, The Det'ence of Australia 7987, para. 9.15,
p.712.
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Areas requiring careful consideration include:

shategies to ensut€ the maximum cpmbat
effectiveness of the individual soldier (not relying on
overwhelming numbers but on superior weaponry,
tactics and training);
enhancing the 'teeth-to-tail' ratio of deployed forces,
including reliance on irint service support and
streamlined logistic arrangements;

examining the scope for different force elements to
undertake a range of related tasks rather than
designated for a specific purpose;

balancing the possession of capabilities by individual
units in all circumstances against their rapid
availability should they be required; and

providing greater flexibility as b the level at which,
and time rales within which, different force elernents
may need to be called upon - planning based on
'worst case' scenarios in all circumstances being
inherently reeouroe inefficient.

It is these types of issues that are taken into account in the
following sections.

THE DEFENCE OF AUSTRAIJA

Within the broad policy guidelines laid down inTlu D$arce of
Australia 1987, there are several key factors which shape the level and
natur€ of ADF land force operations. There are the enduring features
of Australia's geography and environment which suggest the rnost
likely areas of operation and the crcnditions under which operations
would be conducted. The impact of those factors on ground force
roles will, however, depend to a significant degrree on the ADF's
effective use of the maritime environnrent and on the ways in which
the adversary seeks to exploit our strategic vulnerabilities.
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Enduring G eo-Stsategic Factors

Cenhal to iudgemenb about Australia's substantial natural
protection against rnapr attack are its extensive sea and air
approadres. O.ly in the north and northwest do the archipelagos
stretching south and east from Southeast Asia offer stepping stones for
a mapr ground force attack. Even there, the distarrces (160 km to
PNG, 250 km to Indonesia at the nearest point) remain significant
constraints and there is very little infrastructure in tlre eastern
archipelagos capable of mounting and sustaining more than limited
operations against us.

It has been estimated that it would take in the order of ten
years and a substantial diversion of resources by a regional country for
a mairr threat to arise. The prospect of another nation being able or
prepared to threaten significantly the populatiory industqy and
infrastructure in the south of the continent remains very rernote.

More limited form of hostilities in the north and northwest
would also face rnapr obstacles. These indude:

r shallow and largely undrartered coastal waters,
together with significant tidal variations, affecting
both the insertion and extraction of raiding parties;

. problems of mobility outside a few surfaced coastal
roads, compounded in the wet season when many
areas are simply inaccessible;

o difficulties of concealment due to the nature of the
vegetation in many aneas, dust during the dry season,
and the capacity of the local population to report
unusual happenings;

o the geographic dispersion of targets and the distances
between therry tending to confine the operations of
hostile ground forces, once landed, to a specific.uea;

o the lack of available infrastructure to support miliAry
operations, placing greater emphasis on the self-
sufficiency of hostile forces even for non-miliary
supplies;
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o the effects of the harsh environment, particularly heat
and dust, on combat effectiveness and equipment
reliability; and

o the vulnerability of raiding parties to detection during
resupply and particularly extraction - once their
presence was known and Australia's surveillance and
response assets alerted, units atFmpting to rccover
those forces would face a significant chance of
interception.

In addition, the north of Australia should not be seen as a
uniform environrnent for planning. Many of these problems are
compounded in inland areas and in the difficult Errain of Arnhem
Iand, the Kimberleys, and much of the Gulf of Carpentaria, where the
absence of significant targets would be an important disincentive.
While very limited hostilities could occur there, an adversary would be
more likely to focus on the littoral areas in the vicinity of Darwiry
Broome/Derby, and the Pilbara, their adjacent inland corridors, and
more isolated resource developments such as Gove and Groote
Eylandt, Weipa and the Koolan and Cockatoo islands in King Sound,
Western Australia. Where an adversary attempted a raid with a large
force (around company strength), it would be difficult to sustain that
force for an extended period and early exhaction after completing its
mission would be important.

For Australia, the northern environrnent would also have a
mapr impact on operations. Apart from the difficult operating
conditions, the sheer size of the north and the extensive coastline will
continue to pose problems for a numerically small defence force.
Particular operational concerns would be:

r The importance of responding rapidly to reports of
incursions while matching as far as possible the size of
the force and its capabilities to the specific threat and
retaining the flexibility to redeploy those unib for
other tasks at short notice.

o Ensuring a timely deployment of appropriate force
levels to the north, taking into account:
(i) the capacity of the limited military and civil

infrastructure to support them;
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(ii) the availability and capacity of strategic

transport elencnts to resupply them (noting
that the same assets may also be requircd to
provide long-range tactical mobility); and

(iii) the need for streamlined togistic support
arrangements to minimise additional
protective and transport demands.

o Maintaining effective cornmand, control and
communication linla both betrreen the strategic-level
HQ located in southeastern Australia and the north
and between dispersed force elernents deployed
across the north.

o Matching operational imperatives with the interests
and responsibilities of the civil authorities and
population, induding:
(i) the exEnt to whidt normal civilian activity

would continue (potentiatty having a
significant impact on the definition of an Area
of Operations); and

(ii) demands for additional protective measures
which would not command priority on
military grounds alone.

A specific, and rather different, problem for land forces would be the
protection of Australia's offshore territories and resources installations.
Apart from the North West Shelf, these arc at considerable distance
from Australia. Cpcos and Chrisbnas islands in particular would not
fall within the primary surveillance and response umbrella developed
for the mainland. Warning of hostilities originating in the archipelago
would be limited and the communication and resupply links to
deployed ADF units would be vulnerable to interdiction.

Hostilities against the offshore territories or installations
would generally not enhance an adversar5/s ability to threaten the
Australian mainland. They could, however, be seen as soft targets
appropriate for embarrassing or extending Australian forces. They
might also become the focus of disputes over offshore resources or
seabed boundaries. The success of defensive operations would
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depend on the timeliness of deployment of any ADF probctive force
and the tailoring of that pint force to rmpond to specific, local arm
conditions. Given the isolation of Cocos and Christsnas islards from
Australia, the complementarity of their deferuive arrangernente would
be important reducing reaction timee, providing ready
reinforcement and confronting the adversary with a npre complex
operational equation.

The Relationship Between Maritime and Land Forces

Australia's strategy of deferrceindepth place a high
premium on the ability of the ADF to deny an adversary significant
operational freedom in the sea and air approaches to our continent.
This is where the adversary is likely to be most rmlnerable during the
insertion, resupply and extraction phases. It is also in th€ arleas of
maritime strike and air defence that Australia curently enpp both
numerical and technological advantages over other regional
inventories. Importantly, it is the effectiveness of thos€ maritime
capabilities that makes the ground force threat to Australia more
manageable, despite the numerically srnall size of the Army relative to
the area it needs to protect and the size of other regional ground forces.

While regional combat aircraft and Precision€uided Munition
(I€M) equipped surface vessels are moving technologically closer to
Australia, their modest numberc, regional budget realities (despite
some more ambitious force structure plans) and the enhancenrnts
taking placa in Australia's own surveillance capabilities suggest that
the ADPs margin of superiority will not narrow significantly in the
next decade. At the same time, Australia's surveillance coverage is not
without weaknesses. The network of Over-the-Horizon Radars
(OTtIRs) will give genuine broad-area coverage against a range of
airborne and surfaca targets, but the system is still being developed
and, it appeani, continues to have some limitatioru in rel,ation to the
time of day, ionospheric conditions and the angle and speed of
advance. Concerns have also been expressed about the ability of
OTHR to control intercepts by combat aircraft, but these relate also to
the capabilitie of tactical radars and the doctrine for their
employment.
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More detailed coverage of focal areas can be provided by
ground-based radarc and P-3C Long-Range Maritime Patrol (LRMP)
aircraft. 'llre number of ground-based radars is currently veqy limited,
however, ccvering only Darwin-Tindal and a deployable Control and
Reporting Unit (CRU) and the systems have significant limitations
agiinst low-flying aircraft. The P-3Cs are optimised for the ASW role
and, without a mapr expansion of crew numbers' would be unable to
realise their potential for sustained, wide'area operations. Mairr
surfac€ vessels could be deployed in the immediate approaches for
picket radar tasks but, as with the P-3G, this would restrict their
flexibility and availability for other prirnary tasks.

Generally, the combination of surveillance and intelligence'
gathering assets available to Australia could be expected to identify
the assembling and proiecting of larger military forces towards us.
They would give less assurance about the ADFs ability to locate and
identify individual platforms, particularly if they are smaller, slower
and not clearly military targets with identifiable signature. The fitting
of helicopters to mapr naval units and the development of towed
arrays will improve the ADFs chances of detecting surface and
subsurface intrusions in specific areas but, at a minimum, the combat
surveillance radars of aircraft need upgrading if a more effective level
of coverage is to be achieved.

The problems of denying an adversary significant operational
freedom in the sea and air approaches are compounded by both the
potential breadth of the area of operations and, particularly for
intmsions by aircraft, the short reaction time available to respond in
areas closer to the archipelagos. The use of feints, saturation of
systems by a number of possible targeb, electronic countermeasures or
the disabling of particular surveillance systems cannot be ruled out. In
lower levels of conflict, ADF operations would also be constrained by
the need for positive target identification, given both the possibility of
conorrrent legitimate activity and the capacity of an adversary to
exploit international law freedoms.

These capability factors rcinforce the likelihood that ground
force operations by an adversary would be either small-scale, covert
operations or, if a specific military obpctive were to be achieved, a
short, sharp raid by a larger force which was to be extracted
immediately after crcmpleting its mission. The latter would generally
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be inserted by air and, given the importance of a covert approach and
the availability of air-to-surface capabilities for rnore rnapr targeb,
would be likely to be limited to around company size (one C-130). The
possibility of a larger, possibly demonstrative, raid cannot be ruled out
and the ADF may wish to take a nreasune of iruurance agairut thic.
However, a company-size raid would appear to be a realistic upper
limit for planning ADFdeployment optiors.

While the ADFs maritinre array will remain vulnerable b
covert, smaller scale inEusions, those game rnaritinc ard air defence
capabilities will be valuable adjuncts to ADF grourd furce operations,
particularly once the presence of a hostile ground force is dearly
defined. They would be able to:

. constrain significantly an adversar;y's ability to
resupply or exbact a ground force unit, thus affecting
the sustainability of hostile operations and allowing
the ADF more flexibility in the timing and scale of its
ground force response;

. suPport integrated surveillanc€ coverage of the littoral
area and adjacent waters;

o provide, depending on the available assets, a range of
alternative firepower options including dose air
support and, po$sibly, naval gunfire support in
remote locations and offshore; and

o limit the air defence needs of deployed ground forces,
except where there is a need for continuous coverage
of high-value fixed targets.

It should be noted, however, that these ar€ not orrently
among the prirnary roles for the ADFs air and naval assets and both
operational concepts and baining would need to be revised to
maximise their effectiveness.

I-and force operations, on the other han4 should not be seen
simply as a subsidiary element of the maritime strategy. Apart from
the location and engagement of raiding parties, they are essential to
the continuation and effectiveness of rnaritime operations and to
shaping the adversaqy's views on possible military options. In this
context, naval and air bases need to be secured, resupply by land
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rout$ assured, and important intelligence supplied to allow air and
naval assets to focus their operations. C-arefully developed concepts
for land force operations can also be exploited to raise tlre cost for the
adversary of pursuing certain strategies and operating in particular
areas.

Possible Ground Force Contingencies

Faced with the difficulties of Australia's northern
environment, the ADFs sbength in rnaritime forces and ttre balance
within his own forces, an adversary would face sone difficult choices
in the use of militaly force. Isolated incidents such as exchanges
between naval vessels and oneoff actions against specific offshore or
coastal targets rruly occur $'ith little warning in a period of tension. A
more systematic campaign against mainland targets would not,
however, be undertaken lightly. It would require careful planning,
particularly in terms of insertion and o<traction of forces, and could
provoke direct Australian retaliation.

Current defence planning assesses that both low-level and
escalated low-level conflicb could arise in the shorter terrn They are a
useful set of parameters because while they provide for a 'worst case'
situation - up to the limits of regional capabilities insofar as they can
be realistically applied - they allow for both different levels of hostile
force and different motivations behind the use of that force. While
they are not in any sense predictive, and actual hostilities may well cut
across the boundaries between them, an ADF with the capabilities,
concepts and flexibility to respond to either should be well placed to
handle a range of possible future contingencies.

Low-Level Conflict

What then would these hostilities be like in terms of land force
operations? Dibb refers to up to company-size units being deployed
onto Australian territory in lowlevel conflict, prirnarily for dispersed
operations, and to their enhancement, particularly in terms of
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firepower and mobility, in escalated low-lerrel conflicL4l This would
appear to be a realistic planning measure. While regional fortes do
have the capacity to deploy larger numbers, the importance of
covertness, surprise and sustainability or early exbaction suggest that
special forces units of around that size would be the upper limit of a
hostile ground force presence. Much smaller unib (e.g. 4-6 man
patrols) would be likely away from mair infrastructure targets and
focal areas.

Raiding parties might be equipped with sophisticated personal
weapons (including light machine guns) arrd have a supply of
explosives. Ammunition stocks would, however, be limited and more
lethal and longer range weaponry (including anti-armour weapons
and medium-range mortars) only deployed when there lvas a specific
target of considerable value to engage. Sustainability would come
from mobility and concealment and, even when attacking a defended
installatioo protracted engagements with the ADF would be avoided.

In lowlevel conflict, the adversar5/s aim would be primarily
to put political pressure on Australia through the use of military force.
Direct engagements with the ADF would be generally avoided, but
acts of sabotage, small-scale raids and even simple evidence of a
possible landing would be used by the adversary. Likely targets
would include remote small towns and mining ventures, isolated
settlements, port facilities, land transport and communication links
(e.g. microwave towers) and energy supplies. Dir€ct attacks on
important civil and militaqy facilities would be unlikely, but acts of
sabotage and damage to vulnerable supporting infrastructurc may
occur. Attacks could be quite specific to the issue in dispute or spread
over a wide geographic area.

The aims of such limited hostilities could be several. The
adversarl/s possible obiectives would include demonstrating the
seriousness with which he viewed the dispute, causing or threatening
economic disruptiory creating apprehension arnong the local
population, and committing Australia to a disproportionate and costly
protective response. At this level of hostilities, attacks could be
random and infrequent and there would be no need to target
important civil and military infrastructures protected by the ADF.

u Dd'bb, Rwieut of Australia's Det'nce Capbilitia,p.79.
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Raiding parties would be small and generally inserted and o<tracted
covertly by aircraft, fast motor launche or civilian fishing vessels.
Possible targets could be evenly balanced between northern focal areas
and the more remote parts of the northern littoral, although sustained
operations would only be likely in the vicinity of focal areas where
there_ were rrore potential targets, more available non-military
supplies, and greater activity to assist with concealment.

Escalated Low-Level Conllict

In escalated low-level conflict, an adversary would be
determined to inflict direct and significant damage on Australia,s civil
and military capabilities. This could be accomplished by more
frequent and systematic lowlevel raids or by the conduct of a number
of direct attacks employing larger forces. The aim would be to destroy
or disable key economic or military ass€ts such as fuel storage or
pipelines, ai"port or port facilities or mining ventures. While some
dispersed operations nny well occur, the priority targets would be in
the key northern focal areas. Attacks arc also likely to be far more
systematically planned in terms of preliminary reconnaissance,
diversionary activities, and possibly srnall-scale raids to undermine the
ADF protective capabilities. At the upper ernd of the scale, tit-and-
run' raids by company-si?-e forces against coastal towns such as
Broome, Wyndham or Nhulunbuy could occur and ground forces
defending military or military-related infrastructure (e.g. airfields,
ports) could be subject to sporadic air attacks.

At the same time, ground force hostilities would not be open-
ended. An adversary would continue to face malrr difficultiei of
insertion, resupply and extraction, particularly where ADF
surveillance assets were concenhated around key focal areas. Any
larger force elements would be both npre vulnerable to detection and
far more difficult to sustain or make mobile. Even if Australia,s
maritime defence capabilities could be overcome in a particular area,
this would only be temporary. Attacks by small speciat forces units
and aircraft may extend to key inland targets such as Tindal and the
OTT{R sites but, beyond this, escalated hostilities would remain
limitd to focal areas on the northern littoral. Aircraft would be the
only practical means of deployment for larger ground force units.
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Raiding parties in escalated low-level ctrnflict could be
expected to carry a more comprehensive range of weaponry and
explosives, including medium-range mortars and direct fire weapons,
and a limited anti-armour/bunker-buster capability. Mobility would
still be a maior difficulty for larger forces and weapons would be
prinurily man-portable. Ammunition stocks, and hence the force's
capacity for selfdefence, would be greater but still insufficient for any
form of protracted engagement with the ADF.

The greater operational freedom which an adversar/s forces
would enioy in the vicinity of the offshore territories would render
Cocos and Christmas islands vulnerable to raids and harassments in
both levels of conflict. These would be airred primarily at their limited
transport, communications and storage facilities. In escalated low-
level conflict, an attempt could also be rnade to occuPy the islands, at
least temporarily. This would still, however, demand quite substantial
force levels should Ausbalia have already deployed a balanced
protective force to the islands. Offshore resource installations
relatively distant from Australia (e.g. in the Timor Sea) would also be
vulnerable to seizure by water - or helibome ground forces.

More Substantial Conflict

Should Australia's strategic circumstances deteriorate and an
adversary build up forces against us, Australia could face the prospect
of more substantial conflict. This would involve the conduct of
sustained irint operations on or close to Australian territory and
require the adversary to gain significant control of the sea and air
approaches to Australia for a tirre. While regional inventories do
possess sizeable ground forcts, their maritime and air defense
capabilities, logistics, and over-the'water transport arc very limited
and could not be developed in the short terrn

Hostilities relevant to land force operations could include
more sustained raids by substantial (company-size or greater) land
forces against a wide range of important targets. A mainr land force
lodgement in the north would also be possible. The latter would most
likely be directed at gaining control in the vicinity of an airfield, or
possibly a port, from which the adversary could conduct more
widespread raids and harassments and exercise local air superiority.
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l-arger land force unis might be deployed beyond the littoral area into
the Darwin-Tindal corridor, the Pilbara, and possibly down Cape
York.

Such a contingency would undoubtedly have very serious
consequences and would require a substantial expansion of the ADF.
The possibility of future expansion of the ADF has, however, had a
rather deceptive impact on defence planning. In particular, it has
allowed the wisdomof some important cronventional military doctrine
and tactics to remain unchallenged or, rrnre importantly, unrelated to
Australia's own strategic environrnent. The fact remains that even if
an adversary was capable of more conventional operations against
Australia, how he used those capabilities would still be limited by the
paucity of targets, the harsh environment and the difficulties of
deploying and sustaining large forces across extensive sea and air
approaches. Australia similarly would be concerned to use balanced,
irint force conctpts to overcome its small numerical size and to exploit
the adversary's problems offshore.

Accordingly, while the scale, intensity and destructiveness of
possible hostilities may increase, more conventional force-on-force
confrontations would not be to the ADFs advantage. Speed, mobility,
and flexibility would continue to be the operational characteristics that
would maximise Australia's natural advantages. It is not the case that,
by giving the ADF the capacity to handle the worst<ase, longer term
scenarios, it will automatically be equipped to cope with lower level
conflicts. Rather, it is the lessons about Aushalia from lower levels of
conflict that should enhance the ADF's capabilities should
circumstances deteriorate.

The other key question is how much planning and resources
should be devoted now to future rernote possibilities. The Dbb
Review, the 1987 White Paper and subsequent defence planning has
moved Ausbalia substantially towards the concept of a 'terminal'
rather than a 'core' force. Provided planning does remain sensitive to
the changing limits of regional capabilities insofar as they can be
realistically applied, there are no grounds to suggest that this should
be inadequate in the future. Ma.y of the capabilities being introduced
are appropriate to different levels of conllict and there would be
substantial warning to adjust structures and tactics and round out
units should that possibility become more credible. What is needed is
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an enhanced planning effort to recognise the points at whidr new
approaches or capabilities would be rcquircd. The devotion of
significant resourres, beyond those capabilitie mcompassed in the
concept of escalated low-level conflict, would not appear iustified.

ROTES FOR THE ARMY IN THE DEFENCE OT AUSTRATIA

Despite the significant measure of control that ADF rnaritirne
forces are likely to exercise over the sea and air approaches, the
potential for a range of hostile land force incursions rernains and the
problems of defending Australian territory against those incursions are
still daunting. The huge size of the area of possible op€rations is
compounded by the numerically small size of the ADF, while the
elements of covertness and surprise that are likely to characterise an
adversaq/s operations will place as much emphasis on the ability to
locate and engage hostile forces as on direct forceon-force firepower
comparisons. While more mairr attacks are likely to be limibd to a
small number of focal areas, lesser hostilities could octur at random.

In addition, the shape of ADF operations will be conditioned
by a range of other factors. Forernost arrpng these will be that land
forces will be operating on Australian territory, frequently in
circumstances where the existence or extent of hostilities is unclear and
where civilian activity will be continuing as normally as possible. Not
only rnay the ADF need to consider the need for additional legal
power (e.g. for searches, arrests) but operations are lilely to be subject
to tight rules of engagement in relation to positive identification of
targets and discharge of weapons. Civil and military authority would
continue in parallel and the definition of an area of operations might
be extremely difficult.

Other factors which the ADF will need to take into account,
given both the adversary's objertives and the nature of the northern
environment, include:

. Proportiomlity. The size of Australia's north npans
that, without careful planning, it may take only a
small number of hostile actions to commit a large part
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of the ADPs land force to the north. This would
place maior strains on both nranpower and logistic
support resources and man indeed, be the adversarS/s
objective. While some additional commitsnent rnay be
difficult to avoid, planning should seek as far as
possible to tailor the reaction to the threat. This would
require a careful balance between the level of initial
commitrnent (hence insurance) to a particular
situation and the €pacity to reinforce at short notice.

o Timelinas. The short duration of most hostile glound
force raids would place great emphasis on the ADFs
ability to deploy to, and withiry the north. There
would be timited opportunity for carefully planned
deployments requiring the mustering of significant
transport assets. I-and forces would generally be
deployed on light scales to an area using wheeled,
fixed- or rotary-wing bansport. Supporting air and
naval assets might be used to deny the extraction of a
hostile force and provide additional firepower. Only
where a larger (i.e. company-size) force was pinned
down would the deployment of the full range of ADF
firepower be appropriate.

o Flexibilify. The likely covertness and unpredictability
of lower level hostilities will rcquire the ADF to
maintain considerable flexibility in all aspects of its
operations. Response forces will require the ability to
concentrate or cnnduct dispersal operations within
quite short time franps, planning and deployment
phases will frequently be limited, and the ability to
adiust quickly the size and composition of forces and
their assigned mission will be important. The capacity
to relocate forces within a particular area or to deploy
rapidly to another area would help counter an
adversar;y's ability to exploit surprise and ambiguity.

o Suprytability. Any significant ADF land force
deployments to the north will place maior demands on
both the limited northern infrastructure and on
available strategic and tactical transport capabilities.
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To alleviate this, close attention needs b be given to
maximising the 'teeth-to-tail' ratio of deployed forces,
structuring forces on light scales with heavier
firepower available on an 'as required' basis, reliance
on corunon support and rnaintenance arrangements
by ioint forces in a partiorliar area, and the effective
integration of civil transport, infrastructure and other
support services into operational concepb.

. Sustainability. Beyond the initial deployment of forces,
planning also needs to take into acrount that, while
activity levels for rnany land force units will be low,
even lower level contingencies could be Protractd.
There will be a requirement not only sustain logistic
support and maintain the effectiveness of weapons
systems but also to have follow-on forces available
within an appropriate time frarrc. The traditional
calculation is that it would take up to two battalions to
retain a third continuously on operations.

In addition, the ADF should seek to maintain control as far as possible
over the timing and extent of land force deployrrcnts rather than
simply being reactive to the actions of the adversary. While this would
not be easy in circumstances where the adversary is not dependent on
the achievement of specific military obictives, there is considerable
scope through the timing, level and iudicious placement of ADF forces
to constrain an adversarS/s military options or, at least, his perceptions
of the costs and risks attaching to them. To the extent that static
concepts of defence and force deployment can be avoided, greater
uncertainty can be introduced into an adversar;/s planning and
difficulties posed for hostile intelligence collection.

Against this background, four key roles emerge for ADF land
forces. Theseare:

. surveillance and reconnaissance;

. protection of important civil and military
infrastructure;

. response to incursions onto Australian territory; and

. defence of offshore territories and resource assets.
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In recent years, Defence planning has tended to see these roles

as the responsibility of discrete force elements. However, the likely
nature of credible contingencies in northern Australia suggests that
this rnay not be fully iustified and it will be important to establish the
boundaries between them.

Surveillance and Reconnaissance

One of the most difficult tasks for the ADR but one of the most
critical to a conholled response, will be to locate and identify hostile
ground forces operating on Australian teritory. While the primary
responsibility will fall to those maritime surveillance capabilities
appropriate to detecting such forces during the insertion phase, ADF
land force units could also expect to have a major role. Systematic
surveillance across the northern littoral would not be practical but key
tasks would include:

. regular checking of areas (e.g. beaches, remote
airfields) considered likely or attractive landing zones;

r following up reports of suspicious but unconfirmed
activity; and

o close liaison with the local, including Aboriginal,
communities.

In addition, these units would be able to regularly update information
on the condition of local infrastructure that might be used to support
larger ADF deployments.

Unless hostilities were narrowly focussed, there would be
limits as to how comprehensive this coverage could be. The priority of
target areas and the regularity of revisit would need to be carefully
assessed. Key areas in a situation of widespread hostilities against
northern Aushalia would, however, be the Pilbara coastline, Broome
to Yampi Sound, |oseph Bonaparte Gulf (Wyndham) to the Coburg
Peninsula (including the approaches to Darwin), and the western side
of Cape York from the Torres Strait to the Archer River. This reflects
both the density and accessibility of potential targets and the relative
proximity of those areas to the northern archipelago. Apart from the
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Pilbara, the options for covert insertion would gerenlly be greaer and
the transit time reduced.

In addition to a dose rapport with the local communig, the
key requirernents of surveillance units would be rrobility ard the size
of their surveillance envelope. Organic rnobility would generally be
provided by four-wheeldrive vehicles or tnrcls, while helicopters
could be used to supplement this in the wet season ancl wtrre s@ of
response was considered essential. The selective use of technology
might also be exploited through the use of unatEnded ground sensors
and by equipping surveillance patrols with combat surveillance
radars. Reliable tactical communications over longer ranges, together
with the rapid correlation, verification and tsansfer of surveillance
information, would be essential in rnanaging appropriate follow-up
action. Real-time integration of information between different land
areas and between the land and maritime environment would also be
essential and need to be taken into account in irint comrnand and
control arrangements.

land force surveillance units have Ended to be seen as a
remote area capability and, in that context, they will undoubtedly be
useful in limiting the need for, and chances of, a disproportionate
response by large ADF combat units. This is the concept of the
Regional Force Surveillance Unib which are arrrnd on light scales,
prirnarily for their own protection. The value of those forces in
providing the initial tripwire against attacks on mairr civil and
military infrastructure should not, however, be overlooked. In
addition, if the RFSUs were enhanced by the addition of small
numbers of troops trained like special force units for long-range
reconnaissance missions, this would significantly enhance their
capacity to handle small (4{ man) raiding parties without the need for
malJr reinforcement. Their deployment during the initial stages of
hostilities would significantly increase the potential costs for an
adversary of resorting to the use of military force and raise the
threshold at which he was prepared to do this.

Protection of Important Civil and Military Infrastructue

Unreshicted use of communications facilities including ports
and airfields, maintenance of a range of civilian services, and
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continued resourc€ production wiU be important Aushalian obFrtives
in lower levels of conflict. They are essential not only to tlre conduct of
ADF operations and to the well-being of the northern population but
also b minimising the capacity of the adversary b exert political or
economic leverage.

Protection of those facilities will be a most difficult and
r€sourdemanding role for ADF lard forces. While most key ass€ts
are confined to a relatively srnall number of focal areas - the Pilbara,
Broonre/Derby, Wyndham/Kununura, Darwin/Tindal, C'ove, Groote
Eylandt, Weipa - those areas are physically large ofen contain a
number of vulnerable asseb, and protection may be required for the
local population as well as the facilities themselves. Most ar,e also
located on or dose to the coast, providing an adversary with different
approach options, shortening reaction tinres for ADF response forces,
and necessitating a close linkage with maritime forces to provide
'depth' b their defence. Even where facilities are rclatively isolated
(e.9. RAAF Base CurtiO the Gove bauxite extraction facilities), their
sheer size and the number of vulnerable points within them (e.g. fuel
supplies, explosive/ammunition stores, conveyor belts) potentially
require substantial resiources to protect them.

ln rnany contingencies it may not be necessary to provide a
high level of protection for all these assets but, at a minimum,
deployments will be necessa4y to the ADFs prirnary operational and
support facilities in the north and considerable political pressure could
be expected for a protective presence in the rnaix northem urban
centres including Darwiry Broome, Derby, Wyndhang Kununurra and
Katherine. Where urban crntres are crcllocated with ADF facilities, or
are themselves hing protected, the difficulties for the ADF will be
compounded by the limits to military authority to control normal
civilian movement or activity and to the use of longer range and/or
indirect firepower to engage a hostile force even after it has been
identified.

Apart from deciding which asseb require protectiory the major
difficulties for the ADF will be deciding what level of threat to plan
against and the availability of resources, particularly rurnpower.
|udgernents will need to be made on the extent to which protective
measures focus on the most likely prospect of srnall 'special forces'
type raids or guard against the possibility of a larger fit and run'
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attack should the conllict escalate. With respect to resourcrg, such
protective tasks arc traditionally nunpower intensive and Dibb has
estimated that Australia might require up to ten battalions to hardle
the role in addition to those forces required for surveillance, response
and other roles.45 Those numberc are pr€sently not available within
the ADF and would require coruiderable expansion and a large
iniettion of resource for haining and equipment.

To date, attempts to find a solution to this problem have
related primarily to the use of the Reserves. Dibb saw a gleater sense
of purpose for the Resenres in ear-marking them for the protective role
and, by tailoring their training to this end, making tlrem operationally
effective within a shorter time frame. Wrigley went even further in
proposing a considerable expansion of the Reserves at the expense of
Regular forces. His oblective was to generaE a numerically larger land
force within existing resourc€ constraints. Within Deferrce,
considerable attention has already been given to the concept of a
Ready Reserve and to the integration of Reserve and Regular force
elements to round out existing formations. Iangtry has proposed that
some traditional 'police' roles, such as traffic conhol ard checking of
civilians, be carried out by a part-time para-miliAry force drawn from
the civilian community. This, he suggesb, would free Army units for
the more specific military tasks for which they were trained.4S

Providing sufficient trained manpower will always be a
difficult problem for Australia and these recent studies offer useful
options for improving the current situation. At the sane time, what
tends to be overlooked are both the importance of proportionality in
Australia's response and the difficulties of either the northern
infrastructure or the ADF's logistic support chain being able to sustain
resupply. The impact on morale and combat effectiveness of large
numbers of personnel sitting around waiting to respond to generally
limited and infrequent hostilities by an adversary not wishing to
become involved in a protracted engagement could also be significant.

4s lbid.,p.BS.46 See I.O. Langtry, The NorthqnTmitory in tlu Defatce of Austtalia:
The Cfuil-Military Nexus, Working Paper No. 22O (Strategic and
Defence Studies Centre, Australian National University,
Canbena,1990).
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For these reasons, greater attention needs also b be given to

waln of improving the effectiveness of available manpower (whatever
its level) by:

o the selective use of technology; and
o the adoption of flexible concepts for providing

different levels of protection.
Technolory could be exploited in two key areas. Capabilities

sudr alr combat surveillance radars, night vision derrices and
helicoptsrs could be used b increase the effectiveness of tactical
warning in the vicinity of rnapr facilities while rclieving pr€ssurc on
rnanpower. Second, key elements of protective forces could be
equipped with enhanced short to medium rirnge direct firepower,
capable of effectively engaging the enemy at range without the need
for morc subsantial layered firepower support. Apatt from its
mechanised forces, Army capabilities in this arca arc currently very
limited.

To be rnore nesource efficient, operational concepts for the
defence of vital assets would need to be based more on risk
nnrurgement strategies rather than on guarding against 'worst case'
scenarios in all circumstances. Key elements in such an approach
would be:

. identification of the most vulnerable points within an
asset (i.e. those most likely to render it inoperative or
affect its performance for nrore than a brief period);

r the imnrediate availability of a mobile, rapid response
force with the firepower and protection to engage a
srnall raiding party at close range or to delay a larger
force until reinforcements were available; and

r the provision of follow-up forces at short notice either
to reinforce the protective force before an anticipated
attack or to sunound the known hostile force.

This approach would not prevent ttre ADF from being able to
provide comprehensive protection for a number of Ley assets at an
early point in a contingency. This may well be necessary because of
the importance of an asset to ADF operations, its direct relationship to
the dispute, specific intelligence or political direction. At the same
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tirne,liarger scale deployncnb would not occur as a rnatbr of course
without reference to those factors. What it would do is provide at least
a minimum level of protection to those important infrastructure assets
considered to be possible targets while raising the threshold for, and
potential costs of, actions against thern. The capacity of the ADF to
change the level and nature of a proEctive prcsence at quite short
notice would significantly complicaE an adversar5y's intelligence
gathering and planning.

An additional advantage of incorporating a mobile response
element into protective forces would be the ability of that force either
to pursue a withdrawing raiding party or to respond to other small
incidents in the immediate vicinity (noting that actions close by which
did not risk direct engagement rnay be an adversar5/s preferred
strategy, especially in low-level conflict). The force would need to be
structured and sized in such a way as to ensure that the asset itself was
not left completely vulnerable and its radius of action would need to
be limited to 3G50 km to perinit rapid rcgrouping. However, given
the possible limits on an adversa4/s mobility and his frequent concern
to be extracted rapidly once his presence was knowry this capability
could be valuable in both ensuring a rapid rrsponse to crrt off the
enemy force and in raising the threshold for calling upon larger
resporuie elements.

Apart from the technologies noted above, this approach would
require the deployment, as part of the protective force, of a careful mix
of limited numbers of firepower and tactical mobility assets. These
might include helicopter gunships, APCJ, nredium artillery and
mortars. In the longer term, this concept might also be enhanced by
designing or modifying defence infrastruch"rre assets in a way that
either simplified the protection of vital aspects (e.g. ammunitior; fuel)
against low-level raids or provided for a degree of redundancy in
those areas.

An important question which does arise, however, is whether
these more complex operational aspecb of the protective role are
appropriate for reserve forces. Much would depend on the level of
training that could be provided and the specificity of the task. It
would, however, appear desirable that the mobile response aspects of
the protective tasks be provided by regular forces, at least where
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significant darnage to a particular asset would undermine Australia's
defence effort.

The other aspect of vital ass€t protection which should be
mentioned briefly is that of air defence. This would primarily be
provided as part of the broad area air defence coverage of the F/A-18
combat aircraft. However, where assets were well rernoved from
mapr airfields (e.g. Gove) or were vital to the ADFs control over its
operational environments (particularly the northern airfields), surface'
to-air missile batteries would provide valuable insurance against any
failure of surveillanc€ systems to give a timely alert. Primarily, those
air defence capabilities should be designed to counter the prospect of
trit and run'raids by only one or two aircraft. The hardening and
dispersal of key defence facilities would also increase their
survivability.

Response to Raids on Aushalian Territory

Assessments of the role and structuring of land forces for
operations in northern Australia have tended to approach the response
task as quite separate to that of protection. The nature of the northern
environment, the likely shape and level of hostilities, and the
importance of flexibility in the ADFs operational concePts suggests,
however, that so clear a distinction may not be warranted.

Apart from measures to protect important military and civil
assets directly, the ADF will need to be able to respond to ground force
raids in two quite different circumstances. These are where:

r raids occur against a range of srnaller and more
isolated targets including towns and settlements,
homesteads and infrastructure links (e.g. bridges,
microwave towers, telephone lines, pipelines); and

r either specific intelligence or the conduct of a raid
indicates that additional response or protective forces
are needed in the vicinity of a major asset.

Outside the primary focal areas in northern Australia, an
adversary could select targets at random, Possibly over a wide
geographic area, and would need to deploy only small force elements
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for this purpose. Possible obiectives br the adversary could be b
distract the ADFs attention from other activities, b affect ADF or civil
commercial operations (e.9. destroylng a bridge wharf or railway
line), to create additional pr€ssure in a geographic area specific to the
dispute, or to commit Australia to a disproportionate proEctive effort
more generally. It would be unrealistic to expect thaf given the small
scale and crovertness of such operations, the ADF would in many
circumstances recaive more than the briefest warning of sudl hostile
activity on Australian territory. Nor could it be assunrcd that tlrc
ADFs ground surveillance forces (even if augmented) would be
immediately available or of sufficient size, given their large area of
operations and the possibility of crcmpeting operational commitsnents.
Specific targeb for the adversary would not be easy to identify or
anticipate.

The task of providing additional protective or responee forces
in the vicinity of maior ass€ts would be of a different dirrrension.
Except where specific capability enhancements only were required by
the protective force (e.g. additional AIts, helicopters), the size of the
response force deployed would generally be larger (around battalion
size), a wider range of assets rnay need to be protected, and a larger
hostile force may have to be engaged. At the sanre time, the ADF is
likely to have more detailed knowledge of the terain and of potential
targets, would generally have a securle landing zore available, and
would often be able to rely upon some short-term supplies (induding
fuel and ammunition) and military capabilities from the prctective
force.

Within this diversity of possible tasks, however, there are a
number of key characteristics that would be important to the ADF land
force response. These are:

. Spad of ruction. Tasks will frequently need to be
undertaken at very short notice and speed will be
essential to protecting vulnerable assets, assisting the
rapid engagement of the hostile force and preventing
its extraction. Even for forces already deployed to the
north, deploynrent distances could be 30G400 km and
there would be little time to assemble additional
equipment or transport assets. This places the
emphasis on air (fixed-wing or rotary) or ground
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mobility, although seaborne assets may be used for
resupply or transporting forces to the offshore islands,
territories and installations.

o Manuuvre. Once deployed, response forces will in
most circumstances rcquire organic mobility to allow
them to operate efftctively over a wide area, maintain
contact with the adversar5/s force, counter any
attempted dispersal of that force, and deny him the
means of extraction. This might be provided by AI€s,
trucks and long-range Patrol vehicles, or helicopters.
The latter are lilely to remain in limited supply but
would be particularly valuable in the wet.

o Extanileil sunteilhnce. As with surveillance and
protective force elements, ADF resPonse units will
depend uPon nndern seluors to expand their
surveillance envelope and ensure early engagement of
the adversary. The support of fixed-wing aircraft,
helicopters (possibly from nearby local assets) and
regional surveillance units will go a long way in that
direction. However, upgrading the tactical
surveillance caPabilities integrated into r€sPonse
forces should attract priority.

c Fleibility in size. As the response task could vary
considerably in terms of both the area to be covered
and the size of force to be engaged, there should be
considerable flexibility within ADF response forces.
While the capacity to dePloy up to a battalion to
support a protective force rernains a realistic upper
limit, independent infantry companies within that
force ought to be available to reinforce surveillance
units rapidly or to provide protection for smaller
assets in rernote areas. The conc€Pt of being able to
deploy an advance comPany would also be valuable
whele sorrre doubt remains as to the actual size of the
hostile force. It may not provide sufficient firepower
to overcorrc a larger enemy but, if equipped with
medium-range firepower, could certainly buy time
until reinforcements were made available. A
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crcmpany-level parachute or heliborne capability
might be valuable for this initial response task,
although the latter would not be viable without a
significant increase in the number of helicopters
(presently unlikely given the diversity of possible
roles for those assets).

Light xales. While possessing considerably morc
firepower than surveillance units, response units
would need to be deployable (as is the ODD by C-13G
size aircraft or rapidly by road. They would generally
require a number of Armoured Fighting Vehides
(Alrys)47 for closer engagenEnt with the adversary,
supplemented by mortars and medium-range direct
firepower. These would need to be integral to each
company group. Heavier fire support (105 mm) and
helicopters (because of their scarcity) might be held on
a battalion basis, or even shared between battalions,
and only deployed as circumstances and tactical
movement capabilities allowed. The use of close air
support to provide significant firepower enhancement
to response forces at short notice could be particularly
valuable while limiting logistic support needs.
Ammunition supplies would not need to be very large
initially but could be supplemented should a larger
enemy force be engaged.

Stramlineil logistic supprt. Where possible, resPonse
forces should seek to utilise the local civil
infrastructure for support, particularly for non-
military supplies. Their deployment concept should
recognise that their stay in a particular area will often
bebrief, that smaller (company-size) units will be able
to exploit civil resources and that larger Oattalion-
size) units would frequently receive assistance from
the protective forces with whom they were collocated.

47 Wheeled AFVs would offer more rapid deployment over longer
distances, but this would need to be balanced against the possibly
greater strength and reliability of tracked AFVs when
manoeuwing in different terrain.
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As far as possible, the headquarters and support
elements of response forces should not be located in
remote areas but in larger centres where supplies are
more readily available, targets are likely to be more
numerous, and the facilities for rapid deployment by
air orland at hand.

These considerations point to ADF land force response units
being of battalion size, but consisting of several companies each
capable of independent deployment and operations. Each company
would have its own organic nnbility, medium-range direct firepower,
and at least a limited number of APG. It would, however, be able to
call upon heavier firepower or additional mobility assets from or
through its parent battalion. There would also be merit in it being able
to focus one company in each of the battalions on a high state of
readiness for reconnaissance for short time frame or isolated area
r€sponees. Once the level of operations was such that several
companies had to be inserted into a particular area for a lengthy
perid, deployment of the battalion-level command structure would
be necessary to coordinate operations.

This concept would be similar in important ways to the
present ODF arrangements. There would, however, be greater
emphasis on the capacity of companies to act as independent units
with appropriate surveillance and independent firepower elements.
Deployment up to battalion level would not, however, be autonutic
and the need to deploy a large logistic support group to support
response units in many circumstancei would Ue minimisea.

Dspersed operations by response forces would raise two
important issues of cnmmand and control. Firstly, in circumstances
where they were deployed at company level to support surveillance
units of a similar size, a decision would need to be made as to which
chain of operational command they should come under and who
would be the commanding officer of the combined unit. Once a
battalion was deployed for either direct response or additional
protection tasks, the size of the unit and its flexible and mobile concept
of operations would suggest that it should rehin its own command
structure and be responsible through the overall response force chain
of command.
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Secondly, the need for resporue units to be deployed quickly
into, or move through, different areag at short notiae would place a
premium on dose cmperation with local civil authorities. This would
be necessary to facilitate movement, the gathering of inforrnation, the
provision of supplies and other non-military support capabilities (e.g.
construction, repair and maintenance) and b implernent any necessary
controls over civilian activities. It would require extensive
coordination between the northern land commarder and
state/territory authorities, the training of senior officers in the
sensitivities and boundaries of civil-military relations, and possibly the
provision of a trained adviser or srnall cell within each unit for this
PurPose.

Defence of Offshore Islands, Tenitoriee end Installetions

The protection of Australia's offshore islands, territories and
resource installations poses a number of specific problems for ADF
land forces. Apart from Groote Eylandt, the Tores Strait, and Barow
Island off the Pilbara, none of the islands close b Australia's north and
northwest coastline have sizeable populations or exbnsive
infrastructure. They fall within the surveillance and r€sporue
umbrella of Aushalia's maritinc forces and, apart from the need to
deploy across water, present very similar problems to the ADF
response role on the mainland. It would be unlikely that the ADF
would be rcquired to deploy larger than company+ize forces to them.
That may, however, require a small-scale parachute, trelicrcpEr or
Logistics Over-the-Shore GOTS) insertiory particularly where the
presence of a hostile raiding party was suspected. Provision of
surveillance information by the local community would be essential.

Australia's maritime superiority would also constrain the
nature of hostilities against offshore oil and gas installations. As it
would be difficult for an adversary to maintain maritime forces close
to Australia, the threat to plafforms in coastal waters would arise
primarily from brief air or naval attacks, a terrorist-type assault from
surface vessels or submarine, or interference with plaform operations
by civilian fishing craft. In addition to maritime response forces, the
ADFmay be required to garrison platforms with a small ground force
element equipped with an enhanced surveillance radar, surface-to-air
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missiles and a waEr-borne or heliborne capability to investigate
suspicious activity in the vicinity. The latter could dso be povided by
a first or secpnd tier surface combatant stationed there.

Perhaps the most difficult question would be the timing of
deployments. Unless ofbhore resources wene a specific source of
dispute or a partiorlar plafform ecommically vital b Australia, it
would not be practicable to protect them on a continuous basis.
Simple measures to reduce the number of access Polnb to a platfonr;
upgrade normal security arangenrcnts and guarding, -and insall
sensors b detect unauthorised activity would, however, help to thwart
all but the most determined and capable attackers- Recovery of a
platfornr, once seized, would depend upon the same skills presently
pos*r"d by the ADFs counter-terrorist forces. Where installations
were located doser to the archipelago, protection would be extrremely
difficult without the continuous Prcsenoe of ADF rnaritime forces in
the ar''ea.

Cocos and Christrnas islands present particular difficulties
because of their remoteness from Australia and the possibility, even in
lower levels of crcnflict, that an adversary would seek to maintain
control over their immediate maritinre surrounds. Despite their small
size and limited infrastruchrre, they are by no mears indefensible.
Dfficulties of access due to reefs (Cocos) and steep cliffs (Christnas)
limit an adversary's approach options and, together with either
deployed combat aircraft or an effective air ddence capabili$', a
moaeit (augmented company) protective force could make their
capture a prolonged and difficult task. Ttre forca could be similar to
that deployed for response/short-term protection tasks in the rrcre
remote areas of northern Australia but would need an organic air
defence capability.

Ideally, this force would be Part of a pint force, including a
srnall number of combat aircraft and surface combatants, specifically
designated to protect the islands. The circumstancEs in which this
amount of ADF capability could be devoted to the islands would,
however, have to be carefutly weighed. Recovery of the isliands, if lost,
would be difficult and be likely to require the assertion of maritime
superiority in the vicinity of the islands for a short Perid and the use
of iommando-type forces inserted eitherby parachute or LOIS.
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THE ARMY'S ROLE IN POSSIBLE OFFSHORE CONTINGENqES

The shift in Australia's policy in ttre 797As away from forward
defence to the direct defence of Australia has led to a much rnore
careful definition of the circumstances in which Australian forces
might be deployed on combat duties overceas. ShaEgic planners
quickly realised that Australia could not, nor was it appropriab that it
should, attempt to step into the military role previously undertakenby
the United States. The limitations on Australia's militaqy influence
were particularly pronounced in Southeast Asia, where the numerical
size and growing competenc€ of regional ground forces dwarftd any
potential contribution by Aushalia. The ADF continued to miry a
marked advantage in areas of technical expertise and in the capabilities
of its air and naval forces. The emphasis in defence cooperation,
however, was far more on enhancing the capacity of regional cpuntries
to resist external aggression than on any continuing direct military role
for Australia.

At the sanre time, the possibility that Austsalia may h askd
for some form of direct military assistance cannot be ruled out. This is
particularly so in relation to Papua New Guinea and the South Pacific,
where Australia is by far the largest military Power and has close
historical and economic links with a number of the island states. In
Southeast Asia, Australia's maritime and strike capabilities remain
formidable but, apart from surveillance and patrol operations, it is
unlikely that they would be exploibd short of a mairr external threat
to the region. That prospect currentlv remains remote. Beyond our
region, Australia also has significant political and security interests in
prbmoting a more stable international order, the effectiveness of the
United Nations, and the interesb of the wider WesErn strategic
community with which we ar€ aligned. At that distance, it would be
quite unrealistic to expect that Australia's relatively rnodest
capabilities would have substantial military influence or be critical to
the outcome. Our willingness and capacity to play a Part would,
however,be important to pursuing our wider security interests.

The difficult question raised by these possible offshole
commitnrents is how much they should affect our force stmcture
planning. While relatively unpredictable, they could arise at short
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notice and are, in many respects, far rnorc lilely than the prospect of
dir€ct hostilities against Australia. The range of possible tasks is,
however, extremely diverse; there may be little consistency betrpeen
them;and theydo not provide a comprehensirre basig for debrmining
the overall balance of capabilities appropriate in either the short or the
longer term. Any significant weakness in Australia's ability to carry
them out effectively could impact adversely on the nation's strategic
standing and influence.

Government policy on this issue is, in its wording at least,
somewhat ambiguous. Thc Defarce af Arstralia 1987 Policy Information
Paper stated that:

clearly the possibility of deployments beyond our
region should not determine the structure and
capabilities of theADF. Should the Government wish
to respond to developments in areas other than our
owry the capabilities being developed for our national
defence will, subirt to national requirements at ttrc
time, give a range of practical optioru.{E
What is not clear is how much other contingerrcies occuring

within Ausbalia's region should be Aken into acrount and whether
the assumption that the force-in-being will provide appropriate
options remains valid in the light of strategic changes both
internationally and closer to Australia. Those potential commiEnents,
and their implications for Australian ground forces, are reviewed in
the following sections.

PapuaNew Guinea

Papua New Guinea has traditionally been a rnairr focus of
Australian defence planning in relation to possible offshore
deployments. This reflects the experiences of the Second World War,
the close historical ties between the two countries, and Australia's
close involvement in PNG's security. With independence in 1975, the
Pacific Islands Regincnt became the core of the new PNG Defence
Force; Ausbalia has provided a substantial proportion of the PNG

46 The Defnce of Australia '1.987 , rpita 7.46.
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Defence budget since that time; and in 1988 Australia and PNG
reaffirnred their common security interests with the signtng of ttrc loint
Declaration of Principles.

From a national perspective, Australia's interest in PNG's
security has been further reinforced by a concern that Australia would
be strategically much rnore vulnerable if possession of PNG enabled
an adversary to strike against the more populous eastern seaboard. In
present strategic circumstances, these conc€rns should not be
exaggerated. PNG does not face a maior external threat to its security
and, as the fapanese experience demonstrated during the Second
World War, it is very difficult terrain in which to conduct any larger
scale, conventional military operations. Even if an adversary did
succeed, there is limited infrashucture in PNG to support operations;
the distances to most potential targets in Australia would remain large;
and the adversar;y's forces would be vulnerable to interdiction by
Australia's air and naval assets. A wider range of low-level
harassments, including to shipping, would be possible but Australia's
defence would not be unmanageable.

In the shorter term, there are a number of morc specific
situations that could give rise to Australian involvement in PNG.
These are:

o the development of a direct confrontation between
Indonesia and PNG on the Irian |aya border; and

. a maior internal law and order problem beyond the
capacity of PNG's security forces.

0 PNGlrianlayaBoriler
In recent years, the activities of the rebel OPM movement,

opposed to the Indonesian takeover of Irian faya, have created
considerable tension in relations between Indonesia and PNG. Their
use of PNG territory for sanctuary after raids against targets in Irian
|aya and Indonesia's exercise of the right of hot pursuit have led to
diplomatic protests and the deployment of additional troops to each
side of the border. Improved communications, high-level discussions
and the signing of the Treaty of Mutual Respect, Friendship, and
Cooperation in October 1986, have helped to alleviate the situation.
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However, PNG's capability to crontrol the border continues to be
limited, pro-Melanesian sentiments remain strong in PNG political
circles, and there is always the chance that an accidental dash could
escalate the situation into a direct bilateral confrontation.

Australia would be concerned were such a situation to arise. It
has an interest in maintaining sound strategic relations with both
countries and a r€quest from PNG for assistance could create a
difficult dilemrna. At the sarne tinE, suggestions that a border clash
could quickly escalate into a broader miliary conllict need to be kept
in perspective. The terrain along the border is difficult and
demanding, mobility is low, infrastructure nontxistent in many areas,
and operations by ground forces are generally below company level.
Were an Indonesian governnrent, frustrated with PNG's intransigence
or ineffectiveness, to attempt to apply military Pressure morc broadly,
this would require the assembling of different forces and tend to
complicate rather than solve Indonesia's problems of control.

Australia could, however,be asked to assist PNG in providing
effective border pabols. This assistance might range from support for
the PNGDF in areas such as transport, communications and logistics
through to more active involvement in surveillance and possibly some
patrolling of key points by small land force units. The latter would
almost certainly be in a nEnner acc€Ptable to, and where possible on
conditions agreed by,Indonesia as well as PNG. Were Australia to be
concerned about the possibility of attacks against infrastructure that
might support the OPM on the PNG side of the border, it is possible
that a protective force of up to battalion size might be deployed to the
northern coastal area around Vanimo to deter such attacks, but that
would be the very upper limit of Australian ground force involvement.
Any larger force would be potentially eralatory and inappropriate in
the confined border environment.

(ii) Major Civil Disordq

No less demanding would be possible requests from the PNG
government for Australian assistance in coping with a major
breakdown of domestic law and order. In addition to the recent
uprising and calls for secession on Bougainville, tensions exist in
relation to other mining developnrents - most notably Ok Tedi in the
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Western Highlands; there is a large pool of unemployed and
disenchanted poor in the rnainr towns, induding port Moresby,
tggether with widespread urban violence; and the s€curity forces
themselves have on several occasions rnade dear to the governrnent
that they are dissatisfied with their conditions of service. Tribal
fighting between PNG's various regions is a frequent ocrurrence. As
events on Bougainville clearly illustrated, such larger scale civil unrest
can quickly tax the capabilities of PNG's security forces, both police
and military.

Australia's interests in assisting PNG in these circumstances
are several. Apart from maintaining PNG's system of parliannntary
goverrunent, they include the protection of the several thousand
Australian nationals who reside there, the continuation of
development programs and commercial ventures in which Australia
has a significant economic stake, containing the possible impact of that
unrest on regional stability more generally, and demonstrating
Australia's effectiveness (particularly to other regional countries,
including Indonesia) in assisting PNG to be a stable and increasingly
prosperous nation.

At the sanre time, there would be crcnsiderable sensitivity
about Australia becoming directly involved in internal security
operations due to:

e the need to ensure that PNG itself retains the primary
responsibility for internal security;

r the potential for such a dispute to become protracted
and commit Aushalia to a long-term military
Presence;

o the danger of being seen to take sides between
domestic factions and possibly popardise sbategic
access in the longer terrry

o the difficulties of operating a large force, essentially
for aid to the civil power tasks, in an unfamiliar
domestic environmeng and

o the impact on the ADF reputation, both dorrrestically
and within the regiory if the ADF was too dosely
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associated with some of the less cpnventional methods
attributed to the PNGDF on Bougainville.

These factors, together with the policy approach adopted by
ttre Aushalian governnrent during the Bougainville crisis, suggest that
Australia's reaction to a PNG request for substantial law and order
assistance would be prirnarily to provide indirect euPPort (induding
supplies, training, logistics and possibly transport) to maximise the
capacity of the PNGDF and Royal Papua New Guinea Constabulary
(RPNGC) to respond. Drect military involvement, if it occuned,
would be for quite specific PurPoses. In particular, ADF land force
units might be used for:

o the protection and evacuation of Aushalian nationals;

o the protection of key facilities, induding diplonutic
premises, airfields, communications and government
buildings for a limited period; and

. sPecialised recovely operations where Ausbalian
citizens, possibly prominent national figures, were
being held.

It would be most unlikely, as Senator Evans' statement made
clear, that Ausbalian land forces would be committed to protracted
operations either to Protect comrnercial assets or to suPPress the unrest
directly. A large ongoing commitrnent to PNG's internal security
would not be in Australia's strategic interests.

While a force of around comPany size may be sufficient for
some specific tasks in PNG, the large number of Australian nationals
there, their dispersed locations, and the potential volatility and
complexity of a situation of civil unrest would suggest that a battalion
and associated headquarters element may be necessary to provide an
appropriate degree of flexibility and protection. The force would need
to be air-mobile, equipped on light scales and available at short notice.
It may need to secure and rnaintain a point of entry against limited
opposition, should possess independent logistic support and a degree
of tacticd mobility (especially trucks and helicopters), and have the
capacity to interact directly with the civil authorities. Training in
defensive riot control techniques would also be important.
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Recovery operations would be urdertaken prirnarily by

special forces units - either the SAS or, whet€ a larger unit was
required, by a commando company. The latEr are crrrrently res€rve
unib and it may be necessaly to reconstitute a regular comrnando unit
at that level if this option is to be available to governrrcnt.

The South Pacific

The coups in Fiji in 1987 and 1988 and the rcquest by Prime
Minister Lini for Australian assistance to maintain internal order in
Vanuatu in 1988 shattered Australia's previous complacency about the
South Pacific as a tranquil lake which was donrestically stable, if aid-
dependent, and within which attitude favourable to its own and to
broader Western strategic interests could be taken for granted.
Suategic concerns had focussed on denying any potential adversary
(particularly the Soviet Union and its fishing fleeO significant acc€ss to
the island states and on protecting the sea lines of communication that
Australia would depend upon for trade and military supplies in the
event of a mapr conflict. The latter prospect was, however, assessed
as remote.

Australia was now faced with a much more difficult situation.
Internal unrest potentially threatened Australian nationals, commercial
interests and freedom of movement. There was an increasing
liketihood that Australia might need, or be asked, to deploy military
force to the South Pacific. However, to do so rislced Australia
becoming embroiled in internal political disputes, damaging ib
reputation as a neutral and benevolent strategic partner and
potentially ieopardising its longer term strategic access. Among the
island states, there were expectations that Australia, due to its size and
military capabilities and support for regional security forces, should
become involved, but fears that its actions might be overbearing and
interventionist. Both action and inaction courted condemnation.
Australia was not prepared, nor indeed did it have the capacity, to
become the policernan of the region but it needed to protect its own
interests (particularly the lives of Australian nationals) and, as far as
possible, maintain close security cooperation with South Pacific
nations.
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The critical questions were to determine the circumstances in

which it might be appropriaE to deploy military force in support of
Australia's interesb and the nature and extent of assistanc€ that might
be provided to regional security forces to cpmbat internal unrest.
While Senator Evans'criteria laid down in 1989 were by rx) means
definitive on these issues, when taken together with the Government's
reaction to the crises in Fiii, Vanuatu and rrpst recently Bougainville,
they do provide useful guidelines on the li}ely exbnt of ADF
involvement in the future. These are:

o The principal reason to deploy the ADF would be to
protect and evacuate Australian nationals in situations
of a serious threat to life and property. This would,
however, be only as a last resort when other options
(e.g. early diplomatic warnings and civil transport)
had been exhausted. Deployments to protect
Australian-based commercial venhrres would be most
unlikely.

o Australia would also be prepared to assist island
governments in maintaining law and order, but this
would be prinurily through non-combat support (e.g.
supplies, transport logistics, communications) to
enable South Pacific countries to use their own
security forces rnore effectively.

o Such assistance would still attract considerable
sensitivity and would generally not be provided
where the unrest was linked to rivalry for national
political authority unless the Government's opponents
clearly had no;npular legitimacy.

o Military operations would need to have a clearly
defined obiective and be achievable within a relatively
short time frarne. Open-ended tasks such as restoring
order within a particular area would be unlikely to be
contemplated. As in PNG, specific operations such as
the short-term protection of key national assets could
occur, but only in exceptional circumstances.

o More general military involvernent in maintaining law
and orderwithin a particular island nation would only
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be in cooperation with other regional countries,
including New Zealand. The experience of the ]immy
Stevens uprising on Espirito Santo suggests that, in
those circumstances, Australia's contribution would
be primarily in terms of logistic support and transport
with other nations providing a mapr part of the
deployed infantry.

The most serious of these situations could clearly be tackled by
the types of forces that would be appropriate to operations in PNG. ln
numy situations elsewhere in the South Pacific, however, operations
would need to be on a much smaller scale. While deploying a large
force does allow considerable flexibility, it may also generate
unrealistic expectations and unnecessary apprehension about
Australian involvement. This was only too well illustrated during the
first Fiii coup, when the readying and initial deployrrcnt of a major
conventional military force (the ODD provoked widespread
speculation. In circumstances of civil unrest in an island natiory
matching the size and characteristics of any deployed force as far as
possible to Australia's politicd obirctives would be important.49
Deploying a disproportionately large force to the vicinity of an island
may emphasise Australia's interesb and give increased operational
flefbility. That presence may, however, provoke resentsnent and
failure to use its capabilities could be seen as a lack of political wi[.

Following the Fiii coup, questions have been raised about the
suitability of the ADFs capabilities for responding to crises in the
South Pacific.s0 Suggestions have also been made about the need for a
helicopter ship and some form of maritime task force. While there are

In Australia's Regional Security (p.21), Senator Evans noted that:
lrVe should bear in mind that in many situations it may be more
appropriate to respond to a request for assistance with a civilian
rather than military capability. The mere presence abroad of
Australian military forces and equiprnent sends messages, which
may be intended to be reassuring but might be seen in fact as
threatening'.
See, for example, Matthew Gubb The Australian Military Raiponx
to the Fiji Coup: An Assasment, Working Paper No.171, (Strategic
and Defence Studies Centre, Australian National University,
Canberra,1988).
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some situations in which these capabilities would enhance the ADPs
fledbility, the more pressing need is the flexibility to match forces to
tasks. To do this, Australia needs the capacity to deploy a range of
smaller, task+pecific force elements at short notice. Some would
clearly have a protective emphasis (e.g. an infantry company to protect
an airfield or diplomatic buildings for a short period) but, where there
is no specific targetting of Australian nationals, other capabilities such
as communicators or transport units may be more appropriate.

At the other end of the spectrum, it would also be valuable if
Australia had the capacity for specialised recovery operations in
circumstances where law and order had broken down completely or
the evacuation of Australians was likely to be opposed. Depending on
the number of Australians to be rescued, these operations could be
undertaken by the SAS or other Special Force units without the large
numbers of troops or secure point of entry required by the ODF.
Special Forces would also be important in responding to any hostage-
taking situations, similar to those which occurrd in New Caledonia.

Defence Cooperation

In the context of possible requests for ADF assistance in
maintaining law and order in regional countries, the role of defence
cooperation with neighbouring countries in peacetime should not be
overlooked. Such activities can take a range of forms from basic
training in weapons and tactics, through the maintenance of more
specialised equipment, to assistance with national development
projects, small-scale combined exercises, and support in situations of
natural disaster. They are designed to promote strategic stability by
higNighting shared sc.curity interests and enhancing the capacity of
neighbouring countries to provide for their own defence. They also
contribute significantly to Australia's understanding of regional
developments.

These tasks are not force structure determinants for the ADF.
They are dictated primarily by the needs of others and by different
strategic circumstances. They cary however, be important in raising
the threshold at which Australia might be called upon to assist a
neighbouring country in maintaining law and order. This has been
well illushated by proposals to provide substantial additional training
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support for the PNGDF following the problems it experienced on
Bougainville. Traditionally, defence cooperation activities have
focussed on providing national development assistance and the ability
of a country to resist external aggression. This avoided any danger
that Australia's longer term strategic access could be ienpardised by
being identified with a particular internal faction. fire new tensioru,
within South Pacific communities in partiorlar, between baditional
values and modern development expectations have increased the
possibility of intemal dissent and forced Australia to decide whetlrer
some involvement in the training of security forces that could be used
internally is preferable to subsequent requests for direct intervention.
Ideally, this aspect should remain only a subsidiary aspect of defence
cooperation.

Generally, defence cooperation activities will only involve
srnall teams of specialist personnel such as engineers, mechanics or
counter-terrorist experts. At the same time, regional countries do have
quite high expectations of Aushalia's willingness and capacity to assist
them and it is important that the land forces should have sufficient
capability to meet these requesb without significant detriment to
defence of Australia requirements. This does not imply additional
numbers across all elements of the force but it does suggest the need to
identify those ranks/specialities that might be called upon at short
notice and to ensure that the Army is adequately manned in those
areas. Such judgements must take into account not only the number of
available officers but their level and range of experience. This itself is
in large part a function of the overall size of the Anny.sl

Peacekeeping

The other area in which ADF land forces rnay be asked to
participate increasingly in the future is that of peacekeeping. Changes
to the international order, and particularly the new cooperation
between the superpowers on security issues, has revitalised the role of
the United Nations. At the same time, there appears to be recognition

51 For example RAE recently could not provide technically qualified
engineer captains for 12 CE Works at Mendi in Papua New
Guinea.
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among a growing number of countries of the advantages of
intemational npnitoring anangements in settling disputes. Within
our own regiory the settlenent proposals for Cambodia and PNG's
rcquest for multilateral support in restoring sewices to Bougainville
link those procedures to promoting strategic atability and security
close to Australia.

ln the past, Australia has consisEntly supported UN and other
multilateral peacekeeping operations in a wide variety of locations.
firese have generally been at considerable distance from Australia -principally the Middle East and Africa - and reflected a concern as 'a
good international citizen' to support the United Nations and to
contribute to the security interests of the Western alliance.
Contributions were modest in size and in the rnore specialised
capability areas which the United Nations has relied on middlesized,
technologically advanced nations to provide. Apart from the Korean
War and the current naval commihnent to the Gulf, the largest force
elements deployed for this purpose were the helicopters attached to
the Multinational Force and Observers (MF0) in the Sinai in 1982 and
the engineering contingent sent to Namibia in 1989. Infantry forces,
for which the UN provides substantial reimbursement, have been
drawn primarily from smaller nations with defence forces which
emphasise manpower rather than sophisticated equipment.

In the changing international environment, it is likely that
requests for Australian contributions to peacekeeping forces will
become more frequent. However, particularly in more distant regions,
Australia's value will continue to be in the area of specialist support
capabilities including engineers, transport, logistic support and
communications. Even in situations like the Gulf, where the emphasis
in UN operations was more on enforcement than supervisiory it would
generally be Australia's specialist and maritime forces that would be
called upon rather than its relatively srnall (by international standards)
if highly competent land forces.52

52 Stewart Woodmary 'United Nations Peacekeeping Operations:
Defining a Role for the Australian Defence Forc€', Submission to
Senate Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs, Defence and
Trade, Inquiry into Australian Participation in United Nations
Peacekeeping, February 7990, pp.7 -9.
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within the regiory however, the expectations of Australia ar€

likely to be rather dilferent due to its tElative military stnength, its
active program of defenct cooperation with other countries, and our
own interits in promoting a stable and secure r€gron- A higher level
of participation would be likely, not least to reinforce Australia's
straiegic 'influence and to provide tangible 9vide.15e of our
commitrrrent to corrunon security inbrestg ard willingness to
cooperate to that end. The Government has already indicated that
Auitralia will be prepared to make a 'substantial'crommitsnent b any
peacekeeping force ln Cambodia, thus E"ki.g "p iE sigmficant
iiplomatic initiatives. Suggestions have been made that uP to a
baftalion grouP might be deployed for that PurPos€.

While there may be circumstances in whidr the deployment of
an infantry force is appropriate, other factors suggest that it is again
more specialised forriri ol assistance that will be requested and to
which the go*retn-ent is most likely to agree. As the currelt request
for transpoit and engineering assistance on Bougainville confirms, it is
in techniial and support arels that regional capabilities- are relatively
deficient and on- which Australia bases much of its defence
cooperation activity. It is also those areas wNch are potentially going
to o'pen up areas for ongoing strategic acc€ss, including inf- rastrucfure
aevetopment and communi-cations. Infant4y provide 1 Hgl profile
and clear evidence of the ADFs professionalism but their impact is
more short term, they require substantial logistic suPPort, and there is
frequently a risk that they will have to choose between being seen as

impotent'or becoming directly involved in internal factional warfare
should the settlement Process break down.

The difficulty with establishing the effect that peacekeeping
commitmenB should have on the structure of ADF land forces is that,
apart from the likelihood of requests for support-in specialist areas,
possible future tasks remain unpredictable and within our own region
may not be that frequent. should it be considered desirable to
conUibute an infantry-force, the capabilities being developed for the
defence of Australia - to deploy independent units on light scales
over long distances into areas of limited infrastructure support -
would bd extremely valuable. To sustain a force of around battalion
size overseas for i protracted perid may, however, involve uP to
three battalions, given the need to rotate forces and provide alternative
units to fulfil thJbattalion's exercise and other training requirernenb.
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Depending on the circumstances, this may involve bringing some
Reserve unib to higher states of readiness to ensure that ADF land
forces maintained the numbers and depth to respond simultaneously
to other short-term contingencies that may arise, particularly in the
South Pacific.

The competition from other nations for the infantry role in
peacekeeping forces would suggest that this is a task Australia should
only seek selectively and within our own region. Even there, there
rnaybe considerable sensitivities about Australia undertaking that role
and competing offers from neighbouring countries with far larger
ground forces. Its likelihood and frequency would not, therefore,
require dedicating specific units for this purpose nor the acquisition of
additional capabilities. It may, however, provide some weight to the
conc€pt of establishing a Ready Reserve force, available at shorter
notice and with higher skill and training levels than normal Reserve
units, should that be justifiable in the context of planning for the
defence of Aushalia.

The more difficult question relates to the possible provision of
specialist land force units such as engineers, communications, field
hospitals, supply teams and tactical transport. These are the areas in
which Australia's help is most likely to be sought and where Australia,
should the Govemment so chose, could more readily establish itself as
a regular and valued conhibutor to the Unitd Nations peacekeeping
effort. Generally, the number of troops involved and the amount of
specialist equipment is modest, there are relatively few political
sensitivities, and continuous large-scale logistic support is not
required. The problem is that, within the ADF itself, the number and
shength of these unib is not large and they are key links in many
aspects of land force training and operations.

One solutioru should Australia decide to adopt a more
substantial peacekeeping role, would be to consider these specialist
support capabilities as a pool with different elements being drawn on
in rotation. This has in fact been the practice in recent years and helps
to maximise the operational experience available to units while
minimising the disruption to other land force activities. More frequent
commitrnents would, however, require a policy that the appropriate
specialist units always be maintained at full establishment and that
additional units be created either within the Regular forces or in
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Reserve units. The latter would need to be able to be brought up b
full operational readiness within the &9 month time frame on which
peacekeeping units normally rotate.

The possibility of increased involvement in peacekeeping tasks
in the future does not, therefore, suggest any rnapr changes to the
ADFs land force structure or capabilities. It woul4 however, require
greater emphasis to be given to maintaining sPecialist land force
elements, their readiness and equipmenfi rnay require these to be
expanded where there is little capacity in addition to ADF peacetime
requirements, and would give them additional priority in the context
of developing Reserve forces. This capability enhancement would also
increase the capacity of land forces to contribuE to cooperative
activities with neighbouring countries, partiorlarly in the South
Pacific, in peacetime.

THE SHAPE OF THE AUSTRALIAI\T ARI\IY IN THE 1990s

The analysis in this study has sought to highlight several key
elements relevant to developing an appropriate structure and
capabilities for the Australian Army in the 1990s and beyond. These
are:

the Army's historical development and existing
capabilities;

the principal elements of the Government's defence
policy and their likely longevig
the unique demands of Australia's northern
environment on ground force operations;

the roles for ground forces in defending Australia
against credible, lower level conflicts;

the impact of possible offshore contingencies on
ground force capabilities; and

alternative models for structuring ground forces and
their relevance to Australia.
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This section draws together those various elements to propose
an overall structure and concept of operations for ADF ground forces
and to recpmrnend areas in which specific capability enhancements
rnay be required. While it does propose sorrre significant changes,
particularly in the linking of various ground force elements and the
way in which they undertake their tasks, it seeks to be realistic in terms
of the overall size of the force. It also seeks to preserve the key
initiatives already taken by A*y and by Government to make the
ADFs ground forces more directly relevant to the task of defending
Australia.

The study has shown that in general terms the ADF has been
shaped according to a maritime'type strategy for a period of some fifty
years. But within that maritime strategy the Army has often thought
in terms of continental strategy. The study argues that the Army
should define its role more clearly within the overall maritime
sbategy. In terms of its size ais a ais the other services, the Army is
already too small to meet all its tasks. The Army therefore has to
develop means of undertaking these tasks more effectively.

The essence of the proposals is twofold. It is to:

. create more fleibility, mobility anil lirrywer in stmller
force elatatfs - thus offsetting the problems of
distance, numerically small forces, and logistic
support; and

o rabe the thraholil for the deployment of larga of additionnl
force elemants - providing greater control over the
scale and timing of deployments and limiting the
prospects of the ADF being committed to a
disproportionate response.

Rather than attempting to provide comprehensive protection
in all circumstances against the full range of possible attacks, the
approach is much more clearlybased on risk management:

o giving a high priority to the early location and
identification of hostile forces; and

. guarding against the most likely (but not the lowest)
level of threat, while providing substantial insurance
in terms of rapid reinforcement by other ground, air or
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naval forces should a rDre serioue situation arise or
appear probable.

This does not imply that the ADF will alwayn be committed to
a graduated response. The emphasis is on g"ing the ADF greabr
flexibility in its response options and greater capacity to control the
timing and level of deploynnnt rather than simply reacting to the
adversarSy's actions. The options of either pre+mptive deploymenb or
of providing a full response in key areas fiom the earliest stages of a
contingency would be retained, but therc would be coruiderable
flefbility to vary the level of deployment, protection and response
according to the particular circumstances without creating major gaps
in the coverage or effectiveness of ground force operations.

The Overall Concept

Broadly, it is proposed that ADF ground forces be structured
as three distinct elements to enable them to respond to those lower
level conflicts credible in the short to medium term in a flexible and
resource efficient manner. Those elements are:

o An enhanced surveillance capability with the skills
and numbers of the existing Regional Force
Surveillance Units augmented by infantqy companies
trained in the long-range recrcnnaissance techniques
presently confined to Special Forces units. This would
both enhance the effectiveness of their surveillance
coverage and provide a far greater capacity to handle
independently the types of small-rale raids most
likely to occur in remote areas.

o Core protective forces which emphasise sureillance,
tactical mobility and short- to medium-range direct
firepower rather than manpower but could quickly be
augmented by additional infantry. These would
require a limited number of APCs, helicopters and
advanced combat surveillance radars and be able to
provide a rapid response to incidents occurring within
their vicinity. Thuy would help to deny an adversary
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the ability to take advantage of more static and
resource-intensive protective arrangernents.

r Mobile rcsponee forces with the flexibility and
equiprnent to deploy either as an integrated battalion
or as several independent crompanies. These units
would be structured on light scales and equipped as
far as possible at company level with their own
mobility (including AI€s), direct fircpower and
surveillance sensors. They should be deployable by
air and/or road and be able to call upon a pool of
additional firepower (induding heavier artillery and,
where appropriate, close air support) or sensons at
short notice. Their role would frequently be to
supplement existing surveillance or protective forces
but independent response options may also be
required, particularly in rernote areas.

This mix of force elemenb would give the ADF the flexibility to
deplon either individually or in combinatiory self-contained ground
force units from company to battalion level. While they would
generally be on light scales, each would possess a high level of
surveillance, mobility and firepower relative to its size. Importantly,
they would also give the ADF the capacity to handle the range of more
specific tasks that could arise in relation to the offshore islands and
tenitories, PNG and the South Pacific.

The one possible addition would be the creation of a regular
commando company. Generally the skills of such a unit would be
mor€ appropriate to more substantial conflict, where there would be
far less constraints on deploying a larger force element on an
adversar5/s own territory. Their capacity for covert insertion over
water and for rapid offensive action could, however, be use for
responding to incidents on the offshore islands and for the recovery of
Cocos and Christrnas islands should they be taken. In South Pacific
contingencies, it would give the Government an enhanced capability
for recovery operations in a potentially hostile environment without
the need to prepare and deploy a much larger (i.e. battalion-size) force,
which in any case might not have the required amphibious training.
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Enhanced Surveillance/Reconnaissance Operations

Apart from raising the threshold for, ard reducing tlrc
likelihood of, the deployment of larger response forree, a key
advantage of the enhanced sunreill,ance units would be the ADFs
ability to put effective fighting units in place acroes the north very
early in a contingency without a mapr deployment of ground forces
and heavy demands on logistic support capabilities. It would help b
clarify the existence and extent of any hostile ground forre action; buy
tirne for the preparation and placement of l,arger protectirrc and
response forces; and increase both the military arrC political risks for
the adversary in terms of the early identification and engagencnt of
his'covert' raiding parties. Their presence rnay also lessen conoern
about vulnerability among the local population.

The core of these units would continue to be regionally based
Regional Force Surveillance Units the Pilbara Regiment,
NORFORCE and 51 FNQR - drawing upon the expertise of the local
community. During a period of serious bnsion, or at the outbreak of
hostilities, these would each be augmented by a company of Regular
infantry trained in Special Forces long-range paholling. This would
require the early designation and equipping of one of the existing
Regular battalions to operate as three s€paraE companies. Either 6
RAR or 8/9 RAR currently based in Brisbane would aPPear
appropriate for this task.

These forces could continue tro train together for dispersed
operations in their home location while deploying on a regular basis to
exercise with their RFSUs. In a conllict, however, there would be
considerable benefit in all of these surveillance units coming under a
single operational commander in the north - the task would be
particularly suitable for the Commander, Northern C-ommand
(COMNORCOM. Not only would COMNORCOM have Prirnary
responsibility for much of the civil-militaqy coordination necessary in
those circumstanc€s but it would allow a clear differentiation to be
drawn between the forces designated to him and their roles and those
of the other pint force commanders.

In addition, COMNORCOM might have responsibility for the
fixed- and rotary-wing aircraft assets and patrol boab designated to
assist in the surveillance task. The availability of a small number of
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aircraft or helicopters to assist with surveillance as required and to
support the rapid redeployment of surveillance forces would
significantly enhance their effectiveness in rnany circumstances.

Depending on the availability of resources, it may be desirable
in the longer term to duploy these surveillance augmentation forces to
the north (Darwin) on a pennanent basis. This would enhance both
their training opportunities and early availability and allow continuity
of command arrangements between peacetime and conflict. Given the
breadth of northern Aushalia, the prospect of dispersed enemy
operations including feints over a wide area, and the variety of civil
and military sources from which inforrnation might be forthcoming,
there could be considerable benefit in giving NORCOM responsibility
for:

o collecting and correlating all information on hostile
surface activity inland from the territorial sea
boundary; and

o responding to small-scale raids and incursions not
requiring the deployment of larger ground forces.

Protecting Vital Assets

The concept of protective operations which utilise
sophisticated surveillance sensorc and a rnobile r€sponse force well
equipped with short- to medium-range direct fire weapons recognises
the physical size of the mapr population centres and key civil and
military infrashucture in northern Ausbalia and the limitations on
available rnanpower to defend them. It seela to allow Australia
flexibility in the level of protection it provides for particular assets and
to enhance the capacity of even relatively small protective forces to
counter covert, special forces type raids. The ability to concentrate
firepower quickly in a range of locations within, or in the vicinity of, a
vital asset and to be able to respond immediately over a radius of
around 50 km would significantly complicate an adversarS/s planning
and endanger the survivability of his forces.

Adopting the concept of a mobile core for protective forces
does not, of course, preclude the provision of comprehensive
protection for vital assets from the very start of a conllict. Indeed,
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substantial numbers of additional infantry are likely b be deployed to
mapr military and civil infrastructurc sibs at an early stage. The
difference is that where for various neasons - lack of logistic suPPort,
lower threat perceptions, reeerves being brought to full combat
rcadiness, government concern not to overr€act, greater priority to
other assets - the desirable levels of rnanpower are not immediately
available, there can still be significant confidence that the asset will not
suffer mairr damage from ground force attacks.

The most complex protective task will be the Darwin regioA
due to its size and the number of prospective targeb. For this reason,
the mobile response elenent within the protective force in this area
would need to be larger than in other locations anil capable of
responding to more than one incident at a tirne. It could be based on 2
CAV Regirnent, which is already being deployed to Darwin,
augmented by an AK mounted company and a flight of Black Hawk
helicopters. At a minimum, there would also need b be a battalion of
infantry with a high ratio of trucks and Perentie-t1rye vehicles to
facilitate rapid deployment. This might be a role for the second
battalion curently located in Brisbane. It could be supplemented by
additional Reserve units as they readr full combat readiness or by any
larger response force deployed to Darwin.

The other prirnary locations in the north whidr may require
substantial protective forcns include Tindal, Broome, Derby,
Wyndham/Kununurra, the Pilbara and the Weipa area of Cape York.
Dibb suggested that a force of at least battalion strength would be
necessaly for each of these arreas. Prior to that level of force being
generated from Reserve units, however, significant protection qculd be
provided by an infantry comPany supported by surveillanc€ s€nsols,
APCs with both toopcarr)4ng and direct fire capabilities, and a small
number of helicopters.

An artilleqy battery (105 mm) might also be provided,
particularly in the more remote areas where longer range and indircct
firepower could be exploited. The role of ttpse mobile protection
forces would be to give priority to those assets (e.g. fuel and
ammunition storage) most vulnerable to special force raids, thus
limiting the possibility that a facility would become unusable for more
than a brief period. Once a supporting battalion was deployed, the
Regular company would provide its mobile rcsPonse capability and
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have greater freedom to pursue an adversary at sorne distance from an
installation.

The relatively srnall size of these initial protection forces, the
consequent importance of their survivability when engaging an
adversary at close quarters, and the need for mobility, would suggest
that th€ rnechanised companies currentlyconstituting 5/7 RAR would
be suited to this task. It rnay not be practical, or irdeed appropriate, to
deploy similar forces to all important asseb and areas at the very start
of a contingency but the use oI 5/7 RAR fur dispersed probctive
operations would ensure protection for three of the most vital facilities
at short notice. Other Reserve units, which are already equipped with
APCs, could be utilised to guard less important assets given sufficient
warning.

The use of 5/7 RAR and Army helicopters in srnaller units for
dispersed operations would impact significantly on their capacity for
large-scale, integrated operations. In partictrlar, the scope for
developing plans, doctrine and operational experience in relation to
both a mechanised brigade and a company group helicopter lift would
be much less. For these reasons, it is proposed that 5/7 RAR and 5th
Aviation Reginrent should remain as combined units but give greater
emphasis in training and exercises to dispersed operations by, or in
support of, independent company groups. The scope and priority for
larger scale mechanised operations in the defence of Australia is
currently slight. Given the relatively mobile concept of protective
operations proposed in this paper, however, it may be that the
commanding officer of 5/7 RAR should also have the operational
responsibility for training equipping and deploying vital asset
protection forces more generally.

Mobile Response Forces

A key feature of the proposed approach to ground force
operations has been to narrow the range of circumstances in which,
and the frequency with which, the ADF may need to deploy larger
scale, logistically intensive response forces. It is designed to give the
ADF greater control over the timing and level of deployments -rather than have this dictated primarily by the actions of the
adversary, to maximise the capacity of the ADF to draw on our limited
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northern infrastmchrre without augnrelrtation, and b prcvide greater
Rexibility in exploiting our limibd logistic aupport capabilities. To be
sucressful, however, this strategy plac€s much greater emphasis on the
ability to reinforce deployed grourd forceg at short notice while
retaining the capacity to deploy a lalge force (up b brigade eize)
against the far less likely proopect that a raiding party laqger than
company size lodge on the Australian mainlard.

The concept of a mobile r€sporue force able to move at short
notice is embodied in the Arm/s Operational Deployrnnt Force.
While developed at a time when the nature of the possible threab to
Australia was less dearly defined and a rnair overseas deployment
was cpnsidered likely, the ODF is air mobile and equipped on light
scales. It has independent logistic support through the Iogistic
Support Group (LSG) and its combat Power can be augnutEd quickly
with other unib such as a squadron of AI€s arull an air deftnce
battery. It is sbuctured to deploy progressively, with a company at 7
days' notice to move, the first battalion at ?3 days' notice, and the
complete brigade within a further nronth. The ODF also has dose
linlc with the parachute battalion, thus enhancing the fortds caPacity
for insention into renpte areas and securing a point of entry.

Clearly, many of these operational characteristics are directly
relevant to the defence of Ausbalia and its offshore islands and
territories and need to be maintained. Where the ODF concePt is less
flexible is that the force is organised and equipped prirnarily to operate
as an integrated brigade - although once deployed in that way it is
capable of dispersed operations - and that th€ ISG concept requires
that a significant proportion of the ADF's logistic capabilities be
dedicated to that task. While that may be appropriaE in peacetime,
when the ODF is at a higher staE of readiness than other ground force
elements, in a conflict situation greater freedom to use those logistic
capabilities in support of the force more generally would be an
advantage.

It is proposed that the two battalions of the ODF and the
parachute battalion should continue to be the ADF prirrnry rrpbile
response forces. To optimise them for this task, however, they should
be organised and equipped in such a way that each is deployable
independently at both baftalion and company grouP level and with
command and control arrangenrents suitable for pint operations with
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other probctive or surveillance forces. Ttrey would need to be
equipped at company level with crcmbat surveillarrce r:adars, rnedium-
range dir€ct fire weapons, and organic rnobili$ aesets. Logistic

ts might be reduced if sont robility aseets (e.g. APCs)
were pr€positioned with protective force in the north. Facilities
should also qist to predeploy one of thece response battalions b
Danrin earty in a contingency to reduce tactical reaction tirrne.

The concept of dispersed, light+cale operations also raises the
questioru of how best to support tlre small packets of helicopters and
APCs deployed with the different protective and response forces and
to provide a pool of additional equipments and firepower (including
heavier artillery) that could be accessed by the different comrnanders
as circumstances required. Traditionally combat support subunits
are supported within the framework of their par€nt units, and then
controlled and supported within the divisional stmcture. If the
combat support subunib are to operate across wide areas and with
different crcmbat units their own support rrcds b be approached
imaginatively. A possible solution would be to establish a Combat
Support Command comprising those equiprnents, their operating
personnel, and first- and possibly secrcnd-line maintenance staff. This
unit would be located in Darwin but, given the potential competition
for its reeources, would be directly responsible to the Land
Commander.

Deployments Offshore

l.eaving aside for the moment the possible contingencies that
might require a force to be deployed overseas, it would be useful to
consider the size of force that crould be sustained there. At the
beginning of the Korean War Australia had three understrength
Regular infantry battalions and could maintain one battalion in Korea
only through special enlistnrents - the K Force. When the force in
Korea was increased to two battalions another battalion had to be
raised in Australia to support the deployed battalions. In the Vietnam
War it was found that it was necessary to have two battalions in
Australia or training in Malaysia to sustain each battalion in Vietnam.

Historical evidence indicates that if Australia were rcquired to
sustain nrore than a brigade overs€as the Army would have to
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undergo even greaEr expansion than that undertakm during qre
Vietnam War. Given that nrost of the Arm/s Present six Regular
battalions ar€ not at full establishrrcnt, even to sustain a brigade
overseas for low-level operations, irrcluding peacekeeping would be
beyond the present @pacity of ttre Army. It would require the
remaining three negutar battalions to be brought to a high staE of
readiness within one year and that could not be undertalcn without
the government making substantial additional resources available.

It is difficult to envisage a situation in whidr AusEalia would
contemplate deploying and sustaining more than a brigade gtoup at a
relativeiy short notice. In comparison with the military capabilities of
the island states of the southwest Pacific a brigade is a very large force.
The rnore likely situation would be where the government chose to
deploy either a battalion or smaller force overseas for a specific
purpose and a limitd time span. The experienca of Korea, Malaya,
Borneo and Viebram was that when Australia deployed one battalion
it had to operate as part of an allied formation and Australia gained
little inlluence over the operations in which the batalion was
involved. The battalion was too small to be given an independent
mission. Even a two-battalion brigade, as was deployed to Vietnam in
79&7, had difficulty in both protecting itself and conducting
operations. Those were, however, very different operations to the
more independent and limited operations currently envisaged in either
PNG or the South Pacific. Difficulties would still arise in maintaining
that battalion continually at a high state of readiness, providing for its
replacement in the event of a more protracted cnmmihnent, and
retaining a capacity, albeit limited, to respond to other tasla that may
arise concunently. For these reasons the present ODF would aPPear
to provide a suitable framework for rneeting future offshore
commitments.

Turning to the nature of possible offshore contingencies
several key conclusions emerged about the nature of possible
Australian ground force involvement in PNG or the South Pacific.
These were that they could arise at relatively short notice, wene
unlikely to involve very large and protracted deployments, could pose
significant logistic difficulties (particularly if the evacuation of
Australian nationals was involved), and would require considerable
sensitivity by Ausralia to ensure that the size and composition of the
force acrurately reflected its obiectives.
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The flexibility to deploy independent land force units,
augmented as necessary with other specialist capabilities, from
company to battalion or brigade size should provide the government
with significant r€sponse options in rnany situations. Tlre sarne
capabilities would be relevant to the defence of Australia's own
offshore islands and territories. Their principal weakness is that, in
situations where the presence of Australian forcas may b actively
oppod, the procedure for securing and rnaintaining a point of entry
could be extremely dernanding and require a disproportionate nurnhr
of personnel or equipment (e.9. a helicopEr carrier). There is,
however, merit in retaining the parachute battalion as part of the
ODF. It provides a valuable rrrcans of securing a point of entry in
certain cirormstances, it is an air transportable, and can be used as a
normal light-scale infantry battalion.

To provide greater flexibility there would be value, as
proposed earlier, in establishing a regular comrnando company
deployable by air or sea, specifically charged with the responsibility of
offshore rlecovery operations. In addition to this primary role, it would
also provide an occellent foundation for dislodging hostile forces from
the offshore territories and islands such as those in the Torres Strait. A
further benefit would be that, with this capability available, Australia
should feel less conshained in deploying the ODF for the defence of
the rnainland. It would be extremely unlikely that, faced with the
prospect of direct hostilities, Australia would be willing to deploy a
force ofbattalion size or larger overseas.

The Move to the North

Army is presently in the process of relocating 2 CAV Regiment
to the north and studies are presently being undertaken on the
possibility of also basing a brigade in the Darwin area.53 The focus of
most attention has been on moving the lst Brigade, comprising 5/7
RAR and the lst Armoured Regirnent, to the north. Such a move
would, however, involve substantial resources and it is important that
it should be iustifiable in terms not only of an enhanced presence but

53 Deparbnent of Defence, The Defnce of Australia 1.987, pras 4.93-
4.96,pp567.
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also of the role which those forces would play during bo0r t€nsion ard
conflict. The nrove of the lst Brigade b the north would rnt have hlgh
priority considering the credible thr€ats b be faced, ard the likely
neea io restructure the mechanised force as the LeoPad tank
approache the end of its life in the next fifteen years.

Under the revised strategy fur grourd force operatioru put
fonpard in this paper, an alternative approach would be to:

o suPPlement 2 CAV R%funent with a nnchanised
infantry comPany and a flight of Black F{awk
helicopters;

o establish a training facility for the corduct of
dispersed ground force operations; and/or

. dePending uPon reeources, transfer the thrce
surveillance support companie from Brisbane to
Darwin.

This approach would have the advantage of situating the
ADFs initial response forces in the nortlU lessening the political
sensitivities of attimpting to deploy forces forward during a period of
tension but imrnedia-tely raising the consequences br the adversary of
any resort to the use of military force. Even while resources
constrained the permanent basing option, regular exercising by the
enhanced surveillance forces would mharrce both familiarity and
Presence.

Command and Contsol

It is not within the scope of this report to examine higher
command and control asPects concerning the ADF as a whole. It is
accepted that Land Headquarters and Headquarters Northern
Command will be retained, with the latter headquarErs assuming
responsibility for army units located in its area of responsibility.

The concept outlined earlier in this r€Port for operations in the
north of Australia emphasises dispersed operations, in which in the
first instance operations might be comrnanded by battalion
commanders, reporting directly to HeadquarFrs NORCOM or
possibly Land Headquarters directly. Similarlp it is unlikely that an
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overseas deployrnent would be in brigade etrmgth. Nermtheless, in
cirnrmstanes where a substantid proportionof the ADFs land forrcs
were deployed to the north, both probctive ard response operations
would in effect, be at brigade level, albeit dispersed over a wide area.
For these reaeons and to facilitate peacetinn training and
administration it would therefore seem desirable to rctain a number of
brigade headquarbrs. These would be responsible fon

o comrnand of the ODF comprising up to three
battalions and supporting elernents, including higher
command of a batalion of the ODF if it were to be
deployed as part of an armyorienbd pint force;

. conunand of 2 Cavalry Regiment and a response force
battalion once it was deployed to the Darwin-Tindal
area (it will be recalled that it was also contemplated
that the battalion with the RFSU support companies
might be based in the Darwin area);

. corunand of 5/7 RAR and 1st Armoured Regiment for
mechanised training, arui for training 5/7 RAR for
protective force tasks in a dispersed mode.

Several Army Reserve headquarters rnay also be requircd at
brigade level to organise and command the followon forces which
would supplement or replace those Regular units during a
contingeruy. ludgements on the exact number of these would have to
take into account the dispersed nature of operations, the importance of
stseamlining the size of northern deployments and peacetime needs.
One might be iustified for the follow-on response force and two for
the additional protective forces, but beyond this it would be prirnarily
peacetime organisational and training needs that would dictate the
final numbers. Those latter aspects are beyond the rope of this
review.

Considering the dispersed nature of operations in northern
Australia, the existence of NORCOM, and a conctpt of operations that
envisages a rapid r€sponee by relatively small, higNy mobile forces,
the need for a divisional headquarters to qrntrol operations in the
north will be greatly reduced. The range of possible tas}s for such a
headquarters would include:
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. higher comrnand of the ODF if it were b be deployd

in brigade size overseas or within Auetralia;
. higtrer comrnard of a brigade or group of brigades

operating in a discreb area of Australia rct already
commanded by NORCOM;

. peacetimecomrnandofArmyReservebrigades;
o maintaining expertise ard baining staff in the

command of operations at divisional levd; and
. cornnulnd of the crcmbat and logistic support units not

allocated to brigades.
A number of these functions may, however, be better carried

out by Headquarters [,and C-ommand or HQ NORCOM while others
relatemore to the longer term requirements of the o<pansion base. In
the cunent circumstances of considerable rcsource consbaint, the need
for retention of a Regular divisional larvt headquarbrs rreeds to be
carefully assessd. The principal advantage whidt Headquarbrs 1
Division curently provides is that it is a deployable pint forae
lreadquarters and the potential to nrove a significant commard and
control element to remote areas should not be discarded lightly.

Additiond Capabilities and Resources

The proposed changes to the stnrcture and operational
concepts of ADF ground furces focus on maximising nesource
efficiency and effectiveness in combat, but they will not be inexpensive
to introduce and may need to be phased in over a period of 5 to 10
yearc. Apart from the comrnando company, no higher states of
readiness are proposed; there is a much more effective us€ of available
rnanpower; and logistic support and heavier firepower assets are
conholled centrally to enhance their availability and flexibility without
additional numbers.

The costs will lie in equipping arut exercising an essentially
mobile force which, while operating on light rales, relies on relatively
sophisticated sensors and weapons systems for its effectiveness. While
a careful study will need to be made of mobility requirements to
determine the optimum numbers, the present numbers of AI€s
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(wheeled anl uacked), Perentietype vehides and Black Hawk and
LJH-IH helicopters would generally appear sufficient b introduce tlrc
proposd concept within a short tinn franc. Consideration should,
however,be given to upgrading or fitting combat surveilliance sensors
to a proportion of those vehides ard to equipping curmt helicopters
with rrnre potent air-to-surface weapons.

The npre immediaE need would appear b be to equip both
protective and response furces with sufficient numbers of medium
range dircct fire weaporu, either vehiclermunted or able to be
handld by otre or two infantrymen, and to inboduce numbets of
surveilliarrce sensors at company level and below. An aftempt was
made in the early 1980s to equip the ODF with Milan anti-tank missile
launchers, but the system was not acquired in sufficient nunrbers nor
was it fully integrated into tlrc force's operational concepts. Small
numbers of combat surveillance radarc, therrnal imagers and
unatEnded ground sensors have recently been acquired under
Defence's mapr capital equipment program.

The requirement is for systems whidr are effective, ruBgd,
and affordable in larger numbers. Weapons systems would need to be
accurate over distances of 5UF750 nrebes and perhape up to 2000
metres and suitable for engaging personnel, soft-skirured vehides and
light masonry or stone fortificatioru. Ideally, sun eillance sensors
should have a high probability of deEcting groups of four to six
personnel and single vehides at ranges of &10 kilometres.
Comprehensiveness of close area coverage must, however, take
priority over extended range, particularly if ttrc concept of mobile
protection forces is to be effective. Precise numbers of units would
depend on conctpts for the tactical deployment of the forces but an
irxlicative benchmark might be on a scale of 4 medium-range direct
fire weaporu per company and between one and three surveillarrce
radars (with the greater number going to protective forces) per
comPany.

Civil Support for Operatione

Ttre other area of possible capability enhancement that has
received considerable atFntion in recent years has been the use of
wider national resources to contribuE to the defence effort. To
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overcome its limited nunpower and O lessen logistic support needs, it
has been variously suggested: that land forces should make geater
use of the available civil infrastmcture in northem Australia both for
supplies and support facilities (induding r€pair ard maintenarrce} that
the local population should be used to provide surveillanc€ networks
and possibly a para-miliary force for policing tasks, thus reducing the
burden on the defence force; and that other asseb $artiotlarly
transport and engineering) might be pressed into military s€rvic€.
Sorrp consideration has been given to the legal arangements
necessary to make these proposals effective, while Wrigley provided a
comprehensive review of the types of non<ombat roles that might be
given to civilians - thus enhancing resource efficiency and freeing
additional troops for combat.

Many of these proposals undoubtedly have considerable merit
and should be pursued further. Our defence effort should be able to
draw upon the full range of available national resources. In examining
the role of land forces themselves, however, the criticism has quite
validly been raised that these options may offer little advantage. There
is only very limited infrastructure in the north and northwest of
Australia capable of supporting operations and only a limited pool of
additional personnel that may be called upon beyond that already
participating in RFSUs or other Reserve activities. Furthermore, to the
extent that many civilian activities continue as normally as possible,
this pool of available resources will be further reduced.

This paper has not sought to assess the potential value or
credibility of these options. In developing the concept for land force
operations, however, the paper has taken into accrcunt that logistic
supply and resupply will be one of the most resourcedemanding tasks
for the ADF and that this could be exploited by an adversary to
commit Australia to a disproportionate response or to undermine the
effectiveness of land forces during a protracted conflict. The proposed
approach is designed to minimise those diffictrlties, giving the ADF
rather than the adversary conhol over the level of deployment -particularly in remote areas - and the tirne scales over which land
force elements may need to be deployed. Except in the most serious of
lower level conflicts, or where specific intelligence or an incident
demanded otherwise, there would be no need to deploy large land
forces to remote areas devoid of infrastsucture. lhe smaller force
elements deployed for surveillance and initial response tasks should in
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many areas be able to draw non-military supplies and some
supporting service from the local civil community.

REGI,JI.ARS, RESERVES AND TIIE WAIVSION BASE

tlaving developed a concept of how the Australian Army
might operate, its stsucture anl capabilides, the final question is iust
what size the Army should be and tlre desirable balance between
Regular and Reserve forces.

Thc Defatce of Aushalia 1987 generally confirmed that the
curent Regular force of six battalions should be retained, but placed a
new ernphasis on the role of the Reserve as follow-on forces to take
over the protection of vital asseb. It also gave priority to the basing of
key response units in the north, including 2CAV Reginrnt and
possibly a brigade, to improve both operational readiness and training
opportunities in the harsh northern environment. The level of future
financid guidance envisaged by the White Paper has not, however,
been rnaintained.

Wrigley tmk a different view. His concern was that Australia
should be able to expand its land forces quickly should strategic
circumstances change but he also recognised that reaources would
continue to be consbained. To overconre this problem he envisaged
the greater use of civil resources to support the defence effort, an
improved teeth-to-tail ratio within the available Regular forces, but a
reduction in the size of those Regular forces to finance and equip a
larger Reserve force. He considered that there would be sufficient
warning of a defence contingency to bring those Reserve units up to
full operational readiness.

Warning

The important difference between the two approaches relates
to 'warningl. The White Paper considered that, while Australia
presently faced no threat to its securig, the force-in$eing should be
able to handle those lower level conflicts credible in the shorter term.
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Wrigley, on the other hand, considered that Australia would have
significant warning of any conflict and that it was thus possible b
tride off the current size of the Regular force agairut the Pobntial
availability of a greater number of Reservee. Both are, of coutle,
l%itimaE approaches to providing for the defmce of Australia. The
choice betwCn them will hinge ultinraEly on tlre confidence which the
government has in its intelligence and in the ability of the ADF b
expand at short notice into an effective fighting force.

The approach proposed in this PaPer does not offer substantial
rresource savings in the short terrn What it does seek b do, however,
is to give the ADF much greater flexibility to manage the_timing and
extent of iS commitrrrent in situatioru of hnsion and conflict without
the need for higtV resourcedernanding staEs of readiness across the
entire force. While it is based uPon a Regular land force of the same
order as proposed in The Defarce of Attstralia 7987, it seeks to exPloit
those forces in a different way to ensure that the ADF has the
capability to:

. meet those more immediate tasks that could arise at
short notice, particularly offt hore;

guard against those isolated incidents (or
opportunism) that may occur with little warning
during a period of tension; and

o fill out additional forces and deploy them
progressively during a period of bnsion and the early
stage of conflict without creating significant gaPs in
our defensive effort or overburdening logistic or
training resourc€s.

In practice, this strategy of threshold rnanagement should -by progreslively raising the costs for the adversary - reduce the
tiiceiitrooa that large Reserve forces will need to be brought b a high
state of readiness in many lower level contingerrcies but, should that
be necessary, also create additional time in which to do it.
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Regulara and Resen'es: Roles and Readiness

How then do these principles transliate into the status of
different elements in the force structure, which units need to be
rctained at higher states of readiness, and the balarrce between the
Regulars and the Reserves?

Traditionally, there has been a dear distinction drawn between
Regular and Reserve forces in terms not only of operational readiness
but also manning and equipment. The ADF has already introduced
considerable flo<ibility in this regard through its Operational
Readiness Directive under which different force elements are held at
higher or lower states of readiness acrording to their intended roles.
Even within the Reserve forces, unib such as the RFSUs are
maintained at a relatively high level of preparedness for operations.
Defence is also examining the concept of a Ready Reserve Force to
provide further flexibility. Without attempting to weigh the
advantages of that conc€pt, it is proposed that to meet tlre flexible
sbategies outlined in this paper three broad levels of readiness or
preparedness be adopted. The middle level has been designated the
Ready Reserve Force.

Broadly, the principal elemenb in the proposed force structure
would be:

. 34 expanded regional surveillance/response units;
o J response battalions comprising the ODF and the

parachute battalion;
. a Regular commando company;
o the Darwin mobile protective force (an augmented

2CAV Regiment);

. an additional infantry battalion for the Darwin area;

o I vital asset protection forces ftased on5/7 RAR); and
o additional baftalions to round out the protective forces

and to provide follow-on capabilities should the
conflict be sustained.

Apart from the commando company and the additional
protective and follow-on forces, these units are available (if in a
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somewhat different form) within the Regular Army and it ig desirable
that they should cpntinue to be in the future.

The need to enhance the suryeillanc€ ad firepower
capabilities available to these units wiU, however, creaE additional
nesource pres{iure!} and, if overall Deferre fundi4g continues b be
constrained, some further adiustsnenb may be neaessary to facilitate
early re+quipment. (The overall concept depends upon a balance of
manpower and equipment for its effectiveness.) This could be
achieved by reccnstituting the Darwin infantry battalion and possibly
one of the response battalions as a Ready Reserve force available
within six rnonths at full operational readiness. Such a iudgenrent
would, however, have to be rnade by the goverrunent on the baeis of a
detailed assessment of current strategic circumstances ard regularly
rcviewed. The six months' time frarrn is proposed as realistic given
the likely rotation periods for forces deployed overseas and the
additional time which the ADFs initial response forces would be able
to provide in the event of an unexpected contingency. Arrnng the
Regular Forc€s, the remaining ODF resporse battalions and the
commando company would need to be rnaintained at the highest state
of readiness to undertake currlent tasl$.

While the proposed approach does not relyon a large number
of additional forces being available at a very early stage in a
contingency, further expansion of ttrc land force would clearly be
important for sustained operations aruC in situations of more rnairr
threat (e.g. where intelligence provided evidence of the assembling of
larger raiding parties). Ideally, Australia would have a significant
number of land force battalions available for this purpose. The
priority would, however, dearly have to be the three infrantry
battalions to round out the vital asset protection forces and possibly an
additional battalion for the Darwin/Tindal area, due to its partiorlar
strategic significance and importance to effective ADF operations. In
circumstances of more substantial resourrces and greaEr strategic
uncertainty, the former would iustify indusion in any Ready Reserve
force that was established.

In many lower level conllict situations, hostilities would be
relatively narrowly focussed in geographic terms and activity rates
would be low. The flexibility provided by the forces described above
should be rnore than adequate for responding. However, where
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Australia faced the prospect of larger and more widespread raids over
a lengthy perid (which would take the adversary himself
considerable time to prepare for), some further expansion of the ADF
to allow rotation of- foices and protect additional assets might be
required. In present strategic circumstances, such forces would be
unlikely to need to reach operational readiness in a period less than
twelve months, but they should still be given clear roles which
reinforce the operational concepts of the Regular forces.

To achieve this, the structure of these additional Reserve units
should be as follows:

. a commando battalion to reinforce both the
commando company and the regional surveillance/
response unitsl

r J follow-on response battalions to support the ODF
(the Regular forces currently dedicated to this now
being given other roles);

o 4 protective baftalions comprising an AIaC mobile
infantry company and two infantry companies.

The latter could be used to probct additional important
infrastructure as well as to repliace existing protective forces.

In summary, this paper concludes that the size of the ADFs
land forces, and the balancebetween Regular and Reserve elements, is
basically correct although the roles for a number of those units need to
be redefined. The concept of a Ready Reserve force elenrent does give
some scope for adiusting these, depending upon the available level of
resources. There is, however, a quite pressing need for some re'
equipnrent of land forces in the areas of surveillance sensors and
medium-range direct fire weapons. Any reductions in the status of the
cunelrt Regular forces should be prirnarily to support these
acquisitions and hence maximise the balance between manpower and
equiprrrent. Once this is achieved any lessening of readiness states in
the longer term would be more soundly based, since the ADF would
be able to exercise greater control over the rate of escalation of any
conflict that arose in the shorter term.

In comparison with the Army's curent combat force structure
this report does not propose that any Regular units be disbanded,
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although some roles might change. It does propose forming a Regular
commando company and identifie two Regular battalions tlvt night
be converted to Ready Reserve battalions. With respect to the
Reserves, the report has identified an imrnediate need for eleven ARes
battalions for roles in the proposed cprcePt of operations. A decision
on the future of the rernaining four ARes battalions should depend
upon the time frames adopbd for implennnting this new approach b
land force operations and the availability of ttrc rccommended
equipnrenb to other force elements. ln this conbxt, consideration
would have to be given to wheth€r retaining those additional forces
diverted significant funds away from the reorganisation and re-
equipping of the land force more generally, the role of those battalions
in the peacetime recruiting and adminishation of land forcns, and their
potential to conhibute to further expansion in the longer term.

Planning for Expansion

The requirerrcnt for the ADF to 'provide a suiable basis for
tinrely expansion to meet higher levels of threat if our strategic
circumstances deteriorate over the longer brm'54 has been a central
tenet of Australia's defence policy for the past two decades and was
restated in Tle Defence of Aushalia 7987, even though the prospect of
more substantial conflict arising continued to be assessed as remote. It
reflects a conc€rn that, should such a situation arise in the future, the
cosb for Australia would be high and hence we need confidence in the
lead times necessary to adjust and expand our military capabilities.
For Army, the problem was particularly diffiorlt because sudr
expansion envisaged not only a very large increase in the number of
soldiers but the adoption of different doctrines and tactics to those
applicable in lower levels of conflict. In particular, the lodgement of a
substantial land force on Australian territory would require the
adoption of more conventional concepts of firepower and manoeuvre
and maintaining a structure capable of absorbing far greater numerical
sbength. The Naqy and Air Force faced the need for larger numberc of
maprequipments and more trained perconnel, albeit in much smaller
numbers, but many of their capabilities and tactics were applicable
across the different levels of conflict.

54 lbiil.,para.3.57,p.32.
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The adoption of self-reliance as the C,overnmenfs defence

oblrtive has, however, brought about a significant change. Much
greater emphasis is being given to maximising the nation's capacity to
handle lower levels of crcnllict independently and the concept of the
Army as a'core forre'has been largely set aside. Whereas the Army
Reserve had previously provided the erpansion base for the Army, it
was now required also to contribuE to operations which might arise in
the shorter term. According to the Defence White Paper, in addition to
the forces which would be required for low-lenel and escalated low-
level conflict, the expansion base was to be provided prirnarily by
maintaining a limited rnechanised capability.

While the prospect of more substantial threats arising against
Australia remains remote, and resources continue to be constrained,
planning and equipping the ADF for higher levels of conflict will not
be accorded priority. Indeed, the traditional concepts of 'mobilisation'
and 'er<pansion' have conp to be used as much in relation to filling out
existing units and maximising the crcntribution of wider national
resources in support of the defence effort. To expand to nnet a nrore
substantial threat might require national mobilisation and an
expansion of the Army to a force of several corps.

There are several important rcasons why the ADF should
continue to examine the implications of nrore substantial crcnllict for
our defence planning. These are thah

o The ADF needs to monitor continually what capability
changes and enhancements would be necessary for
responding and the likely tine frames attaching to
these. Without that knowledge, it is difficult to be
crcnfident in the adequacy of our intelligence and the
ADFs capacity to expand in a timely fashion.

o L number of mairr ADF capabilities will also be
appropriate to higher lwels of conllict and it would be
valuable to identify, given extended lives of type, iust
what capability or performance increments might be
justified.

o [5 the boundaries of escalated low-level conflict
change over tirre (with regional capability
enhancements), it n'ill be valuable to identify the point
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at which different strategies and concepts from higher
levels of conflict become more relevant.

o The principal advances in military technologies are
taking place in the area of larger scale, conventional
conflict. The ADFs reliance on technolog5r (including,
under this paper's proposals, for ground forces) and
its adaption to Ausbalia's unique strategic
circumstances means that we must stay abreast of
these developments and their possible application or
adoption.

o Australia's relations with its mairr allies provide
substantial benefits in terms of training and exercises,
exchanges of information and technology and
scientific and industrial cooperation. The ADFs
competence and expertise in key areas will help to
underpin our continuing access.

At the same time, we must take care not to €rssume that more
substantial conflict simply means reverting to the lessons and doctrine
of larger scale conventional conflict, particularly if drawn from forces
which are primarily 'continental' in their approach. As noted
previously, many of the strengths and weaknesses of our strategic
circumstances will continue to shape how the ADF approaches
operations, even in more substantial conflict. It is important that the
ADF recognises this, and ib implications for our tactics and
capabilities, well in advance of the time we may need to consider
readiusting and re-equipping the ADF for higher levels of conflict.

Over the past fifteen years a number of commentators have
advocated the establishment of machinery to facilitate mobilisation
planning at a national level.55 However, no progless appears to have
been rnade in this area apart from some planning to determine what

ss See for example Desmond Ball and J.O. Iangtry Gds), Problems of
Mobilistionin Det'ence of Australia, (Phoenix Defence Publications,
Canberr4 1980); Desmond Ball, The Machinery for Making
Australian National Security Policy in the 1980s', and f.O.
Iangtry,'Mobilization Requirements' both in Robert ONeill and
D.M. Horner (eds\, Australinn Det'ence Poliry for the 7980s,
(Queensland University Press, St Lucia, Queensland, 7982r.
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size army might be raised should mobilisation be ordeled. In the
recent reorganisation of Headquarters ADF a small planning arca was
established with responsibility for mobilisation planning and it is
important that Army planning staff should work closely with this area.
It is proposed that Army establish a small, dedicated planning staff to:

o determine what size army could be raised during
various tirne scales;

. examine haining policies to deErmine how much of
current individual training is devoted to providing an
expansion base. For example are officers and NCOs
trained merely for their next pb or for two ranks
ahead?

o examine current doctrine to determine how much it is
concernd with preparing for likely contingencies and
how much is it directed towards the sort of large-scale
operations that would only be possible after
substantial expansion;

. examine personnel and manning policies to determine
what allowance should be made for an o<pansion
base; and

. examine the collective training program to ensure that
periodical exercises are held to rnaintain the state of
the art in expertise that would be needed in an
expanded army. For example, a Land C-omrund
Tactical Exercise Without Troops (TEWT) might be
necessary to exercise officers in the conduct of
operations involving several divisions. Or larger scale
conventional exercises (e.9. mechanised brigade
runoeuwes) could be held to test doctrine and
command and control procedures.

The aim of these studies should be to identif the points at
which the doctrine and capabilities being developed for lower levels of
conflict become inappropriate, the ways in which transition might be
managed in deteriorating sbategic circumstances, and the types of
wider national strategies that might be adopted to support such a
mobilisation. It would serve as a valuable check on the adequacy and
direction of current operational planning and resource expenditure.
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Without this, our understanding of the lead times for responding to
more substantial conflict will be incomplete. Publication of at least
some of these studies could be used to stimulate wider national
interest in the area.

For two decades, indecision about the role of land forces as a
core force suitable for expansion and the balance between that and the
demands of lower levels of conflict has complicated Army planning
priorities. Changes in government policy, a morle actual articulation of
credible threats, and resource pressures now give a very dear priority
to structuring and equipping the ADF for the defence of Australia in
lower levels of conflict. This paper has sought to offer some solutions
as to how the task might be carried out most effectively in the future.





PART 2
AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH TO

STRUCTURING THE ARMY

Graeme Cheeseman





It is difficult and probably inadvisable to examine the
Australian Ar-y or the ground force component of the Australian
Defence Force (ADF) in isolation. Under most future circumstances,
elements of the three services will be required to operate together, and
Australia's defence strategy and its operational command structure is
being changed to reflect this fact. A discussion of the likely roles and
uses of Australia's ground forces must also take into account a range
of other factors induding our changing strategic circumstances, the
availability of resources, and the changing policy preferences of our
political and military leaders.

The paper, then, seeks to approach the question of what
should be the future role and shaPe of Ausbalia's ground forces from
this overall perspective. It begins by critically analysing Australia's
current defence posture and concludes that it is fundamentally flawed
in certain key respects and needs to be modified or changed. The
Government and its advisers have chosen a strategy which is beyond
the capacity of the ADF in its present form to carry out fully and
effectively and which could still leave Australia vulnerable to certain
forms of low- and high-level threats. They are seeking to put in place a
high+echnology military structure which is extremely expensive and
will not be able to be sustained without increasing assistance from the
United States. They have seriously overestimated the availability and
capacity of Australia's military workforce. And they are pursuing a
defence industry policy which is not feasible over the longer terrn

After commenting briefly on the causes of these deficiencies,
the paper then discusses what could be done to ensure that Aushalia
has a more coherent, viable, cost-effective and reasonably self-reliant
defence posture by the turn of the century. Included here is a revised
strategy for the defence of Australian sovereignty and Australian
interests, an alternative command strucrure for the ADF, and some
thoughts on how Australia's ground forces may best be structured and
deployed in the future. The paper borrows from, and extends in a
number of areas, the arguments of two of my earlier works.l As in

Graeme Cheeseman, An Alternative Defence Posture for
Australia' in Desmond Ball (ed.), Australia anil the Worlil: Prologue
and Prospafs, Canberra Papers on Strategy and Defence No.59,
(Strategic and Defence Studies Centre, Australian National
Univeriity, Canberra, 799,CD, pp.367-92; and Greeme Cheeseman,
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those cases, I have generally limited my considerations to broad roles
and frameworks rather than delve into unit establishrrrents or numbers
and characteristics of individual weapons sysbms. The primary
purpose of the paper is not to champion particular solutions but to
encourage us to think more critically about what we have and whether
and how it could be improved or changed.

AUSTRALIA'S CI.JRRENT DEFENCE POSTI,'RE

The paper assunres that Australia's basic defence Policy
interests and objectives remain those that were first detailed in the
Hawke Government's Policy Information Paper, The Defmce of
Australia 7987 (DOA87), and were recently confirmed by the
Departnent of Defence inTlv Deforce Corporate Plan 90-94, which was
released in August 1990. According to these docunnnb, the
fundarrental goals of Australia's defence policy of 'self-reliance- are 'to
seek to reinforce the positive aspects of Australia's strategic
environment and to provide an appropriate measure of insurance
against fufure uncertaint5/. This requires us, in turn,

.. to develop and maintain capabilities for the
independent defence of Australia and its interests;

o to promote strategic stability and security in our
region; and

. as a member of the Western strategic community to
work for a reduction in the level of tension between
the superpowers and to limit the spread of influences
in our region inimical to Western interests.2

Australia's Defence White Papa in the Reil, Working Paper No.8O
(Peace Research Centre, Aushalian National University,
Canbena 1990).2 Departnent of Defene, The Defnce ol Australia 7987, Policy
Information Paper presented to Parliament by the Minister for
Defence the Honourable Kim C. Beazley, March 1982 (Australian
Govemment Publishing Service, Canberra, 1987), p.10.
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Australia is seeking to achieve the first of these fundarrental
goals by pursuing a strategy of 'defence-indepth' of an hrea of direct
military interest' which is centred on the Australian mainland and
extends outwards from our coastline by sorne 1500 nautical miles. The
stratqfy involves the deployment of conventional military forces with
prioritybeing given to those needed to defend the outerrnost layers of
thips area - especially to the north and northwest of the country
which is considered the rnost likely direction from which future threats
will errrerge - against so-called 'credible' threats (those involving
existing or extant regional capabilities). In its cun€nt formulatiorL
thery Australia's defence strategy can more aptly be described as an
extended barrier or frontier defence extending outwards from our
northern coastline. It is characterised by:

o A preference for long-range air and naval forces
needed to surveil Australia's air and sea approaches
and, if necessary, to intercept and destroy unwanted
or hostile forces located there. These same capabilities
can also be used to attack the honr or forward
operating bases of prospective adversaries in order
either to gain the strategic initiative or to deter or
control any escalation of the conflict.3 Australia's
ground forces play very much a support role in the
shategy: ground surveillance and reconnaissance in
the north and northwest of the country, protection of
vital assets including Australia's forward air and
naval bases, and containment and mopping up of
enemy forces that are able to penetrate the outer layers
of our protective barrier and land on the Australian
mainland or its offshore territories.

o A reliance on advanced weapons and support systems
to overcome the perceived limitations imposed by

This has led Ross Babbage for one, to argue that Australia's
defence posture is based on a strategy of denial and escalation.
See his Looking Beyonil the Abb Rcprt, Working Paper No.110,
(Strategic and Defence Studies Centre, Australian National
University, Canberr+ 1985), pp.18-19; and A Cust Too long:
Defailing Australiain tlc799b, (Allen & Unwiru Sydney, 190).
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Australia's geography and ib small population base,
and to provide us with a bchnological edge over
prospective regional adversaries.

o An emphasis on regular forces and traditional military
structures. While res€rve forces form part of
Australia's military force structure, they are to play a
largely support role in all but the highest
contingencies.

o An expressed need to be able b defend ourselves from
within our resources which, in turn, require the
establishment of an exparrded and largely self-reliant
indigenous defence industry capable of supporting the
ADF in peace and war. To this end, the Governrnent
is providing local firms with details of its own
projected defence acquisitions, directing that the ADF
make more use of locally made products and seryices,
and encouraging Australian defence industries to seek
increased markets overseas to help thembecome more
competitive and less dependent on govemment
support. The Government has also recently stated that
defence 'self-reliance' is only possible within the
context of Australia's alliance arrangenrents with the
United States and its friends and neighbours in the
region.

It is worth noting that the role of the ADF in meeting
Australia's second defence obiective - to promote strategic stability
and security in our region (incorporating Southeast Asia, Indo{hina,
the eastern Indian Ocean and the southwest Pacific) is being steadily
increased by the Hawke Government. DOA 87 stated that Australia
would focus its defence efforts solely on sovereignty defence although
it did note that the capabilities being acquired for this task would
provide the Government with 'practical options' for the use of
elements of the defence force in operations beyond our area of direct
military interest.4

Subsequent government staternents have made it clear that the
ADF will be expected to play a greater and morc dircct role in the

Deparhnent of Defence, The Defarce of Australia 7987 , p.8.
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region in the future, and that our military planning and force structure
is to be anrended accordingly.s While the ADFs responsibilities in this
regard have not been described officially, they are likely to include the
followingf

o the continued provision of militaqy assistance or
support under the Defence Cooperation Program;

o the deployment of miliary forces into Southeast Asia
for pint training or other cooperative defence
activities;

o the provision of limited military assistance to the
goverilnent of an ASEAN or South Pacific country to
help maintain and/or to restore law and order;

o the deployment of military advisers or militaqy forces
to a South Pacific country (including Papua New
Guinea) to help deter or deal with various forms of
armed insurrection or external military threag

e the deployment of miliary forces into the South
Pacific to help protect Australian interesb there or to
protect and/or rescue Australian nationals; and

o the deployment of military forces or the projection of
military power onto Australian off+hore territories or

The rnajor shifts in poliry since DOA 87 are summarised in
Graeme Cheesemary 'Over-reach in Australia's Regional Military
Poliq/ in Graeme Cheeseman and Stjohn Kettle (ds), The Nat
Austtalian Militarbm: Unilermining Our Future Saurity, (Pluto
Press, Sydney, 7990, pp.73-92. They are also reflected in the
Government's 1989 statement on Australia's Regbml Secuity,
Ministerial Statement by Senator the Honourable Gareth Evans
QC, Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade, (Deparunent of
Foreign Affairs and Trade, Canberra, 1989).
Derived from Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade,
Australia's Regioml Security, pp.7*27; and Alan K. Wigley, The
Dince Force anil the Conmunity: A Pntntship in Aushalia's
Defarcq Report to the Minister for Defence, (Australian
Government Publishing Servicg Canberra, |une 1990), p.91.
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other nearby island states to secure them against the
threat of military attack.

This shift in policy appears to have been confirmed by the
Governmenfs latest Strategic Basis docutent, Australia's Strategic
Planning in the 7990s (ASP 90), which was approved by Cabinet in the
beginning of 1990. It is yet to be reflected in Australia's defence force
structure which is continuing to be developed in accordance with the
priorities contained in DOA 8Z but this will change with the
finalisation, in April or May 797, of the Defence Departnent's Force
Structure Review.T

Australia's military contribution to its third strategic goal, the
reduction in tensions between the superpowers and the avoidance of
global conflict, appears likely also to increase in the future. Our
present commiEnent indudes the hosting of the U$Australian pint
defence facilities in Australia, continuing pint exercises and operations
with allied (principally American) forces well away from our area of
direct military interest, and various peacekeeping commitsnents.S The
Government has indicated that it is prepared to provide sizeable
ground forces in support of any future UN peacekeeping role in
Cambodia and, if we can take the Prime Ministe/s recent rhetoric on
the Gulf at face value, appears also to be establishing the grounds to
contribute to similar deployments elsewhere as the need dictates. In a
Ministerial Statement to Parliament on 21 August 1990, for example,
Mr Flawke argued that it was not inconceivable that the conditions
pertaining to the Gulf:

The Force Structure Review was appointed ilintly by the
Secretary and the Chief of the Defence Force (CDF) in May 1990 to
review the ADFs current force structure (induding approved
enhancements) and to recommend priorities for adiustrnent to it
up to the year 2000.In addition to the strategic guidance given in
ASP 90, the review is to take account of the impact of financial
guidance and other resourc€ pressures on maintaining present
ADF capabilities and achieving those that are, or might be,
planned.
These are described in Hugh Smith (ed.), Australia anil
Peacelceeping, (Australian Defence Studies Centre, Australian
Defence Force Academy, Canberra, l99O).
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... could emerge in the Asia Pacific region in the
coming years. We need therefore to work out how to
rrnnage those dangers wherever they rnay arise
... [and] ... As a self-reliant countrlr, in the years ahead
we rnay need to depend rnore and more on the
principals of the Unitd Nations Charer to protect our
interests. We arc not sending our ships to the Gulf
region to serve our allies: we are going to protect the
international rule of law whidr will be vital to our
security however our alliances rnay develop in the
future.
It is difficult to draw any firm crcnclusions from these changes

at this stage other than to say that they will compourxl the problems
and dilemmas currently confronting Australia's defence planners,
largely because they require more resources and give rise to rather
different (albeit overlapping) military structures and capabilities. It is
possible too that the changes represent the beginning of a new
dircction in Australia's defence thinking - a renurrciation of the
cunent policy of 'self-reliance' in favour of one which gives priority to
our ability to contribute to allied force involved in policing the 'new
world ordey' in areas well beyond our hrea of direct milita{y interesf .

In short, a return to forward defence.

THE PROBLEMS AND DILEMMAS ASSOCIATED WITH
AUSTRALTA'S CI,JRRENT TORCE POSTTJRE

The Shategy Is Very Expensive and Will
Become Increasingly Difficult to Sustain

Under the Government's new strategy of 'defence'indepth',
the ADF is required to defend from within its own resources and
against all-comers an area equivalent to around 10 per cent of the
Earth's surface, an enonnous undertaking in any circumstances.
Recognising this, the Governrnent has directed that priority be given to
defending the sea and air gap to the north and northwest of the
Australian mainland against so-called 'credible' levels of threat -
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those that could be launched with existing or et(tant regional forces
and capabilities.

Even with these qualifications in place, the implencntation of
the White Paper strategy will continue to be an expensive and difficult
exercise, in part because even the more restriCted area of operations of
the ADF remains very large, but also, and more importantly, because
of Australia's continuing preference for stateof-the-art weapons and
support systems. While, as argued by the Departrnent of Defence, the
selective use of rnodern weaPons and support technolotiie may
provide ,the only real solution to many aspects of defending our vast
iontinent and our interests in surrounding rnaritime areas',9 overseas
experience has shown that the cost of seeking to remain close to the
leiding edge of military technology is increasing and can be
prohibitive even for first-rank states.lO

The difficulty of financing Australia's new sbategy is already
becoming apparent. While the White Paper was not forthcoming on
either the cost of its proposals or anticipated budget outlays for the
period of its implementation, it is generally acknowledged that they
were very similar to those contained in the Dibb Review. That
documenl assumd a 3 per cent real growth in defence spending for
each successive year of the 198il91Five Year Defence Plan (FYDP),
and additional expenditure of at least $1300 million on capitd
equipment alone over the five years imnrediately beyond the FYDP.
To date the budget outlays for defence have fallen well short of this
guidance: by 2 per cent in 19W87,4 per cent in1987-8,25 per cent in
ig88-gg and 1989-90 and 3 per cent in 199G97 or around $3 billion (in

9

10
Departrnent of Defence, Det'arce of Australb7987,p31.
See, for example, Franklin C.Spinney, Defnse Facts of LifeThe
PlanslReality Mismatch, (Westview Press, Boulder cA,
1985). Australia has already had some forewarning of this with its
minehunter inshore (MHI) Proiect.Conceived in the early 1970s
and expected to be in use during the first half of the 1980s, the
RAt,l still does not have a fully operational prototype of ttrc Bay
Class catamaran despite a total expenditure to date of more than
$60 million. See joint Committee on Foreign Affairs, Defence and
Trade, The Priorities for Australia's Minaountermusure Nads,
(Australian Government Publishing Service, Canberra, 7989),
pp.91-5.
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1985 prices) overall. If the same pattern continues, the difference
between anticipated and actual expenditure will readr the $10 billion
rnark by the end of the financial year 19T94.11 The problem is being
compounded by the fact that the cost of the Governmenfs program is
dso increasing. In the time that has passed since the preparation of the
Dibb Review, tlre estimated cost of a nunrber of mapr projects, such as
the Iirdalee over-thehorizon-radar system, the light patrol f"ig"t",
Arm/s Proiect Parakeet, and the submarine proiect, has either
increased or is under review and will probably be incrneased.l2 These
cost pressur€s on the Defence budget are likely to grow in the future as
we continue to upgrade our weapons plaforms and support s)rstems.

The Minister for Defence and his Departsnent have sought to
reduce the expanding gap betr.veen the cost of the program and the
money available for defence by selling off unwanted assets,
transferring certain functions currently belonging to Defence to the
private sector, and rationalising and making more efficient the
remainder of the organisation. The Covernment is also encrcuraging
Australia's defence firms to sell more of their products overseas in
order to reduce the cost to the public of expanding our industrial
infrastmcture, and to offset our continuing high levels of defence
expenditure in the United States and Europe.l3 These initiatives have
yielded some savings and extra revenue whidr has been helpful but
nowhere near enough. To proceed with its npdernisation program,
then, the Departnrent has been forced to deftr or cancel certain lower
priority projects, to reduce the scope of others or extend their lead-
tinres, and to cut into recurrent expenditure on personnel and
operating costs. As a result, the implementation time for the program

See Graerne Cheeseman, 'Australia's Defence: White Paper in the
R.ed', Attsttalian lourrul of lntarutional Affairs, (Vol.tl4, No.2),
August 190, pp.101-18.
See Derek Woolner,Tfte Rcoian of Australia's Defnce Crybilitis,
l,egislative Research Service Basic Paper No8, (Department of the
Parlianentary Library, Canberra 19871, pp.9-13; Senate Estirnates
Committee D, Hanuril (Senate), 10 October 1988; and Graerne
Cheesemaru 'Australia's Deferrce: Whib Paper in the Red',
pp.105{.
See Graeme Cheeseman,'Australian Defence Exports', fhe Pacific
Rnian, (Vol.2, No3), 1989, pp.2l8-8.

il
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as a whole is being incrcased, personnel numbers within tlre defence
establishment are being reduced, training activitie are being scaled
dowry operating and essential war stocks are becoming depled, and
the maintenance of existing assets is falling behind schedule.

These changes are, in turn, serving to reduce the operational
readiness and combat sustainability of the ADF at a tirre when the
Government is starting to express concern over the increasing
uncertainties in Australia's strategic circumstances, ihd is
countenancing the need to be able to deploy a range of forces into the
region at relatively short notice. They are contributing to the exodus of
skilled personnel from the armed forces and to the decline in morale
among those remaining. As evidenced by the establishment of the
Force Structure Review, they are serving, over time, to threabn to
undermine the coherence and future viability of the Governncnt's
White Paper strategy. And they are making us trpre rather than less
reliant on the United States.

The Strateg;y Is Making Us Too Reliant on the United Stabs

In a speech to the WasNngton Centre of the Asia Society in
June 1988, the then Ministerfor Defence, Kim C. Br,azley, informed his
audience that continuing assistance from the United States, in the form
of intelligence, technology, resupply and training,

-. gtves Australia the technological edge we need to
enable less than 1% of the Eartn"s population to guard
l2To of its surface. Without that help Australia cannot
sustain a self-reliant defence posturc. In this
fundanental way, our alliance is literally essential to
our self-reliance.

Mr Beazley added that the benefits that are derived from the
agreements with the United States:

... are vital to Australia but they are not costly to the
United Sates. They can be delivered with little
financial cost in peacetinc and at little political cost in
war. Because of this we believe we can rely on
intelligence, resupply and other help under virtually
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any cirormstances, anil our defercepolicy is fused on tlut
beliel'rt
Australia'g growing reliance on the United States is most

evident in the area of logistics support. Under a Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) on Logistic Support between the two countries,
which was first signed in 1980 and was renegotiated in 19E5 and again
in 1989, ttrc United States has agreed to provide Australia with a range
of goods and services, including wealx)ns, ammunition, spare Parts
and explosives, in both peace and times of conflict. These agr€ements
enable the Defence Departrnent to reduce its expenditure on a range of
munitions and otherconsumables without (in theory) undermining the
operational @pacity or the combat sustainability of the ADF. In the
event that Australia finds ibelf engaged in military operations, it
would simply utilise American stocks and supply pipelines. In
practice, the assumption that Australia will be able autornatically to
obtain access to American military supplies 'under virtually any
circumstances' may be unwarranted. In his rrecent monograph
hukingtle Amqican Allhnce, Gary Brown has noted that the United
Stated commitments under the MoU are, like its obligations under the
ANZUS Treaty, 'subiect to its l,aws and regulations and the exigencie
of way'. Brown concluded that contrary to the official position of the
Minister and his advisers:

... the alliance's MoU structure does not guarantee US
supply. When all is said and done, it will rernain at
the absolute discretion of the US Administration
(assuming it can secure Congressional acquiescence)
whether or not Australia receives supply and under
what terms and conditions supply might tre granted.ls

The Honourable Kim C. Beazley, 'Australia and the Asia Pacific
Region: A Strategy of Self-Reliance and Alliance', Address to the
Washington Centre of the Asia Society, 30 |une 1988, p.14
(emphasis added).
Gary Brown, Bruking thc Amqican Alliance An lnilependnt
Natbrul Suuity Policy for Australia, Canberra Papers on Strategy
and Defence No54, (Suategic and Defence Str'rdies Centre,
Australian National University, Canberra, 798D, p.69. Brown's
view appears to be confirmed by the Defence Departrnent. Two of
the proposed outcomes for the Departnenfs logistics sub

15
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The growing reliance on the United States leaves Australia

open to American influence or coercion in peacetime and to possible
military defeat in war. It underlies the continuing close relationship
between the military establishments of the two countries which, in
turn, serves to divert our attention and res)urces away frorn the
defence of Australia. Of the 166 maitr exercises conducted by the ADF
between June 1985 and December 1988, for example, 142 were with
foreign (rnainly US) defence forces and 63 were held outside
Australia's area of direct military interest.l6 The continuing close linls
between the two defence establishmenb also encourages our
preference for traditional military force structures,l7 erpensive high-
technology weapons and support systems, and outmoded and/or
irrelevant military standards and operational concepts. As thewrigley
Review noted:

Australia's military men have gone first to Britain and
later the United States for their doctrine and their
military organisations and procedures. Otrr officers
have attended their military colleges, we still acquire
their weapons, and adopt the militaryoriented
maintenance support procedures that go with the
weapons, and we have fought and exercised with
them and so grown to see their logistics arrangements
as normal.l8

program for 1989-90 are to 'finalise negotiation of a new
Cooperative Logistics Support Agreerrcnt with the US,{ and
'obtain legally binding assurances of continued logistics support
from overse.rs goverrunents' (Budget Related paper Nb.8.S,
Etplamtory Notes L989-90: Defance Portfolio, p.23S).
Ilansrd (House of Representatives), 6 May 1987, pp.275l{0, and
21 December 1988, pp.3909-13.
An example directly affecting the Army was the introduction, in
19ffi, of the abortive penhopic divisional structure which was
modelled on the Arnerican pentomic division. See I.C.Bladand,O ganising the Army: The Australian Eryaience 7gS7 -lg6|,Canbera
lup"tr on Strategy and Defence No.50, (Strategic and Defence
Studies Centre, Australian National University, Canberra, lggg),
Chapter 4.
Wrigley, The Defarce Force anil tlu Community, p.150.
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In Wrigley's view, these arrangements and the 'expeditionary
force' mentality that continues to characterise Australia's military
planning and force structure are no longer appropriate for our
changed strategic circumstances.

The Strategy Overestimates the Availability and
Capacity of Australia's Military Work Force

One area of resource policy completely neglected by both Dibb
and DOA 87 is personnel. The two guidance documents simply
assumed that there would be sufficient personnel available and on call
to carry out the tasks and functions allotted to the ADF. The findings
of a number of subsequent inquiries and reports on Personnel-related
issues suggest that this assumption rnay be unwarranted. The ADF is
already experiencing significant difficulties filling its current
establishment and fulfilling its peacetime and likely contingent roles.
These difficulties are likely to increase rather than decrease in the
future as Australia continues to modernise its armed forces and adds
to their current tasks and functions.

In its 1988 report onPersnnel Wastage in the Austtalian Defence
Force, lhe |oint Committee on Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade
warned that disproportionately high numbers of personnel were
continuing to leave the services. These included many of the ADF"s
most experienced and highly valued people: Army corporals and
senior NCOs, Army and Navy officers of middle rank and below,
Navy and Air force engineers, Navy submariners and principal
warfarc officers, Air Force pilots, and specialist technicians and
operators from all three services. In the Committee's view, 'the extent
and magnitude of wastage in some of those areas is such that it will
adversely affect the ADF for at least the next decade'. It also
conduded that:

... the prevailing excessive level of personnel wastage
is damaging the organisational health of the ADF.
Wastage is undermining the experience and
comPetenc€ levels of IADFI personnel. It is impacting
on the capacity of the training and personnel
nurnagement systems to maintain the Forces'integrity.
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The financial cost arising from the abnormal loss of
skilled staff and the increased training effort is
enonnous. At the psychological level, morale has
fallen and the potential has been created for
institutional and community polarisation.l9
Personnel shortages are also constraining the capacip of the

ADF to carry out its principal contingent roles. In his recent inquiry
into Tlre Defarce Fsrce an"il the Communify, Alan Wrigley conducted a
detailed examination of existing ADF contingency plans for dealing
with a range of peac€time and so<alled 'credible' low-level conflict
situations, and found that the ADFs capacity to deal with the
demands imposed by these requirements was significantly crcnstrained
by a lack of skilled personnel:

In the main" malor equipment is not an early or
substantial conshaint to operations at the levels of
intensity strategic assessments suggest should get
most attention in the next few years. Quite often, the
ADFs ability to rnaximise the latent capacity of the
mapr equipment it has will be limited by the
availability of enough of the right people to operate it
and to keep it operating.2o
The review further concluded that the people the armed forces

needed most - skilled tradespersons, technicians and operators - are
also in great demand in the wider community. It was considered
unlikely, thery that the services would be able to rnake up their
existing and projected shortfalls in skilled personnel without
significant changes to their current work practices and policies. Even
then, Wrigley was uncertain that this was the best policy for Australia
since the diversion of a maior component of Australia's skilled
workforce into the armed forces in peacetime represented 'an
opportunity cost to national economic growth and industrial
competitiveness'.

]oint Committee on Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade, Personnel
Wastage in the Australian Defnce Force Report and
Recommandatrors, (Australian Government Publishing Service,
Canberr4 1988), p.102.
Wrigley, The Defence Force and the Community, p.140.
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Tlre problem is not rcstricted to skilled personnel. In his recent
analysis of Australia's defence presenae in the Northern Territory, Des
Ball noted that '[ilt is quite clear that there is insufficient organbed
nranpower b probct simultaneously all prospective targets in low-
level harassment contingencies across the length and breadth of the
Australian continent and offshore territories - let alone to achrally
engage the adversary or bring hostilities to a rapid conclusion'.2l Ball
called for new approaches for defending the north, including the
possible creation of para-military forces and the deployrrent of police
as well as military forces from southern states to help protect the local
infrastructure.

These concerns appear to have been confirmed by the recent
Kangaroo 89 exercise (K89) which was specifically designed b test the
strategic and defence planning concepb contained in the 1987 defence
White Paper. While the Departrnenfs glossy, 3GP"gu public rePort on
the exercise branded it hn outstanding success' in all regards, press
and other subsequent reports indicate that this was not entirely true
and that Army in particular experienced considerable problems and
difficulties in a number of key areas. The recent rePort of the Auditor-
General into the Army Reseme (ARes) noted, for example, that ARes
units responsible for important logistics functions during the exercise
had to be supplerrcnted with ARA personnel in order to meet their
responsibilities, and that K89 simply tested the principles of vital asset
protection rather than'the ability of specifiq dedicated ARes units to
defend previously defined vital assets within their designated areas of
responsibiliq/.22

More generally, the Auditor€eneral's report found that ARes
units responsible for logistics support functions have low posted

Desmond Ball, The Defence Presence in the Northern Territor5/,
in Desrrpnd Ball and ].O.Langtry (edsl, The Northqn Tenitny in
the Defarce of Australia: Gography, History, Ecornmy,lnfrasttucture
anil D$orce Pr6ance, Canberra Papers on Strategy and Defence
No.53, (Strategic and Defence Studies Centre, Australian National
University, Canberra 190), p.269. A similar condusion was
reached by Ross Babbage in A CmstToo Long.
The Auditor€eneral, Deprtmai of Defnce Australia's Army
R&roe, Audit Report No3 199G91, (Australian Covernment
Publishing Service, C:nberra, 1990), pp.20 and 12 respectively.
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strengths relative to combat units and that they are continuing to
experience difficulties in attracting and retaining technically skilled
personnel. It concluded that '[i]n terms of the organisation, allocation
and disposition of resourc€s, the ANAO [Australian National Audit
Officel does not believe that, overall, the ARes will be able to provide
logistics support at the levels inherent in defence polic5/, and that
'ARes Divisions are unable to be self-supporting without substantial
logistical assistance from ARA unib'. The Report was also highly
critical of the capacity of the ARes to carry out ib vital asset proEction
(VAP) role, arguing that the '[tlotal assets allocated to the Army in
general (and the ARes in particular) nationally would be insufficient to
defend those assets identified by one State alone', and that Eranpower
shortages and confusion over policy guidelines meant that the
'brigades responsible for VAP have been unable to exercise as brigades
within their areas of allotted responsibility for the past three years'.

The problem of recmiting and retaining sufficient personnel to
meet the needs of the ADF in peace and war is likely to increase rather
than decrease in the future. As Australia continues to modernise its
armed forces, the demand for specialist operators and technicians will
increase. This is evidenced by the experience of our malJr allies. ln
the American case, for example, Martin Binkin has shown that the ratio
of defence personnel requiring specialist 'civiliani skills to those
having general military skills has increased from around 28 per cent in
1945 to 47 per cent in 19&5. According to the author, the rlost
conspicuous change in this period has been in the electronics-related
occupations, which now account for more than 20 per cent of enlisted
jobs compared with less than 5 per cent at the end of the Second World
War.

Binkin went on to show that not only has the proportion of
technical pbs increased, but the technical complexity of many of the
jobs themselves - as well as the aptitude and educational standards
required of their occupants - has also grown. He conduded that
technological change will continue to shape the United States' armed
forces and its work force and that, contrary to the predictions of the
technologists, there will be an increasing demand for skilled workers
in the future:

The weight of the [historicaU evidence is that both
new and replacement weapons systems will demand
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evers-moreskilful operators and maintainers,
especially if the capabilities of new systems are to be
fully exploited. Thus prudent planners should
anticipate that the services' requirements for bright,
technologically literate individuals are unlikely to
diminish in the years ahead, and it is more than likely,
given the present cours€, that the need for such people
will grow conurrensurate with the complexity of the
systems being fielded.23
But the competition for the kind of higNy skilled workers

needed by the ADF will also increase as Australia's population ages
and ic civil industry is rcstructured. This was acknowledged by the
Defence Departrnent in a recent report on the implications of the baby
boom for ADF recruiting. The report stated that the number of 77-2U
yearolds in Australia - who are currently the ADFs principal source
of recruits - will actually decline over the Perid 1990 to 1997 and
perhaps beyond. Even allowing for optimistic proiections of
Australia's population growth over the first quarter of the next
century, the deparbnental report concluded that:

... there will be no easing of the recruiting situation, no
respite for Defence planners, trainers and recruiters.
The ADF will have to compete much rmre effectively
in a oay, pssibly inaeasingly, cottrptitirx tturleet place.
The presentation of the Defence employment package
may have to improve in real terms if the ADF is to get
a reasonable share of a finite resource.24
As noted by the Departnent, the competition for this declining

work base will intensify because Australian industry is also being
modernised and will require greater numbers of skilled personnel in
the future. Indeed, it is ironical that one of the greatest competitors for
skilled personnel is likely to be the high-technology defence industries

Martin Binkin, Military Tahnology anil Defnse Manpower, (The
Brookings Institutiory Washington DC, 1986), p.69.
Management Improvernent and Manpower Policy Division,
Depaitrnent of Defence, Occasional Paper No.l, 'An Echo of the
Baby Boom: Demographic Implications for the Future ADF', fune
1989, p.5 (emphasis added).
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that are being established in Australia as part of the Governnrenfs
plan to develop a more self-reliant defence posture.

The problems facing the ADF in peacetime are further
compounded by the fact that Australian businesses will be reluctant to
release skilled workers for any length of tirrp for military senrice and
that, in the north and northwest of the country in particular, the
services will be competing with police and other emergency and
community services for new recruits.25 Underlying these specific
problems is the prevailing attitude of a community whidr tends to be
indifferent to defence issues and generally critical of Australia's
current forces. The Wrigley Review, for example, found that some 60
per cent of Australians do not think that we can defend ourselves from
attack, and less than 25 per c€nt think that deferrce is either well
managed or that it is cost-effective. This led Wrigley to condude that:

... a corununity so lacking in crcnviction about the
soundness of our present defence preparations in the
face of a military threat of any substance, yet so
apparently unconcerned about their deficiencies, is
unlikely to feel moved easily or s(x)n to greater
involvement.26

The Strategy Will Be Difficult to Implement and May
Be Vulnerable to Certain High- and Low-Level Threate

It is not at all certain that the present posture provides a fully
effective means of dealing with all forms of aggression or threat. Our
continuing preference for high technology solutions to our defence
problems together with the increasing cost of modern weapons and
support systems means that we can only afford to purchase a small
number of each type of item. The relatively small size of our deftnce
inventory, together with our limited combat sustainability and a
higNy centralised communications, command and control system

2s See !.O.Langtry, The Northan Taritory in the Defence of Australia:
The Cioil-Military Nexus, Working paper No.22O (Strategic and
Defence Studies Centre, ^q,uiritian National University,
Canberra, November 1990), p5.26 Wrigley, The Defarce Force anil the Community, p.4S1.
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makes Australia's defence struchrr€ rmlnerable b a pre+mptive strike,
coercion by a nudear-armed adversary, and defeat in detail by a
similarly armed but better prepared adversary.

Sorne of these problerrur were alluded to in the 1988 Baker
Report, 'Report of the Study into ADF Command Arrangernents',
which detailed the ADFs evolving concepts of operations for both low
and higher level contingencie. In the latter case, the report stated that
the initial phases of any rnapr conllict (which might be preceded by a
perid of low-level operations designed to disperse Australian forces
even further) were likely to involve firstly, an air battle in which the
enemy attelnpts to gain sufficient control of the air to be able to launch
a lodgement force. This would be followed by an approach battle for
sea control and mntinued air control sufficient to permit passage of the
lodgement force to points of entry and the rcinforcement and
sustenarrce of forces once ashore. There then would be a lodgerrent
battle to s€cune the forces ashore, followed by a breakout battle to
secure the obiectives of the lodgement.

The report considered that in all these phases, the load on
Australia's air and maritime operations would be extserrcly high. It
warned against committing too rnany assets to any one phase of the
conflict, sayrng that 'Australia cannot afford to exhaust its air
capability in the air battle, for then the approach battle would probably
fail also. Similarly if the approach battle decimates the maritime
capability, the enemy will have greater freedom of action within
Australia'.27 But the deployrrcnt of smaller numbers of assets in each
phase - assuming that is possible in the heat of battle - will reduce
the prospects of successfully conducting that Phas€ and
simultaneously increase the risk to the forces that are used. Either
approach is likely to see the destn"rction of much of Australia's air and
maritime forces by the end of the early phases of the conllict. The
basic problem is that Australia has only a limited number of strike
aircraft and maritime surface combatants. It needs to manage these
assets carefully and avoid subiecting tlrem to circumstances that are
likely to incur high attrition rates.2E Yet Australia's defence strategy

Headquarters Australian Defence Forct, T,eport of the Study into
ADF Command Arrangements', [Baker Reportl, March 198&
p5.35.
In recognition of this, ttre RAAFs recently released Air Power
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and concept of operations spreads our forces out, commits them to set
battles on a piecemeal basis, and requires thern to operate at long
distances from their support bases and under conditions whictu in the
initial stages of the conflict at least, are likely to favour the adversary.

In the case of lowlevel cpnflict, Ross Babbage has argud,
with sorrr justificatiory that the layered defences that constitute
Australia's proposed defensive barrier would not be able to pr€vent
infiltration by a determined adversary and, more importantly,
attempb to do so could be selfdefeating. Acrording to Babbage, h
campaign of lowlevel harassments and raids against northern and
offshore Australia (and possibly PNG) would compel the Defence
Force to operate around the dock to detect, intercept, identify and
possibly arrest or attack potential intruders across the vast erpanses of
northern Australia and ie approaches'. Over time, the effectiveness of
Australia's defence forces would decline and the physical and political
cosb of seeking to counter the threat would rise. This would lead to
sections of the community questioning the desirability of rernaining
firm over the issues in dispute and placing increasing pressure on the
Australian Government to negotiate with the adversary. Babbage
further argued, again with pstificatior; that a strategy of denial and
escalation (which he claimed Dbb was actually advocating, and which
characterises the White Pape/s revised defence shategy) would suffer
similar problems.

If used in responee to low level contingencies
... [heavy bomber and submarine attacks on an
adversa4/s home bases and supply linesl could
encourage the large scale involvement of a hostile
rnalJr power in our immediate region and raise the
prospect of the opponent's unity and resilience being
strengthened and low level raids and harassrnents
continuing regardless for an indeterminate period.29

Manual cites 'attrition rnanagement' as one of the imperatives of
Australia's air war doctrine. RAAF Air Power Studies C-entre,
AAP 1000, Royal Australian Air Fnce Ab Pouter Manul, (Air
Power Studies Centre, Rlq.l{,Ir Base Fairbairn, Canberra, l9X)),
p.100.2e Babbage, Imking Beyond the Dibb Reprt, p.19.
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Babbage's solution to these problems was to incorporate into
Australia's defence posture a 'series of flexible resPonse options that
have stsong pobntial for forcing an oPPonent to sue for peace quickly
but which would not seriously risk an escalation of the conflict nor
provide shong incentives for hostile Powers to rush to our opponenfs
issistanc€'. These options could indude the mining of ports and
harbours, the provision of military assistance to dissident groups
within the adversary's own country, and tlre use of special forces to
conduct dandestine operations against the adversar/s armed forces,
ruling elites and civilian infrastructure. Apart from the fact that no
Australian government would be able to admit publicly that it was
countenancing such nesponses, it is difficult to see why an adversary
would view them any differently from those advocated by the White
Paper. ln this sense at least, the stratqS'y of leverage is simply a milder
form of the strategy of escalation and so would be subpt to the same
kinds of problems and restrainb.

The difficulties of responding to a range of low-level Pressures
applied across the breadth of Australia's ar€a of direct mi[tary interest
iJalso clear from the findings and observations of the aforementioned
Baker Report, which stated that Australia's military forces could be
involved in a number of concurrent security operations induding:

o the maintenance of an air defence identification zone
or zones across tlre north an'd northwestern
approaches to the Australian rnainland;

o the control of maritime approaches and the protection
of shipping lanes and focal points in the area under
threat as well as protection of coastal shipping routes
to and from that area;

o the protedion of an assigned land area of operations
which could sbetch from the Pilbara in the west to
north Queensland in the east. Within this area, the
ADF in concert with civil authorities would be
responsible for detecting intrusions, following up
reports of unusual activities and protecting vital
assets;

r the
and

security of offshore territories and insallations;
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o rear area security laqgely against Errorist attacks.
The report acknowledged that tirne and space considerations

make eadr of ttrese tasks extremely difficult to accomplish. The
requirement to control the air space in Australia's approaches, for
example, was seen as a 'demanding'task tecause of the likely size of
the area involved'. In the case of rnaritirrc contnol and probction of
shipping, the report stated that a 'furdamental problem is the size of
the area to be controlled requiring tlre constant and careful reallocation
of resources between tasks to ensure effectiveness in a range of
circumstances. Indezil it ttuy yooe imyrcticable to a&ime anything like
an impnetrable funiq'.N Similar problems wer€ forecast for
Australia's ground forces wher€, in order to provide the necessary
response times, it was argued that a balance would have to be struck
tetween the dispersion of forces, the concentration of mobility assets
and the transport dernands of logistic support to deployed elements'.3l

In addition to these operational problems, many of whidt
were borne out by lGngaroo 89, the present strategy of defence'in-
depth has the potential to pose the Government a number of acute
political dilemmas. Australia's declared area of direct military interest
incorporates a range of independent nation states and territories as
well as large tracb of international waterways. Any attempt to
exercise military control over these areas in peacetime or, more
particularly, in times of Ension or undeclared hostilities, will involve a
host of political, legal and practical difficulties which will serve to
complicate our nesponse options and undermine the deterrent effect of
our defence posture.

A more general concern is that Aushalia's new strategy, or at
least those elemenb of it concerned with proiecting military power
into our region of interest, rnay s€rve eventually to undermine rather
than maintain or enhance our presently stable and relatively benign
strategic environnrent. Although largely defensive in outlook,
Australia's evolving defence posture will contain an increasing
number and range of force elencnts which could be used to attack or
threaten to attack the homelands of countries in Ausbalia's area of

Headquarters Australian Defence Forc€, ?eport of the Study into
ADF Command Arrangenrents', p.5 22 (emphasis added).
lbiil.,p5.24.

30
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dir€ct military interest or even, as the 1987 Whib Paper rnakes clear,
beyord. While such capabilities may rnake sense from a purely
military point of view - although this has been the subiect of some
debate 32 - they could also raise suspicions and fears within our
region over AusEalia's longer term military obiertives, and so
stimulate or reinforce the build-up of similar military capabilities by
other states, or encourage them to seek assistance from extra-regional
powers. In times of crisis, our possession of long-range strategic strike
assets could even provoke others into attacking Australia first either to
gain the strategic initiative or to lessen the impact of (from the
opponenfs perspective) impending military conflict. These broader
political and security implications tend to be ignored by our defence
plianners, and yet they can have a profound effect on our strategic
circumstances and on the task of ensuring Australia's security. This is
particularly so given the way we plan and structure our forces not on
the basis of the rnotivations and intentions of prospective adversaries,
but rather on tlre enduring features of our geosbatqgic environment
and the broad range of capabilities that either exist or are likely to exist
within the region.S

The Strategy and its Response
Options Are Divorced from Reality

When examining Australia's current defence postur€, one is
struck by the mismatch between our existing military capabilities and
our threat environrrcnt. Australia's defence capabilities are already
very significant by regional standards, and they are currently being
enhanced. Yet both the White Paper and the earlier Dbb Review
made it clear that Australia is one of the most secure countries in the
world. It facns no identifiable direct military threat, nor is it likely to
for at least the foreseeable future, and it would take at least 10 years

See Andrew Mack, D$arce Vqsus Offnce: Thc Dibb R@iaD anil its
Crtfics, Working Paper No.14, (Peace Research Crnbe, Australian
National University, C-anberra, 1988).
This point has been well made by W.B.Pritchett in a paper entitled
The Dibb Report Strategy and Force Structurd, presented to the
Australian Fabian Society C-onference on Australia's Defence,
Melbourne, 2-3 August 1986.
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and massive external suPPort for a regional Power to develop the
capacity to pose a significant military threat to Australia (the exception
to this rules lies in the area of ballistic missile and chemical and
nuclear weapons bchnology, to which Australia's current defence
force structure is particularly vulnerable). These iudgements are
consistent with the findings and condusions of official strategic
guidance docurrrents for at least the past 15 years,3[ and were again
confirmed in the recent Wrigley Review.

The discrepancy between Australia's threat environment and
its military capacity is also evident when we comPare Australia's
prospective defence force structure with ttre types of threats we are
ludged most likely to be confronted by. Official guidance states on the
onehand, that furure military threats to our security - if they octur at
all - will probably be carried out by inegular forces using
unconventional tactics such as sabotage armed harassment and
guerilla warfare. On the other hand, Australia's defence forces are
being equipped with modern weaPons platforms and associated
snpport Jystems, such as the FA-18 combat aircraft and guided missile
desiroyers, and are being organised and trained to conduct
conventional militaqy operations against similarly armed adversaries.
Many of these force elements are inappropriate for combatlng
saboleurs and other political or quasi-military threats. Indeed, their
use could serve to inflame or escalate some future political crisis or
low-level military conflict. It could be argued that the high-technology
elements of Australia's defence force structure provide a measure of
escalation control, since their Prcsence would deter a prospective
adversary escalating or threatening to escalate a conflict in order to
achieve his political objectives. Yet there is currently no country in the
region presently capable of carrying out such a threat. Australia is
better armed than and spends more on defence than all of its ASEAN
neighbours combined. In the abserrce of these capabilities in the

u See Department of Defence, 'trGy Elements in the Triennial
Reviews of Strategic Guidance Since 1945', Submission to the
Inquily of the Joint Comrnittee on Foreign Affairs, Defence and
Trade into The Marugement of Aushalia's Defance, (Australian
Government Publishing Service, C-anbena, 1987). Submissions
and Incorporated Documents, Hanuril, 17 February 1987,
ppS30G18.
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rcgion, tlre possession by Austsalia of offensive stsike weapons
combined with the bellicose rhetoric emanating from Canberra in
r€cent tirnes, will simply remind our near neighbours of their
vulnerability to an Australian attack or threat of attack and, as
decribed earlier,lead them to respond in kind.

Some continuing mismatch between Australia's defence
capabilities and its threat environnrent is inevitable and probably
necessary given that we need military forces to cover future and
unforeseen o<igencies. As noted in DOA 87 and other poUcy guidance
documents, Australia's strategic circumstances are characterised by
change and uncertainty, and it is prudent for us to have in place
deferrce policies and capabilities which insure us against the possible
military consequences of such developments. It can also be trgud,
however, that rather too much is being made of these uncertainties.
Thedeftnce establishment seems to be engaged in a search for threats

- both real and irnagined - whidr will iustify its present and
prcie'ctd stmcture and straEgies, and whose aPPearance will forestall
the proopect of future cub to the defence budget following the 'end of
the Cold War/ and the reduction in miliAry Ension and conflict in our
region.

The continuing differences are also caused by the reluctance of
our leaders to relinquish or change long-standing and cherished
values, strategies, structures and weapons sysbrns. Thus military and
politico-military solutions continue to be given pride of place in
Australia's revised regional security policies.3s Australia's mi[tary
struchrres and forces are little clranged from thoee of the 1950s and
1960s, despite the wholesale ard fundamental clranges in our strategic
circurnstancEs.36 Although the ADF's operational command structure
is now based on three seParate pint force commands - Maritime
Comrnand,Iand C-ommand and Air Command - these differ largely
in name only from their single+ervice predecessors. And, in spite of
their formal rcmoval from tlre operational chain of command, the

MilitarY Dimensions of Australia's
Regional Security Posture', in Greg Fry (edJ, Australb's Regfrnd
Snnity,(Allen & Unwin, Sydney, l99l\,pp.8S95.

36 For an elaboration of this argument, see Graene Cheesernary
'C-ontradictions in Australia's Defence Poliqr The Iegacy of
Insecurig/, Aushalian lounul ot' Political Science, (forthcoming).
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service Chiefs and their staffs continue to exert cronsiderable authority
over military policy, induding operational policy.3z

Beyond this, there are still too many headquarters - arising in
large part from the fact that the ADF command stmcture continues to
comprise an admixture of functional and regional organisations - yet,
paradoxically, military planning continues to be too highly centralised.
Considerable confusion and conflict remains over what the roles and
responsibilities of the respective pint force commarxCs should be in
operations and especially in relation to the deployment and control of
air assets. At a lower level, Army continues to base the organisation of
Australia's ground forces around the divisional stmcture even though
there is mounting evidence that the division and its basic building
blocks rnay be inappropriate for meeting runy of the current and
contingent tasks of Australia's ground forces. This is clear from the
establishment of Norforce and its parent headquarters in Northern
Australia and from the difficulties associated with vital asset
protection.

Further evidence that Army's basic structures rnay need to be
changed or modified can be found in both the Wrigley Review and the
1990 report of the Auditor4eneral into the Army Reserve. This
second report noted that the structure of the ARes closely mirr,ors the
ARA organisational structure from the divisional level down. Yet it
found that 'the low level of ARes membership particularly in terms of
"effective" and "efficient" members ... is insufficient to iustify [thisl
divisional status'. Moreover,

... the heavily layered system of control (ranging from
the Army Office through to the Command, Dvisional
and MD organisations) has resulted in little incentive

37 See Graeme Cheeseman and Desmond Ball,'Australian Defunce
Decision-Making: Actors and Processes', in Desmond Ball and
Cathy Downes (eds), Secunty anil Defmce:Prcifrc anil GIoful
Perspath;es, (Allen & Unwiry Sydney, 1990), pp.25F67; and
Graeme Cheeseman, The Military Profession and Defence Policy'
in Hugh Smith (ed.), The Military Profession in Australia,
(Australian Defence Studie Centre, Australian Defence Force
Academy, C-anberra, 1 988), pp.9-25.
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or scope for command administration to innovate and
the duplication of activity at each level.3E
It can be argued, then, that the Hawke Government and its

advisers have chosen a defunce posture which is probably too
expensive to implerrcnt fully, is beyond the capacity of the ADF in its
current form to carry out effectively, is rnaking us trpre rather than
less reliant on the United States an4 in spite of the huge annual
outlays on defence, may still leave us vulnerable to certain low- and
high-level threats to our security. The Governmenfs strategy of
deferrceindepth is too removed from strategic reality, focusing almost
entirely on phantom threats and improbable contingencies, and
emphasising haditional military structures and weapons systerns
which are both costly and inappropriate. The emphasis on developing
and maintaining a high+echnology military structurc is diverting our
attention and resources away from our real security needs. It is also
leading us to pursue a defence industry Policy which is neither
advisable nor feasible over the longer term.

Sonre of these problems and deficiencies are probably an
inevitable @nsequenoe of the enduring factors in our national security
equation. These include the absence of an identifiable threat, our
unique and in many respects difficult geostrategic circumstances, and
our relatively limited population and financial base. But they are
compounded by certain other features of Australia's defence posture
which are largely self-imposed and can be altered or changed to either
remove or ameliorate the difficulties they cause. These latter features
include our determination to control our surrounding environment by
militaly means, to engage prospective adversaries well forward of the
Australian mainland and to retain the capacity to strike at their
homelands and forward bases, to maintain our traditional and quite
extensive links with our principal allies, and to cpntinue to advocate
traditional conventional military structures and stateof-the-art
weapons and technolqgies. In searching for more effective ways of
providing for Australia's future defence requirements, we need to go
beyond the external factors that tend to dominate departnental
thinking on the subiect and critically examine these underlytng
assumptions and issues as well.

3E The Auditor4eneral, Dqartmmt of Defnce: Australia's Army
R*nn,p.37.
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ESTABLISHING A MORE COHERENT, VIABLE AI{D
COST-EFFECTTVE DEFENCE POSTI,'RE

The basic task of the government and its policy advisers
should be to revise or replace Australia's current defence poshrre with
one which:

o rcduces the planned task to asset ratio of the ADF;

o increases our capacity to deal with existing and rul
threats to our security while retaining a residual
capacity to meet remote but potentially more serious
contingencies should they arise;

. htter matches our defence structures and capabilities
to existing and proiercted resourc€s; and

o reduc€s our reliance on the United States for the
continuing supplyof crucial components and services.

For their part, the services must be prepared critically to review their
existing structures and operational concepts, to relinquish or revise
certair long-held and cherished values and beliefs, and to consider
alternative approaches to the present orthodoxy.

Step 1. Reduce the Size of Australia's Area of
D fu€ct Military Interest

A first step towards achieving these obiective would be to
restrict the ADFs future militaqy operations to a much srnaller
geographic area coverin& say, the Australian mainland and our
territorial waters, and rely primarily on non-military means to meet
our broader obiectives of enhancing both global and regional security
and pronroting a sense of shategic crcmmunity between us and our
immediate neighbours. Examples of these latter measures would
include increased economic aid and other assistance to countries in
Southeast Asia and the South Pacific, the establishrnent of a regional
peacekeeping force which would operate under the auspices of the
United Nations, the extension of the current South Pacific Nuclear Free
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Zone to cover ASEAN, the Indian Ocean or Southeast Asia, specific
arms control measures such as bans on chemical weapong and the
introduction of long-range ballistic missiles, and regional or bilateral
confidence-building measures or cfi)perative agreernents (military
transparency agreements, notification of exercises, exchange of
military obsenrers, establishment of conflict resolution prccdures,
and so on)39

A more focused defence posture would reducn the ADF's
mission to more manageable proportions. Since Australia's defence
forces would be concemed only with the defence of our rnainland and
interests, the task of planning for and conducting future military
conflicts would be less complicated than at present. We would have a
simple and legitimate test of aggression and ill-intenh the
transgression of Australia's sovereign air and sea space. Military
operations would not be hampered by political considerations flowing
from the need to operate within international waterways or across the
territories of other nation states. A military strategy that was limiH
to the Australian mainland and surrounding maritime zone would
rule out the need for a range of high-technology weapons systems and
capabilities such as aircraft cariers, missilecarrying destroyers and
frigates, and long-range submarines. As the Wrigley Review has
argued, it would enable us to plan our logistics support systems
around the edsting civilian infrastructure. And it would serve to limit
the diversion of our attention and military resources away from the
defence of Australia itself.

Step 2. Adopt a Non-Provocative or Non-Offensive Defence Posture

These advantages could be extended if Aushalia were to
utilise the concept of non-provocative or non-offensive defence (NOD),
which re-emerged as part of the strategic debate in Europe in the mid-
1980s, and is seen by its advocates as providing a means of

39 Possible initiatives in some of these areas are desaibed in the
rccent statement by Australia's Minister for Foreign Affairs and
Trade, Senator Gareth Evans, on Australia's Regbtul Saurity. For
a critique of the Evans statement, see Greg Fry (ed.), Australia's
Rcgbnal Secuity, (Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 191).
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overcoming the dilemmas and dangers posed by thu strategies of
conventional or extended deterrence.{O

Nonoffensive defence systems exhibit two basic features'
First, as the name itself implies, they are defunsive in naturre. This
meiuur that non-offensive defence Postures do not contain the means to
attack or threaten to attack other states. Force stmchlres are made
purely defensive by restricting ttre range and strategic mobility of
individual force eiements, deliberately omitting offensive military
components - such as long-range missiles, bombers or aircraft
ca"tiers - from the overall structure, or by linking mobile units to
stationary networks, thereby effectively imnrobilising the whole force
struchrre.4l These kinds of constraints can be applied voluntarily, or
they could be implemented as part of a series of formal cooPaatioe
r".itti,y attangett ents between idversaries or-PoEntial adversaries.42
Faced by p,rrety defensive forc€s, the rational opponent who has no
ug$"$iu" intentions of his own need make no miliary response at all.
Irio]n-offensive defence strategies therefore reduce the grounds for
arTui races and provide the basis for establishing a stable balance of
power at a much lower level of arms. Because they are non-

aO See, ior example, Barry Buzary An lntroiluction to Strategic Stuilia,
Military Techiology anil lntqrutbnat Relatiotts, (Macmillan Press/
Internitional Institute for Strategic Studies, London, 798n'
Chapter 17; Geoftrey Wisemary Common Searity anil.- Non-
prutocatiue Defnce Altermtioe ApPwcha to the Security A-Iantru,
Monograph No.Z Geace Research Centrc, Aushalian National
Univeisity, C-anberra, 1989); and Diebich Fischer, Ptaaiing War
in theNuilur Age, (Rowman and Allanheld, New Jersey,Tg84').
See Dieter S. futz, On theThary of Structural lnability to l-aunch an
Attack,( Institut fur Friedensforschung und Sicherheitspoliti\
University of Hamburg, 1988). Some preliminary ideas on how
such a policy would be applied in Austsalia's case a1e gven in
Derek Woolner, Force Structure Optiotrs f- tlv Australian Defnce
Force Llnilq a Policy of Defasioe Defarco Iegislative Research
Services Monograph, (Departrnent of the Parliamentary Ubrary'
Canberra 1988).
Stan Windass and Eric Grove, Tln Ctucible of Pence Comnnn
Suurity in Europe, (Brassey's Defence Publishers, Londory 1988),
pp.1G11.

47
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thrcatening non-offensive strategies also rcduce the risk of unintended
or inadvertent war by reducing the incentives for a preemptive
attack.lil

The second basic feature of nonoffensive defence postures is
that they seek to provide an effective and credible defence against
blatant aggression or an unpremditabd attack. The proponenb of the
concrpt recognise that there are situations wlrere a state rnay be
confronbd by an irrational or aggressive adversary. It therefore seeks
to provide an effective rneans of deErring and, if neqessary, defuating
such an adversary. Ttris generally means making the forces of the
defence hard to attack and difficult to defeat, and the defendey's own
territory expensive to invade or ocupy. ln satisfying these obiectives,
non-offensive defence strategies seek to exploit new defensive
technologies and the advantages of local terrairy and they give
emphasis to such notions as defence-indepth, sustainability a d
endurance in defence, decentralised and dispersed deployments, delay
and denial tactics, and self-reliance.'14

The formal adoption of a non-offensive defence poshu€ would
provide a clearer and less ambiguous signal to other ctuntriee in the
region that Australia has no aggressive intentions towards thern This
would serve to reduce the grounds for mutual suspicion and fear and
remove or at least reduce the action-reaction component of any
regional arms dynamic. By eschewing the ability to launch a surprise
attack against a potential adversary and reducing the vulnerability of
our own military forces to a preemptive attack, a non-offensive
defence posture - especially if reciprocated by other states in the
region - also lessens the chances of a future political or low-level
military conflict from escalating out of control. If combined with the

Marlies ter Borg and Wim A.Smit (d$,Non-ProoocatioeDefenceas
a Pinciple of Arms Conttol anil its ltttplications for ,4s*ssing D$arce
Technologia, (Free UniversityPress, Amsterdam, 1989), Chapter 1.
See, for example, Egbert Boeker and Lutz Unterseher,
'Emphasising Defence in Frank Barnaby and Marlies Er Borg
(eds), Emaging TuhrcIogia and Military Doctrine A Politiul
Aswsmant, (Macmillary london, 1985), pp.89-109; and Birrn
Moller,'A Non€ffensive Maritime Strategy for the Nordic Area:
Sorre Preli^inary Ideas', Paper presentd to the Albrnative
Defense Working Group Boston Massachusetts, 9 February 1987.
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kind of regional and/or bilateral cooperative security measures and
agreements described earlier, an Australian nonoffmsive defuncn
posture would provide the basis for a stable balance of power within
the region at existing or even reduced levels of arrnaments. Thus, in
contrast to our present open-ended approach, NOD provides a
possible means of reducing both the scale of Australia's security
problems and our expenditure on military solutions to tlrese problems.
In addition to these largely political and strategic benefits, an
appropriate non-offensive defence posture could provide a mor€
effective anC ultimately less expensive sysEm of defence. The
elimination of high-technology offensive weaporrs s)rstems, such as the
F-111 aircraft, and their support facilities, would enable us to buy more
for the sanre or less, to redistribute the skilled personnel released into
other areas of the defence force, and to reduce our reliance on ovenseas
sources of supply and logistic support.

A more focused and fully non-offensive defence posture is not
without its disadvantages and problenrs, howwer. It would be
vulnerable to an enemy who attacks or threatens to attack the system
with missiles or other offensive lveapons laundred from his olvn
country. [t would allow an aggr€ssor to concentraE his forces and
launch his initial and followup attacls with impunity. It would limit
our own strategic r€sponse options, reduce our capacity to defend
remote interests such as overseas possessions or shipping routes, and
ensure that military conflict, should it occur, would take pl,ace on or
near our own territory. And, since a nonoffensive defence posture
would limit our capacity to provide direct assistance to a remote
country in times of encrgency or war, rule out certain pint activitim
and exercises, and rule out the stationing of allied bases or offensive
forces on Australian territory, it could call inb question, or at least
complicaE, our continuing alliance relationships.4S

45 Sorne of these are discussed in Graene Cheesemary Thc
Application of the Principla of Non0ffensioe Defence Bryonil
Europe: Some Prelimimry Qbwoahots, Working Paper No.7E,
(Peace Research Centre, Australian National University,
Canber4 1990). See also David Gates, Non-Offatsioe Defarce A
Strategb Contradiction?, (Alliance Publishers for the lnstituE for
European Defence and Strategic Studies, Londory 198n.
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These disadvantages and problems r€present important
constraints and should not be ignored in any consideration of whether
or not to adopt a non-offensive defence posture. But nor should they
be used to dismiss the concept out of hand. To begin witf; many of
the disadvantages cited begin to apply only after military conflict, and
high-level conflict at that, has broken out. The principal benefit of a
non-offensive defence posture is that, if suctesful, it would prevent or
at least reduce the prospecb of such a conflict ocrurring in the first
place. In the case of a potential missile or chemical rveapons threat, it
is far more sensible to seek to prevent the thrcat fi,om emerging than to
put in place expensive and precarious cures. And, although the formal
adoption of a non-offensive defence posture would complicate
Australia's alliance relationships, it should not have to terminate them.
The advocates of a non-offensive defence poshrre for NATO forces in
Europe had no difficulty envisaging a coordinated approadt to their
continued defence. Australia could continue to uclunge intelligence
and other information with its allies. It presumably would not be
prevented from continuing to purchax weapons and equipments from
the United States or other members of the Western community. The
Australian Governnrent could continue to iustify the retention of the
ioint defence facilities at Pine Gap and Nurmnga in terms of their
contribution to the verification of existing arms control agreements.
And we could continue to provide assistance to UN peacekeeping and
other operations intended to help others defend themselves against
aggression. It could also be argued that any improvement in
Australia's selfdefence capacity would be consistent with the basic
tenets of the 1969 Guam Doctrine and subsequent elaborations of
United States policy on the responsibilities of ib friends and allies in
the region.

Step 3. Revise Australia's Basic Strategy for Defending its More
Limited Area of Operations against Anned Attack or Threat of
Attack

The defence of even this rcduced area of operations against all
levels of threat remains a formidable task, however, requiring more
assets than we either possess now or are likely to have in the future.
We need therefore to reexamine our present strategy and concept of
operations for defending the Australian mainland and surrounding
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maritime zone against aggression or threat of aggression. A range of
military and non-military non-offensive defence stategies has been
proposed in the literature; the most oornmon categories are shown in
Table 1.

Table 1: Military and Non-Military Non€ffensive
Defence Strategies

Milihry
Sbategies

Non-Military
Suategies

Rontier
Defence

Territorial
Defence

Para-military
or Guerilla
Warfare

Civilian
or Social
Defence

Meet and deehoy eneury forcts in
approadres a at 0re border ofown
telrit6y
Rght memy fore on own t€rritory.

Use cpnvendonal or unconventional
armed forces to haras invadingor
occnpying forces.

Use non-violmt resistance (strik€,
boycotts, geslows, urase non-coqperation,
etc.) to haras occupying force
and/or their puppet regimee ln order
to underurine their authority and to
maintain the morale of the local
population.

As noted at the beginning of this paper, Australia's defence
planners have chosen to adopt a conventional military posturc which
combines the concepts of a barrier and frontier defence. The rnore
'extreme', non-military options have been dismissed out of hand as
they 'were not considered appropriate to Australia's strategic
circumstances or the inclinations of the people'.45 Yet both guerilla
warfare and civilian or social defence rnay be the most effective and
ultimately the only means available to Australia for defending itself
against c€rtain forms of (mainly high-level) threab. A study of the
strategy and tactics of guerilla or revolutionary warfare may also

M Paul Dibb, Rmiau of Australia's Defance Capbilitia, Report to the
Minister for Defence, (Aushalian Governrnent Publishing Service,
Canberra 7986),p.49.
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provide us with insights into how we should structure and deploy our
forces to deal with very low-level threats to Ausbalia's security in
peacetime.4T

P ua-military or Guerilla W arf are

Guerilla warfare can be crcnducted by regular or militia forces
operating behind enemy lines with the task of harassing the invading
forces and destroying their lines of communications. It is more usually
conceived as a strategy which is put into effect only after the
ocrupation of the counbD/ and the cessation of militaqy hostilities
(hence its lack of favour with the permanent defence establishment).
As described in the report of the Alternative Defence Commissiory4S
there are three main forms of guerilla warfare: prtiunwarfare, which
has as ib principal obptive the destmction of the opponent's military
forces; and urban gurilla warfare and political terrorism, which are
essentially para-military strategies that seek to undermine the political,
economic and psychological basis of military occupation and thus
bring about either the collapse of the local puppet regime or the
voluntary withdrawal of the invader.

Guerilla warfare could serve as an appropriate strategy for a
srnall and militarily weak country which is confronted by a.
overwhelmingly superior opponent, or one that is armed with nuclear
weapons. If used in conjunction with other conventional military
defence strategies it can enhance the overall deterrent effect of the
defence posture, but by itself has only limited deterrent value since its
threatened response is both delayed and diffuse. It does not have the
same destructive potential as a nuclear or rnapr conventional war
although it is not without violence. Its principal drawbacks are:

This point has been made in passing with respect to the Malayan
Emergency by Jol langtry inTIlr NorthqnToritory in the Defmce
of AustralinThe Cioil-Military Nexus, pp.lTl6.See also Stewart
Wmdman and David Horne/s paper, above.
Alternative Defence Commission, Defence Witlwut the Bomb: The
Report of the Altunatfuie Det'ence Commission, (Taylor and Francis,
london and New York, 1983), Chapter 6.
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. it tends to blur the distinction between combatants

and non-combatants and so invites reprisals against
the civilian population and the repression of society in
general;

. it can be socially divisive and can give rise to
indiscriminate acts of terrorisrn" criminal violence and
armed conllict between rival guerilla groups or
underground political organisations;

. it cannot directly prevent invasion or an annd attack
against specific targets; and

. it would probably require outside assistance to have a
significant military impact or to achieve military
victorY'4e

These deficiencies apply mainly to urban guerilla warfare and
political tenorism and are most severe within the qontext of a largely
urbanised society that has been completely subjugated by an invader.
The strategy of partisan warfare would have considerable appeal
where an invader had occupied, say, the northern half of Australia and
was still engaged in a campaign against the ADF in the southeastern or
western corner of the countrv.

N on-military Resist ance or Ciailian Defence

Non-military or civilian resistance is resistance by the civilian
population in the form of strikes, boycotts, civil disobedience, mass
non-cooperatiory and so on.50 Civilian defence rests on the fact that

For a critique of the application of a guerilla warfare shategy to
Australia, see Andrew Mack, 'The Sbategy of Non-Military
Defence' in Desmond Bdl (ed.), Strategy anil Defence: Australian
Essrays, (Allen & Unwiry Sydney, 7982), pp.l48{9; and Ralph
Summy, 'An Australian Alternative Defence Strategy: From
Swords and Spears to Shields and Snares', Social Altqwtioa,
(Vol.5, No.2), 7987, pp.2G34.
See Altemative Defence Commission, Defatce Without tle Botttb,
Chapter 7; Gene Sharp, Making Europe Unconquaable: Tle Potantial
of Cioilian-based Deterrance anil Defance, (Taylor and Francis,
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rulerc depend on the cooperation, or at least compliance of the
population at large if they are to function ProPerly. Its basic aim is to
deprive the ocorpying power or its client reginc of this social power
bl rnaking the government of the country as difficult as possible,
maintaining the values, institutions and general culture of the
ocrupied countqr, sowing dissent ordisaffection among the occttpytng
forces, rrnbilising support or sympathy annng the aggressot/s own
population or ruling elites or those of its supporters and allies, and
mobitising international opinion or sanctions against the attacker.

Civilian defence is in many ways the political equivalent to
partisan guerilla warfare, and as such, is characterised by rnany of the
same virtr.res and limiations of that strategy. Ul<g guerilla warfare, it
rnay be an effective strategy for a country which is faced by an
overwhelmingly superior opponent or by one which would have no
qualms about using nuclear weaPorut. Civilian defence is a viable
strategy against internal threab or the overthrow of an elected
government by the armed forces. It is unlikely to visit massive
destruction on society. It has some deterrent value, especially when
used as a backup to conventional military strategies, but because it is a
strategy of protracted stmggle against an ocrupying army, an
opponent may be prepared to risk future problems in order to gain an
immediate advantage. The reactive nahre of civilian defence means
that it is not a good stratqly for defending specific targets or for
recovering them quickly. It cannot be used to protect remote locations
or interests or to ensure continuing supplies of raw rnaterials where

Londory 1985); and Anders Boserup and Andrew Mack, War
Without Wupotts:Non-Violenu in National Defarce, (Schocken
Bool$, New York, 19751. For a discussion of the potential role of
civilian defence in Australia, see Andrew Mack, The Strategy of
Non-Military Defencei; Pehr J. Murphy, Cioilian Defmce A Useful
Cunponent of Australia's D$atce Structure?, Working Paper No.93,
(Stritegic and Defence Shrdies Centrc, Australian National
University, Canberra, 1985); Peter |ones, 'Choosing Australia's
Defetrcd ,- Pree Dwsiq 22, Victorian Association for Peace Studies,
April 1989; and PeEr D. Jones and Senator Jo Valentine,
Tiansarrnament A Prcposal to Widen the Defence Debate' in
Cheeseman and Kettle (eds), The Nal Australinn Militatbm,
Chapter 8.
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these have to come from external or remote sources. Nor does the pure
strategy of civilian defence lend iself to bilateral or multilaEral
defence arrangemenb and so it provides less scope than military
defence for collective security arrangerrents. Civilian defence is a
difficult concept to implement. It may also be susceptible to coercion
and repression (although it is less likely b attract the sarre kind of
armed responses as a strategy of guerilla warfare).

As indicated by these two examples, and the problems
associated with Australia's current military shategy, the various
strategies for non-offensive defence have different strengths and
weaknesses. As a rule, conventional military strategies are effective
against conventional military threats, but can be inappropriate for
dealing with non-military pressures or internal threats. Their
effectiveness ultimately depends on the size and capacity of the
national economy and on the determination and will of the people.
Conventional defences of any size are expensive to develop and
maintain and, confronted by a large enough adversary, can eventually
be defeated or overrun. They are also vulnerable to attack or threat of
attack by nuclear and chemical weapons. Guerilla warfare and civilian
defence, on the other hand, are essentially strategies against
occupation. They are less suitable for deterring or defeating military
attacks on, or incursions into, remote or unpopulated regions. But the
former can be used to great effect to harass and destroy an invadey's
combat forces, lines of communications and base support areas while
the latter cary overtime, undermine his willingness to remain.
Properly organised, they require .rn adversary to deploy
disproportionate forces to contain them, they are difficult to defeat,
and they can be sustained for long periods of time with no or only
limited rlesources.

The growing consensus among most writers on the subiect is
that an effective non-offensive defence posture should comprise a
mixture of conventional military, para-military and non-military
strategies, all aimed at denying the aggressor an easy victory or the
anticipated gains of his actions.St The relative importance of each

51 fohan Galtung, "Transarmamenh From Offensive to Defensive
Defense', lourrul of Puce Rmrch, (Vo1.21, No.2), l98/., pp.727-39.
See also lack D. Salmon, 'Can Non-violence be Combined with
Military Means for National DefenseT, lourrul of Pwe Rawdt,
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strategy and its role within the overall posture would vary from
country b country in accordance with its particular political and geo-
strategic cirormstances. Such broadly based, non-offensive defence
postures have been adopted by a number of European neutrals such as
Sweden, Switzerland, Austria and Eire.52 Australia would do well to
follow their example rnre dosely and adopt a defence posture of
interlocking military and non-military strategies rather than continue
to pursue its current single (and flawed) strategy of military defence-
indepth.

Step 4. Make Greater Use of Existing Civilian
Tedrnologies and Assets

A fourth step towards improving the effectiveness and self-
reliance of our current postur€ is to nnve down the technology
ladder. Although Australia clearly needs to utilise selected advanced
technologies to overconrc the constraints imposed by its geography
and limited population, there is no reason why these have to be
military technologies. At the lower end of the threat spectrum in
particular, Australia should be able to make much greater use of
existing civilian resources and assets than it does at present. Although
the Minister for Defence has recently directed that his Departrnent
move in this direction, the focus to date has been on civilianising
existing support structures. Little consideration is being given to
Australia's operational asseb, yet clearly there is scope to replace a
number of existing or forecast equipnents used in lowlevel
contingerrcies - such as surveillance and transport aircraft and
communications systems - \ rith cheaper civilian equivalents, and to
make much greater use of existing Federal and State agencies to

(Vol25, No.l), 1988, pp.69{0.52 For a description of some of these, see Adam Roberts, Nations in
Arms:TlrcThary anil Practbe of Taitodal Defance, Second Edition,
(Macmillan/International Institute for Strategic Studies, Iondon,
l9ti6); Sven Hellman, The Concept of Total Defence' in Robert
ONeill (&), Tlrc Defarc of Aushalia: Funilamaial Nat Aspats,
(SUategic and Defence Studies Centrc, Australian National
University, Canberra 1977), pp27-38; and David Martiry Armed
N eutrality for Australia, (Drummond, Melbourne, 1984).
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protect Australian asseb and infrastructure against a range of low-
level threats.53

As argued by the Wrigley Review, some of tlre advantages of
making greater use of the existing civilian infrasEucture and assets are
that it would reduce existing training and operating costs, reduce
duplication of equivalent military and civilian services, lessen the
conflicts and tensions that curen0y arise in mixed military and
civilian establishments, and increase productivity. The replacement of
a range of military equipments with comparable civilian items would
also provide a better basis for establishing a morte self-reliant system of
logistics support, it would help defray research ard develoPrnent
costs, and ease the task of establishing and maintaining a competitivq
indigenous defence indu stry.

Step 5. Institute a New and Sbeamlined
Functional Command Structure

A further step towards a more effective defence Posture would
be to simplify Australia's existing comrnand structure and
reorganise it along purely functional lines with planning, resource
rvmagement and operational responsibilities being delegated as far as
possible down the chain of command. A number of diffurent options

53 For sorne useful observations on this latter possibili9, see
f.O.Langtry, The Det'arce Para-military Manpowa Dilmtmt Militia
or Constabuhly?, Working Paper No.131, (Strategic and Defence
Studies Centre, Australian National University, Canbera,
1987). Langtry argues that a number of the tasks currently given
to Australia's military forces in lower level contingencies would
be more effectively carried out either by various State Emergency
Services, by State or Federal police, or by special para-milita4y or
auxiliary police forces which would be formed at the times of
emergency.In his view, these latter forces '... could aPPly
whatever police powers where necessa{y better than any military
or militia force, especially in those "grey" areas or circumstances
between peace and war when the government may not wish to
declare a defence emergency and would prefer to "conduct
business as usual"[p.10]'.
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could be pursud, including those described in the 1984 and 1987
Cross reporb and the 19&5 VCDF Reportsa One option that could be
considered would be to reorganise Australia's defence forces into two
basic components: one responsible tor ilaling zrifft existing and
foreseen problems and threats to our secrrrity, the other tasked with
Werying pr more remote yet potentially more serious contingencies
(Figure 1). The first basic task could be given to a reorganised
Maritirne Command which would have under it the present Northern
Command and would be made responsible for:

o the surveillance of Australia's air and maritime
approaches;

o tracking and intercepting, where necessary, incursions
into Aushalia's airspace and ib Exclusive Economic
Zone;

o liaising with, and providing support to, civilian and
para-military organisations - such as Customs,
Transport and Communications, Natural Disasters
Organisatiory and the various State police and
emergency services - charged with protecting us
against low-level threats; and

. providing a centralised command, control,
communications and intelligerrce facility to support
these activities.ss

Joint Committee on Foreign Affairs and Defence, The Australian
Defarce Force lts Structure and CoryUlitia, (Australian
Government Publishing Service, Canberra, 1984), Chapter 7; ]oint
Committee on Foreign Affairs, Mence and Trade, The
Ivlaruganat of Arctralia's Defance, Chapter 8; and Headquarters
Australian Defence Force, Tunctional Commands and the ADF: A
Report by the ADF Comrnand Stmcture Working Pa$,
September 1985.
A similar, albeit more limited, revised Maritime Command has
been suggested by Stanley S. fthaetzel inThe Coastal Expsure of
Aushalia, Working Paper No.199, (Strategic and Defence Studies
Centrg Australian National University, Canberra, 1989). Schaetzel
argues that a separate Coastal Protection Command, whose task
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Maritime Command would be allocated Australia's present

surveillance assets (including OTH& LRMP aircraft and special land
forces), a range of interception capabilities (patrol boats, light aircraft
and mobile ground forces), and other asseb required to carry out its
tasks (these could include the hydrographic survey ships, some air
transport aircraft, and engineer construction units from the Army).
The force would employ fulltime military and civilian personnel and
would be command"d by a pennanent officer (either military or
civilian). It would make extensive use of commercial assets and
support structures although it would continue to utilise existing
military capabiliies and facilities where this was necessary or
expedient (in the case of existing airfields, specialised maintenance and
support facilities, and the P-3C Orions, for example).

Headquarters Maritime Command would have its own
planning and support staff and would be responsible, within overall
parameters set by the Defence Department, for controlling the day-to-
day activities of the organisatiory acquiring its own asseb and
establishing and maintaining logistics support for its operations.In
peacetime, the forces under the control of Maritime Command would
be responsible for conducting a range of assigned tasks - such as
coastal and air surveillance, mapping and surveying, and establishing
an infrastructure directory - as well as assisting the various Federal
and State agencies in combatting poaching, smuggling, drug-running,
unauthorised landings, and other illegal or harmful activities. The
Command would coordinate search and rescue or disaster relief
activities in cases where resources from more than one state or
tenitory were required.56 It would cpnduct contingency planning
and, in times of emergency, would assume command of the various
civilian and para-military forces in the area conc€rnd and provide the
initial responses to more serious intrusions or threab.

would be to provide coastal protection during peace and war,
should be established as part of the Royal Australian Nary.!% An excellent discussion of the civil-military interface at both
national and state levels is contained in Langtry, The Northqn
Territory in the Defence of Australia TIE Cioil-Military Nexus.
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The second basic task would be given to a newly formed
command entitled Home Defence Command which would comprise
the old Land Command, Air Command and those elernents of
Maritinre Command that are no longer required to meet its revised
role. Honre Defence Command would be made responsible for:

. the defence of Australia's oital assets and teritory
against military attack or invasion;

. suPplementing Maritime Command as required;

. provrding forces for special operations and tasks such
as peacakeeping and rescue of Australian nationals
overseas; and

. providing basic training for all of Australia's military
personnel.

The initial task of the Commander Home Defence Command
and his pint staff would be to devise a nelv strategy and concept of
operations for the principal task of defending Australia's vital assets
against military attack. The Command's area of operations would
nominally be Australia's revised area of direct military interest
(comprising the Australian mainland and its surounding maritime
zone) dthough this could be divided into zones of primary and
secondary military importance. The first of these would be required to
be defended by a combination of military and non-military means.
The zone(s) of secondary military imPortanc€ would either be left
undefended or would be covered by para-military or guerilla
forces. The size and location of the different zones would be
determined by the asseb at stake, the chosen concePt of operations,
and forces that are likely to be available.

During this preliminary phase, which could last several years,
the role of Home Defence Command would be to provide a training
and support base for Maritime Command together with those forces
and capabilities needed to rneet a range of foreseeable low-level
contingencies. Some of these forces - those required for certain
peacekeeping missions, or for counter-tenorist or mine-
counternreasures operations for example - would be purpose-built
and would be maintained separately and at appropriate readiness
states. Others, such as air and sea transport, would be able to be
extracted from training or reserve pools. The bulk of the ADF's
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remaining ass€ts would be either placed in storc or allocated to a
newly formed irint service Support Command which would be
restructured and equipped to provide a training and expansion base
for Australia's existing and proiected forces.

Support Command would replace the existing single'service
commands. It would be responsible for individual training and for
logistic support not conducted by Maritime Command. The
individual training establishrrcnts would be rationalised as far as
possible along functional and pint service lines with apprentice and
other specialist training activities being transferred to the civilian
sector, and they would be completely streamlined. Navy and Air
Force would concentrate their primary training activities around one
or two mapr facilities located near mairr population centres. The
remainder would either be closed down or rnaintained as bare bases.
Thus Air Force might locate a mixed squadron of aircraft at
Williamtown and Edinburgh which would be used to train regular
aircrew as well as a large pool of ex-service and other reservists in the
necessary range of basic flying skills. All other aircraft would be
maintained in store by civilian contractors and would be allocated to
operational squadrons as the need arose. All of Arm/s regional and
higher command structures would be disbanded and a voluntary
latent force conc€pt would be put in place until the new concepts of
operations and structures for the defence of Australia had been
develo@.s7

Once these had been agreed, the forces of Home Defence
Command would be restruchrred and expanded as appropriate and
equipped with existing or new assets. Depending on the strategic
circumstances, the bulk of the force would comprise reserve units
supported by regular cadres and support structures with maximum
use made of civilian assets and services. The staff on HQ Home
Defence Command would comprise both civilian and military
personnel but would be cromrnanded by a Reserve Forces officer. The
principal operational comrnanderc and many of the senior staff officers
on HQ Home Defence Command would also be Reserve officers in

57 A discussion of various latent force concepts is contained in Ross
Babbage, Rethinking Australia's Defmce, (University of Queensland
Press, St Lucia, 1980), Chapter 9.
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order to ensure that the broadest possible expertise is brought to bear
on the issues at hand.

A variation to this proposal is shown in Figure 2. In this case,
the overall responsibility for the defence of Australia and its maritime
zone would be vested in Headquarters Home Defencr Command,
which would be located in Sydney or Canberra. Home Defence
Command would have under it in peacetirne the four operational and
one functional ilint service commands shown. Each pint operational
command would be responsible for conducting certain peacetime and
contingent tasks within an assigned area of operations and for
planning for the defence of these areas in times of emergency or war,
and would be allocated resources accordingly. Thus Maritime
Command's role in peacetime would be the surveillance of Australia's
air and sea approaches using OTH& LRMP surveillance aircraft and
other related assets. In higher contingent circumstances, its peacetime
roles would be extended to include interdiction of hostile forces
entering Aushalia's maritime zone, limited protection of key choke
points, and the defence of Australian or allied shipping passing
through or operating within our maritime zone. For these purposes, it
would be allocated a range of maritime stike and interdiction
capabilities including Australia's F/A-78 and F-111 aircraft and the
ANZAC frigates. Western and Eastern Commands would have a
similar role and structure in peacetime to that of NORCOM, although
the CDF may wish to add additional roles and capabilities. Western
Command, for example, could be required to have in place an active
air defence system while Eastern Command (which would be based in
Brisbane or Townsville) could have under command the ODF and its
support units. Support Command would be the same as for the first
option.

Ground Force Roles anil Structures

The ground forces belonging to Western, Northern and
Eastern Commands (or Maritime Command in Option 1) would be
responsible in peacetime for:

o the reconnaissance and surveillance of their respective
areas of operations;
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o the collection of intelligence and the establishment of

an appropriate infrastructure directory; and

. suPPorting the state police and other agencies and
services in tracking and apprehending illegd
intrusions into these areas.

In times of emergency and war, the ground forces would
continue their peacetime roles at increased activity levels. Th€y would
also be required to provide the initial resPons€ tq and preftrably deal
with, more substantial threats ranging from arnred harassment to a
dir€ct attack against a coastal town or city. Depending on the nature of
these threats, the regional force commander would be allocated
additional forces which, in peacetime, would be located in Eastern
Command. These forces would be used to augment the existing
regional forces and to provide a limited capacity to defend vital assets.
In the mairy however, the role of vital asset protection would be
carried out by existing or specially raised civilian and para-military
organisations. In the case where Australia was invaded or a significant
lodgement of enemy forces ocrurred, the regional forces in the area(s)
affected would be required to provide intelligerrce on his whereabouts
and movements, and to harass his forward booPs and lines of
communication.

The type of forces needed for these roles would vary from
region to region but would generally be 'purposebuilf for the tasks at
hand. They would draw on the experience of the independent
companies that were deployed in those areas during the Second World
War, and would be modelled on both the Regional Force Surveillance
Unib currently operating within NORCOM and edsting Special Air
Service structures rather than conventional infantry battalions. The
regional surveillance and response forces would be supported by
specially designed logistics and combat support units (encompassing
such functions as intelligence, transport, combat engineering, and
communications). They would be higNy mobile, lightly armed and
capable of operating independently of each other and from Australia's
mainstream military operational and logistics structures for extended
periods of time. They would be made up of both regular and reserve
personnel with a higher than normal proportionof officers and NCOs.

The augmentation forces, on the other hand should probably
comprise mainly regular units and personnel who could be deployed
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at short notice and with little preparation. Their structures and assets
would duplicate but extend beyond those of the regional surveillance
and response units. They would be organised along 'task force' rather
than brigade or battalion lines. They could be used to train the
regional forces Oy acting as enemy infiltrators for example) and for
certain contingencies requiring their specialist expertise (such as
counter-insurgency or peacekeeping operations).

The role of the ground forces within Southern Command (or
Home Defenca Command in the first option) in peacetime would be
firstly, to provide forces for the various peacetirrre and contingent tasks
not covered by Maritime or the other regional commands. These
would indude:

. countering terrorist acb against Australia's off-shore
energy resourc€s or those which cannot be handled by
Australia's civil authorities;

o the provision of specialist military assistance to the
goverrunent of a regional countrY;

o the repatriation of Australian nationals from areas
affected by natural disaster or war;

o the support of police or para-military forces involved
in helping the legitimately elected government of a
regional country restore or maintain law and order;
and

o the provision of individuals and forces for United
Nations peacekeeping or other internationally
sanctioned military operations.

Their second role would be to defend Australia's vital assets
and territory against a military attack or threat of an attack and to
provide the expansion base for forces needed to defeat and/or expel
an invader from Aushalia's sovereign territory. The forces requircd
for peacetime and contingent tasks would be made up almost
o<clusively of regular personnel and would either be maintained as
separate entities (the SAS Regiment for counter-terrorist operations,
for example, or other specialist units that are designed specifically for
the tasks in hand) or they would be drawn from the ADFs training
base. The remainder of the force would be made up of reserves.It may
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be structured along traditional lines, using the existing divisional
structures, or along less conventional lines. Two possibilities here
would be a teritorial army similar to that used in the United
Kingdom,56 or a variation of the 'spider and web'conc€pt that has
been proposed by some of the European proponents of non-offensive
defence.59

Step 6. Revise our National Security and
Defence Policy-making Structures

Of course, it is insufficient simply to revise our existing
military structures and hope that this will produce new solutions and
approaches. We need also to:

o adjust and streamline our higher defence decision-
making structures;

o extend the concept of national security beyond the
relatively nanow military and foreign policy focus
which has characterised Australia's experience to date,
to embrace broader economig social, environnrental
and rcsource considerations; and

See'Exercise "[o.g look": Training Report by Mapr W.R.Harris',
Submission to the Inquiry of the Joint Committee on Foreign
Affairs, Defence and Trade into the Australian Defence Force
Reserves (Hansril, Submissions and Incorporated Docurrents,
Yo1.2,15 August 1989, pp.315-91).
The most sophisticated of these have been produced by the West
German Study Group on Altemative Security Policy (SAS). See,
for example, John Grin and Lutz Untenseher, The Spiderweb
Defense', Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, September 1988, pp.28-
30; Lutz Unterseher, 'Spider and Web: The Case for a Pragmatic
Defence Alternativd, SAS Minreo, Bonn, October 1988; and lohnGrin, Military-Tuhnological Choica anil Political
lmplicatiotts: Comnunil aiil Controlin Establishcil NATO Posture and
a Non-kaurcatioe Defence, (VU University Press, Amsterdam,
1990), pp.267-72.
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o establish analytical and advisory stnrctures for
formulating and implementing our national security
policies.

I will not to go into details here, but we could begin by
creating sorrre form of national security policy-making apparatus
centred around an existing or revised committee of C-abinet and
supported eitherby an independent agency or a policy division
located within the Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet.60 It
would also require further reforms within the defence establishment
itself. These could profitably include:

r gr€ater devolution of power and responsibilities from
the cenbe to the pint service commands;

o disbandment of the three Service Offices, elenrents of
both HQADF and the C-apital Procurement
Organisation, and mudr of the Defence Science and
Technology Organisation and the transfer of their
functions and assets either to the two new irint service
commands or to the CSIRO which would take over
the responsibility for deftnce-related research and
developmenfi

o amalgarnation of the rernainder of the Departsnent of
Defence and HQADF into a single, fully integrated
higher defence establishment rcsponsible for
providing pollcy advice to the Minister, issuing
guidance to the two functional comrnands, managing
the resources of the defence establishnrent as a whole,
and liaising with other Federal government
departnents and agencies; and

fi For a discussion of the first model, see Desmond Ball, 'The
Machinery for Making Australian National Security Policy in the
1980s' in Robert C/Neill and D.M.Horner (eds), Australian Defmce
Pohcy for the 1.980s, (University of Queensland Press, St. Lucia,
1982), Chapter 10. The second approach was suggested by the Utz
Committee in its review of Tlre Highn Defnce Oryanivtbn in
Australia, (Australian Govemment Publishing Service C-anberra,
1982), Chapter 6.
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. opening the defence decision-making process to a

much broader range of opinions and views.
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This paper sets out to examine current perceptions of the
Army in Australia, to explain how they came about and to assess the
extent to which such perceptions might change or be changed in the
future. It makes no iudgement on whether the current situation is
desirable as far as Army is concerned, nor on whether deliberate
efforts ought to be made to alter public perceptions. Policy options
that rnay be indicated are a matter for Army and/or Government to
determine.

This analysis is based on the limited amount of data on public
opinion in Aushalia. Only since 1980 have there been detailed polls
specifically looking at attitudes toward the arned forces; prior to that
date the relatively few opinion polls that were conducted focused on
general defence questions. Even these polls go back only to the 1940s
at the earliest. A number of suggestions are made cpncerning
additional areas in which community opinion might usefully be
suneyed. These indude attitudes toward the Defence Force and the
environment, and toward the various peacetirrc tasks of the Defence
Force such as emergency relief and international peacekeeping.

It must also be stressed that opinion polls are far from Perfect
sourc€s of data since many internal and extraneous factors can affect
the results obtained. Opinions given in resPonse to a handful of
questions, moreover, do not always reflect more deepseated attitudes
and values in the population at large. Nor do opinions necessarily
translate into action - whether voting at the polls, lobbying
politicians or volunteering to enlist. Closer examination of community
ittitudes and values relating to the armed forces is suggested,
particularly through the use of survey questionnaires. The provision
of survey and personnel data collected by Army to academic and other
researchers is also proposed as a way of expanding the inforrnation
base about Army and the community.

In the absence of detailed and specific indepth surveys of
pubtic attitudes and values towards defence in general and Armyin
particular, the limitations of available information must always be
borne in mind. A hopefully intelligent reading of Australian history
and understanding of contemporary society must make up for the
deficiencies in hard data.
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ARMED TORCES IN A CHANGING ENVIRONMENT

In npst of the Western countries that have all-volunteer forces
the armed forces are facing difficulties with public perceptions and
attitudes:

The value of armed force in world politics is being
questioned. Widespread doubts about the utility of
force in international politics have existed since the
first atomic bomb and multiplied as nuclear arsenals
accumulated and atomic weapons were acquired by at
least half a dozen states. Fear that even low-level
conllict might escalate to very destructive levels -perhaps involving nudear, dremical or biological
weapons has been a persisEnt feature of
international politics since 1945. In morc rccent times
the end of the C-old War has lessened bnsion between
the nuclear superpolvers and brought expectations of
mapr reductions in militaqy forces by both North
Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO) and Warsaw
Pact.

The conflict in the Persian Gulf in 199G'91 has not
reversed these trends. Throughout the conflict the
Western allies nemained concerned about the
possibility of high casualties. The fear was that public
support would fall away rapidly if large numbers of
soldiers were killed and wounded; this fear was
present despite the fact that public endorsernent of the
use of force was high in all of the Western states.
Even a war that is approved by the United Nations
and accepted by all of the mapr powers, by Israel and
most Arab states, cannot - it seems - guarantee
continuing public support once maix losses begin to
be sustained. Mor@ver, the extraordinarily
favourable circumstances which made for widespread
public support seem unlikely to occur again.
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Social change in democratic states in particular has
meant that citizens have become morc conc€rned with
personal rewards and satisfaction. This is not to say
that the work ethic has disappeared but rather that
willingness to devob onds carser b a single
oqganisation has diminished. This is the result not
only of changes in individuals themselves, who are
looking for greater satisfaction from their work, but
also of the increasing pace of economic change as new
industries rise (and others fall) in a short tinr span,
new technologies emerge and new skills have to be
learned.

At the sarrn time attitudes and behaviour in areas
such as female equality, individual rights, drug use
and homosexuality have become more liberal and are
continuing to change. Armed forces, no less than
other organisations, have b conc to terms with these
changes which impact amongst otlrer things on
recmiting, training, procnrement, management
practices, personnel policie and retention. It is worth
noting, however, that the war in the Gulf did not deter
poEntial r€cmits in most WesErn countries and that
enlistncnts tended to increase. It does not necessarily
follow that the war itself stimulated recruiting, since
several factors were probably at work, including
depressed economic circumstances and vigorous
recmiting drives. But the point can be madg at least,
that wars do not necessarily discourage volunteert
from pining the military.
Related to both of ttrese factors is the financial
pressut€ on nrost arnEd forces. The ending of the
Cold War has raised hopes for payment of a 'p€ace
dividend'not only in the suPerPowers themselves but
in rnany of their allies, including Australia. Military
budgets are being squeezed both to make way for
spending in other areas such as health, education and
welfare and to assist governnrents to balance their
budgets. The war in the Gulf does not aPPear b have
had a rnaFr impact on such thinking in tlre West;
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equipnnnt lost or used up may not be replaced while
the cost of the war may well serve as a stimulus to
rnalce additional savings.

At the same time dernands for fiscal responsibility,
accountability and Program nvmagerEnt are also
being increasingly directed bwards the arrned forces.
In the past such criteria for iudging the militar5/s
perforrnance were often regarded as inappropriate, if
not dangerous and irrelevant.

Public attitudes towards the arned forces will be strongly
influenced by ttrese developrrents. Their overall thrust is to raise
questions about the purpose of armed forces, about their adiusfinent to
modern society and about their consumption of limited national
nesources. Community perceptions, morsover, will be shaped it Patt
by the skill and rapidity with which arrned forces respond - or fail to
respond - to these challenges.

It is another question whether such problems are particularly
acute for armies compared with the other two services. With many
qualifications this does aPPear to b€ the case. In the first place armies
have many peacetime uses but their commitment to actud combat
usually signifies a rnaior steP in hostilities; fore can be applied by
navies and air forces in a much more limited way and can be hdted
much more easily. Secondly, since armie usually have the most
personnel (including a large body of relatively unskilled infantry) and
offer ttre widest range of employment, they terd b be more exposed to
the social change occurring in WesErn societies. This is moot evident
when conscription is inboduced; the burden or the benefit falls most
heavily on armies. Finally, though armies may not be the rrnst costly
arrn - the other two absorb large sums on mairr items of equipment

- they are usually the most vulnerable to rapid and inconspicuous
cost-cutting. Governments can cancel or defer purchases of aircraft or
ships but this is likely to carry the political cost of appearing less
committed to defence; reducing the number of Army personnel or
eliminating smaller units is less liable to provoke political reaction.

Defence policy, defence planning and defence stmctures, it is
apparent, cannot be seen in a social or political vacuum. While
everyone is aware of financial constraints, the need to take into
account values, attihrdes and opinions in the community at large is not
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alwap understood. More than the other two services, Army must be
aware of and responsive to the society alound it.

THE HISTORICAL ORIGINS OFPI'BLIC PERCEPTIONS

There are numy factors shaping public perceptions of armed
forces in the contemporaqy world and of the Army in particular.
'Public opinionl and 'public perceptions' are themselves complex
notions. At best they staruC for very approdrnate generalisations
about what people think when asked their views on particular issues;
they do not necessarily form a basis for action or guaranbe support for
a policy in some future circumstance. Thus a maprity of the
population rnay endorse the idea of conscription for military serwice
but vote against any particular scherne. Rrblic opinion polls, in

are less likely to reveal the actual value systems ard beliefs
of individuals than are indepth suw€ys with multiple questions and
cross<hecking.

At the end of his study of Australia's military history Grey
condudes that 'public attitudes rernain a puzzl€, observing that while
there has often been general support for defence the services enpy
only a low social stahrs.l A first steP to resolving this puzde is to
clarify precisely what kind of perceptions and attihrdes are under
discussion. It is possible to identify four levels of perception in the
Australian community: perceptions of defence and national security
in general, perceptions of the Army, percepions of ttre individual
serviceman and perceptions of the Defence Force as a whole. These
are treated in broadly chronological order as they appeared in
Australia and are taken up to about 1980. More detailed analysis of
curent perceptions will follow in succeeding sections.

fefferey GreJ, A Military History of Attsttalia, (Cambridge
University Press, Melbourne, 190), PP. 25H,
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Perceptions of Defence and National Sectrity

Under this heading fall people-s attitudes and deepseated
beliefs about such matters as whether Australia is secure or insecur€,
whettrer it can be defended or is simply urdefendable whether
Australia can or should aftempt to defend itself from its own
nesounqes, whether tnrst can be placed in alliances and regional
associations. This is rrot the place to o<plore sudr attihrd$ in depth. It
can be noEd, however, that a sense of insecurity has long been a
feahrre of Australian society. It began with fear of the hostile and
dangerous land itself, with crcncern about the ambitions of European
colonial powers such as France, Russia ard Germany, and wittl
anxiety about the immigration of Asian and non-European settlers. In
the twentieth century fears have been dir€cted - ofEn with
justification - towards an expansionist fapan, towards the global
ambitions of communism and bwards some of our regional
neighboun. Even at a time when government poliry is to proclaim the
absence of maix threats to Australia for the foreseeable futule, it is
unliLely that this long-standing, if underlyin& s€nse of insecurity has
disappeared from Australian society.

Partly because of this sense of insecurity Australians have
been extraordinarily willing to fight in other people s wars and at
great distances from Australia's shores. Volunbers have conr
forward in large numbers to fight in Europe, the Middle East and Asia
to an extent not found in other countries. Another neason for this
willingness to fight ovelteas, of course, can be found in the
sentirrrental and historical ties with Britain which ensured our
participation in the Boer War, the First and Second World Wars. After
1945, apart from the involvements in Malaya arucl Borneo as a result of
the Commonwealth connectiory it was the more calcrrlated and nrcre
formal nelationship with the Unitd States which came to the fore.
Australia's participation in both the Korean and Vietnam wars can be
seen in the light of promoting and maintaining the ANZUS alliance.
But there was also a real concern in Australia about the threat of
communism. If it was not stoppd in Asia - through 'forward
defence'pursued in cooperation with great and powerful friends - it
would ultirnately overwhelm this small, isolated, Western nation.

Nonetheless, Australians are not a warlile or militaristic
people. They are willing to go to war - voluntarily and in large
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numbers - wlren a threat is evidelrt and they have a reputation for
being good fighters in battle. They still are prepared to fight for their
country, acrording to an international poll conducted in 19E9; ffi% of
Australians said they were willing to fight for their countly, rather
npre than the citizens of countries such as New Zealand (69%) or
Britain (6%), though a little less than the United States (84%).2 But
Australia has never initiated an international conflict and it would
portend a rnapr change in national outlmk were it to reort to force on
a rnapr scale on the inbrnational scene.

Sorre critics of crrrlent policies, of course, fear precisely this
development, chatgt g that the so<alled 'new militarism' indicates
that Australia is more than ready to contempliate the use of armed
force in response to political problems in its region.3 If tme, such an
approach would represent a mairr shift in Australian attitudes and
practice, although it may slgnify no more than the arrival at a foreign
policy outlook that European societies have been accustonred to for
several centuries. To the extent that Army would be the senrice most
likely to be employed in military operations overs@s, its policies and
capabilities will be subie.ct to particularly close scrutiny.

Perceptione of the Army

It is important to note the pre-eminent role played by the
Army in the history of Australian military involvements. In all of the
conflicts mentioned Australia's armies constituted its prime
commitncnt. The Royal Australian Navy (RAND aftt Royal
Australian Air Force (RAAD played very minor roles; in their one
significant conbibutiory the Empire Air Training Scherne in the Second
World War, Australian servicernen were dispersed through the Royal
Air Force GAR and few individuals reached positions of high
command.4 Combat in all these conflicts took place overwhelmingly

Bulletin, 19 September 1989.
Graeme Cheesernan and StIohn IGt0e Tlv Nal Australbn
Militmism: Unilamining our Future Security, (Pluto Press, Sydney,
1990).
|ohn McCartty, A Last Call of Etnpire, (Australian War Mernorial,
Canbera 1988).

2
3
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on land, and for control of land although significant battles occuned at
tinres in the air and at sea. Australia's involvernent was embodied
above all in large formations of troops, partiorlarly infantry. The
Army recruited significant proportions of the lnpulatiory suffered the
greatest number of casualties and returned the largest numbers of
servicemen back into the community.

The reputation of the Australian fighting man derives first and
foremost from the infantry in the First World War at Gallipoli and on
the Western Front, though the Boer War and the lighthorsemen in the
Middle East in the First World War should not be forgoften (and
recent films have revived interest in these campaigns). The point is
that the fighting qualities of the Australian warrior are identified
above all with the Army. There is no great naval tradition that
incorporates national heroes such as Horatio Nelson (Trafalgar day is
still celebrated in Britain), nor is there any heroic feat in the air such as
that of 'the ferd in the Battle of Britain. In Australia the Army could
expect to have the market cornered in terms of the nation's military
traditions and history.

Another aspect of Australia's military history, however, may
set limits on the communit/s enthusiasm for the Army. This refers to
the role the Army has played in internal affairs and to its place in
Australian political thinking. The first soldiers to set foot in Australia
were, of course, also iailers and in the absence of a regular
constabulary they soon became policemen. In the nineteenth century,
moreover, soldiers came to be used by the stabs to suPPress
insurrection and to defeat industrial action.S This practice diminished
after Federation, although the Labor goverrunent used mainly A"my
personnel to defeat the miners' strike in 19495 It is difficult to assess
how much this background affects attitudes towards Army in
particular. Certainly, the suspicion evident in the community towards
the use of the armed forces in industrial disputes is long-standing and
deepseated; as early as 1914 the militia were specifically prohibited
by Act of Parliarnent from being called out in connection with

C.D. Coulthard{lark, 'The Military as Strikebreakers', Pacific
Defnce Repor ta, May 1981.
B.D. Beddie and S. Moss, Sonn As?uts of Aid to tlu Cioil Powq in
Australia, (Department of Government, RMC Duntroon,
Canberra 1982).
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industid dispute. The Army rnay be the obiect of greatet oncem
simply because it is the service which in the past, and for obvious
practical neasons, has generally had the greatest level of involvernen!
and wtren it has been involved, the irnage has on occasions been the
pobntially disturbing one of armed soldiers on the streets. (The role
of the RAAF in ttre pilob' strike of 1989 will be considered later.)

Similarly, ttre history of political attitudes in Aushalia towards
the armed forces has influenced the Army much morc than the other
two services. For rrnny reasoru Australian society has been marked
by anti-authoritarian attihrdes and by a strong egalitarian ethic. This
led to a concem at the time of Federation that the armed forces which
tlre new Commonwealth was establishing might become 6litist and
undemocratic. If Ausbalia had to have a military force in peacetime, it
should be one without a military caste, without pretensions, without
undue authority which might be abused. The new Federation should
avoid tlre evils of militarism which Australians perceived in Europe.
Thus Australia became the first country to legislate for qcnscientious
obiection to military service in 1903; officer cadets at the Royal
Mititary College which was founded in 1911, were exempt from fees
since family incorne was not to determine the make'up of the staff
corps; and minimal funding was provided to the peacetime forces in
the decades after Federation, when the nation placed its reliance on the
citizen-soldier.

It has been argued that the social and political agenda before
and after Federation was set largely by the l€ft.7 It is certainly true that
there was much concern about the possible misuse of military forces
and about the possible abuse of power by those force. Permanent
forces were a necessary evil; their role was above all to provide
support for citizen armies wtren the need arose. ConsisFnt with the
idea of the citizen-soldier, compulsory but part-tirrre military training
in peacetime was introduced in 1911 and maintahed - though
suspended in the First World War and much reduced in the 1920s -until 1929. Wars, however, were to be fought by volunteers not by
conscripts, as the two referendums in the First World War confirmed.
All in all, social and political attitudes in Australia ensured that
soldiers and officers in the permanent forces enpyed low status,

HS. Albinski,'The Arrned Forces and the C-ommunity in Post-
Vietnam Australia', Politics, (Vo1.14, No.2), November 1979.
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minimal pay and Poor car€er prospects; little respect was 
-enggndered

for the profession-of arms - and this meant particutarly the Army -
at least until the early 1960s and the vietnam war. The citizen forces,
by contrast, rated highly in social esteem until the late 194G, but little
blnefit rubbed off on the regular Atmy, which was established in
194748..

The experiences of the 1950s arxd 1960s did little to help' The
National service scheme of 1951{0 saw nrany rcluctant soldiers
serving time in the citizens'Military Force (CI{D, which became
pondeious and inefficieng some also pined the Clv{F in order to
lr*p" full-tirre military service. The Vietnam war saw the
conscription of Australian youth for overseas service for the first time
(with the minor exception of 19434$. It fell to Army to induct, train
and manage the conscripts for a war which became increasingly
unpopuhrln the commufuty. frotesb focused on draft resisters and
on'the Army's treatnrent of recalcitrant soldiers. Even amongst those
who did serve in viebram, there was dissatisfaction with authoritarian
attitudes, with inefficiency and with incompetence.S

This did not, however, reduce public support for conscription
as such (it was conscription for service in vietsram that proved
contentious). The public iontinued to believe in ttE value of a period
of full-time miliary haining for young people. The polls have been
remarkably consistent on this score. Between 1943 and 1983 public
support did not drop below 61Vo, or nearly two to one in favorrr'9 It
trai fatten away a little in recent years but still remains a little over
50%. To an exient this reflecb to the merit of Army, which has always
taken in the vast maiority of conscripts. Army must be doinq
something right - despite the complaints and ooncerns mentioned
above - to convince a maprity of citizens that it can be entmsted with
their offspring and can be counted to instil sudr desirable qualities as
disciplinC and responsibility, in short to rnake men out of boys.

|ane Ross, 'The C-onscript Experience in Vietnam', Australian
Outlook,(Vo1.29, No.3), December 1975.
David Campbell, Australian Public Opinbn on Natiotul Saurity
lssues, Working Paper No.l, (Peace Researdr Centr''e, Australian
National University, Canberra, 1986).
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But in Australia's history there are entries on the negative side
o{ thu ledget as far as Army is concerned. Army is the original target
of popular fears about militarism and abuse of authority. Australians
mistnrst tull, brass and bastardisation'and, we would trgue, tend to
associate these much more with Army than with the other two
services. Far more than Navy or Air Force, Army has to carry the
burdmof hisbry.

Perceptions of Sen'ice Personnel as Individuds

The individual Australian serviceman has been dominant in
popular thinking about the armed forces. the Gallipoli campaign not
only rnarked the coming of age of the Australian rration but also
epitomised the true Australian soldier. Heroism, endurance, initiative,
resourcefulness, concern for mates were established as the hallmarks
of the ordinaqy soldier. Gallipoli created the Australian and New
Zedand Army Corps (AI{ZAC) tadition.l0 Australian military
history, official ard unofficial, henceforth focrrsed on the individual.
C.E.W. Bean deliberately set out to write a'democratiC history of the
First World War. This was partly, of course, because Australia has
provided few senior military leaders in these wars but mainly, it
seems, because of an essentially egalitarian approach to war which has
appealed (and still appeals) to the Australian population. The'myth
of the digger/ was securely established early in Australia's history.ll
The nation does not erect statues to generals.

The focus on individual servicerrnn wae reinforced after the
First World War, when financial and other benefib for returned
senricemen were first provided by the government on a maitr scale.
The Returned Servicemen's League (RSL) was founded to support
servicemen returning from overseas and to lobby federal and state
politicians for repatriation benefits.I2 In time the RSL became a major

Ken Inglis, 'ANZAC and the Aushalian Military Tradition',
Cunnt Affiirs Bulletin, (Vo1.64, No.l 1 L April 1988.
fane Ross, The Myth of tfu Agga, (Hale & Iremonger, Sydney,
1985).
G.L. Kristianson, The Politics of Patriotbm, (Australian National
University Press, Canberra, 1966).
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pressure group, seeking to inlluerrce deftnce Pollcy and broader social
iss.res wt ite tetaitting its concern for individuals. It has been one of
the staunchest upholders of the AI{ZAC tradition and has helped
ensune maintenance of public resPect for the individud soldier. Ttris
has been so even though the orginisation itself has at times appeared
reactionary and backward-looking.

Against this background, it is easy to s€e how public oPtl9"
can think highly of individual soldiers - and of the benefie of the
military e*peiiehce for individuals - while having litUe regar$for the
institutionbf which they are members. Even thloughout the Viebram
war, opponents of Australia's involvernent were always careful to
avoid criticism of the individual soldiers in uniform. Opposition ALP
leaders, for example, repeatedly stressed their admiration for the
efforts of the soldiers in vietnam. It was governrnent Policy they were
attacking - or on occasions the failings of senior officers - not the
ordinary soldier. Even today, when the defence force is rnuch
questioned, the great maiority of the population (867o) regard the
average member of tne Army, Navy or Air Force as being capable and
worthy of respect.l3

Perceptione of the Australian Defence Force (ADF)

Perceptions of the ADF as a whole are of relatively recent
origi& datingperhaps from the mid-1970s. Until then Navy and Air
Foice had beeh sublumed in allied operations and planning, much
morle so than Army which had been able to contribute large formed
units. By the mid-1970s, too, the Armydominated Vietnam
commitrrent had come to an end and Sir Arthur Tange's centralising
reforms were being put into place. A Chief of Defence Force (CDF)
Staff replaced the Chairrnary Chiefs of Staff Committee and a
sustained process of centralisation in the ADF got under way. The
more prominent role of the CDE the creation of a HQADB and the
focus on defence of Australia through a single Australian Defence
Force have continued to enhance the notion of a single defence
establishment in the public mind.

13 Lisa Keery 'Australian Public Opinions of Defence', Defance Force
lourtul, (No.75), March/April 1989.
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Ideas about the ADF as a whole are those which have to do
with rnatters such as the size of the armed forces in general (are they
tm big or too small? should more money or less be spent on the
armed forces?), on their capabilities (are they able to defend
Australia?) or on their functions (do they deter attack? do they
enhance Australia's prestige or influerrce? what is their value in
peacetime?). ln addition, there are popular views about the services in
general whether they are efficient, modern, progressive,
enlightened in their treatment of personnel or whether they are
incompetent, backward, conservative and insensitive, even brutal, in
managlng people.

There is very widespread acceptance of the need for armed
forces. At least 95% of the community are of the view that it is
important to have a pennanent Defence Force.l4 In qualitative
researcll too, the Defence Force emerges as a legitimate social
instihrtion whose legitimacy has very little to do with its actual size,
ef ficiency, or capability:

It is important to Australians to know that the Services
are thqe it is an integral part of the Australian
tradition that Defence Forces be raised and
maintained ... Aushalians believe that it is right for
Defence Forces to exist, and that, conversely, it would
be wrong for them to'fall into disrepai/.ls
The Defence Force, in short, i6 'a reassuring institution' -reassuring against both external uncertainties and against changing

values at home.16 And it is accepted by all sections of thecommunity.
There is no foundation for the belief, for example, that migrants of
non-English-speaking background as a wholc are less welldisposed
towards the ADF than people of non-migrant background.lT The

lbiil.,p.39.
'A Study of C-ommunity Attitudes: The Defence Force3',
conducted by Mackay Research Pty Ltd, fune 1989, p. 7 (emphaoia
in original).
Ihiil.,pp.7{..
Michael Morrissey and Colleen Mitchell, 'Females and Ethnic
Minorities: Attitudes to Defence', Report for Deparhnent of
Defence, (Centre for Multicultural Studies, University of

t4
15

l6
t7
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concern that migrant groups would prove hostile to serwice personnel
over Australia's commitment to the Persian Gulf similarly proved
unfounded; greater hostility probably came from home-grown anti-
war activists.

Perceptions of the Defence Force as a whole are in some ways
mixed. On the one hand, the community believe in the value of
armed forces and regards the ADF as an effective organisation.lE On
the other hand, most people perceive no mapr peacetime role for the
Defence Force other than waiting for the next war, a penception whictr
'contributes b the vague overall image of ttrc Force-.r9 lvlackay
reinforces this view in conduding that 'the communr$s lack of
au)aten*s of the Defence Forces has a distirrctly negative effect on
perceptions and impressions of what they do'.20

Condusion: Interdependence of Levels of Perccption

Clearly, there are strong interconnections between these four
levels of perception. Views of the Defence Force as an organisation,
for example, will reflect attitudes to the defence of Australia and
perceptions of threat and in turn will inlluenca attitudes toward
individual personnel. Agairy respect for individual servicemen and
worlen rnay encourage people to take a more positive view of the
armed forces in general. In all this Army has played a pivotal role.
Because of its dominance in past wars, in establishing the ANZAC
legend, in conscription and military training, and in sheer numbers of
perconnel, A*y has shaped the Defence Force irnage more than ib
sister services. To a maprity of people, the Defence Force is the Army.
An Australian National opinion Polls (ANop) survey in 1980 reported
6O% of the respondents safng they first thought of Army wlr-en the

Wollongong, September 1 988).
Defence Public Relations Strateg5/, Frank Small & Associates for
DeparEnent of Defence, |une 1990.
'Community Attitudes Towards Australia,s Defence Force,, A
National Communications Study, ANOP Research Services pty
Ltd, October 79t!0, p. ?i.
Mackay Researdr Pty Ltd, A Study of C-ommunity Aftitudes,,
p.34 (emphasis in original).
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term'defence force'was mentioned (compared with Air Fore at24%
and Navy at l3%).2r Polls in 1984 and 1989 also found that Army
dominated the three services in terms of immediate awareness.22 As
the 1980 ANOP poll argued, 'the image of ttre Defence Force will be
governed to a large extent by the image of the Arm/.23

Army thus remains the front-of-the-mind service for a
maprity in all sections of the community; and the digger remains the
archetypal military man. The important question br Army is whether
this will rernain the case. There are reasorw to think that Navy and Air
Force will corne to greater prominence and that the unified image of
the ADF will also detract from Army's traditional pre-eminence. The
following sections will look at these issues in greater detail in the light
of changes in Australia's rcgiory changes in Australian society and of
continuing fi nancial constraints.

DffERNAL CI{ANGE AI{D CI.'RRENT PERCEPTIONS

This section looks at changes in Australia's intemational
environment, both regional and global, and the challenges they
present to the armed forces. These challenges will inlluence
perceptions of the Australian Defence Force and of the Army in
particular. They are challenges which need to be met if the public is
not to perceive a growing disparity between the existence of a Defence
Force and the tasks required of it by Australia's international
circumstances.

22

23

ANOP Research Services Pty Ltd, 'Community
Towards Australia's Defence Force', p.23.
Mackay Research Pty Ltd, ? Study of C-ommunity
p.45.
AI{OP Research Services Pty Ltd, €ommunity
Towards Australia's Defence Force', p.25.

Attitudes

Attitudes',

Attitudes
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International Change in Australia's Environment

The changes in world politics that are happening at the
pr€sent tirrrc are profound. The new context of superpower relations
will allow both the US and USSR and their European allies to make
massive crrts in defence spending. This is already happening, not iust
in Europe but also in the Asia/Pacific regron, with the Soviet Union
reducing its naval presenc€ at Cam Ranh Bay and the US committing
itself to the withdrawal of some 15,000 Personnel over the next three
yearc, mainly from Korea, Iapan and Philippines. This is about 107o of
the total US military presence in the Asia/Pacific. There is a distinct
possibility that the US will considerably reduce its forces in the
Philippines or even be asked to leave its bases there.

Though the US may feel a greater sense of security in this part
of the world, this does not mean that Australian defence planners face
a predictable and b"^ig security environment. For a reduction of
superpower tensions in the region could lead to a greater likelihood of
local conflicts spilling over into military dashes. Such conflicts,
moreover, could be both destructive and costly, since many countries
in the region have undertaken significant anns modernisation
programs over the last decade, including acquisition of advanced
fighter aircraft, complex weapons systems and intermediate-range
missiles. The region, too, is marked by a host of uncertainties:
continuing instability in Cambodia, tensions in the Korean peninsula,
sovereignty disputes in the South China Sea, nagging insurgency in
the Philippines, threats to the intemal security of South Pacific island
states such as Papua New Guinea and New Caledonia, and the
persistence of regimes in Viehram, Burma and North Korea that deny
basic human and political rights.

The impact of developing trade and economic relations in
Australia's region is problematic. In 1989 Australia inaugurated the
Asia/Pacific Economic Cooperation Process, which is aimed at
promoting trade liberalisation and practical regional cooperation. This
is likely to see greater economic cooperation and interdependence and
the development of new areas of potitical cooperation. This sort of
process might be expected to lead to the ernergence of a greater sense
of community in the regiory with fewer incentives for states to resort
to conflict. The more Australia is caught up in tsade arrangements the
lower will appear prospects for military conllicts with regional states.
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But the reality rnay be different. Trade does not necessarily prevent
war - Britain and Germany provided each other/s largest markets in
1974 - but can promote a gr€ater sense of shared interests. In these
circumstances it is likely to become increasingly difficult to 'sell' the
notion that Australia faces an uncertain security environment.

Public Perceptione

Overall knowledge of defence issues has been found to be low,
even iilnong those who arc well educated.24 AI{OP reported in 1980
that the community'appears to possms little factual informationabout
Australia's Defence Force and to have but a very broad view of its
purpose'.2s In 1987 ANOP reported that the strategy and directions
for Australia's Defence Force, as outlined in the White Paper, would
be well received by the community but that 'the story is yet to be told
to the publiC .26 Ot those interviewed about 85% said they knew either
not much at all (39%) or only a small anpunt (45%l about Austsalia's
deferrce.27

This is tlrlrt to say, however, that most Australians are anxious
to know rrpre about defunce. It is a subiect that can be safely ignored
for the present time. Since there is no mapr threat, the thinking
appears to go, there is little reason to bother about the Defence Force

- other than to know that it is there and rnanned by competent
people. Essentially the reason for such aftitudes is that 'Australians
regard the country as being devoid of any threat to its peace and
securit;/ and that people believe'the world is in a remarkably peaceful
state at presenf.2E Similarly, quantitative research shows that the
broad trend is steadily downwards in terms of Australians considering

Morrissey and Mitchell, Ternales and Ethnic Minorities', p59.
AI{OP Research Services Pty Ltd, 'Community Attitudes
Towards Australia's Defence Force', p.ii.
?ublic Attitudes to Defencd, Report of the 1987 National Study
of Community Attitudes, ANOP Research Services PtyLtd,1987,
P.12.
lbid.p.75.
Mackay Research Pty Ltd, A Study of Community Attitudes',
P.74.

24
25

27
28
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that an external threat to this country was likely in the coming 15
years.29 In the early 1980s between 5 and 6 in every 10 believed in the
probability of an external threag polls in the secpnd half of the 1980s
tlpically report between 3 and 4 people in every 10 as believing that
other csuntries pose threats. The trend is most marked among those
in the 15-24-year-old age group.3o The chief determining factor seems
to be the more reliaxed superpower relationship and the declining
communist threat. By fuly 1988 concern over the Soviet Union had
fallen to an unprecdented low of 6% and over China to an equally
unprecedented2To.3l

The nrore worrying feature from a defence point of view is
that a sizeable proportion of the population (59%'l do not believe that
Australia could defend itself.32 A qualitative study reports similar
views:

The more Australians discuss Defence issues, the
more dispirited they become. The symbolic
significance of the Defence Forces is undoubtedly
tarnished by the sense that the actual defence task is'a
bit hopeless', and that, without a massive injection of
funds, we are unlikely to close the gap between tlrc
ideal and the reality.s

As Marshall condudes after reviewing the polls, '[t]he publiCs
confidence in Australia's ability to defend itself is generally lord.3{

A. Marshall, 'A Rwiew of Key Defence Opinion Polls in the
1980s', Defnce Force lournal, (No.84), September/October 199O
P.24.Alan K. Wrigley, The Defnce Force anil tln Community: A
Pailnrship in Australia's Defeace, (Australian Government
Publishing Service C-anberra, 7990), p. ?i.
Andrew Mack, 'Denuclearisation in Australia and New Zealand:
lssues and Prospects', Australian Outlo&, (Vo1.43, No.3),
December \989,p34.
Wrigley, The Defence F orce and the Community.
Mackay Research Pty Ltd, 'A Study of Community Attitudes',
P27.
Marshall,'A Review of Key Defence Opinion Polls in the 1980s',
P.27.

32
33
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The reasons why a rnaprity of Australiaru believe the country
cannot be defended have not been much investigated by the polls.
ANOP polls suggest that the length of the crcastline and the sheer size
of the aountry - rather than the size or competence of the armed
forces and rather than the existence of a maitr threat - ane important
in the minds of those who doubt Australia's @pacity to defend itself.
Mackay also found that 'the coastline' was generally regarded as
Australia's greatest problem when it conEs to defence35 The title of
Ross Babbagds recent book - A Corrst Tn long? - echoes this
theme.36 From Army's point of view it would be important to stake a
claim to defence of the coastal region. It seems likely that the natural
assumption of the general public at pres€nt is that coastg are for the
Navy to defend.

Australia's Response

The challenge for government - if it so chooses - is to
convince the community that while the retreat of communism and
winning the Cold War is worth celebrating this does not mean that we
should make any moves to lowa the level of security we had before
these changes. The community will expect to be told why rapid
changes to the defence forces would ttotbe a sensible move given the
enonnous geopolitical changes that have octurred. The burden of
defending current establishments falls on the government and to an
extent on the Army in particular.

Arm/s role here would be to argue why mairr changes in its
size and structure should not proceed despiE the magnitude of the
current changes and to explain the implications for its own structure
and doctrines. The following points might be rnade in the public
arena:

Mackay Research Pty Ltd, 'A Study of Community Attitudes',
P.28.
Ross Babbage, A Coast Too Long? Defnding Australia beyonil the
79frs, (Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 190).
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o the US is cutting back its military presence in the

Asia/Pacific region and this will create something of a
Power vacuum;

. rnany states in the Asia/Pacific area have been
embarking on significant defence modernisation
Prograrur;

o conflicts arnong regional states continue to be likely,
e.g. disputes over Cambodi4 in the South China Sea
and over maritime issues; and

o instability within regional staEs will continue, e.g.
insurgency in the Philippines, Papua New Guinea and
Bougainville, the coups in Fiii and disorder in
Vanuatu and New C-aledonia.

If anything, Australia can be said to face gruta uncertainty in a
situation where our mairr ally is reducing its preserrce and where
regional military capabilitie are expanding. This does not translate
directly into a role or roles for the Army save in particular, limited
contingencies. What it does mean is that a case can be made for a
capable Defence Force; and in that force Amry will need to establish
its proper and most effective function.

SOCIAL CHANGE IN AUSTRALIA

The wide range of rnapr social changes under way in
Australia and rnost Western nations have been ncntioned earlier.
They are likely to continue and will inlluence the relationship between
Army and Aushalian society. A number of recent studies have
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examined these broad bends3T It is not necrssaty to rehearce these at
length but the following poinb can be higNighted.

Work

The average Australiary it can be assumed, acts in accrcrd with
self-interest where employnrent is concerned and his or her orientation
to work is essentially 'instmmental'. Nonetheless, nurny do seek a
balance between extrinsic rewards and satisfaction with the pb being
done. Young people in particular tend to be less tolerant of poor irb
conditions than in the past, due in part to the greater range of choice
available - or, at least, potentially available. Greater mobility within
an occupation and between ocrupations is also emerging, while choice
of careers is tending to be made later in life than previously.

Average hours of work per week have fallen from about 40 in
1954 to 38.5 in 1986 for those in full-time employrnent. Over the same
perid part-time work has become mor€ cornmon, especially among
working wornen. Nearly 40% of working wonrcn ar€ part-time
comparcd withless than 10% among working males.

37 Cathy Downes, SEiaI, Economic and Political lnfluorca lJpon the
Australian l^V of thc 1.990s, Working Paper No.159, (Strategic
and Defence Studies Centre, Australian National University,
Canbena, 1988) Neil A. Jans and fudy Fraser-fans, Tacing Up To
The Future: Proposals for C-areer/Personnel Initiatives to Assist
in Staffing the ADF in the 190s and Beyond', Report to Chiefs of
Staff Committee, Department of Defence, Canberra, December
1989; Hugh Smith et aI., Economic, Social and Political Trends in
the Years up to 2020 AD', Background Paper prepared for the
RAtrI Officer C-areer Study, (Australian Defence Studies Centre,
Australian Defence Force Academy, C-anbena, 1989); Public
Service Commission, Interdepartmental Working Party, APS
2000: The Australian Publb Sen)ice Workforce $ the Future,
(Australian Government Publishing Servicn, Canberra, 1989);
Departnent of Employment, Education and Training, The
Teenage Sector: Trends to the Year 200(/, unpublished paper,
October 1990.
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At the end of the working life a trend towards early retirement

has been evident this decade and is expected to continue. One result
has been that the percentage of males aged 50 or nrore in the
workforce has decreased from iust under 55% in 1979 to 49% in 7985;
for the 5$59 age group, the decline in the sanre period has been from
82% to 74%. There is, however, some political pressure to abolish
compulsory retirement ages, for example in New South Wales.
Nonetheless, it seems unlikely that the nation will see a trend to
reverce early retirement.

Education

The retention rate - the proportion of students staying at
school until the end of year 12 - has risen through the 1980s, growing
from 35% in 1978 to 0% in 1989. For the future, the year 12 retention
rate is proiected to keep rising to betrueen 68% and 75% by the year
2001. Families, it seems, are placing higher priority on children's
education.

There has also been majrx growth in tertiary education. More
than one-third of Australians in the late teenage grouP participate in
tertiary education and women comprise over half of this group. The
proportion of the workforce holding post-school qualifications has
increased steadily in recent years and in 1989 sbod at 48% fot males
and 42% for fumales. In public administration and defence the figure
stands atfiVo (comparcd with46% in 1983).

ln universities and colleges of advanced educatiory the full-
tinp student population has grown by a third between 19&5 and 1989,
resulting in the production of some 80,000 graduates each year. On
some proiections this will rise to 115,000 in 1993. By 2001 nearly 157o
of the workforce are likely to hold a degree qualification compared
with about 10% in 1988.

Role of Women

By 1987 half of the Australian workforce was female; this
proportion has edged upwards since then arud may well continue to
grow. There is also greater acceptance of equality of opportunity for
wonEn and of the need to offer them career employrrcnt. The
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interests of wonrn, particularly in the employnnnt at€a, will become
increasingly important for family goal+etting.

At fte sanre time women are bearing fewer dtildren. The
fertilityrate has steadily declined from 3.0 children per ftmale n1947
to 7.87 childnen in 1985 and appears set to decline even further.

FamilyPatterns

A maiority of married women work in paid employment.
Two-incorne couples comprise43% of allcouples. Economic Pressurcs
have nrade dual-income families the norm. Onefifth of all households
are single person households.

Demographic Trends

The average age of the population is increasing - the
'greying' of Australia. In part this is due to increased life expectancy.
In 1970 new-born males could expect b live 67.7 years and new-born
females to 74.6 years; by 1986 the figure for males had risen to 72.9
years and for females to792 years.

Concomitant with this trerd the proportion of young people
in the population has been steadily falling and - on middle of the
road assumptions regarding fertility, mortality and migration - will
continue to do so. Thus the l*2byearold group will decline from
76% of the total population in 1989 to an estimafrd 14% in 2001 and
73% in 2077. Since the total population will be growing, however,
absoluE numbers in this age bracket are expected to fall only
marginally in the early 1990s and then to increase over the rest of the
decade.

Immigration and Multiculturalism

Australia is now a multicultural society. l^ 1947, 9O% of
Australians were of United Kingdom, Irish or New Zealand origin; in
1989 this had fallen to75%. This is proiected to fall further in the next
20 years by 6 percentage points. The Asian proportion of the
population is expected to increase to about 8%by the beginning of the
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next centuqy. Other sectors of the population are expected to remain
roughly constant.

The Asian group is also becoming more important in
migration. ln 1977 Asians constituted some 5% of all migrants; by
1987 they fornred 40% of all migrants, including thooe under the
business migration scheme.

Some Implications for Army

In terms of how these developments will impact on
community perceptions of Army and what they mean for Army the
following general points canbe made.

r Army will need to demonstrate that it is committed to
equal opportunity for women in all its activities. It
should be noted here that the University of
Wollongong study found that in terms of attitudes
towards and level of interest in defence there was
virtually no difference between women and men.
Unless maior reductions are made in the support areas
of the Defence Force, the proportion of recruits who
are female seems likely to be maintained or perhaps
increased; in the third quarter of 1990, for example,
some 21% of new recruits were female (compared
with about 72%inthe present ADD.

e Clearly the issue of allowing women into more
positions than the 56% currently available to them in
the Army - and particularly into combat roles - will
persist and public perceptions will be inlluenced by
the way Army handles this issue.38 The difficulties for
Army will be all the greater given that Navy and Air
Force have opened up around 95% of their positions.
(One tongue'in<heek suggestion from the United

3E Hugh Smith, lilornen in the Aushalian Defence Force: In Line
for the Front Line7, Australian Quailerly, (Vo1.52, No.2), Winter
1990.
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States is that Air Force be reserved for women and
Army for men with Navy open to both.)

Army will need to demonstrate that it has high skill
requirements to attract respect from an increasingly
educated workforce and that it is raising Australia's
skiled workforce through its training systerns. Army
cannot afford to be ldt behfurd in the move toward a
'clever countr5/ (even if the move is not as great in
reality as in rhetoric).

Tt€ denngraphic shift will mean increased
competition for graduates and others with post+chool
qualifications. This takes us into the recruiting area,
which is beyond our brief, but the general point canbe
made that for Army to be recognised as a worthwhile
institution it will not only need to aftract some of the
best students in the community but also be *nt to
attract them.

For Army to be seen as a worthwhile instihrtion it will
have to develop e<emplary personnel practices. It will
have to consider the inbrests of individual service
membett, of minority groufrs, of spouses who work,
of spouses who do not work and of the children of is
members, particularly as regards education. tt will
need to deal with problems of discrimination and
issues such as gay rights.

The shrinking youth population and the overall
'gr€ylnd of the population will impact on the amount
of effort devoted to partiarlar age-grouPs in
cpmmunicating Arm/s message over tlre coming
yearc. At prment only 5% of Defence Force recruits
cpme from the 25-49 age group. Dfferent messages
concerning A*y may also be more appropriate for
the growing number of people in retirement or the
near-retirement age bracket and also the increasing
numbers in the early-retirernent grouP.

Australia's multi<ulhrral society will mean that Army
will need to consider how it reflecb that society
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through the rnake-up of its members. What needs to
be borne in mind here, and what emerges clearly from
the Wollongong study, is that different races have
different cultural attitudes towards the military;
cpntinued assessment will be necess.rry to determine
how to get Arm/s nssage across to particular
groups. Certainly there can be no automatic
assumption that what is appropriate for one SrouP
will be for another and that what works in the tabloids
will necessarily be understood in the ethnic Press.
Army will need to liaise on a regular basis with ethnic
organisations.

DEFENCE SPENDING IN AUSTRALIA

The level of defence spending in Australia is an indicator both
of perceptions of the intemational environment and of changing
attitudes towards defence. Both point in the direction of declining
willingness to spend money on defence. At the same time demands
for acrountability are growing. In one survey 6% of respondents
desired a greater degree of public accountability from the ADF with
onlyT% completely satisfied with the existing level of acountability.3e
One of the points hammered home in the Wrigley rePort was that
defence spends many billions of dollars each year - equal to rnany
hundreds of dollars per head of population - and that this
expenditure ought to be fully iustified.

There is clear evidence that public opinion is hardening
against defenca spending. The poll figures available since 1979 are as
follows:

Spend more on defence

Spend less on defence

1979 1980 1983 1987 1990

5780744934
nal7727U

39 Morrissey and Mitchell, Ternales and Ethnic Minorities', p51.
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Although there are changes in question wording and codes used there
is a dear trend here after a peak in 1980 - tlre tine of ttre Soviet
invasion of Afghanistan - there has been a drastic decline in support
for increased defence spending, induding 15 percrntage points in the
last three years.4o

A study of attitudes in the 1990 federal election asked people
to rank their priorities for increased spending deferrce came second
from the bottom with only unemployment benefits being a more
popular area for financial cuts. C-onversely orrily 4% of those asked
saw defunce as a top priority for increased spending (out of 10
nominated areas} again deferrce was in the $mpany of
unemployment benefits which scored 0.5%.41 Similar attitudes wene
apparent among the candidates in the 1990 election. Asked to
nominate which area of goverrunent spending should be reduced,
some 477o ranked defence as top priority for a cut (orfy 2% saw it a
first priority for an increase). Significantlp no gr€at differences
emeqged between tlre parties, with Liberal-National candidabs scoring
46% artd l-abor candidates 55%. By contsast, among federal
parliamentary candidates in the 1987 election some 45% supported
increased spending on defence and only 18% wanted to spend less.'[2

Actual governrnent spending has reflected these attitudes.
Four of the past five budgets have seen negative or zen) growth for
defence spending and defence expenditure projerted for 199G91 is
slightly below the forecast inflation rate. Defence outlays, rpreover,
will have very liftle capability to absorb cost increases as a result of the

40 For a rnore detailed analysis of attitudes towards defence
spending see lan McAllister and Toni Makkai, 'Changing
Australian Opinion on Defence: Trends, Pattterns and
Explanations', Paper delivered to a C-onference on Defence and
the Media in Time of Limited Conflict, Queensland University of
Technology, Brisbane, April 1991, pp.l4-17.4r Ian McAllister, 1.990 Atstralian Election Suruey Cdefuok,
(Department of Politics, Australian Defence Force Academy,
Canberra 1990).42 McAllister and Makkai, 'Changing Australian Opinion on
Defence', pp.2F1.
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planned capital equipment acquisitions.€ Ttre political pressure to
ieduce spenaing on defence is likely to incrcase as expectatioT gtow
for a ,pelcedividend, in Australia as a result of the political changes
in Eurbpe. The traditional threat of communism now aPPeary much
less credible and politicians may seek to cash in on this fact by
deployng defence-funds into areas that have rrpre popular aPPed'
fhis weaLening of support for increases in defence expenditure
represenb a significant-and probably long-term shilu it reverses the
pattern of support among the population that has been evident over
several decades.4l

It is unlikely that Army can have anything but a minorimpact
on budgetary po[+. As suggested earlier, it represents a politically
inconsp-icuous ta.dt for financial trimminp nranpower has already
been allowed to fall away and one engineer unit has been
disestablished. Two broad stiategies might help to hold the line. one
is to emphasise the large manpower requirements for defence of the
north. This need is obvious to any soldier who contemplates the
immensity of ttre problern but the public would have to be convinced
of at leasi some of the following points: (a) the vulnerability of the
area to realistic threats; (b) the high level of manpower (plus
transport, communications and logistics) required to protect vital
asseti in the north; (c) the desirability of some kind of Presence in the
area, perhaps associated with development of the infrastructure and
economic glowth. The latter two arguments might find the public
more receptive than suggestions that threats of some kind are
imminent or even likely.

The second broad strategy would be for Army to shess the
amount of money it spends in various localities in Ausbalia. cDF has
pointed out that Z5{0% of the current l5-year investsnent program in
equipncnt is being spent in Australia,a5 a messge that could bear
repeiting and could be coupled with more details on the number of
|obs crea-ted and the impetus for technological advances that military

4il Graeme Cheesernao 'Australia's Defence: White Paper in the
Red', Australim lourruI of Intermtiorul Affairs, (Vo1.44, No'2),
August 1990.
Campbell, Australian Public Opinion on Natbrul Seurity lssua,
P.r2.
Sun,6November 1990.
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spending is producing. At the otlrer md of the rale,little research
appean to have been done on, for example, how much an Army base
contributes to the local economy. 'Army rnone5/ is spent in many
ways such as the spending of py, employment of local civilians and
the contracting out of services; the last two in partiailar may become
more significant in future years. Sonrc studies dealing with the impact
of new barracks in Townsville in the 1960s were corducbd but
nothing more rrecent appears to be available; the Air Force also
conducbd shrdies of the impact of the new base at Tindd on tlre town
of Katherine. Army might consider undertaking studies of the steady-
state contribution of Army establishnnnts to local economies or
encouraging academic economists to do so. Clearly, there is no
question of military spending on a scale that occurs in the United
States but it could be of growing significance to a number of local
communities in Australia.

CTJRRENT PERCNPUONS OF ARMY

This section looks at the dominant perceptions of Army. It
finds that Am,y enioys the poorest irnage of the three services in a
number of respects and that it is seen as playing the least important
role in tlre deftnce of Australia. Nonetheless Army does enpy certain
positive attitudes and may have sorne prospect of changing the more
adverse perceptions.

Army Is Sem ag the lzast Moilmt and
LeastEffbimf of the Sen'ices

In 1980 ANOP found that Army was regarded as the least
modern service and the least efficient by around one'third of the
communigr. In the f984 ANOP study of young people's attitudes
there was no real change in the standing of the Army in trerms of
perceived modernity. Only 20% saw Army as the rnost modern with
Air Force again regarded most highly. In 1987 AI{OP asked people
not whidr of the three services was the most modern and uptodate
but how modern and uptodate each of the three senrices was. Here
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Army did sornewhat betten 76% snrid Air Force was modern
(including'vety modern'and 'quite modern') while 64% said Army
was rrpdern and 67% said Navy was nrodern.

The reasons given for this focus on outdated and insufficient
equiprnent - factors whidr also apply to those who consider the Air
Force or Navy as inefficient or less modern. Significantly, however,
'[t]he Arm/s perceived inefficiency is also attributed to its lack of
relevance to modern warfare and insufficielrt rranpower. In other
words, the rnain questions about the efficiency of ttre Navy and Air
Force are in terms of how well equipped they are whereas the
additional considerations of relevance and numpower also enter the
communi$/s assessment of the Arm/.45 For these r@sons one would
expect continuing difficulty for Army since both Navy and Air Force
are engaged in rnaior reequipnrent prqilams that have attracted a
great deal of public attention. Whether or not the new ships and
aircraft are valuable to the defence of Aushalia, Army must still
demonstrate its own relevance to the defence of the country.

Another explanatory factor can be found in Mackay's 1989
study, which reported that Army had the lowest status of the three
forces. There it was conduded that Army'is viewed as being'basic',
rather pedestrian, and nmst likely to produce boredom in its members.
Compared with RTA.AI? or Navy, life in the Army is thought to be
generally unexciting, 'diry, and demanding fewer technical skills:
'such prejudices inevitably lead to the view that Army personnel are
likely to be less educated and perhaps less highly trained than
members of the other two services'.47

The relatively low status accorded to the Army, moreover, is
'related to the idea that ... that Service is associated with zass
recrrritrnent, whereas the other two services are thought to be more
higNy selective, and rnore focussed on the skills and aptitudes which
they seek in their recruib the perception that the Army is potentially
"for anyone"'.48 This, of course, has been the practice in the two

AI{OP Research Services Pty Ltd, 'Community Attitudes
Towards Australia's Defence Force', p.39.
Mackay Research Pty Ltd, A Study of C.ommunity Attitudes',
P.46.
tbid.
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national service schernes since 19t15. The 1980 ANOP study also found
that Army is regarded as being the easiest service b pin and Air Force
the hardest.49

On the other hand there is a set of positive perceptions about
the nature of Army activities. The first relaEs to the discipline which
is associated with the Defence Forte, arrd prtimhrly tlu Anny, and
which is favourably perceived by rnany survey resPondents. 'Its
positive components are that it teaches selfdiscipline, rcsPoluiibility
ind generally imprcves people - it helps young people "get their act
together"'.so This ties in with the persistent popular support for
military service that was nrentioned earlier.

A second positive factor rclates to the benefib which Army is
perceived to provide for employment in civilian life. In 1984 ANOP
reported that '[v]aluable work experience and traininp iob secudty
and opportunities for career advancement, continue to be key
positives associated with Defence Force employment in general and
utith tlre Amry in partbular'.57 Such things as a desire to learn valuable
skills, the ambition for personal improvement, or the prospect of a
secure and worthwhile occupation are key elements in attracting
people to pin the Atmy.s2 Asked which service provided training and
experience most likely to improve civilian employmentprospxb,44Vo
of-respondents nominated Army with about 25% naming each of the
other two services. As the 1984 ANOP survey of young peoplds
attitudes found, work in the Army is seen as most similar to civilian
work. This factor helps explain why Army life is seen at one and the
same time as ordinary and unexciting but also as useful for civilian
life.

Overall, Army suffers because it is seen as the least modern of
the services. Such attitudes will be difficult to change although some

ANOP Research Services Pty Ltd, 'Community Attitudes
Towards Australia's Defenca Force, P.100.
lbiil.,p.77.
1(oung People's Attitudes Towards Australia's Deftnce Forc€',
ANOP Research Servicns Pty Ltd, September 7984, p. 79
(emphasis added).
ANOP Research Services Pty Ltd, ?ublic Attihrdes to Defence',
p.153.
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strategies are available. What needs to be borne in mind, however, is
that updating the Army image could be a twoedged sword. The more
Army becomes a 'high-tech' servic€, the less relevant and useful it
might seem to the ordinary man in the street or potential recruit.

Army Is Thougtrt of as Playing the Least ImportantRolgin the DeTence of Auitralia

Although Army has the greatest prominence in the
communit;y's mind, it is generally regarded as tlre servic€ which
would play the least important nrle in defending Australia. A
maprity of the public nominate the Air Force as playng the most
important role (55%) - largely because it is seen as fast, mobile and
well+quipped and because it is believed that ,the initial defence of
Australia will occur in the air,.53 Some 23% gave Navy second place
while only 15% put Army first. The main reason that Army was seen
as most important service by ib supporters was a crcnviction regarding
the importance of land warfare in any invasion.

It would not be easy to convince the community that Army
has a mapr role to play in defending Australia and that it should
therefore be supported at least at current levels. The fact that the
image of the Army is dosely linked with warfighting is something of a
handicap in this r€spect. To contemplate fighting in Australia is to
assume an actual invasion or lodgement on Australian territory; and
this in turn assumes that the Air Force and Navy will have failed to
prevent hostile forces reaching Australian shores. In other words, for
Army to have a maiff fighting role requires making the uncomfortable
assumption that, contrary to the image put forward by the
governnent, the sea-air gap will have been seriously breached.

Nonetheless, the public might accept certain points about the
role of Army:

o d situation of increased uncertainty edsts in our area
of strategic interest. It would therefore be risky to

s3 ANOP Research Services Pty Ltd, 'Community Attihrdes
Towards Australia's Defence Force', p.30.
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make wholesale changes and a consolidation of
existing capabilities would be safer.

. It is easy to reduce A*y capabilities but this loses
valuable investment in personnel and skills which
cannot easily be restored. Training personnel and
exercising skills is a long-term asset and should not be
lightly liquidated.

o The A.my consists of a force of skilled and disciplined
people who can perform a wide range of tasks for the
community. These tasks include deterrence but also
peacetime roles which have military relevance. (This
issue is discussed further in the following chapter.)

o the insurance analogy may be the most appealing to
the public. Qualiative research suggests that in
peacetime the mainterulnce of well-equipped and
well-trained forces is seen as essential insurance.il The
insurance concePt implies that the unwanted
contingency is in any case fairly remoE - like a house
being burned down; the prudent householder keeps
up his insurance policy even though he considers the
chance of disaster very improbable.

Against that broad canvas Army could seek to dernonstrate
how it contributes to the 'insurance' premium for the defence of
Australia. Uttle research has been done, however, on public
expectations of Army's (least important) role in defending Australia.
Indications from ANOP's poll in 1980 suggest that the importance of
land warfare is accepted by some though it maybe difficult to increase
this perception. By contrast, the idea of sea Power - patrolling
Austialia's waters, guarding fisheries and so on - is clearly
understandable; air power, too, conjures up images of fast and
decisive interception of an enemy, especially given that over-the'
horizon radar will see him coming (and intelligence has predicted
evenb well in advance). Another factor here no doubt is the common
belief that Australia's coastline is the prime source of its vulnerability
and the probably associated assumption that Navy should play the

s4 Mackay Research Pty Ltd, 'A Study of Community Attitudes',
P.sO.
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main role in defending coasts. From Arm/s point of view, therefore,
it would be important to stake a daim to defence of the coastal region.

The authors suspect that the conunon view of Army is as a last
line of defence in the event that an enemy gets through the sea-air gap.
Navy and Air Force are conunonly pictured as the first line of defence
and the implication is easily drawn that Army defenders are not really
necessary if the other players do their pb. The analogy that comes to
mind in the population at large may be that of 'long-stop' in cricket -a field placing which implies that the wicket-keeper cannot be relied
upon, an unthinkable assumption in a first<lass ganre, and which is
therefore not strictly necessary. The idea of the last line of defence also
tends to have negative connotations, suggesting static and passive
rather than dynamic and mobile operations. Atmy may prefer to
avoid these associations. It may find a rrpre secure role by presenting
itself as part of an overall defence team and identifying specific roles
within that task.

PEACETIME ROLES

Public perceptions of the role of the armed forces in general
wax and wane in large measure as a result of the international
environment, and in particular the level of threat perceived. In tirne of
low or no threat the problem arises of how to convince the public that
armed forces arle necessary and that they are getting value for money.
It is easy to believe that, since there is no fighting to be done, the
armed forces are having aneasy tinre. The Mackay Report found that
there appears to be widespread uncertainty in the community abut
what the forces actually spend their time doing when there is no war
to fight 'although Australians very widely accept and support the
need - especially the symbolic need - for strong Defence Forces, it is
not always easy for them to visualise what the peace time
responsibilities of those Forces might be'.ss

This is all the more important because there are expectations
in the community that the arrned forces should be more useful and

s5 lbid.,p.49.
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more visible. 'Since Australians are so confused about their ral
Defence requirernents, it is hardly surprising that they place particular
value on thle symbolic value of the services. To them, it is worth money
to have a 'visible' Defence Forcr'.56 Moreover,'civilians regard the
Services as being generally invisible... They would be reassured by a
more overt presenc€ of Service personnel and their cnnfidence in our
defence capability would be enhanced simply by krnwing more and
having more direct experiences of Service people, Service activities
and more insight into Service life'.S7 Mackay also found that
Australians want the Defence Force to be moreursible,nsterctioeinits
symbolic/cercmonial role in the community and morc obviously
helpful in such areas as coastal surveillance and safety and rcsctre
activities.5E

One reaction rnay be to expand peacetirne functions such as
aid to the civil community, perhaps through undetaking rnapr public
works or increased involvement in disaster relief and enrergency
rescue. The idea would be to create an impression of continuous
usefulness in peace as well as war. Yet we would suggest that this be
approached with great caution. The rnost important argument for
maintaining armed forces must remain that of providing for the
potential defence of the nation against aftack. If this aim is lost sight
of, the central justification for armed forces is undermined and will
lose credibility in the community. This will be the case even though
the community welcomes the Defence ForcE's peaceful activities; an
underlying dissonance is likely to develop between having an armed
force and the carrying out of tasks that could be performed by
unarmed workers. The symbolic presence of the Defence Force and of
Army in particular should always be that of arnred force. This is
reinforced by Maclo/s finding that the 'most significant theme in
Australians' discussion of the activities of the Defence Forces
concerned the maintenance of a defence structure which would be
sufficiently well-trained and well+quipped to react to any military
threat and, of equal importance, to provide the structure for a rapid

lbid.,p.2l.
lbid.,p34.
lbid.,p52.
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build-up of our defence capabilit/. ANOP found the same
attitude.

In this connection Army has one important asset and one
important disadvantage compared with the other two services. On the
positive side Army above all is associated with a warfighting irnage.
The 1980 ANOP poll reported that: '[t]he maindistinguishing features
which characterise the Army ale "foot soldiers" and their weaPonry
such as guns, artillery, tanks, ieeps - in effect arnred combaf.5l
Providing that these irnages are kept in mind, the perception will
remain that Army is a fighting force. If, by crcntrast, the emphasis
were to be on communications technolory or engineering equipment,
there is a chance that Army would corre to be seen primarily as a body
of workers, skilled and diriplined certainly, but not necessarily fitted
for war. This is a point that does not always seem to come through in
recruiting advertisements, which sonretimes present Army as just
another irb which happe.s to involve wearing uniform.

While the image of the A*y is characteris.d by armed
combat, the image of the Navy and Air Force is rather different.
While rifles and field guns are necessarily associad with war, the
prirnary equipment of the other two services has civilian counterparts.
Ships and aircraft are part of civilian life in a way that infantry and
artillery are not.o And it is not surprising to report that the top of the
mind features associated with the Navy are'boats and ships' and for
the Air Force'aircraft'. This allows the other two services to carry out
peacetime activities using their equipment without necessarily
creating the suspicion that they are losing their true nature. It would
thus not be inconsistent for Navy to become more heavily involved in,
say, coastal surveillance or fisheries protection; similarly, Air Force
could greatly expand ib aerial surveillance tasks without losing its
essential image.

These considerations suggest caution in how Army attemPts
to strengthen its overall image in the community. A.y expansion of
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Arm/s peacetime role would have to be associated with military
qualities-in order not to detract from Army's perceived function of
defending the nation. Not all publicity is good publicity - in the long
run. From Arm/s point of view there should always be a concern that
an expanded role in the community will contribute positively to its
military capabilities. This might be emphasised, for example, by re-
wording the current criteria for aid to the civil community, At prcsent,
one principle is that such aid not detract from the military role; this
could be turned around to emphasise the potential value of such aid in
developing skills or providing training of militaqy relevance.

There is little survey evidence on public attitudes to peacetime
tasks performed by the Defence Force and none dealing specificaly
with Army. We would be surprised, however, if sunrey evidence did
not demonstrate community support for a more active role by Army in
the community. Yet, as was argued earlier, such expectations on the
part of the public must be treated with great care. Army would have
io calculate both its own gains and losses as far as military capabilities
are concerned and the long-term and underlyrng impact on public
opinion.

Sorne of the possible peacetime activities that Army can and
does engage in are discussed in the following paragraphs. They are
grouped into two categories, one focusing on activities in Australi+
the other having an international aspect. While there are exceptions,
our argument suggests that those with an international element are
more promising as far as establishing Arm/s rnilitary image is
concerned.

Domestic Activities

Disastu and Emergercy Assistance

The Army already assisb the community in various ways
through assistance in disasters, reecues, emergexrcy relief and so on.
The Mackay study found that this activity has quite wide support in
the community and is thought to be one of the continuing functions of
the Defence Forces. In fact Mackay found that many people believe
that the Defunce Forces should be much morc active in the provision
of such services to the community. They believe this primarily
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because of their faith in the haining of Service personnel, but also
because ttrcy believe that it would be a productive use of the Forces'
tine and equipment "which we are paylng for anyway"'.63

We have found no researdr that examines communit5r
perceptions of the role of the Armed Forces after they have
participated in emergency relief. Obviously, one would expect a
considerable rreasure of gratitude on the part of the people directly
assisted and a deg.ee of admiration for a pb well done on the part of
the community in general. The utterances of politicians and
dignitaries would support this. Nonetheless, one might dso find other
reactions among people who have suffered the distress of a mapr
disaster. These responses would not nec€ssarily be to the benefit of
the Defence Force or the Army in particular:

o themilitary canp too late or too slowly - why didn't
they come earlier? why didn't they respond to
requests rnore rapidly?

o the military could have done more - rnore men could
have been sent, more equipment provided;

o assistance was not fairly distributed - why did the
fones get more help than I did?

o mistakes were made, property was damaged - such
events tend to be remembered more than the positive
things; or

o the military tried to run the show - the local
ernergency services, the shire council or welfare
oqganisations may feel that Army is trying to take
over operations.

The problem rnay h that people are looking for sonreone to
blame or feel that their proper role has been challenged. Clearly
Defence Force assistanoe cirn be done well or done badly - and most
would daim it is done very well - but a very high standard has come
to be expected. All three services rnay be on a hiding to nothing as far
as assistance to the community is concerned. In the matter of

63 Mackay Research Pty Ltd, 'A Study of Community Attitudes',
P53.
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interfering with civil authorities, too, there will always be a fine line
between helping and taking over. The development of good working
relations wilh such organisations seems desirable, for o<ample by an
Army exchange program with these agencies.

At the sarne time, greater Army involvement will generate a
community expectation that as a ruttq of routine Army will assist. In
Townsville, for example, the Army, because of previous assistance in
disasters and emergencies, was asked in August 7982 for 300 rnen for
10 days, plus 15 troop company vehicles, to take part in a dengue fever
eradicati6n prograrn- The request was refused at ministerial level.64
The point here is that Army should not be surprised if a greater
involvement in disaster Prevention work will simply raise the
community's expectations about what Army should be doing as Part
of their normal tasks.

Whether Army or Air Force or Navy is seen as having a higher
profile in search and rescue and disaster relief is not known. Researdr
iould be undertaken on this point in order to determine how best to
promote Army's role here. It should be noted that other civil agencies
involved in disaster relief will also be conscious of their image in this
work and Army would need to be careful that it is not seen as
promoting this function purely to improve its public relations -image.
The public will adopt a cynical attitude if they believe that disaster
wo.k is simply an area where various agencies are comPeting for
publicity.

Involvement in disaster relief or search and rescue thus needs
to be handled carefully. It could enhance Army's visibility while
carrying some costs; equally, non-participation in these kinds of
activitiel would risk adverse community reaction. It is possible, too,
that demands for disaster relief will increase as the so<alled
,greenhouse effect' @uses suruner rainfall in northern Australian to
iicrease and creates more intense and more southerly cydone5.6'5

Colonel H.C. Franklin, 'Townsville: Military Support for
Communities' in J.O. I-angtry and Desmond Ball (eds), A
Vulnerable Country? Civil Reiourcrs in the Defmce of Australb'
(Australian National University Press, Canbena, 791!6), p. 247
Australian and New Zealand Environment Council, Tw:atds a
Natiorul Greenhouse Strategy fn Austtalia, (Australian and New
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Given that the community does appear to support this role for
the Defence Force and given that A*y wishes to o<pand its profile in
this area, thought might be given to investing resourcrs in yoenting
ilisstts - for example by assisting in building levees or clearing areas
to minimise bushfire risks and so on - rather than acting only when
tlrcy have happened. Viewing this pro.active behaviour on the part of
the Army rnay in the long run generaE grcater cornrruni$r support
for Army, but great care would need to be taken to consult
comrnunities on what was needed. The last thing Army would want is
to be acorsed of undermining the capacity of the community to help
itself. Again this will be a fine line to tnead.

Prouision of Essential Sqvices

Essential services in the community may be disrupted not only
through natural disasters but also through human action. In both
cases the Defence Force rnay be called upon as the only organisation
capable of restoring such services or providing them in sorne form.
Here the most contentious situation arises when esential services are
denied to the community through industrial action. At some point
maintaining such services can be se€lr as tantamount to strike-
breaking.

Before 1989 one would have expected great public opposition
to the use of the Defunce Force to defeat a strike in a sustained and
deliberate empaign. Such was not the case, however, with the use of
the RAAF to undermine the pilots' strilce. Yet ttre circumstances were
so exceptional as to suggest that this is not a guide for future
situations. First, the pilots were widely regarded as over-paid and
over-privileged and enilyed little sympathy. Second, RAAF personnel
did not have to confront picket lines as would probably be the case if
Army were involved in maintaining essential services. Third, the
FJLN] was operating its own assets not those of the commercial
airlines; its activities thereforc did not have the same 'feel' of strike-
breaking unlike a situation where Army might physically take over,
say, trains or buses. Overall, the Air Force probably gained in public

Zealand Environment Council, Canberra, 1990, p.7.
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esteem as numy Australians flew in RAAF planes for the first tine and
met Air Force personnel.

Thus the pilots'strike may not carqr nvrny lessons in terms of
judgng whether an Army role in maintaining essential services would
gain community support in the circumstances of an industrial dispute.
We suspect that the normal sensitivitie will continue b dictate that
governments will be reluctant to use Amry in the event of strikes
disrupting public services. This is evident in the political reaction to
'Plan Cabriole'. In 197932 the Defence Force drcw up plans for
contingencies in which they might be called uPon to restore essential
services to the communitSr, whether in cpnnection with an industrial
dispute or not. When the Defence Minister leamed of the plan in 1985
he promptly ordered its abandonment.66

Army is in a cleft stick as far as maintaining essential services
is concerned. It is not an area likely to be publidy acceptable save in
unusual circumstances and political sensitivities preclude active
planning for such eventualities. Yet it is possible that in the event
Army would be called upon to carry out such activities and would
have to do so with little or no training. On balance it is probably wise
for Army to create the impression that it has no interest and little
capacity for running essential services.

Public Works anil tlu Enabonment

The environment has come of age as a political issue in
national politics. In the 7990 Australian election study the
environment ranked as fifth most important issue. Three economic
issues came at the top of the list - interest rates, inllation and taxation

- followed by three quality of life issues - health, environment and
education.6T Environmental politics had been on the agenda of

66 Gary Brown, Tlu Australbn Defnce Force in lnilusttial Action
Situtiotts: Ioint Saoke PIan'Cabriole', Working Paper No.115,
(Strate$c and Defence Studies Crntre, Australian National
University, Canberra, 1986,).67 Clive Bean, Ian McAllister and John Warhurst (eds), The Grening
of Australian Politics: The 7990 F eileral Elation, (Longman Cheshire,
Melbourne, 1990).
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previous elections in Australia but'never before had it played such a
crucial role and been associated so centrally with the final outcorne [of
the 1990 electionl. Indeed, most of the other notable features of the ...
election can be Unked in one way or another to the rise of
envircnmental concerns among a sizeable proportion of the Australian
Public.6t

The emergence of the environment as an important national
issue poses challenges for Army. It seems to be the case that over the
years Army has been vulnerable to criticism that it is insensitive to the
environment and that it is not readily seen as environmentally
responsible. The popular image is that of a tank wreaking havoc as it
crashes though the bush or tracts of land baned b tlre public because
of unexploded ordnance. The story alleging that wildlife is routinely
slaughtered by soldiers during training in North Queensland no doubt
confirms in many people's minds the 'Rambo' image of Army
behaviour.59

Army has already started a number of proierts that express
concern for the environment, e.g. tree planting in conjunction with
facility redevelopments. It is a positive sign that tlre Directorate of
Army Shrdies has been tasked with examining the role that Army
might play in 'national environmental strategies'. Clearly, there is
much scope to convince the community that Army takes seriously its
responsibilities for conserving tlre natural environment. Concern
could be demonstrated in a number of ways:

o land degradation is increasingly recognised as serious
national problem;7O Arm/s role in preventing land
degradation and rcstoring damaged environments
could be developed and publicized.

lbiil.,p.xiii.
'Soldiers Accused of Slaughter', Syilney Morning Herald, 29
October 1990.
Parliarnent of the C-ommonwealth of Australia, House of
Representatives Sanding Committee on Environnrent, Recreation
and The Arts, Tlu Effetioarcs of b"d Degrdatbn Policia anil
kograms, (Australian Government Publishing Service, C-anberra,
1989),p.7.
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. Army could show the public how it is rnanaging its
land by morc open days specifically designed to
inform the public by the use of demonstration sites
and equipment showing the results of effective
degradation control measures.

o Army could denronstrate how it restores oercise
aleas and actively promotes tree planting on bases
and elsewhere.

o Army could highlight areas where Army land use
nurnagement has actually protected flora and fauna.

o Army could show that it is energy cpnrious and that
it has a prqlram to educate army Personnel in ways in
which energy can be conserved - for example, by
recycling or purchasing environmentally friendly
products for use in Army establishments. In
particular, Army could show how it can oPerate
facilities and services in an energy'efficient manner in
the hostile environment of the north.

. Army could highlight how it has preserved its historic
buildings and how Army land holdings have
prevented undesirable developments. This would
also rcinforce the'traditional' irnage of Army. Liaison
with the Australian Heritage Commission could
provide advice on the best ways to achieve wider
public knowledge of this.

o Army could highlight any role it plays in rnapping
conservation areas and how such information
contributes to the national data base on land
nurnagement information.

Army could also become involved in specific environmental
proiects. Purely by way of example, the control of mimosa, a
voracious weed, might be considered. This introduced plant is
doubling in area every year,'spreading its seeds across the Top End of
Australia and threatening to strangle not only Kakadu but the entire
wetlands of the Northern Territor5/.7\ The only effective way to

7r Australian Colour Magazine, G7 Octobet 1990, p.10.
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conbol mimosa, actording to the leader of the clearing program, is to
find it early and pull it out by hand. Another relevant example would
be mangrove rehabilitation, which has not been attempted on a large
scale in Australia.

In suggesting that Army could becorrc more directly involved
in such prqtranrs, we are not suggesting that A"my take on rnany
different tasks. It would seem preferable to target one or two high-
profile, achievable projects and, by carefully prepared demonstrations,
show Arm/s role in contributing to the preservation of the
environment.

Nonetheless, Army involvenrent in such tasks would have to
be treated with extreme care. There rnay be opposition in Army itself
and the public could easily develop misconceptions about Army's role.
What would need to be sbessed are the ilirut military beaefits of such
work - leadership, testing logistics and equipment, command and
control procedures, teamwork, morale, acquisition of local knowledge
and so on. Uaison with local communities would also be essential. It
would be important to explain how such tasks benefit Army as well as
the community; this would also help to convince the individual
soldier that these particular tasks are relevant to his or her reason for
joining the Army in the first place.

Another reason for caution is that the environmental
movement will have its ups and downs in coming years. Extremists
among the'greenies'can and sometimes do tarnish the popular irnage
of environmentalism; and the need for economic growth and
development will at times and in some .ueas oome to seem more
important than environmental argunenb. Army should not therefore
jump on the environnrental bandwagon - which rnay keel over - but
seek to prornote an image of responsibility zzsn-"ts the environment
which is consistent with military requiranents. The population at large
it can reasonably be assumed, is willing to accept some ecological
harm provided that it is necessary and for a legitirnate purpose.

We arc thus suggesting that involvernent in environmental
programs, where considered appropriate, should be very much on a
trial basis. We would stress that any proiects should be carefully
evaluated by opinion surveys to monitor the extent to which such
work is achieving community support or being seen as compromising
military effectiveness. No surveys have been carried out on public
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attitudes towards the role of the Defence Forces and the environment,
and this would be a fruitful area of research.

Tr abing the' Claer Country'

It was noted earlier that of the three services Army is seen as
having the lowest status: it is viewed as 'loptech' and involving
rather dirty and unskilled work. This irnage does not fit well with the
demands for Australia to become a 'clev€r oount4y'. Army, of cou$e,
already invests massive effort in training its personnel but npre could
perhapo be done to convince the public that it is contributing to
national goals by stressing its training and educational role, especially
in 'high-tech' areas. The Wollongong study found that defence is
viewed favourably in terms of 'putting skills back in the community
rather than taking skills from if.z Other polls indicate the potentially
favourable public rcsponse to the issue of training and development of
skills.

One way for Army to develop this image would to taP into the
goverrunent's introduction of the Training Guarantee. Under the
legislation, from 1 fuly 199O employen with a payroU of over $200,000
are required to spend the equivalent of 1% of this on training annually.
This will rise to 75% ttom 1 july 1992. The object of the Training
Guarantee is to improve the efficiency and competitiveness of
Australian industry by increasing the level and quality of skills in the
Australian workforce.

Army already offers training courses - for example, to State
police forces - but could well meet the needs of private companies by
offering courses to civilian employees. The object would not be to get
people to learn specific military skills but rather to develop skills
relevant to the industry. Some moves are already being made in this
direction - such as the 'Executive Stretch' proigram whidr provides
cours€s for certain categories of ARES personnel - and dearly this is
an initiative which could be usefully expanded. Army would need to
discuss with industry those Army activities that are appropriate for
transferring skills to industry. By way of example, Army might run
'outward$ound' type cours€s for corporate executives to improve

72 Morrissey and Mitchell, 'Females and Ethnic Minorities', p.18.
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leadership skills. At the same time such coutses would exPose more
people to areas of expertise in Army and make a contribution to
undermining the irnage of the Army as a pedestrian organisation.

International Activities

There are a number of peacetirrre activities in whidt the Army
is already involved that have an international component and that
may provide a bas€ for developing public support.

The Anti-tetrorist RoIe

It is dear from ANOP polls that of the different kinds of
potential threat to Australia terrorism is seen as the most likely -ahead of raids, invasion and nudear attack. Ovet 7O% of the
population believe that terrorist attacks are likely in the next 10
yean.Z3 The Mackay report also found that this type of threat strikes
many Australians as being more plausible and nrore worrying than the
overt military threat. Two forms of terrorism corne into question,
domestic arxl international, each of which poses different pnoblems for
Army.

Firstly, terrorism or disorder which is purely inErnal in origin
is probably seen by the community as a matter for the Police.zn Army
would be well advised to stay out of actions arising from racial
tensions, lest it becorne entangled in extremely sensitive issues. If
there is an international element, however, an Army role becomes
much rnore iustifiable in the public view. This was the case with the
Bowral operation in 1978, when troops were used to protect visiting
heads of government; even so there was some criticism to the effect
that the government had overreacted in using the armed forces for

Marshall,'A Review of Key Defence Opinion Polls in the 1980s,
p.E.
Grant Wardlaw, 'The Armed Forces and Public Order Policing',
Pacific Defnce Rqorfer, October 1981.
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such a task and that governments might become bo ready to call out
the Army to deal with terrorist incidents.T5

The role of Army against terrorism that actually originates
outside Australia is likely to receive the highest level of public suPPort
and could be morc openly addressed. The SPecial Air Service
Regiment (SAS) appearc to have a generally good image, but its
function may not be clear to most of the community. Mackay found
that when Australians think about anti-terrorist activity, they are often
confused about the role of various government agencies, including the
services, civil defence and 'supercops'.76 Atmy could meet the
widespread sense of conc€rn over external terrorist activity by
proclaiming its capabilities in this arlea nrore oPenly. This is also an
activity that has the advantage of being essentially military in nature,
provided that it is sbessed that Army involvement only occurs if the
threat is too great for police resources.

Deferce Cooperation

The role of the A*y in the Defence Cooperation Program
(DCP) does not appear to be known to the public. The establishment
of communications networks, the construction of facilities by Army
specialists in the South Pacific, the training of personnel and so on
receive little media coverage. One of the principal problems, of
course, is that rnost defence crcoperation takes place away from
Australia. We believe that Army could, in developing its public
information campaigns, pay much greater attention to these aspects of
Australia's peacetime role.

In pointing to these activities A*y could stress that such
activities not only demonstrate Arm/s role in contributing to
Australia's image as a 'good international citizen', but that such tasks
have tangible benefits for Army in terms of lessons about overseas

75 Hugh Smith, The Defence Force and Australian Society' in
Desmond Ball and C-athy Downes (eds), Saurity anil Defence:
Pacific anil Global Paspectioa, (Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 1990),
p.352.76 Mackay Research Pty Ltd, 'A Study of Community Attitudes',
P51.
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deploynrent, leadership skills, negotiation and liaison skills, testing
logistics and so on.7 This would be important to counter the view
that Army should be concentrating its resources on the defence of
Australia itself.

DCP is not without risks, of course, since military aid and
personnel can becorre entangled in local disputes - as in Bougainville

- or overseas officers trained in Australian Staff Colleges can create
political disorder at home. Another problem is that the need for
military aid has to be dernonstrated to counter the view that more
humanitarian or economic aid should be given. It may help if the
public works aspect is emphasised, particularly if the point can be
made that Army uniquely has the relevant skills and personnel to
carry out such tasks.

Int unati onal P e aceke ep ing

Tlre Mackay Report found that 'it is generally assumed that
Australia makes regular contributions to United Nations Peace'
Keeping Forc€s'. But it seems that Australia's contributions to UNTSO
in the Middle East, the UN Military Observer Group along the Iran-
Iraq border, and the role of the Aushalian contingent to Namibia are
not widely known or appreciated by the Australian public. Agair;
distance from Australia and poor coverage by the media give little
prominence to such activities.

As with deftnce cooperation, there are considerable benefits
for Army and nrore publicity could be given to them.TE It should be
noted, too, that Aushalia's peacekeeping contributions, despite some
Air Force and Navy roles, have bcen overwhelmingly A*y. It is in
the nature of peacekeeping operations that they require Presence on

n D. Urquhart, 'Australia's Defence C-ooperation Program with the
South West Pacific Is It EffectiveT, Defence Force lourtul, (No.68),
|anuary/February 1988.

7E N.F. fames, 'A Brief History of Australian Participation in Multi-
National Peacekeeping Operations', Defance Force lourtul, (No.
&4), September/October 7990, pp.47-58; and Hugh Smith (ed.),
Australh anil Pucelceqing, (Aushalian Defence Studies Centre,
Australian Defencc Force Academy, Canberra, l99O), pp.67-75.
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the ground and hence tend to call on Army expertise. International
peacekeeping appears to be a persistent and perhaps expanding
feature of intemational politics and this rnay mean long-term
opportunities for Army to play a valuable role in peacetirrrc. As CDF
has pointed out, it also offers A.my personnel the prospect of overseas
service of a kind that has not been available since the 1950s and
7960s.n It also helps to counter the traditional assumption that servic€
overseas means service in wars.

At the sarne time, however, potential drawbacla must be
noted. The conduct of peacekeeping operations with the emphasis on
minimal violence does not coincide with the traditional military focus
on the maximum application of violence against an enemy. The
military training benefits of peacekeeping duties would need to be
emphasised though this might detract in the eyes of some from the
true purpose of such operations. Nor can it be assumed that the
Australian public would accept maior loss of life among Australian
soldiers, even in a UN-sponsored peacekeeping operation. There is
also the risk that future Australian goverrunents could lose interest in
peacekeeping as the expected 'peacekeeping dividend' proves
disappointing and other foreign policy priorities emerge.

Conclusion

All present and potential peacetirrrc roles for Army have one
mapr drawback: they do not focus on the conduct of war. Only the
anti-terrorist role has clear connotations of bringing force to bear
against an enemy. Peacetime tasks can only contribute indirectly to
what remains the central role of the Army and the Defence Force in
general, narrrely to deter and defeat an armed enemy. In
contemplating other peacetime roles Army should consider not only
the practical diversion of resources from the central task but also the
potential for undermining the public's rationale for having armed
forces in the first place. In each case a fine and difficult line has to be
drawn.

7e Age,78 May 1989.
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SPREADING THE WORD

This section looks at some of the means by which Army might
go about increasing its public prominence and developing a wider
understanding of its roles and functions. Sorne general principles are
suggested foi conveying Army's message rather than advice on
pa*icular marketing techniques. Consideration is given first to the
public in general and then to more specific grouP6.

Mass Media

If it is true that most of the population know little about the
Defence Force in general, what they do know comes prirnarily from
the mass media. In the Wollongong shtdy 49% of the sample formed
their opinion of the ADF mainly from news and current affairs
prograrnmes. Family members were the second most frequently
chosen option with 15% followed by ADF promotions and advertising
(9Vd and workplace and friends Q%\ At the same time polls suggest
that impressions created by reports in the mass media tend to be
negativi.s0 As argued earlier, there are popular preconceptions about
thJnature of Army life in particular which the media - and the public

- find newsworthy. In particular, the focus is often on either
ceremonial - parades, gladuations, awards etc. - or on the
supposedly mindless aspects of military life - bull, brass and (in a
gobd year) bastardisation. None of these, of course, deals with the
ientral and defining role of the A.my, namely the deployment of
military force.

One possible response would be for Army to explore the
possibility of- a dramadocurnentary series along the lines of Pafrol
Boaf, which apparently produced a positive image for Navy. The
program might focus on Army operations in Northern Australia, e.g.
search and rescue themes, emergency work, liaising with Aboriginal
communities and civilian authorities, problems of adaptation by

s0 Morrissey and Mitchell, 'Females and Ethnic Minorities', p.69;
Mackay Research Pty Ltd, 'A Study of Community Attitudes', p.
35
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families. It would be important to present the Army'warts and all'.
The TV docurrentary Womar in Lina, it would appear, was well
received for this very reason, at least when it was shown as a single
program rather than in separate episodes. Similarly, the rcalistic series
about police forces, such as TIE BiII, probably enhance perceptions of
the police in the long run. The program would differ from BushTuckzr
/tlan which, though gnpular, showed a single officer rather than Army
operating in its norrnal role in the north. Tlre parlous state of the
Australian television industry rnay militate against any new
Australian drama but extensive Army support could help overconre
reluctance.

Another aspect of the rnass public in Australia is
multiculturalism. In any public information campaign to draw
attention to Army's role close attention will need to be paid to
distributing material to the ethnic communities via the ethnic Press,
radio, SBS and so on. The findings of the University of Wollongong
study, that people of Polish, Vietnamese and C-antonese descent hold
the ADF in higher esteem than the general population, and that the
English,Italian, Greek and South Slav groups tend to be sceptical, will
clearly have implications for allocating resouraes to target particular
8rouPs.81

In all this, however, it is important to recognise that one
reason the public know little about defence and the services is that
they may not want to know. If asked, people tend to acknowledge
their ignorance and to say that they do want to know more. In a 1990
poll on community attitudes to defence 43% of those polled stated that
they'don't feel very informed'about Australian defence and security
issues.82 The implication here is that it is the pb of the govemment or
the Defence Force to inform them. While recognising this
phenomenory however, the task is lilely to be more difficult than
simply making the information available to an eagerly awaiting
audience. In the first placq people may say they want to be informed
simply because they are reluctant to publicly admit they do not want
to know or can't be botheled to find out. Yet in reality, we would
suggest, very few people will take active stePs to obtain the

Morrissey and Mitchell, 'Females and Ethnic Minorities', PP.81-
118.
Frank Small & Associates, Defence Public Relations Strateg/.
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information that is available; the most they will do is passivelyabsorb
information or images that are thrust in frront of them in the mass
media.

This leads on to the second problern fire mass media are
extraordinarily pervasive in modern life and people are bombarded
with countless rrrcss:rges and items of information of all kinds. Army
would have to compete in a very competitive environrrent -conEnding with professional advertisers, sales people and irurnalists,
and trying to secure some part of ttre limid attention of the reader,
listener or viewer. Good pacl<agrng is important but even this may not
be enough. Unless Army focuses on simple nrcssages and underlying
values the prospects of influencing rnass opinion in a favourable way
seem slim at best. Ag"tt, this points to the need for Army to identify a
clear role or roles in the defence of Australia and to stress the military
task it has as part of the ADF.

Schools

Schools represent a more selective segment of the population
for an education campaign. The attraction of taking the Army
message to schoolchildren is that their views are li}ely to be less
formed than those of adults and that in five or ten yea$ time they will
be of voting and enlisting age.

Army could, for o<ample, produce its own kit of materials
(printed and, rnost importantly, vidm) on the role of Army in
Australia's defence. This should not be capable of interpretation as
Army propaganda - if so it would be vigorously reie'cted by teachers
and education authorities. Rather, the aim would be to expose
shrdents to a basic outline of ctrrrent Australian defence policy and to
erplain the difficulties of northern defence. The material could point
out some obvious features of Australian defence and Arm/s role in it:

. Army preparcs for credible lowlevel contingencies,
e.g. terrorist attacks, raids on vital assets in the north,
infiltration and sabotage from outside;
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o the challenge to personnel of defending huge
expanses of northern Australia and protecting vital
assets with limited resouroes;

o the geographic and logistic difficulties, e.g. operating
in the wet season and the problems of distance, harsh
environment and lack of infrastructure.

Students could also undertake their own research on the
natural features of the north, e.g. large tidal ranges, offshore reefs, lack
of acrcess to hinterland, the lack of infrastmcture, harsh climate, and
the problems of operating there whether as civilians or military.

Army would need to liaise with Curriculum Development
Centres so that the material produced was stimulating and easy to use
in the classroom. What would also be critical is the need to educate
the educators, i.e. teacher training. Army would need to liaise with
Teachers Colleges and so on since teachers called upon to present this
material would not nec€ssarily have had any exPosune to the basic
history and problems of Australian defence (and alrnost certainly not
Arm/s role). The material would also have to fit into courses on
Australian politics, social studies and, increasingly, peace studies.S3
Army could derrpnstrate its willingness to assist in various ways, for
example by giving guest lectures.

We are not suggesting that presenting this material should
take the place of such things as opendays, mobile units and 'hands-
oni participation at demonstrations and so on. Rather we suggest that
a long-term program of education in schools on problems of
Australian defence planning could improve understanding of Army's
role for the community wa thelongr term.

Perhaps the most effective means of influencing
sdroolchildren would be the expansion of the School Cadet system.
This obviously raises many pohcy and resource issues, but it would
certainly provide a recognised and continuing enb6e for Army into the
school population. Careful thought would have to be given to the

Eg Francis West, 'University Teaching on War and Peace' in Hugh
Smith (&.1, Austualians on Peace anil War, (Australian Defence
Studies Centre, Australian Defence Force Academy, Canberra,
pgn.
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kind of cadet force that would be most desirable - from the point of
view not only of Army but also parents and the children themselves.
Should the primary focus be on military activities, on ceremonial
activities (parades, uniforms, bands etc.) or on adventure training
activities? There are no polls publicly available on school cadets but if
popular opinion on compulsory military service is any guide increased
Army support for cadets would be welcomed.

Tertiary Education

We would certainly suSgest that more effort be made by A*y
to develop high-level presentations on Arm/s role in Australian
defence to universities and tertiary institutions, particularly those with
courses on defence and strategic atudies and peace studies, at centres
concerned with regional security issues and at organisations such as
the Australian Institute of International Affairs. A series of talks on,
say, how Army sees itself as responding to the challenging demands of
credible threats to Australia and how it is developing operational
concepts to meet these demands would be the kind of thing we have in
mind. The tertiary education sector provides an entr6e not only to
academics but also - through the medium of conferences and
seminars - to public servants, diplomats, politicians and other
opinion-leaders in the community; there would also be contact with
students who will go on to important positions in the community.

Those selected for such a role should be of high intellectual
capability and be capable of preparing PaPers, lectures, briefing
documents, etc. that would be heard, seen or read by Australia's 6lite
decision-rnakers in business, trade unions, universities and
professional associations. The Person selected would also be able to
give lectures to Saff College and at ADFA so that those within Army
would be in a better position to understand developments in Army
planning, strategic conc€pts and so on.

Another form of contact with the tertiary education sector
would be through revival of the academic-in-residence scheme,
whereby a university staff member spent a year or so in the Defence
Departnent to write and research on defence topics. The scheme
appears to have fallen into disuse but we would see merit if Army
were able to sponsor interested academics to work in the Department
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or in an Army environment on areas of interest to Army. The benefit
to Army would be a greater understanding of Arm/s role by those
undertaking research and/or teaching oourses in strategic studies,
defence studies, international relations, military sociology. Economists
or behavioural specialists with an interest in defence issues could be
another important source of such people.

A more broadly based proposal would be to provide tertiary
researchers with access to the extensive survey and personnel data
which A*y - like the other services - is acrumulating on a large
scale through its surveys of members. In the United States and sonre
countries of Western Europe the study of military sociology is a rnairr
industy that brings together practitioners in uniform, defence
civilians and academics. The interchange of information and ideas is
beneficial to all of these groups and creates a greater understanding of
military interesb, attitudes and values amongst the civilians involved.
In turn this is spread through tertiary education institutions as
academics incorporate relevant material in their courses and their
research. Sociological and personnel issues also offer a promising field
for doctoral and other research students provided that access to data is
made freely available.

It is in tertiary education above dl that the npst significant
gains are likely to be made, if only because relatively little has been
done to date. The current expansion of the university sector offers a
good opportunity for action in this field.

Influencing Elite Opinion

What may be more important than seeking to inlluence public
opinion in general is to develop a grouping of influential pnlicy-
makerc and opinion-formers who will understand and perhaps protect
Army's interests. Certainly it is clear that CDF wishes to develop a
'dialogue with opinion-makers and leaders'.84 Defence policy is an
issue-area which has some natural constituenb such as manufacturers
and organisations like the RSL. It does not, however, have the level of

u Sun,6 November 1990.
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activity and organisation of SrouPs that are active in shaping policy
ory say, education or the environment.8S

Army might well wish to move in the same direction although
it is not particularly well equipped to target 6lite opinion. There are
few sectoral areas which are likely to be receptive to Army interests
and concerns. This is in strong contrast to Navy which can mobilise a
wide range of organisations connected with Australia's maritime
activities - the fishing industry, ports and harbours authorities,
custonrs, offthore energy producers, the shipping industry,
recreational boating, marine scientists and so on. By targetting key
players within these groups Navy can build up a network of alliances
lnd prornote an understanding of the role of s€a polver in Australian
security.

When it comes to Army there do not appear to be any obvious
sectoral interests where Army would find a ready and receptive ear to
work at promoting Army's goals. On the contrary, Army tends to be
making dernands on various grouPs - on industry !o ak9 part in
planning for industrial mobilisation or to release workers for Army
Reserve training, on landowners for the use of their land or perhaps its
compulsory aCquisitiory or on local authorities to cooperate in
exercises and planning for low-level conflict. The most receptive
groups would be key business organisations (especially those with
defence industry links), trade union leaders, key academics,
parliamentarians interested in defence and defence media analysts.
lt^y needs to consider ways in which it can develop links with such
groups, possibly rnaking use of those personnel suggested earlier as
iesponsible for liaison with tertiary and other educational institutions.
Thi program of identifying Triends of the Arm/ is a good start in this
direction.

Another arena for developing contacts is the parliament' The
role and importance of the parliament has increased with respect to
defence poliiy in recent years with the issue of a number of significant
defence repois by parliamentary committees and a growing number

E5 G.L. Cheeseman,
Decision-Making',
7982.

'Interest Groups and Australian Defence
Defence Force lournal, (No.35), fulylAugust
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of defencerelated questions.S6 Many of these reports have been
critical to the development of defence pollcy options. Without overtly
seeking to inlluence the defence debaF Army could propose a Defence
Parliarnentary Fellowship. The model here could be the Fellowship
awarded to a political rientist to work within the parliament
(normally attadred to the Legislative Research Service) and to
contribute to the work of the service by writing papers on various
topics. The Fellow is also rcquired to write a mapr r€port on some
aspect of parliamentary affairs. An Army officer as a Defence
Parliarrentary Fellow would be in an excellent position to raise
Arm/s profile to those parliamentarians interested in defence issues.
If such a rheme were introduced it would obviously be critical to
select a person who had the intellectual capabilities to contribute to the
debate on national security issues within the parliament.

Conclusion

Uke the earlier suggestions relating to greater A*y visibility
in the community the recommendation for Army to target dlites is not
going to instantly solve the problems of misperceptions and
misunderstanding nor produce positive feelings towards A*y
overnight. The benefits of keeping Army's role before key decision-
makers are likely to be seen only in the longer term. We would,
however, recommend that this be a prbrity target for Army. Defence
policy is much more susceptible to influence by 6lites than via
community mobilisation. In that sense it is rrpst important that
Arm/s needs, interests and roles be understood by such decision-
makers in order that Army's contribution to the defence of Australia
be fully and effectively represented.

86 Derek Woolner, 'Parliarnentary Debate on War and Peace' in
Smith (d.1, Australians on Peace anil War.
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ALIENATION OR ADAPTATION?

Are the Defence Force and the Army alienated from the
community? Wrigley in his rePort argues that the armed forces are
seen as separate from their host society and that this is because of the
self-irnage that the ADF projects - and believes in itself - of a small,
higNy trained, career professional force, strongly focused on tradition
and closed to change. Wrigley argues that rnany people - especially
the young and those of non-British origin - are'turned off by the
ADFs emphasis on customs, traditions and symbols'.E7

The term alienation requires sone elaboration, since it is
commonly used about the armed forces and carries negative
overtones. Serreral elements can be identified in the concePt. The first
is the separateness of a group (or individual). Clearly the miliary are
a separate group, in Australian society with their own set of values
and practices - in the sane way as, say, doctors or dockers. Their
uniform makes them more readily identifiable as a distinct grouP,
though since it is not worn all the time the military are less
distinguishable than, for example, Aborigines or Asians. The point is,
however, that military personnel do of necessity constitute a distinct
group and do carry out distinct functions. Separateness of itself,
however, does not constitute alienation.

Indeed, there are sorne who belive that the armed forces may
be losing their separateness to such an extent that this could
undermine their basic purPose. Downes, for example, has argued that
the'robust sense of identity' enpyed by armed forces has now eroded
and that they are acquiring the image of being iust another employee
group.Es Thus concern with individual rights and conditions of
service, the establishment of the Defence Force Remuneration Tribunal
and the formation of the Armed Forces Federation of Australia all tend
to make the Defence Force resemble the civilian community ever more
closely.Eg The question is whether such changes do undermine the
profeisionalism and effectiveness of the Defence Force and/or

Wrigley, The Deforce F or ce anil the Community, p 3\.
Downes, Social, Eunomic anil Politd lnfltrcnces uryn tle Australian
Army of the7990s.
Hugh Smith, 'The Decline of the Military Profession in
Australia?', Defeace Force lournal, (No.74), fanuary/February 1989.
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whether they are inevitable changes as the military reflects the society
around it.

A second feature of alienation concerns community attitudes
towards the role of the group in question. Here there are some
indicators of alienation, which occurs when the role is not understood
and perhaps reircted by society at large. As this paper has argued,
there is little knowledge of the role and responsibilities of the armed
forces and some questioning of the value of having arrned forces at all.
One reason is the perceived end of the C-old War and declining
legitimacy of the use of force; another derives from the very success of
a deterrent posture - if potential threats are deterred they remain out
of sight and undermine the arguments for a defence capability. The
diversion of military effort towards 'peacetinre' tasks may help win
public support in the short term but can in the long run raise more
fundanrental doubts about the need for armeil forces. In both cases the
answer must be to convince enough of the public of the central and
essential role of the Defence Force, namely the management of
violence on behalf of the state. Some reassurance here is to be found in
the surveys which report that the community wishes the Defence
Force to be more vbiblein the community.9o

A third feature of alienation (xcurs when the group concerned
develops its particular values and practices in a way that is both
dysfunctional to its own purposes and unacceptable to society at large.
Alienatiory in other words, involves a degree of pathological
behaviour. In some countries, for example, the armed forces develop
the notion that they are the true and only protectors of the nation's
values, intervening in the political system if they believe that civilian
leaders have neglected their duty. Another form of pathology occurs
when necessary traits such as discipline and tradition arc taken to
extreme forms. The alienated military may rcsist change simply
because it is change and ding to outmoded and dysfunctional
practices. A milder form involves adhering to old strategies - in the
way that Wrigley daims the ADF is hung up on the'expeditionary
mentalit5/.9r Another mild form is the belief that'professionalism is

Mackay Research Pty Ltd, 'C-ommunity Attitudes Towards
Australia's Defence Force', p.52.
Wrigley, The D eforce F nce anil the Community, p. 59.
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enough', that all that the military needs to do is develop its expertise
without regard to the community or the goals of defence policy.9z

The condition of dysfunctionality should be distinguished
frorn its ciruses. In other military forces various causal factors have
been identified, e.g. long-term service overs€as, recruitrnent from a
nanrow social base or very low turnover of personnel.g3 Such causes
are, of course, not unique to the military and can afflict other
olganisations such as a Foreign Ministry or a multinational
corporation. By and large such causal factors seem minimal in the case
of the ADF.

Alienation, in summary, occurs where a social group is
marked by significant differences from the larger society but where:
(a) those differences are not accepted by the community; (b) society
does not understand or support the roles and functions of the group in
question; and (c) necessary characteristics of the group becrcme inbred
or dysfunctional ov€r time. The manifestation of alienation is to be
found both in the organisation as a whole and in the attihrdes and
behaviour of its individual members. In extreme cases individuals
will feel trapped in a role not understood by the community,
powerless to do anything to change the situation and resenfful
towards those who do not accept the necessity or importance of their
social role. Again, th€ ADF rnanifests such features only in a mild
degree.

This is not to say that A*y need do nothing to bring itself
morc into the rnainstream of Aushalian society; and as society
changes greater efforts rnay be needed to overcome some of the
historical baggage which A*y carries. Image, and perhaps substance
as well, need to be dosely examined - and not only by Army but the
ADF as a whole. Three mapr concerns spring to mind:

j.E. Huston, 'Public Relations: The Way Ahead', Defence Force
I ournal, (No. &4), September/October 799O, p 32.
S. Andrmki, Military Oryanization and Socic$, (Routledge and
Kegan Paul, london, 1%8).
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(a) Army is too trailitioml in its focus on the British connection.
Inevitably, British practices, structures, uniforms, drill, rnesses and so
on persist in the Australian Army. loyalty to the Queen, formally
Queen of Australia but by all appearances Queen of England,
reinforces the British connection. Particularly as Australian society
looks less and less towards the 'mother countqy', the Army may find
these traditional links more and more of a burden.

(bl Army b too fuckparil-looking - it is identified with Past wars and
past methods of warfare. Arm/s dominant rcle in both World Wats,
Korea, Malaya and Vietnam has created the impression of it being
about infantry, about being part of laqger military formations and
about fighting overseas. None of these is particularly relevant to the
future defence of Australia. This impression is reinforced by the
activities of the largest pressure group in the defence arena, namely
the RSL. Inevitably, its members are predominantly Army and most
are veterans of past campaigns, and it regularly calls for the
reintroduction of conscription. To the extent that the RSL creates a
backward-looking image for Army, ways rvly need to be found to
overcome this.

(c) Army is tm ilryndant in its reliance on the Unitd States. The ties
with the US are strong, often loudly proclaimed and in many ways
inevitable. The Australian-American Memorial at the very heart of the
Russell Offices symbolises the connection as do the'irint facilities'and
the linking of the Australian and US flags. It goes to more than the
purchasing of equipment from the US; it is easy to create a sense in
the community that the ADF and Army are too dependent on outside
nations to be thorougNy Australian.

The corollary of these points is that Army ought to be more
Australian. There are moves already in this direction from the award
of distinctively Australian medals to the broad strategic focus on the
defence of Aushalia. But more canbe done to create the impressionof
Army as a nationalist, even patriotic organisation, and in this way
reduce the likelihood of mor€ damaging forms of alienation
developing.
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CONCLUSION

Public perceptions of Army held by the Australian community
are difficult to s€parate out from perceptions of the ADF as a whole,
although research suggests that for a dear rnaiority the ADF ls Army.
The data for making iudgements about crrrrent perceptions on how
Army is perceived is not particularly strong and further work needs to
be undertaken both of a quantitative and qualitative kind on how
Army's role is perceived.

The evidence does, however, point to some problem areas for
Army. Army is perceived as the least rnodern of the three services and
its role in the defence of Australia does not apPear to be understood by
the public. Qualiative research suggesb that the public would like
Army, as indeed the ADF as a whole, to be more oisible in the
community.

Attitudes towards the Defence Force will depend for the most
part on the degree to which people feel threatened. In times of crises
or impending threat people will respect the role of all the armed
services and be prepared to allow them a much freer hand in access to
power and resources than in peacetime. There will alwrys be a
sizeable proportion of the population in peacetine that views the
military, including Army, as pampered and elitist at the top or
'nreatheads'and 'Rambos'at the lower levels. No matter how many
slick public relations campaigns are introduced or how many
worthwhile community activities A*y becomes involved in it is
unrealistic to expect that where no obvious defence threat looms all
pmple will accord automatic support to the Army.

The analogy with the police is appropriate here. Police have
also suffered from a feeling that the public does not understand their
role, their difficult working environnrent and the sFesses they are
under. They complain that if a policeman is arrested on comrption
charges then everyone assumes that all aops ane 'bent', or that if a
policeman is involved in a shooting incident all cops are condemned
as 'trigger huppy'. Army suffers from similar stereotyping - after the
Hoddle Street rnassacre in Melbourne, for example, people
unreasonably assumed that the Army recruited and encouraged those
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with,Rambo' tendencies at Duntroon (from which ttre killer had been
dirharged).

Army thus has to battle against many popular ag1u1nPtions,
some of *t ictr are totally unfou-nded but some of which - for
example, that Army is the least modern service or the one easiest to
enter'- have an element of truth. But ultimately the public will pdge
the Army on its military role and capabilities: does it crontribute in an
efficient and effective way to the defence of Australia? This is nol to
say that Army cannot undertake certain things to raise its profile in the
community and generate gr€ater awarenesg of its role. It rs to say that
such a tt""s"g"Is a bng-1srrn one and will not produce immediate
change; ind&, it may 6e a matter of Army qrgrching 1t th." double
simply in order to stand still in public esteem. We are rot going to see

the;militarisation' of Australia in ttre way in which we have seen the
rapid'greening'of Australian politics in recent years'

In developing longer term goals we believe that Army must
ask not just how p"oF1g peirceive Army but ask 'aI€ we like this?" and
,if we are like thii, is thiidesirable or notz For example, Army is seen

by rnany as rather'basic', doing unnecessary and 'firg/ *.otk' Jrdaybe

this is true compared to the other services - perhaPu a -lo! of Army
work is dirty and boring, but if such non-glamorous -work is vital for
Ar*y to perform its roldthen Army should uPlain why it is essential.
Simiiarly'Army is perceived by many as the easiest service to enter
and demanding fewer skills thin the other senrices. If this is true and
it is consid"tul Uy Army to be undesirable then changes should be
mad", rather thair Arm-jy simply introducing a s]ick campaign to
convince people that it only acceps the best and the brightest'

The critical point here is that iust because crrrrent perceptions
of the Army suggesi a certain cours€ of action this should not mean
that Army accepts such action as desirable. If such action is
considered undesirable by Army then it is up to Army to educate the
public on this point. For example, while there would appear to be

fub[c support for a greater involvement by rr] Tmmumtyi"tirritie",'ifr*y may-well feel that such activities clash with its
prirnary function of preparing for war. If it is not seen by Army as

".""pAUt" 
to be tu;ed (in the extreme) into the Royll Australian

Playground Repair corps then the public should be told how this role
is no"t appropriate. Li-y should- tell people if its military roles as
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opposed to its peacetime roles are in conflict or, if this is not the case,
what the military benefits are to Army in expanding its peacetime
activities.

Army must clarify what if wants from any longer term
campaign to raise communi$r awareness and change public
perceptions. Orrce those goals are decided, tlen Army should draw
up a strategic plan for the next three years or more, set realistic goals
and establish the kinds of outcomes it expects. Efforts would need to
be made to establish what ttrc curent situation is so that change can be
measured and the criteria for assessing succ€ss and failure should be
clearly established before commencing. The resources to be invested
in such a program should not be lavish, in order to head off criticism
that it is a wasteful exercise. Indeed significant rlesources for such an
exercise do not appear necessary. Needless to say suPPort for sudr an
enterprise would have to be forthcoming from the highest levels, for in
lean times these kinds of proiecb with longer term payoffs will be the
first to be axed.

It would certainly be more productive to set specific targets in
all this rather than try to advance on a broad front simultaneously.
Too ambitious a goal would stretch reeources with no obvious benefit
in mind. In some cases Army may have to settle for simply dispelling
the rnost negative irnpressions and attitudes found in the community.
It is also important that Army should not appear overly concerned
with its irnage. This could create the impression that there is little
substance behind the public relations front.

Army has been changing in the last decade and needs to
convince the community that these changes are relevant and necessary
to the future defence of the nation. In devising any stsategic plan on
how the Army can shape community perceptions, however, it would
be well to bear in mind that the emphasis in defence planning is now
very much on a unified Defence Force. Army may face difficulties not
only in the community it seeks to inform and influence, but also in the
context of an ADF which seeks to emphasise the unity of planning
among all three services. Army's long-term interest may be best
served - at least, in terms of favourable public perceptions and
continuing support - by stressing its role within the total defence
effort.
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